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PREFACE TO THE SECOND AMERICAN EDITION.

Carefully corrected and revised to even more modern requirements, the second edition of

Prof. H. Kling's " Modern Orchestration and Instrumentation " is herewith presented.

The excellence and practical usefulness of the work has been recognized at once, not only in the

United States, but also in England, where it has lately been adopted by the Royal Naval School and

other prominent institutions.

Aside from little general additions which were made, the Comparative Tables of the various

Wood and Brass Wind Instruments have been enlarged in accordance to the latest improvements of

the various instruments ; and the two newly added Indexes, one for the various chapters, and the

other for the musical illustrations, will, it is hoped, prove a welcome addition, and add still more to

its practical usefulness.

Encouraged by the kind reception accorded the first edition, I venture to hope that the second

may be even more successful in gathering new friends on its own distinctive merits.

GUSTAV SAENGER.
New York City, March, 1905.





PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITION.

The extraordinary popularity achieved in Germany, Italy, Switzerland, etc., by the present
treatise on Modern Orchestration and Instrumentation, and the friendly reception accorded it

by the musical profession at large, together with most flattering comments by European art

critics in general, have prompted its publication in a specially prepared American edition.

Instrumentation, in its proper sense, is the ability to reproduce musical impressions and
ideas in writing, and imparting to them an outwardly comprehensive and audible expression

through the employment of one or more musical instruments. In proportion to the number
of instruments employed, or their particular combinations, we find the different groupings desig-

nated as Solo, Duo, Trio, Quartett, Quintett, Sextett, or ultimately Orchestra. In a broader
sense, and comparatively speaking, Instrumentation, and particularly Orchestration or Orchestral

Instrumentation, might be interpreted as signifying that which the painter designates as color-

compilation or combination. As a fact, the idea of Tonal-color (as applied to painting) and
Vibratory or Sound-Color (as applied to music), although impossible in a strictly comparative

sense, has become entirely en vogue, as through it the intervals or tones (either individually or

collectively) of the various Stringed, Wood, Brass or Percussion Instruments can be best and

most appropriately designated. It has even been claimed that certain tones correspond exactly

with certain colors, in-so-far that both— one through agency of the organs of hearing, the

other through the organs of sight— combine and affect the brain in such a manner as to

bring about the same impressions and feelings. Without desiring to investigate into the detailed

and scientific foundation of these analogies at this point, it may be set down as an absolute

certainty that for instance A flat or D flat will fittingly correspond to the idea of dark or

sombre, and D ox E rather to the idea of light or bright ; and in the same way as the expressions

of hard and soft, etc., are applied to individual or a combination of colors, and in turn to

individual tones of an instrument or to entire tonal successions of different instruments.

From the foregoing may be gathered that instrumentation must be considered from both

a technical and asthetic stand-point and that both are inseparable. The former above all demands

a thorough and complete knowledge of the individual instruments, their tonal-character and com-

pass, treatment, employment, capabilities and tonal-color in the various registers. To gain this

knowledge and executive ability, continued application and absolute mastery of instrumental

detail must form the foundation, which in turn can only be achieved through incessant and

conscientious study. A different proposition presents itself when considering the asthetic side,

yyhich embodies and treats of the beauty, effectiveness, and at the same time originality of the

compilation of tonal-colors. This faculty is dependent upon natural or inborn capabilities, trace-

able only to innermost feeling and expressiveness, and which in general is designated as Talent,

and, if possessed to a greater degree, as Genius. Naturally where inborn capabilities are pos-

sessed to such an unusual degree, rules and maxims, in fact teaching and learning in the

accepted and ordinary sense, are out of the question, development and ultimate mastery being

brought about in such a case solely through systematic absorbing of existing material, continual

encouragement towards higher ideals, and through the care'ful and minute study and hearing of

master-works by great composers, such as Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Brahms,

Berlioz, Richard Wagner, etc., whose achievements in this particular field will assimilate with

the endeavors of the new composer, we might say comingle with them to such an extent that

their combination with the composer's own ideal will bring about the formation of a new and

original whole. Therefore instrumentation, from a technical stand-point demands Ktiowledge, and

from sesthetic considerations Art, consequently belonging to both realms.
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In conclusion, I will add a few excellent remarks and hints which Richard Wagner expressed

in some of his letters addressed to the president of the Royal Music School at Naples, Italy (Duke

of Bagnava), relative to the development of young composers and singers. While these hints were

originally intended for dramatic music only, they may be used to equal advantage for music in

general, and particularly for our present subject. His remarks in part were as follows

:

"According to my opinion students in vocal and dramatic composition can only be launched successfully

upon the path you wish them to follow through the earnest, conscientious, and ceaseless study of a master-work, say

hke Mozart's Marriage of Figaro. As a natural consequence, through such study, correct declamation, pure and

truthful expression of melody, thorough knowledge of the means of instrumentation, and their appropriate methods

of employments, would be imparted ; and if some day the Conservatory could bring about a perfect performance of the

above-mentioned master-work, it would render a great and lasting service, not only to the operatic stage, but would

fulfil its mission, which undoubtedly consists in guarding its students against the reigning slip-shod methods of

present-day conditions, through encouraging the actual performances of great examples, making the students

colaborators of our great masters, in a certain sense. i

" All the faulty and absurd habits acquired in such countless numbers in our operatic institutions, for instance'

those of our singers, who make a point of forgetting or ignoring everything which passes upon the stage, in order to

attract the attention of the audience and challenge its applause and admiration with a showy closing-cadenza

more or less brilliantly executed ; I feel justified in claiming that such habits would not be accepted or developed by

students who have been trained, and who have acquainted themselves only with works of the rank and artistic impor-

tance of the above. As to the study of the tragic genre, I should recommend the two ' Iphigenien' by Gluck, and

the ' Vestalin ' by Spontini, to begin with.

" Only after these operas have been thoroughly memorized, analyzed, rehearsed, and fully appreciated and under-

stood in accordance to their true worth, the students of the Conservatory should be allowed to attempt compositions

of their own, as only then could we rest assured that they would not fall a victim to the exaggerations and faulty

mannerisms so prevalent upon our present-day operatic stages, and in consequence of which it is only through hearsay

that we know of those great singers who at one time established the fame of Italian Opera.

" Just as in life, there is such a thing as good company in art; and it is the plain duty of parents and guardians to

introduce their inexperienced children and pupils entrusted to them, only into this good company, till they themselves

are competent and able to discriminate between the true and false in art, and to withstand the temptations of flimsy

and shallow effects. If after this they feel inclined to associate with what I can only designate as musical vagrancy, is

of secondary consideration ; because if they have once acquired the capabilities of judging how the latter is produced,

they will, through coming in contact with it, gather so much experience and consciousness as to enable them to

discriminate between that ivhick draws down the masses and that which is good. ^^

The difficult and most exacting task of translating this work into the English language was

entrusted to the hands of Mr. Gustav Saenger, well-known throughout the United States as an

accomplished composer and musical scholar ; and thanks to his energetic zeal and untiring efforts,

as well as to the liberal and enterprising assistance of C. Fischer, the prominent New York
Publisher, this latest and most modern Method on Instrumentation and Orchestration, based on

strictly artistic, thorough, concise, and practical principles, is in readiness for the English-speaking

world at large.

That this special American Edition, prepared with such infinite care by the author, translator

and publisher, may be accorded an equally favorable reception, and install itself as lastingly in the

good opinion of the English-speaking profession and musical public in general, as the orjginal

German edition, is the earnest and sincere wish of

H. KLING,
Professor at the Getieva Conservatory,

Officier d'Academie.

Geneva, Switzerland,

Sept. I, 1902.



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON INSTRUMENTATION.

Instrumentation consists of the art of combining the instruments in such a way that they will

assist and enrich the melody, besides lending strength, volume, and tonal coloring to the harmony.

It furthermore brings about a clear and systematic grouping of the various instruments, with par-

ticular attention that the different tonal-colors are most effectively contrasted and blended, in order

that a composition will be transmitted to the ear in an equally clear, concise, and pleasing manner.

This art requires great skill and experience, and even greater taste, on the part of the composer;

it is a science, the methods of which are well-known and teachable, but which, above all, is prin-

cipally dependent upon the imaginative powers of the writer.

The score of an instrumental composition offers endless variety and diversity ; its contents may

present themselves alternately in a terrible, tremendously-strong, soft, playful, clumsy and light,

brilliant or dull, dramatic or romantic, impulsive or quiet, sad or frivolous way, exactly according

to the idea the composer wishes to express.

Every instrument possesses its particular tonal-color, peculiar to itself ; sometimes more than

one coloring can be obtained, according to the different registers employed.

If the instruments are grouped in different ways an endless variety of combinations can be

obtained ; but to begin with, it is highly necessary and of greatest importance to study the tonal-

range and the different registers of every instrument in order to know exactly what will sound

good or bad, whether this or that passage can be executed upon an instrument, in short, we must

understand to write in such an appropriate manner, that the beautiful and particular characteristics

of every individual instrument will appear to best advantage.

Only such instruments have been included in this work as are employed in our modern orches-

tras, and will be presented in the following five groups.

GROUP I.— Stringed Instruments.

A. Instruments Played with a Bow.— i, Violin ; 2, Viola; 3, Viola alta; 4, Viola d'amoure;

5, Violoncello ; 6, Double-Bass.

B. Instruments, the Strings of which are Plucked with the Fingers.— i, Harp; 2, Guitar;

3, Mandolin; 4, Zither; 5, Banjo.

C. Instruments, the Strings of which are Struck by Means of Keys, etc.— i, Piano;

2, Dulcimer.

GROUP II.—Wind Instruments.

A. Wood Wind Instruments.— i, Piccolo; 2, Flute; 3, Flute d'Amour
; 4, Flageolet; 5, Oboe;

6, Oboe d'Amore; 7, Oboe di Caccia; 8,. English Horn; 9, Clarinet; 10, Bass Clarinet;

II, Basset-Horn; 12, Bassoon; 13, Double-Bassoon.

B. Brass Instruments.— i, Horn ; 2, Trumpet
; 3, Cornet

; 4, Trombone
; 5, Saxophone

; 6, Ophi-

cleide ; 7, Bass-Tuba.

C. Instruments with Keys.— i, Organ ; 2, Harmonium.
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GROUP III.— Instruments of Percussion.

I, Tympani; 2, Small or Side Drum
; 3, Bass Drum; 4, Cymbals; 5, Triangle ; 6, Tambourine;

7, Tamtam; 8, Glockenspiel; 9, Steel Xylophone; 10, Glocken-Accordion ; 11, Large

Bells; 12, Xylophone; 13, Castagnets.

GROUP IV.— Different SmaUer Instruments.

As employed in Comic Scenes, Dance-Music, Potpourries, etc.: i, Whip ; 2, Bells
; 3, Thunder ;

4, Railroad
; 5, Waldteufel ; 6, Nightingale Whistle

; 7, Quail Whistle ; 8, Shrill or Trill

Whistle
; 9, Cuckoo Whistle ; 10, Railroad Whistle (Locomotive and Conductor Whistle);

II, Spurs; 12, Rattle; 13, Storm; 14, Fireman's Horn; 15, Post Horn; 16, Hunting

Horn; 17, Alpine Horn; 18, Czakan; 19, Anvil; 20, Wind-machine; 21, Rain-machine, etc-

GROUP V.—Instruments Employed in Military Bands.

I, Piccolo; 2, Flute; 3, Clarinet; 4, Oboe; 5, English Horn; 6, Bassoon; 7, Double Bassoon;

8, Horn; 9, Trumpet and Bass Trumpet; 10, Piccolo Comet; 11, Cornet and Fliigel-

Horn ; 12, Alt Horn; 13, Tenor Horn; 14, Baritone (Euphonion); 15, Trombone;

16, Saxophone; 17, Sarusophone; 18, Ophicleide; 19, Bass Tuba; 20, Helicon; 21, Instru-

ments of Percussion, etc.

Following these five groups special chapters have been added treating of

"The Human Voice,"

Girls' voices, Women's voices, Boys' voices. Men's voices, and

Practical Directions for Conducting.



KLING'S MODERN
INSTRUMENTATION AND ORCHESTRATION.

Group I.

STRINGED INSTRUMENTS.

A. Instruments Played with a Bow.

1. THE VIOLIN.

(VIOLINE, VIOLINO, VIOLON.)

Music for the violin is written in the G clef,

and its strings, of which there are four, are

tuned in perfect fifths.

i I

Tonal Compass
for

Orchestral playing. ^P

Tonal Compass
for

Solo playing. m I

The effects to be obtained with this magnifi-

cent instrument are inexhaustible and applicable

to every conceivable variety of musical composi-

tion. The effective application of the qualities

offered by the violin must be left to the talent

and imagination of the composer, as it is a diffi-

cult matter to lay down positive rules there-

for. In the first place it is necessary to study

the scores of Haydn's, Mozart's and Beethoven's

quartettes and quintettes, in order to acquire

ability and profipiency in writing for both the

violin, the viola, and the violoncello in an

artistic manner. We will begin with detailed

explanations of a few of the manifold qualities

and pecuUarities of the violin.

Bowing. This is undoubtedly one of the chief

factors in the art of violin playing. If the

violin-bow is applied near the bridge and drawn

with strength and firmness, a more or less volu-

minous tone can be produced. Contrary to this,

if a soft and pleasing tone, smooth rendition of

passages, and delicacy in melodic work is to be

produced, the bow must be applied at a dis-

tance from the bridge. Opposite effects are

produced by drawing the bow near to, or at a

distance from the bridge.

Sul ponticello {y&vj near to the bridge) bow-

ing, with very light pressure of the bow, pro-

duces a whistling and nasal tone, which can

be used to good advantage for bringing about

special effects.

With the opposite bowing, Sulla tastiera (above

the finger-board), soft and flute-like tones are

produced. The flautato (or strascinatd) bowing

is produced by applying the bow at its tip about

an inch away from the end of the finger-board

;

it must be drawn very delicately and evenly, and

every note should be slightly extended. This

bowing, with its flute-like effect, can be produced

to best advantage in the middle of the D and A
string.

Detached Bowing. Executed with long strokes,

according to the tempo.
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Hammered Bowing. Executed at the nut of

the bow, in a short and decided manner.

^^ ^ "-^-

^^^ ' ^ if- P ' \j '

U -^ ~^L. ~^ ~~^ ^ —_ -•

Staccato Bowing. Executed in one stroke.

P^?^33^=
3si

Light Staccato Bowing. Usually executed with

the up-stroke, the bow rebounding from the

strings after each note in a light and elastic

manner.

tf
t=P=&F=ti^'̂ -

m:«=£ SEE
(i—

•

S^=f^ eI

Light Rebounding Strokes. The bow rebound-

ing from the strings in an exceedingly light

manner.

sg^iS^^^i
m V . i- -i-

i^^^i^^iB
or V Designates the down-stroke,

or >• Designates the up-stroke.

A )

Brilliantly Detached Strokes. For use in quick

movements, necessitating an exceedingly fine and

•delicate interpretation.

Vivace.

m^^^^^^^^^
^

•—!-

^
-^—•-

e£e5e«;I

Ricochet, or Jumping Bow. With rebounding

strokes, the groups separated by small pauses

in which the bow is raised from the strings.

Orazioso et pp.

^1

Dragging Stroke. Executed with the upper

half of the bow.

Moderato.

Arpeggio Bowing. Executing the notes of a

broken chord in a harp-like manner.

ip
z4zM.

n.-ii

:?=?=:«=

^^

J^Bêsh:
3^^

=tt

-«i-^ «*-•

w^-^

g-

ip
^h^

=^ n ! 1 1
1 1-

-
1 1 1 1 1

1

"--x

j=j=
-i^^a4-

i.t--tiqi
1:

|:?=?:i

-i^-«^

1^^^^ p

i
TT _^_^_J_J_

Ei: a^j^
fl^-t

^ 1
T1- v^^
m-^ -g-f)-

I

i
I I I- I

I I I I I-wmmI

etc., in different keys.
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Saccade Bowing. By accenting each 2d, 3d,

or 4th note with an additional pressure of the

bow, a rough but excellent effect (for orchestral

use) is produced.

ff sfz sfz sfz sfz sfz sfz ^^sfz

^^^^m
Strong Sustained Intervals. Vigorously drawn

notes and passages executed with whole bows.

ff Maestoso.

iwE:

#fe B^ ^^
The Trill can be executed upon every note of

the entire tonal compass of the violin.

Easy Double-trills. (Are never introduced in

orchestral writing to be executed by one instru-

ment.)

1=

m =i= T i^r-
ISI i

=^= -g-

&

I
t

^mw
I&

f-=«^
i

Allegro.

3^s:!^S:^^sSrT^t"f

The Vibrato. The Vibrato is produced by

moving the finger in a trembling manner slightly

above and below the perfect intervals.

The following sign is used for its designation.

^ m IB

Andante.

It is very effective for any of the Stringed

Instruments if used in passages of a recitative

nature ; but care must be taken not to use it to

excess.

In his recitatives Gluck has used it to excellent

advantage.

Double, Chromatic-Double, Triple and Quadruple-

stops possible upon the Violin.

DOUBLE STOPS.

i
etc.

-p—g- -s>- J^- -^:f:= etc.

-S>—<2-
"g g/ z?—g—g?—p

—

ej £jS—O.-
-JJ CJ ^—

~

-"
S! Z5 27—S!—z?—»-

TS" -or -TS~ 'Zr sr nsr ~ar "Zr sr

i
^-_i-_^- -^js.

:g:etc.
etc.

sSz«—S

—

s> <=-
1=3 Sgl-^—s—ffi"

^^^^- ^sg--g—^ g g gz- :^^

i
-I- -"g^ i £ ^^ etc.

^1I^ S 1 ^—g—

p

S3^ ^=f=3;

-S-'-iS^-s
etc.

I
-Si^Z.

-sr^-TS-ei-

r
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CHROMATIC DOUBLE STOPS.

g ^-^i^teiifeL-
i|fe^̂ .^-m-Mw^ :g:etc.

^i^^^rt^^S r^-ig-

tgrfe

i^^^^Ss^^^i^
u u -^ i7^ h^ ^-^- fc^ -<2-tf^ ^' etc.

-S'—^•

i
etc.

5"—"^—

I

%-̂ =^±s^ i

i i

TRIPLE STOPS.

iE t- t -^^ ^ -^- -^
^zifcz^ ^ fe3=:^

W- p=f ^_[gZg: It =#5»-

?-bi« -|2-

r MS>-

i
fete--^fp^ ^,-hî ^fe ll*^

r r
7? ig- «^ 3 1^:5^

iE :Jp±=2^: pr
g:^i± :l2i:dSESi^ iJ^^S

lii^^^

^K :5;.id=FM :gi

5«tla^^^5S^i

i =fe 4 u aJ-rBg}-5 '

&--&- -f^ -19-

j^MfeP id-*:
J?:-A-fite

.(2. HiZ.

t^ ri

p^e*^^
;^

:#!

=^S^^; -si-st
I I

i ^ -e.
fe=&F^ i:ii=fc5

letc.

l^M fc i
#-^

i i

QUADRUPLE STOPS.

11 -ffl-
:£ .(g- bpz. l?p. .p

g d;
feffi- fejSZ-

**

—

K-|-'|g

—'^' m a51E £ =e

fT?
:^ tbi

g

-p- -jS'--iSp'

-*2 f2-

r r r r
b-s^- b-^ t^ b^P i"^

sfr*=erf=fe^6=S,'":S^E^=?=Efca fe=afe-
b<=z.

r#ig ^

g
?: bfs. fez. .,2. -«^ b.«,.

-I
i fa-l——F

rIS' !&-

=5p

bi!j. b(2. b(2. bjffi. ,

-pi

'-bp &b:
-3=

^=b^ tei.ter^afts:tfe*

r

SEbfei:ib53i:

b^ b^'i-p-
p-^^¥=^

fif^f|f
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QUADRUPLE STOPS (Continued).

kh

I

L-^#:^^l

r

^ I-5=^
.2 I^ J^^^^ T

'

?^i
:&

:?E

-1=2- -l=-
I

L#r ? f
9—hs>-

-(S-

I&etc.

^^^

m=w,€:

r
=*- -si-

-(=- ^— -(2-

=ffuFM^E
42.

i
-^-

f

r -«- -"S*- -^St- r

Broken Chords. Used for the second Violin.

(Viola and Violoncello.)

W^^^
i===

iE

Tremolo Bowing. A trembling movement

which may be executed either with single or

double-stops.

Tremolo Bowing.

_^_, ^_,

Harmonics or Flageolet-tones are produced by

placing the fingers lightly upon the strings in-

stead of pressing them down in the firm manner

necessary for the ordinary intervals; in conse-

quence the string is capable of more vibrations

and a flageolet-like tone is produced.

G-String.

D-String.

Natural Harmonics. Artistic Harmonics.

iE

tw

3 4
4 i 2 ° a -°

O « O -F-

E=%

#

r

M^

*:»fe

^-

—^v— 1_—

r r
iS:

j=^-t
fe *

I
^1

h5—H*-
ff^

r^f

'If ^ fr^ ^ £ % ? te

lf^^f#
A-String.

4
O

£=£:|

-«- if- £«£t^ t- ^t^ ^_ ^ ^ ^ .

Si
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Ifatuial Haimonics. Artistic Harmonics.

4
o
-iS-

B-String. i ;E=ff=i^t:^
=t=^

^1 ^
The Sordino or Mute, effects the production of

a mysterious, veiled and voluptuous tonal char-

acter, which, while possessing undoubted charm,

should not be used too often. In. scoring, the

Italian term "con sordino " (with mute) is used.

If its use is to be discontinued the words " senza

sordino " (without mute) are written in advance

of the particular place where the effect is to

stop. The necessity of allowing ample time in

which to set and again remove the mute must

always be borne in mind ; this is very important

Pizzicato played with the right hand,

pizz.

issIS *

Pizzicato executed with the left hand,

pizz

pg^i^

in order that the even flow of a composition will

not be interrupted.

Pizzicato is produced by plucking the strmgs

with a finger of either the right or left hand ; it

can be executed either in single or double stops

as well as in arpeggio-like manner. It is desig-

nated by the term " Pizzicato " (generally abbre-

viated " Pizz."); if the effect is to be discontinued

the term " coll arco " (with the bow) or simply

" arco " is used.

J3^
m^_q_^i

Pizzicato in which all the notes are executed by the fourth finger of the left hand.

^^3^^3Bg3s^^^g^p^^3EyBEH
In the following examples the first note (t)is played with the bow, the second (+) is plucked

with the 4th, and the third (+) with the 2nd finger of the left hand.

E-String.

A-String.

D-String.

G-String.

'-.;-:.

'

'
. ' , ' , ' , '

W-

+ t f I t If--1 + i +p + ^ +

m=al=FF Eim
y-

t ++ t ++ t ++ t ++ t ++ t++ T++ r++ 1+ 1+ 1+ t++f + f +T + I +

^^^i^P^^i

+ + + + i + 1 + + t
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The accompaniment plucked with the 4th finger and the melody played with the bow.

It is also possible to execute trills pizzicato.

i

pizz.

tr ^
-8^

-J- J V 4 ^- d •- ei

;i

-Z5- sr
area.

In case the student is not a violin-player him-

self, he would derive the greatest benefit through

the study of some excellent violin-school, say

the one by Ferd. David, in order to acquaint

himself thoroughly with the different effects

which can be produced upon this unsurpassable

instrument.

The Violin is principally adapted for the in-

terpretation of cantabile-passages, embellishments

and richly elaborated melodies.

Extraordinary Manner of tuning the Violin.

This device is only employed when the

violin is used as a Solo-instrument ; we find an

example in Saint-Saens' Danse Macabre, in which

the first Solo-Violin must be tuned in the follow-

ing manner

:

s i

Mozart, Tartini, Lolli, Baillot, Paganini, and
others employed this device and tuned their

violins in a different manner. It is the privilege

of every virtuoso to introduce changes of this

kind as seem best suited to his special purpose,

but for orchestral playing it is preferable to

retain the ordinary manner of tuning in perfect

fifths.

Divisi-playing in the Orchestra. Usually the

violins are divided to interpret a first and second

part, but as each instrument, in any moderately

sized orchestra, is represented by numerous

players, each part can again be sub-divided.

Many of our modern composers, such as Berlioz

and especially R. Wagner, sometimes divide the

violins to interpret as many as eight different

parts; the beautiful Prelude to "Lohengrin" con-

tains a masterly example of how to use the

violins in this manner.
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EXTRACT FROM THE VORSPIEL TO "LOHENGRIN.

Slowly.
R. Wagner.

Flauti.
( Flutes.)

Oboi.
(Oboes.)

4

Solo

Violins.

pp-^dim. pp<dim.-_

=?="-m̂
pp^^atm.::^

=^=ti====|e:^^

Natural.

To be produced in Harmonics.

t
M
tBE

:&
^:?=^:

|_^&'m^=^=## ^ ^-

PT-p.
fr- :^^ei=^^F^±=E^S -^

X / /
To be produced in Harmonics.

i
s £^ ^-rr-^-^-f^

S^iE
d̂- .^r—

ft:wfff\f^^f -f^>f

tj //-= / ^j>.
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1

I
Sil=

^

li s. fe feP-H^-fHfT—^^-: ^^^
dim. dint, P

dim, :PP

dim. pp

dim. pp

dim. pp
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Si

P
From this place all the Violins resume their

usual order of playing in 4 equal parts.

Mi
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Every composer is at liberty to apply the

instruments in this manner according to his own
good taste and inspiration. If the notes for

division or sub-division are written upon one staff

such parts are marked " divisi " (div.), meaning
" to be interpreted by different players."

div.-

The Solo Violin-part in the orchestra is usually

interpreted by the Concert-master or Assistant

Conductor. A well-written solo executed by an

accomplished artist will never fail to produce

the desired effect ; but the situation, for which it

is intended, whether dramatic or symphonic,

must be fittingly and appropriately pictured in

musical sounds. Especial attention and study

should be devoted to the Violin solos , in the

following operas : Faust (Gounod), The Merry

Wives of Windsor (Nicolai), A Night in Gra-

nada (Kreutzer), Le Pre an Clercs (Herold),

etc.

In the following example I present a Cadenza

composed for the last-named opera (Introduction

to the Aria of the 2nd Act) by A. Heps (Con-

cert-master at the Geneva Stadtorchestra). With

the aid of this, an idea may be gathered, as to

the possibilities upon this instrument by an

accomplished soloist.*)

CADENZA.

Introduction to Aria (Act II.) from " Le Pr^ au Clercs," by Herold.

i
IslnE

•|^^•^ n PB 1^ III! -i-^J J^J r^ ^
,

W-

^^^^m.# 3^*-fc
« l̂f=3t -̂F^

r-u •#r r-r~F sr-5
J T

Û I
—5 H-tH ! I

.ri_a^3_^
=#E It

f=f

i l^ii '^

^ -*-# ^ ^ -j-^^ ^^"•"v vVVv ^-lt^ ^""l"*" ^ ^ -»!•#- ^ ^ -^

* Nowadays every composer, without possessing the slightest knowledge or idea of the organism of the violin, writes violin-concertos and

orehestral compositions with a solo violin-part, brimful of thankless and unheard-of difficulties. Beethoven is responsible for the efforts of

these professional pianistic heroes ; Mendelssohn was his fortunate successor. In the enthusiasm aroused by the beauties and merits of these

two compositions, the proper and suitable characteristics of the instrument are lost sight of. But what is the offering of these epigones? Only

criticism devoid of the real sense of genuine violin-playing can simulate admiration for such concertos. Allowed, that some may lay claim to

being very good and interesting compositions, violin-compositions such as their title declares them to be, they are certainly not. In addition to

this, violinists are suddenly abandoning their claim of being virtuosi, but wish to be considered solely as interpreters of higher artistic

revelations. — H. M. Schletterer ; Ludwig Spahr, Collection ofMusical Recollectiom.
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i
^->^ ^.^& l^ifFm^^m.m

^—

^

m^MMMM
ui^ -A-i—M-

if
?*

-4

-a^-i^

c^ ^:5^^M,^^,m^=^^=^^,
ffi^^ *T±^-*- _^_^_ -4-4- _^_^_w

i
.giL^ p5?.a^.

IE =:nt

jt * .Pl^ ^.^
=4=4;

_^_^. -*-*- -*-#

i
4=4= tt^:§5

S .^5; ^.^ g^.^ ^^ ^^
^^^t4= 4=4=]=i: J=t

35; "•^•~ '^ ^ ^- -4

MlSS^^ n i l^=J I I

^^E^^^^gE^te -^f:f:^|:££?:f:f:.

MS^Jrfi.fiJ^'*^^^. I
* x<

—

P~

it=g: eI
p- -.^

=t=

i

The most effective keys for the Violin in orches-

tral writing are C, G, D, A, E, and B Major

and Minor.

For Solo-playing the keys of D, A, and E
Major are the best, owing to their brilUant and

high-sounding notes.

Furthermore it must be remembered that

every string of the Violin possesses its own

peculiar timbre, similar in some respects to the

tonal character of certain wind instruments
;

accordingly the tonal quality of the 4th string

may be compared with that of the Horn, that of

the 3d string with the Bassoon, that of the 2nd
string with the Oboe, and that of the ist string

partly with the Flute and Piccolo.

If the composer desires a certain passage or
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i

Adagio.
4th string ( or Sul. G.)

E "•=P
=£J ^^^^^^^^^^̂ =^=P

==^«i(=

1= 1

3d String ( or Sul. A.)

*j?i£:

^^p^^^i^p^g^i

a

appassionato.

3d string (or Sal. D.)

fe
^E =EE

3E^: ^^^-T¥-T^
••-^-

^^ IP^ E#*^
izt

movement to be executed upon one string, he

indicates it by means of numerals (E string i,

A string 2, D string 3, G string 4) and a dotted

line drawn over the respective notes, as in the

above-shown examples.

The fourth string is the most expressive. In

the beautiful prelude to the 5th Act of his opera

"L'Africaine" (the scene of the Manzanillo tree)

Meyerbeer has used it successfully by combin-

ing all the Violins, Violas, and Violoncellos,

with the Clarinets and Bassoons in one grand

unisono. Certainly a very flash of genius. The

effect is impressive and grand, the quality of

tone produced by this combination of instru-

ments resembling that of one enormous Viola.

The Violin as used in dance-music. The Vio-

lins are divided into two groups, of which the

first usually takes the melody, and the second,

in connection with the Viola, the rhythmical

accompaniment, as will be seen further on.

2. THE VIOLA.

(bratsche, viola alta, alto.)

Music for the Viola is written both in the

Alto (C-clef, 3d line) and in the Violin or G-

clef. The strings are tuned in perfect fifths.12 3 4

=tC= i
(In his opera " Le Yx€ aux Clercs," Herold

has the 4th string tuned down to B in one

instance.)

JO- ( i^ *'"' ^*''''' )

Tonal-
Compass. W
The various bowings of the Violin, as ex-

plained in the preceding chapter, apply to the

Viola in every respect.

ARPEGGIOS.

^^^i^k^^-^^^Pi^^^iPti^l
j2iL*.

=^3 4-d-

l2«t=rz*dr|2it=zaL-

El:

I I I
I

1

t?i

Mill 1 p

-Ji-H-

SE
W

111 1

I i

iit

^^

T -U—g»-|-[-i

-4-4- =i^P.

p:tt:p=

--«

%
^ ^¥-

-^-p-

-*-r -r-rrrrn'U- ^ ^5 B^ .^=^^
i

-|t-(i.

ZJ _

^P-

JL X^^^ "gpj. ^ 3
IJ^HJ

S
etc.
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THE TRILL

Can be executed upon every note of the entire tonal-compass.

Easy Double-trills.

tr m IBI=bi =5i=

DOUBLE STOPS WITH TWO, THREE, AND FOUR NOTES.

fe:
^t-^ -e-hg- S ^&-

g-F=5|
:a:

;S—ei

—

ie>

E^ :^=a.
-(2-^ ^^—S- e—3-

:|-=F ^ f-=f

.-fe^̂—f^ i :^-^t^,^—te—tep-S'—©-

iS^S^^^Ej^iS^ P?^ ^ -g gug s
=t=t

-z;*- -s*-^-
^«^

rid* ?4^
^1 «HiS—«f—^T—I bj

EdE :Sz:ig=fe: t^te—

t

b-^-^:^'i^'S'- -&

:5=P=^--P-=-rl—tf-

fe=^El
^s^?^^1

i--^5=F=r
-z:!—g-\^-^

r I

--i^g^ip^ pr-

BROKEN CHORDS.

Ete]j^=^^S*S^^

^^^g| :EE^fE^PE^t£i_ffl»
I

I

I I k_l^^^^ r-r-
=?=?=t

TREMOLO PASSAGES.

;zg^&^:i:£gg^-^^-h=BE^a=^^^-^d^z^E^gp^«-^^

EfEf^E

ti£±
=t=t

-F-*: tt:?^:=:~
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HARMONICS.

4tlt String.

IS—^

—

1? 8 §

*>fcj*^lE
-1—

h

h ' h

3d String.

_n o

P
i=i^

g § ^

-^- s-v- ^ ?:if

Hi String.

i
"Dg. DA 11 .«.

£=^
I? ^ § g«r r

I
.tstring.^ t^ j^j,|#g|i|

nm :]=:i: i
1=

^ l^g
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The Pizzicato and Sordino are used in the

identical manner as upon the Violin.

Divisi-playing in the orchestra. For the pro-

duction of special effects, the Violas may be

divided to interpret 2, 3, or 4 different parts,

according to the pleasure or intentions of the

composer.

The Viola as a Solo-instrument offers material

of wondrous charm, its soft, yearning tonal-

character being imbued with extraordinary

beauty.

Mdhul, misled by the intimate similarity

existing between the tonal-character of the

Violas and the dreamy character of the Ossianic

poetry, decided to use them solely in his opera

" Uthal," excluding the Violins entirely. But the

tonal-coloring created thereby proved too monot-

onous, and resulted in a tiresome effect upon

the listeners.

Weber used the Viola in his opera " Der

Freischiitz," to excellent advantage, entrusting

it with an important solo. In the 3d Act of his

charming opera " The Hermit's Bell," Maillart

introduced a short but very expressive solo for

the Viola. Gluck, Beethoven, Mdhul, Meyer-

beer, Mendelssohn, Berlioz, R. Wagner and

many others have repeatedly given prominence

to the Viola in a marked manner, both in

orchestral and solo work. Cantabile-passages

upon the higher strings of the Viola create a

wonderful effect in scenes of a religious and

antique character, as for instance in the beauti-

ful prayer in Spontini's opera " The Vestal."

The best keys for solo-playing are G, D, Eb

and Ab major.

Used in Dance-music the Viola fills up and

completes the accompaniment in connection with

the 2nd Violin.

The tonal characteristics of the different

strings of the Viola may be described as follows :

the 4th and 3d strings possess a soft, earnest

and sonorous quality, which in their middle reg-

isters are very similar to the tones of a French

Horn. The 2nd string possesses a Bassoon-

like, and the ist string an Oboe-like tone.

3. THE VIOLA ALTA.

The Viola alta is tuned, played and employed

in the exact manner as the ordinary Viola,

differing only in the build of its body (reso-

nance-box) and tone, the latter possessing more

volume, brightness and carrying-powers.

Before proceeding, it might be of interest to

state the reason which led to the transforma-

tion of the ordinary Viola, as well as to look

into the principles of construction of this newly

improved instrument. .

Among the group of stringed instruments the

Viola takes its place between the Violin and the

Violoncello ; according to its tonal-register it is a

major fifth lower than the Violin and a full

octave higher than the Violoncello. In view of

certain defects of the ordinary Viola, the possi-

bility of improving the instrument in various

ways presented itself.

Never could the Viola compete with the

Violin or Violoncello as an independent musical

instrument ; its inadequate and limited means

of expression have ever prevented musicians

and soloists from choosing it as a medium

through which to portray their artistic senti-

ments, to such a degree as has been the case

upon the Violin or Violoncello. The ordinary

Viola possesses a dull and nasal tone. There

can be no doubt that the instrument is deficient

in free and clear emission of tonal volume and

consequently in brilliancy and strength. We
might express ourselves in such a manner as to

claim that the ordinarily-used Viola cannot

sing freely and unrestrainedly owing to the lack

of a sound and healthy body ; in its hitherto

existing form it appears as a narrow-breasted

concern.

The wish of the regenerator * was therefore

directed towards constructing a Viola which

would not alone be improved in this respect,

but which in its tonal-register would possess the

same general qualities as the Violin, namely:

volume, intensity, carrying quality, sonority, and

beauty of tone. As the tone of the Violin is

brought about by aerial vibrations, which in

their turn are produced by the joint action of

certain factors (strings, bridge, and resonance-

box), the construction of the Viola alta was based

upon that of the Violin. Comparison of the

two instruments will present them in the propor-

* Hermann Ritter, Esq., Grand-ducal chamber virtuoso of

Mecklenburgh-Schwerin, and teacher of the History of Music at

the Royal Music-school in Wilrtzburg, author of a voluminous

school, " The Study of the Viola alta," " History of the Viola alta,"

" Repertorium of the History of Music," Concerts for Viola alta,

with orchestral accompaniment, many solo compositions, as well as

founder of a literature for the Viola alta, etc.
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tion of tonic to sub-dominant ; consequently, as

this proportion appears as 2 : 3, or i : |, the

dimensions and aerial capacity of two vibratory

spaces (resonance-boxes) of similar shape, must

be in accordance with such proportionate figur-

ing. Based upon this fundamental rule of tonic

and sub-dominant, a real foxmdation for the

construction of the Viola alta had at last been

laid, offering the advantage of proceeding with

the aid of principles and methods as applied in

Violin construction. Aided by the personal

directions and drawings, etc., of the inventor,

this Tenor-violin (Alt-Geige) as Richard Wagner

named it in German, was constructed by the

violin-maker, Karl Adam Horlein (pupil of the

celebrated Vauchel) in Wiirzburg, 1875. Now
that the proper and real Tenor-violin has been

produced, constructed according to scientific

principles, and answering all requirements as to

tonal color and carrying powers, the question

presents itself : Can this new-born instrument

be played and manipulated with ease ?

By the successful introduction of this instru-

ment in his concert-tours throughout Switzerland,

Germany, Holland and Russia, the regenerator,

who is a Viola-player himself, has undoubtedly

proven so far, that the technical manipulation of

the Viola alta has in no way been interfered

with by .its improved and correct manner of

construction. In the production of his tetralogy

" The Ring of the Nibelung " in 1876, Richard

Wagner immediately added the instrument to

his orchestra in preference to the ordinary

Violas. Since then this newly constructed and

improved Viola alta has been successfully intro-

duced in many German and Russian orchestras

in place of the usual Violas.

4. VIOLA D'AMOUR.

(liebesgeige, viola d'amore.)

Unluckily this beautiful instrument, whic

possesses a lovely and bewitching tone, can I

found in only a few privileged orchestras,

is a difficult matter to explain and hardly cor

prehensible, that an instrument possessing e:

pressive force to such a degree as the Vio!

d'amour, should have been done away with ; tl

perpetual and everlasting endeavor to improi

has resulted in replacing it by an over-abundanc

of Trombones and Bass-Tubas, with which tl:

modem orchestra is crowded ; true it is, we su

ceed in producing more noise, but a double los

in charming loveliness is entailed.

Music for this instrument is written in th

Alto and Violin-clef, and is strung with the fc

lowing 7 strings

:

X 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 w 1
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pizz.

-^-^^ ' ^ <* * -^ :f-

Most conductors, more ambitious to earn

money, or save a little for their respective thea-

trical or operatic managers, than respectful to

the ideas and interests of a man of genius or the

real interests of art, allow this important solo to

be played upon an ordinary Viola. But the

eifect produced cannot compare to that intended

by Meyerbeer, as the Viola can in no way

imitate the bewitching quality of sound which

constitutes the chief characteristic of the charm-

ing Viola d'amour.

5. THE VIOLONCELLO.

(VIOLONCELL, VIOLONCELLO, VIOLONCELLE.)

Music for the Violoncello is usually written in

the Bass and Tenor, and sometimes in the

Violin or Treble-clef. Its strings are tuned in

perfect fifths an octave below those of the

Viola.

3^

Tonal Compass
for

Orchestral playing. W-

Tonal Compass
(or

Solo playing. i

1

The Bowings are identical with those used for

the Violin, the following kinds presenting the

greatest difficulty :
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a staccato.
Double-trills are extremely difficult ; they ai

rarely used in orchestral, and occur mostly i

instructive works.

saltato, martellato, jumping bow.

'-i--i-

3^t
#-^-*-A

'
'—I— I— I— I—

H

etc.

Three and Four Stringed Arpeggios are used in

various forms and bowings.

C3=^-
91: :1=J=

-:t=\z

-inr' i

.H^ P^ .

S^SEEi
i=F=F

s^^5 ^=t=t
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Sometimes the notes of the higher positions

are written in the Treble-clef, although in reality

they sound an octave lower, as is illustrated by
the following extract from a string-quartette by

Mozart; but notation in accordance to the real

sounds is gradually becoming the custom ; it is

certainly preferable and mistakes are avoided

thereby

:

Violin I.

VioUn U.

Viola.

Violoncello.

TRIO.

Harmonics are produced and applied in the

same manner as upon all stringed instruments.

NATURAL HARMONICS.
-a-

o

4tli String. 91:

?—^—1°

3d String. mm T~

-^

2d Stiing. ^-

o
-(2-

o

1st string. E^ZUJI

m
ite^
vti
i tfc
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Artistic Harmonics can only be used to ad

vantage upon the first (a) string, in the follow-

ing manner

:

E

9^
J4- m

:t=

i"

8va.
-s>-

ffi i
o

Pizzicato and Sordino are applied with eqi

success as in connection with the Violin. V
loncello parts may be sub-divided for interpre

tion by 2, 3, 4, and 5 different 'Cellos, as m
suit the intentions of the composer. In the f

lowing example the introduction to the overti

of " William Tell " is shown, in which Ross

has made use of 5 Solo-Violoncellos

:

EXTRACT FROM OVERTURE TO WILLIAM TELL.

-RCSSINI.
Andante.

3d Violonc.
Solo.

4th Violonc
Solo.

sib Violonc
Solo.

^E

^

m JU- ^^
i'p

f=x~~r\t^^

But this passage is so well known that it will

probably be more interesting to give another

and perhaps even finer example by the greatest

master of instrumentation that ever lived, Rich-

ard Wagner. It will be seen that the melody

played by a Solo 'Cello, and each part of tl

accompaniment is doubled.
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EXTRACT FROM "DIE WALKURE."

23

R. Wagner.

1 Cello Solo.

2 Celli 2
2 Celli 3.

2 Celli 4
2 Celli 6.

2 Double
Basses.

M^hul in his overture to " Joseph," and Che-

rubini in his operas and masses have sometimes

made use of 4 Violoncellos ; the works of Berlioz

and R. Wagner also show numerous examples

of this kind.

The Violoncello is a beautiful Solo-instrument,

especially well-adapted for pathetic scenes, as in

the celebrated Duett of the 4th Act in "The
Huguenots," where it is used to answer the

voices of the two lovers, in an echo-like manner.

EXTRACT FROM THE OPERA "THE HUGUENOTS.

Andante.
Meyerbeer.

Violins.

Violas.

Raoul.

Violoncellos.

Basses.

Melodies of a broad and sustained character

are better adapted to the Cello than light and

trifling ones; nevertheless the Violoncello pos-

sesses flexibility of expression to such an extent

as to make it applicable to nearly any variety of

musical composition. In Zerlina's Aria " batti,

batti, obel Masetto" ("Don Juan"), Mozart has

written a beautiful and expressive solo for the

Violoncello. Sustained passages and melodies

are sometimes executed together with the Violas,

which adds volume and strength to the tonal-

quality of the Violoncellos. An excellent effect

is produced by the graceful Cello-part in the

" Air de Ballet " (" Scenes pittoresques " for or-

chestra) by the eminent French composer, Jules

Massenet.
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EXTRACT FROM " SCENES PITTORESQUES."
Jules Massenet.

Violins.

Tiolas.

Bassoon.

Violoncellos.

pizz.

pizz,

mf sost.

To be played in graceful and singing style.

_K. -. __ V,

pizz.

^ l^Z

tnf

^ E^^3E ^^1^

EiSE

—m m *— -̂
^^^^li^^^

The following example presents a cadenza,

kindly offered for use in this work by an excel-

lent European Violoncellist (H. Holzmann).

With its aid an idea may be formed as to tl

manner of writing an effective solo-part fi

this instrument.

W
Cadenza.

o
1 i^.

H. Holzmann.

f-ff q-ffj^if^^ff^t
-I— I—!—I-

•^^—1—H—^—t—

^

1 ! I ) '
I

I

! ! !

ril.

la-l—iU^.^;
'.

! I

•

I ' n *^
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:^^3tintiUi«I*p;
i^^ri_^^^^ ^-^K-

^j—¥'^^—'^^^T"

fi^SJi-i**tt i w•^s.;->M :«
,1* nO

i2E^^j- 1 1 ,

la#=fill^gLv> ttfl^lJli
fff T

'—hFFi—rf-r-r^T^T^rF^r-rFF—
' ' '

— '

—

QT '^^^J^^^^^mm^m^

The most Effective Keys, both for orchestral

and solo use, are those with few sharps or flats,

and where the open strings, which sound ex-

ceedingly full and brilliant, can be frequently

used.

The Violoncello as used in Dance-Music. Usu-

ally a part is written for it together with the

Double-bass ; but it is of frequent occurrence,

that it assists in doubling the melody or some

accompanying melody or prominent figure ; for

instance, pizzicato is assigned to it ; the latter

produces an excellent effect, especially in a

waltz

:

-g>T|Jn 1 » r ^i-^s r 1^ 1
s. s^'
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For Solo-playing the Double-Bass is some-

times tuned in a different manner. Beethoven,

Cherubini, R. Wagner and others, have written

Bass-parts for some of their works which make

it necessary to tune the 4th string down to low

C or C Y

Tonal-Compass
lor

Orchestral playing.

=9-

Additional notes
for

Solo playing. i

The bowings are the same as those used for

the Violin and are treated in the same manner.

The trill can be executed upon any note of the

entire tonal-compass. The tremolo is produced

in the same manner as upon the Violin, and is

very effective. Notwithstanding the thickness

of the strings, it is possible to produce harmo-

nics.

NATURAL HARMONICS.

Sounds:

E String.

Sounds

:

A String.

^i: :#^

sul E sulE

9^
sul A

o

o -«-

^S; -zz. sul A
^z:

Bjizqz
^ fi-s--

» Mr. Carl Otho, a member of the Leipzic Gewandhaus orchestra,

has invented an appliance for the Double-bass, which makes it possi-

ble to produce the Contra C upon the instrument ; with its aid the

intentions of composers in this special direction can be satisfactorily

fulfilled without necessitating the re-tuning of the instrument by the

player. He has simply added a fifth string to the Double-bass and

the result has been a very successful one. Hans von Biilow made use

of these 5 stringed Double-Basses in his cycles of Beethoven con-

certs.

jSL.
#-

Sounds

:

D String.

o ^ sul D sul D
o o

i =#^

Sounds:

G String.

9-

sul G sul G

^^=^j^fe^U eJ iJ

Double-stops can also be produced.

Double-Stops with two and three notes.

The following examples are not difficult t

play:

P
:^^igs^p--a5s^

-f--@-ig-

&lp^ i P^P-e

fz) :S; 3: ff5: :& _|S2_

^i -I ^ ^
ig:^

iriS9-

^ T^
LdE

U-^-

-rr
o

f2-

^_^
'^fz'^ :& '^%'Si--f^.

I

:p_^
^^
f̂=$

The Sordino is also used for the Double-bas

The Pizzicato produces an excellent effect, pr

viding it is used judiciously ; Weber has used

with excellent dramatic effect in his Freischii

overture. The sustained low notes of the Cla:

nets together with the convulsive trembling

the Violins and Violas, the pathetic voice of tl

Violoncellos, hovering above this gloomy music

creation, the Pizzicato of the Basses, support^

and doubled by the Timpani, all this creates

exceedingly impressive effect.
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EXTRACT FROM THE FREISCHUTZ OVERTURE.

27

C. M. VON Weber.

Clarinet.
(B)

Bassoon.

Timpani.

gtifi: :
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For their symphonies, Haydn, Mozart and

Beethoven have oft-times written very interest-

ing and prominent Bass-parts, necessitating ex-

cellent players.

Considered as a Solo-instrument, the Double-

bass is also capable of shining to advantage, as

well as the Viola or the Violoncello. I have

heard the celebrated Double-bass soloist, Botte-

sini, perform the most complicated solos and

concertos in a most effective manner. Verdi in

one of his latest operas ("Othello") has entrusted

a noble, majestic solo to the Double-bass, which

when executed unisono by all the Basses of the

orchestra produces an exceedingly impressive

effect.

EXTRACT FROM VERDI'S OPERA
"OTHELLO."

Double Basses. ^^^ ^S*^

ggg^fa^^|g^#ii

»-!

g^le^
-m.^Si

s^ "^-^1^ =^1.

^^tEES
aea

:UiS: £
:"E^i

^9^t|:
E5:

fjf^^lpgfep^^

li^ifei1^

ores, molto.

sS^g^ai^^^^*=i-^-=i—=;-

t^zzpz

The following composition might be mei

tioned as a very effective solo for the Doubl(

bass : Variations on a Tyrolean Song by Eiser

graber.

Used in Dance-Music the Double-bass usuall

executes the first beat of each measure.

Waltz.

P^^*-S-^ '=^^ -f^^^^^'^'^^
Polka. et(

^m^^
^±1

1S5if^
V—b"-

:Sfe-^ :if^

Mazurka.

^ 4̂:
:tW:^^^:^
llZZjtl

w-^^-^ -p^^^^

Galop. etc

THE STRINGED INSTRUMENTS COMBINED.

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE TONAL-COMPASS OF ALL THE STRINGED INSTRUMENTS.

,^^2 s-^--

Violin.

Viola.

Violoncello.

^^^EEi^^=ss;
S=:

»!=-&---:0..

?^^i
-^;^^^-'*-
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Various effects of a mysterious nature can be

produced upon these instruments with the help

of Mutes (Sordinos). Nothing more beautiful

can be imagined than a well-written Adagio

performed with Mutes.

EXTRACT FROM THE OVERTURE TO " EURYANTHE."

Largo.
C. M. VON Weber.

Viol. 1-2.

Viol. 3-4.

Viol. B-6.

Viol. 7-8.

Viola.

f:p con sordini.

^ =«*: 1^^ :t= g=--^=^'g:ir=^=r^^:L::3=g
PP con sordini.

fe^=f ig=

con sordini.

r r
m ^^3^ ^^^

^ «̂p- =ri3-^ =ss= *^=tt*t:gi !:=<- ^^^T^F^
con sordini.

con sordini.

i^^^^^^ f^T

For additional examples of this class we call

attention to the remarkable Entre-acte from

C. Reinecke's " Manfred " and the " Adagietto "

from G. Bizet's orchestral suite " Arl^sienne."

A sustained melody performed by the ist Violin

without Mute and accompanied by a muted 2nd

Violin, Viola and Violoncello is very effective.

The muted String-quartette together with sev-

eral wind-instruments like the Flute, Clarinet,

Horn and Bassoon, makes up a very fine combina-

tion. The Introduction to Weber's " Oberon "

overture presents an example of this kind. Piz-

•' zicato is used to imitate the Harp in serenades,

prayers, etc. For dramatic and mysterious

scenes a very characteristic effect is produced,

by letting the Violoncellos and Double-Basses

execute melodious pizzicato passages ; they will

sound especially well in the Minor Keys.

In scoring pizzicato movements it is of fre-

quent occurrence to introduce certain notes,

special motives or parts of bars to be played

with the bow, in order to heighten the intensity

of tonal-coloring

:

Allegro.

/, , - -^ etc.

Nothing more original and effective can be

conceived than an Adagio performed by the ist

Violin, the accompaniment consisting of arpeg-

gio-like passages for the 2nd, sustained notes'
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for the Viola and pizzicato in the Basses. Pizzi-

cato used for all the Stringed Instruments sim-

ultaneously produces the effect of a large Guitar
;

if executed very pianissimo the effect is a very

charming and graceful one. For an excellent

example see " Chanson d'Amour " (Love song

for String-quartette by Taubert, as well as thf

following example from " Sylvia, Orchestra

suite " by Leo Delibes.

EXTRACT FROM SYLVIA. BALLET. SUITE D'ORCHESTRE.

Allegretto ben moderato.
Leo Delibes.

Violins I.

Violins II.

Violas

Violoncellos.

Double-
Basses.

I
I^S^

/ pizz.

-m-A ^—*

—

\—m—I——^—h^ 1

1——^- >•——I——^i*—i*^^E^^——-—-—F 1 ^H—•

—

p pizz

^^^ ŝ^n^E^^=^^^^^ m̂^
p pizz.

„^fe=i^izij=j^-.ife=g.-^—

—

j

pizz.

=1:=

i
-^—

-'t-

:l^:J""

ISEgEEEEtE g^3^^^^^EEEJ ==f':

pizz.

E-- :t

:z:jt^i;tt:r|rzt:zE£z ti£ia=t:^t:KJ?f:r|^^^^
•r/2 J> ^-^r^s= $=^E^

I
I I ' III I I I

I rA Ji I I
I I

"*
sfz p

-^J^- -
It
^

—

1«- ^JEEte igjt3:J2:-&-^—i^-^z=j= "I—

^

-

ISSe le =± =t=

,1_^ -r —

r

m^̂ee£e ^ 3E-J¥=EEE^ 1^_=,—^^^=,.
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EXTRACT FROM RHEINGOLD. FOURTH SCENE.

h A
R. Wagner.

4 HSiner.
(4 Horns.)

Bratschen.
(Violas.)

Donner.

ms:d&jmis:^̂ mm0^^^^m.

Auf des Hammer's Schwung. Schwebet herbei.
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The church organ can be excellently imitated

by the Stringed Instruments by means of strong

drawn or vigorously sustained notes. R. Wag-

ner produced a surprising effect with the Unisoi

passages of the Violins and Violas in his " Rienz

overture, as shown below :

EXTRACT FROM THE RIENZI OVERTURE.
Richard Wagner.

a due

Flauti.
(Flutes.)

Violas

Violoncellos
and Basses.

dim. p~
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Wi
7ltf~

$
mf^

«?•• _B--^

m.
mf

1=

sem^re ff

-^ ==i= a^E^t=
^=- ditn

.

If the bow is applied near the bridge with

extra pressure {sulponticelld) a rough and some-

what unsympathetic tone is produced ; neverthe-

less this effect can be used to good advantage in

•dramatic scenes descriptive of terror and fear.

If the strings are struck with the stick of the

bow instead of the hair, a very dry but noisy and

unmusical tone is produced. Boieldieu, Adam

and Meyerbeer (the latter in " L'Africaine ")

have used it, but the effect is very disagreeable.

Arpeggios for all the Stringed Instruments

would create an extraordinary and extremely

mf

grand effect if used in the appropriate place;

according to my knowledge the possibilities of

such arpeggios have not been made use of to

their fullest extent, by any composer. An im-

portant example of the Arpeggio as employed

in modern orchestral scoring may be found in

the love-song of Siegmund in R. Wagner's
" Walkiire " (Arpeggios of the Violas) ; and in

the arpeggio passages for Violins and Violas

as employed by R. Wagner in the 4th scene of

his " Rheingold." See Score example on page

31-
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With the exception of Berlioz (as shown in

the following extract from his " Romeo and
Juliet ") and R. Wagner, only a few composers

have tried to make use of Harmonics for the

entire String-quintette, and wherever they have

been made use of, they have been written chiefly

for the ist Violins and sometimes for the

Violoncellos.

EXTRACT FROM ROMEO ET JULIETTE.
Hector Berlioz.

Flutes.

Cor Anglais.
( English

Horn.)

Clar. Sil7.

< Clarinet Bb.)

lem Harpe.
(I Harp.)

nem Harpe.
C II Harp.)

1. Viol.
(Divis^s.)

2. Viols.
(Divis^s.)

Altos.
(Violas.)

1. Violon-
celles.

2. Violon-
celles.

Allegretto,

tE^jJEtEtE^^^pg^

SE^^ ^^E^

m
^^^— " —

fa
p^E^4

Sons harmoniques. (Harmonics.) Sva
Son r^el i (Real note to be produced.) \
Doigt effleurant la corde. 2 (To be taken lightly with 4th finger.)^^
Doigt appuy^. 3 (To be taken firmly with ist finger. )25i"'

Sons harmoniques. (Harmonics.) Sva
Son reel i (Real note to be produced.) 1

Doigt effleurant la corde. 2 (To be taken lightly with 4th finger.) J
Doigt appuy^. 3 (To be taken firmly with ist finger.)j^c^

Sons harmoniques. (Harmonics.) Svi

Son r^el i (Real note to be produced.) 1

Doigt effleurant la corde. 2 (To be taken lightly with 4th finger.) J
Doigt appuy^. 3 (To be taken firmly with ist finger.) o

-A<

Sva
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¥

f

Son harmonique. (Harmonic.)

6== ^

m^
Son harmonique. (Harmonic.)

i= ^E^ d::

li

ir tr tr tr

j^jjfe^^
tr tr

Son r^el. i. (Real note to be produced.)
Doigt effleurant la corde. 2. ( To be taken lig:htly with 4th fing^er.)

Doigt appuye. % (To betaken firmly with 1st finger.)
'Bva

''^5z:~:^- -"^
SOT.I. Ufi^
-y-jjff'

"trrtirr^-nir
^s^

^i
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=t-^ --E^^EiE=Ei^^^^'i^--i^^:^^^^^^^=m̂ p h

^-^^t '^^m

m.:*=^

f
tr
•/SI •

tr tr tr tr

EE=g

i
i^ ;^iii^^3i
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f
fege^ gg 'fm

ppt

P ^^^^^e

-f-f^
-|—

r

PtP

i^^^^^l:^—

j,pp

f-

Sons harmoniques.

F^T^^^TtF
gs

§1
Sons harmoniques.

fj-^fWfWW
m^

$
^ tr tr tr tr

4=

ptzz.

m
ppp
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This particular branch, -which has been en-

tirely neglected till now, should be thoroughly

studied and mastered by every composer, as in

my estimation a variety of effects will be ob-

tained and produced by means of this material

in the future, which are entirely unknown at the

present time of writing. In the following exam-

ple I have added a little movement of my own
composition written entirely in Harmonics for

all the Stringed Instruments.

HEAVENLY DREAM.
For Stringed Instruments.

Violins I.

Violins II.

a^ ^
Ei=i

suIG sul A

>yN. it
fl

: '^r-M^
sul A sul D

suIE

sul D sul G

sulE
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P

1.^-^r- r^^ SE3

^-.£-

:^«^

l^:r-^:

r
J^- -U- "-s:

g^E^ig
sul A sul E sul A

EEEE^Hfe

=^^ 1^

Lzfl^ "c? . nrpi^

fii«=r
i?i=

o o "

o o o

t^EE^Tz
h^^^

o o "

sul A ulD
:fi

sul A sul A

m^
sul E sul A sul A sul

E

sul

A

-(=- o -C=.

p ^
~^-

^^
_^

-fiT

:^^^ Sp
sul A sulD sul A sul A

sul A sul A sul A
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Still other effects are possible, brought about

by the combination of the Viola d'Amour with

muted String-quartette or Viola d'Amour in

connection with Flutes, Clarinets and Horns,

admirably descriptive of love-scenes as well as

for picturing the beauty and serenity of a moon-

lit summer's eve, etc.

Division and sub-division of the Violin parts

must be well understood and correctly applied.

The student's attention is especially directed to

the works of R. Wagner, in which abundant

material for studying this particular branch can

be found ; for instance, the wonderful Introduc-

tion (Vorspiel)to "Lohengrin," the overture to

" Tannhiiuser," etc. The Tremolo adapts itself

exceedingly well to all kinds of situations, but

should not be used to excess. A fine example of

this kind is found in the ist Act of " Lohengrin,"

where in one particular instance the tremolo of

the strings together with the Harp, the Flutes,

Oboes, English Horn, Bass Clarinet and Trum-
pets produces a beautifully clear effect. An-

other variety of tremolo, the effect of which is

even more striking than in the above named
example, will be found in the 3d Act of " Tristan

and Isolde," as well as in the overture to " Tann-

hauser " by R. Wagner.

EXTRACT FROM THE " TANNHAUSER OVERTURE.'

R. Wagner.

Violins II.
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i
tzzrlgE^I^-^

3^^tf^E^

I
y>

—

=1^&.

Vf -

^ ^ lk=L 1^ 4^

J»jS

A grand and magnificent effect is produced

if the entire String-quintette plays a unisono pas-

sage with strong and weighty bowings while the

other instruments and the chorus execute the

melody and accompaniment. An imposing en-

semble of this kind is offered in the first Act of

"Lohengrin," as well as in the celebrated " Tann-

hauser " March. To be convinced of the great

diversity possible in the treatment of Stringed

Instruments a look must be taken at the Grand

Duett in the 2nd Act of " Tristan and Isolde." In

this wonderful creation R. Wagner has displayed

and imfolded every conceivable grade of tonal-

coloring and delicate shading possible in the

Art of Instrumentation.

DIRECTIONS AS TO SCORING FOR
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS.

The most highly developed tonal-body of the

orchestra is formed by the Stringed Instruments \

their capacity for tonal-shading is unlimited, and

no other instruments can be compared with them

in this particular respect. They lead and con-

trol the entire orchestra, their influence manifest-

ing itself everywhere. It is therefore especially

necessary for the student who wishes to score

correctly, to begin by acquainting himself with

the treatment of the Stringed Instruments. The
best proceeding with which to acquire the

knowledge necessary therefor is probably the
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one I used in my own case, and which consisted

in taking the separate parts of a String-quartette

by either Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven or Men-
delssohn and scoring them. By entering each

part separately in this manner, the student will

identify himself with the ideas of the composer

;

following the thematic development and mani-

fold transformations of the theme will prove

interesting, besides showing the methods em-

ployed by the author in bringing them about

and the manner in which he distributes his ideas

among the four instruments, awakening scores

of different sensations in the souls of his

listeners.

Besides this it is necessary to make a prac-

tice of arranging piano sonaten by Mozart and

Beethoven for String-quartette and having the

arrangements played by several good players.

As it is highly necessary for the student to hear

his own efforts in the course of studying the

art of instrumentation, frequent performances of

this kind will present the opportunity of judging

his work from a practical standpoint, improving

weak or ineffectual parts, while offering addi-

tional advantages in the shape of personal criti-

cism and advice from the assisting players.

After this a start should be made in writing

Duetts for 2 Violins or Violin and Viola, Violin

and Violoncello, Violoncello and Double-bass,

etc. Following this Trios for 2 Violins and

Viola; Violin, Viola and Violoncello; Viola,

Violoncello and Double-bass, etc., should be

taken up. The writing of Duetts for Piano and

any one of the Stringed Instruments, as well as

Trios for Piano and two Stringed Instruments,

should also be taken up and practised. After

this Quartettes, Quintettes, Sextettes, Septettes,

Octettes, etc., for Stringed Instruments alone or

with Piano, should be taken up.

Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn,

Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Spohr, Veit, Ru-

binstein, Volkmann and many others have

provided us with immortal works of this class,

and it is very advisable to consult them as often

as possible. In the following example I desire

to offer some advice in regard to arranging

Piano Sonaten for Stringed Instruments ; indus-

trious practice in arrangements of this kind is

indispensable.

SONATE.
W. A. Mozart.

Piano.

A. M^l -l-k -^ -i -l^ ^1
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^^-^^^^ff^^^^-g^a^^^^^^g^^g^^
Sii tr=r«t*_-it*Si^^T^^E^^^^^ i?:;*-t=:;=|::r3=:

"=1-^ f—1 i» =1 -1 >—1-

4!-,=^fe^^^t^^S ^S^^^^i! m^m

ARRANGEMENT OF THE FOREGOING ANDANTE AND FIRST VARIATION FOR
STRING QUINTET.

[For complete arrangement see Addenda, page 315.]

. Andante grazioso

.

Violins

fz h fi

pizz.
fz fz f'.

^^giES^^
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The student should continue arranging the

remaining Variations of the above sonata in

the manner as indicated, taking care to main-

tain the independent development of each part

together with a well-calculated, good-sounding

and effective ensemble. After this the arrange-

ment of other Sonaten by Mozart, Beethoven

and Haydn should be taken up.

The String-Quintette as used in Dance-music.

Dance-music is usually arranged in such a

manner, that it can be effectively performed by

the smallest combination of instruments. It is

therefore necessary to write both the melody

and complete accompaniment for the String

Quintette.

In scoring for this class of music it is neces-

sary to write the Cello part in such a manner as

to be readily omitted, this instrument in most

cases being only included in larger and better

equipped orchestras. This applies especially to

such works intended for general and popular

use, as shown in the following example

:

Slowly. Lento.

CONCERT POLKA.

Quicker.^
E. WiEGAND.

4=

But in scoring for better equipped or com-

plete orchestras no restraint need be placed

upon our imagination in this direction and the

String-Quintette should be subordinated to such

an extent as to allow the Wood-wind and Brass

instruments to appear to equal advantage.

See the following example :
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LE MURMURE DES FEUILLES.

Waltz.

Kleine Flote.
( Piccolo.)

Grosse FlBte.
(Grand Flute.)

BClarinette.
(Bb Clarinets.)

II.

Hoboe.
(Oboe.)

Corni P.
( Horns in F.)

Corni B.,
(Horns in Bb.)

Comet a
Piston.

(Cornets in Bb.)

Fagott.
(Bassoon.)

i^^ ^f-T-^-rE-T= ^—t^ #Tf , f
i
f , f

J. Blancherau.

j-^-^^j-^^^^^
pp

1^^=^ -?^-r^-^#3 f
|

f , f-^ B̂^=f^=̂ -T^
PP

I
^a^^
4 I

^1 '^EE^E^Ê EE^E^^E^E^^^E^Etl^^^^^^^lXm̂^

^^lE
pp a due.

^^^ -^ir=r i^^-g

J-,^-J—

t

Viollni.
(Violins.)

Alto.

( Violas.)

Violoncello.

< Basses.)

B3=^
pp a due.

^=̂ T—gffgs^^^^^^r^^^^=^^^^^-
-f= WF—r-^f

PP
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The first Violin is treated and recognized as

the leader of the melody, while the second Violin

and Viola exe<fute the regular accompanying

figures of the dances. As these figures constitute

both the accompaniment and harmony of this

class of music, the parts of these instruments

must be well supplied with double stops (with

frequent use of the open strings), in order that

the complete harmony be contained in a com-

bination of 5, 6 or 7 instruments or smaller

orchestras in general. The middle register is

most frequently used in these successive chords

and oft repeated accompanying figures, necessi-

tating only the use of the G and D string of the

Violin and Viola, but at times also the A string

of the former and the C string of the latter.

The Violoncello may be treated in a variety

of ways : it can be employed to assist the

Double-bass ; it may execute an extra melody or

figure of accompaniment or strengthen the prin-

cipal melody; for instance, if the ist Violin is

playing in the lower register, the Violoncello-part

may be written unisono with it, in order to give

prominence to the melody. But on the other

hand the Cello-part, as already mentioned, is

usually written in such a manner as to be

readily omitted in smaller combinations.

The part of the Double-bass consists in the

execution of single fundamental notes, as guar-

dian of the rh3rthm so to say ; in nearly every

instance it merely marks the heavy beats and is

especially used to execute the first note in each

bar. Nevertheless little melodic passages may

be entrusted to it, as well as the melody of an

entire part, chiefly in forte-passages.

B. Instruments, the Strings of Which are Plucked by the Fingers.

1. THE HARP.

(harfe, arpa, harpe.)

This poetic instrument is included in nearly

all modern scores. Music for it is written on

two staves in the Treble and Bass clef in the

same manner as for the Pianoforte.

Trills should be dispensed with as much as

possible, excepting for Concert or Solo compo-

sitions, owing to their difficulty ; a poorly exe-

cuted trill invariably produces a bad and mar-

ring effect.

8va..

Tonal Compass.

E

9i

i

I

Used in the orchestra, the Harp will sound to

best advantage in passage-work, arpeggios and

full heavy chords.

i -d^--+-i-i-

^m ITX
t--

-L^^ —

t:

^^^?S^
--T

i i:2=s=;?=5 '-^^-:t=tt :p=f=t=tt

^z:

'
' ' '

I I I [ I

-P-^l^pLf

-ll-
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R.H.

i
t^
^EA

-#. -^ _L_ _L, J_ -^. _^ _|_ -^ ,^ _^ * -^ -#-
*"* 1" i~ -1- -I- 4- -*- -»- -h- -H -I- -I- -K -I- -^ -r -I- -h

^Ftm:=t
:t=ttt -t-t

fi^tit :t:p:
ttettitnttw:

KEF
^^F=r -r^ -#^#

i^iUiMJU>l-l-W

9^sfcrF
::g^

EXTRACT FROM "LA DAME BLANCHE."

BOIELDIEU.

Moderate.

Hoboe.
(Oboe.)

Como 1 Es.
(French, Horn

I. Eb.;

Como 2 B.
Hoch.

CFrench Horn
11. Bb. High.)

Fagott.
(Bassoon.)

Haife.
(Harp.)

Violine 1.2.
(land II

Violins.)

Alto.
(Viola.)

Bass.
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Of course all Keys can be produced ; the

easiest playable Keys are F, Bl7, Et?, Ab, Db, C,

D, G, and E major ; the best sounding Keys Ab,

Db, and Gb major.

Modern masters, like Marschner, Rossini,

Meyerbeer, Hal6vy, Berlioz, Wagner, Gounod,

Massenet, Saint-Saens, Ambr. Thomas, Donizetti,

Verdi, etc., have all produced beautiful effects

with the aid of the Harp.

The effect of several Harps playing in unison

or executing different parts, as shown in the

following example, is very imposing.

The tone of the Harp blends very well with

the French-Horn ; when accompanying the hu-

man voice it sounds especially effective and

beautiful.

In the Finale to the 3d act of his opera " The

Prophet," Meyerbeer has produced a magnifi-

cent effect by accompanying the singing of the

Prophet by 4 Harps.

EXTRACT FROM THE OPERA "THE PROPHET."

Avec exaltation

.

^—\ ^'^...^, ^ dolce.

Meyerbeer.

Jean.

2 Harfen.
<2 Harps.)

2 Harfen.
<2 Harps.)

Rossini in the first act of "Tell," Richard

Wagner in " Tannhauser," Verdi in " II Trova-

tore," V. Massd in " Galath^e," etc., have writ-

ten complete vocal numbers accompanied solely

by a Harp with equal success as Meyerbeer.

The Harp adapts itself excellently to the por-

trayal of fantastic scenes, prayers, serenades and

for poetic, ideal, elegiac and religious situations

in general. The tone of the lower strings is

very sonorous and they possess a well-rounded

and sympathetic quality. In the higher regis-

ters the Harp-tones are very clear and fine.

Considered as a Solo Instrument, the Harp
may be used as successfully as the Violin or

Piano, either with accompaniment of a few

stringed instruments, or of the entire orchestra.

In the latter case the score must be arranged in

such a manner as to allow the Harp to appear

to best advantage and not be crushed by the

mass of accompanying instruments. To form

a correct idea of writing an effective solo-part

for the Harp I add two fragments from the

works of C. Oberthur, well-known as an excel-

lent performer and composer

:
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LORELEY.
Legende.

Obol.
(Oboes.)

B Clarinette.
(Clarinet
in Bl7.)

Fagott.
(Bassoon.)

Corni Es.
(Horns in Eb.)

Harfe.
(Harp.)

Violini.
(Violins.)

Alto.
(Violas.)

Violoncelli.)
(Violoncellos.

Basse.
(Basses.)

^?

f

Ch. Oberthur, Op. i8o.^

^3

I

S^iE

f̂ Z^^=^\X^-^:t: ji

g^ Ei^

EH m s=

^
^ pizz.
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EXTRACT FROM "DIE MEISTERSINGER VON NURNBERG."

Richard Wagner.

Oboen.
(Oboes.)

Cleirinetten
inB.

(Clarinets
in Bl7.)

HBrner 1.2.
iaF.

(French Horns
I. II. in F.)

Htirner 3.4.
inF.

(French Horns
III. IV. in F.)

Pagotte.
(Bassoons.)

Harfe.
(Harp.)

1. yiolinen.
(I. Violins.)

2. VioUnen.
(II. Violins.)

Bratschen.
(Violas.)

Walther.
(.Walter.)

Tioloncellos.

ContrabSsse.
(Double-
basses."!

p cresc.

wirrrx
tfS^-«^

^^5^ ^E^Et^^ ^^==^^̂ —
\f-^ir^

I^r=4=

pi

^^^g^P^^^fe^JOS^P
A-bend-lich gluhend in himmlischer Pracht verschiedd.Tag.wiedort ich

^
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I dim. ^ tt

J ^j
,

j:zm:^v:^.^j j_^..j i_M
=f=^*

//
:r^-

i^^ pm e£3i^EEE ^1^s=
dim J jSz« ^ PP

jr^[^^4P^TTi:^^^^'p^|

P^^^i^^^
^/M /

^^Vjg^^^^EEEEEEg 3""^trT^—^-
:#:*:

"C>" (/rw

.

^ i^^^^^
f^

r j: ^ ^^^dim.

^ ^ ^ g^^EJf^^^^g^^
lag;ausihren Au gen Won - ne saugen Verlan -gen einz'gerMachtinmirnurwacht.

Vc. 10-^ vc. lo ".m.^=^e^t-^n-t ^m'i=c
9^5=

dim. piu p

VC.2

^ggg^E^^^^^ ^Sdim..

^^^
dim.
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Flautll-2.
< Flutes 1-2.)

Oboi.
(Oboes.)

Clar. B.
(sib.)

< Clarinets in

Bb.)

Fag.
(Bassoons.)

Corni Es
(Mib.)

<Hornsin Eb.)

P
EXTRACT FROM A CONCERTINO FOR THE HARP.

Ch. OBERTHtJR Op. 175.
Allegro confuoco.

Aipa.
<Harp.)

Viol. 1.

Viol. 2.

Alto.

< Violas.)

Violonc.

Bassi.
< Basses.)

--^.

--wf'--

y^s
IS*=-Tf

I

^^

-Xr

W^ ^ ^i#
fcB5̂ & Eg=±=^ =^=t=
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P
li ^ t=E^^

^g|^?^^^fe^^^i^iN^i^]^!^^ im.

^--^_:!^a^=g=g^=i

Ji^gEg

^

^^^P^-j ;M-:i=^

=5=Ffc:

3^iE

:#= 1 ITi

.-J^

^ii 1 J \-m ^ j:- ^^
^i^^^^^^^^^sEi;
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A very poetic effect is produced by H. Ritter,

through the use of the so-called " Bisbigliando "

(this term is used in connection with so-called

synonymous notes or passages as shown in the

following example, indicating that a rustling or

whispering effect is to be produced).

EXTRACT FROM THE ANDANTE OF A CONCERTO
For Viola alta with orchestral accompaniment.

Hermann Ritter, Op. 35.

Viola Alta.

III. Solo
Violinen.
(HI. Solo
Violins.)

Arpa.
( Harp.)

&E£ EE

ppp con Sordini

^:
bisbigliando.

^Sgfe.^£5Sgi^^feieififi^^^^^P^P^P^^^ mw^

SE*

^^^^^^k M^M^^:^^^

m
Be

It

pj^g^^,^j.a^j^^^^;^:^p^A^;^
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^s ^ ^ ^——^i

—

IE

P
i^

ii^^^^
^

Before closing we might mention the " Steel

Harp," used by Richard Wagner in his opera

" The Meistersinger of Nuremberg," as a

characteristic illustration of " Beckmesser."

The tone of this peculiar instrument is reported

as sounding very unmusical.
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2. THE GUITAR.

(guitarre, chitara, guitare.)

This instrument is strung with 6 strings tuned

in the following manner :

i
1 2 3

11:

-zr

Tonal Compass. i
The Guitar can be played in any Key. It

sounds to best advantage in the Keys of C, Gi

D Major and Minor, A Major and Minor, E
Major and Minor, F Major.

Easy Arpeggios and Chords are shown in the

following examples

:

Easy Arpeggios and Broken Chords.

I I I i i I 1,1„ M I I I I 1 I I I I I
I I I I i I I I I I I 1 1,1 1 , 1 1 ]—^l m

tCr'tCitCftCf'^^zf^

Sgsasfr'rp?Jaj;5j3gip5^-3
^2™23 ^^^^3 Q^^3 ^^^^3

-X~4—•-H-*—p-i-*—•-H-»—i
^.=^

UMMMT-^—r-

J J J J-

r
r

r

—
I I I

"l™l^——I—I-

3E^= ^zlrii^z^i^i
-•

—

\-»—

•

p m —p—m p p—•—

I

•

—

\-\-^

&̂h îj=ii;
itrj3i S^

Blil ^"^ *<—*1 1 i i I I I I I ill ^^f^ , i
i

i i I .^ 1 I ,

r
^—

f

r

^ i3tm i^ i^tt tt:
1 R=
j-L_M-J=

j_J-Jb^j_j__[

r^^^^=iitt^atntfat ^tatztzit iitat
i-^^^3--

r etc.

f

Easy Chords: also playable in a broken or arpeggio-like manner.

Moderato.

i d==d^j=d=ffd=i=d=d=ffU=d:g^^^=K SE isy=:iTi=da—isi— -g——3S!--^

—

gl -^—^s. -a s^
p^ -(9 s*-

r
r r

r r
r f ' r r

ij^ :^- d-Ti=?'^i=d=d=FJ 5^^! -sj— :d:-&

r
r r̂

"^r
^—g^ =§^

r r f
r

> r" ^ ^

-
zb

—

*f&

T
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In his opera " The Barber of Seville," Ros-

sini has introduced it into the orchestra and

entrusted the accompaniment of Count Almavi-

va's Aria to it.

EXTRACT FROM "THE BARBER OF SEVILLA."

Violinen.
( Violins.)

Viola.

Guitare.
( Guitar.)

Graf.
(Count.)

( Basses.)

Andante,
Rossini.

Ecco ri - dente il cie

pizz.

lo spun to - la bel la au - ro

^^ ^

Conradin Kreutzer, in his beautiful opera, " A
Night in Granada," has used it in the same

manner for accompanying the Moorish Romanza

in the and Act.

3. THE MANDOLIN.

(mandoline, mandola, mandoline.)

This instrument is strung with 8 strings.

They are tuned in perfect fifths in the same

manner as the Violin, two of each being tuned

in unison.

î5:

Tonal Compass.
=3=

.A
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Practical Double-stops and Arpeggios are shown in the following examples

:

Double-stops with a, 3, and 4 notes.

iw
f=fcF± - ^

^
:S=P=

8 8 8 8

&^r= i==5=
J it

:i=t i
^ -* ^-•^r-r

J !

^£^=
> 1

:tffl
_«l t. ^ :feM

etc.
-•-

li^pEg=^=»E Pi=|i^^^ i*—4 -*~f *? I

Arpeggios.

-^-•-ig-=s3^ ?=E^E$;

i:
3i ltd;

it±3t j^.4J^^_i^^q:iS^ a^3^^^3mjJ'L.Uj: ^^
:i^^5^=a-Am_^M4

btuztztat »—•-j-*—

^

-J-^-*

—

a-^-m—*-^*—•-^-•-

The best and most effective Keys are : C,

G, D, A, and E Major.

The Mandolin adapts itself excellently to ac-

companying the voice. It is the favorite

instrument for the interpretation of Serenades.

Gr^try in his opera " The Two Misers," and

Mozart in his " Don Juan," have written very

effective solo " obligate parts " for the Mando-

lin. See the following example :

ROMANZA FROM "DON JUAN."

Serenade.

Allegro.

W. A. Mozart.

Violini.
(Violins.)

Viola.

Mandoline.
(Mandolin.)

Don Giovanni.

Bassi.
(Basses.)

mJ i> pizzicato.
^eS^^5e5:^S3̂

p pizz.

jf pizz.

^.T^JgL^gL-^^^-

ss
ffl;

j;=:^=i--=C;u^^^=^
Dehvieni al- la fi

^^
pizz.

> ' ^ '
' ' —^ y '-i»- U
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I #^^^^^^^iii^^^^ta^"I 1 1=!t

HitEl gazj^j;3;Ei^aEF^|=j^^j^3

ggESsJp^l^g^pJWf^EaaEps^P^^^=p^;p^

tra, te so

--A

ro! Deh vie ni con - so - lar

In modern orchestras Guitar and Mandolin

parts are very often interpreted by the pizzicato

of a solo Violin ; but through a substitution of

this kind, the principal effect intended by such

composers as Gr^try, Mozart and Rossini, local-

color, so very essential for graphic dramatic por-

trayal, is entirely lost.

4. THE ZITHER.

(zither, cythare, cythare.)

During the last twenty years this instrument

has been gradually advanced into an entirely

new sphere, brought about principally by the

fixed and practical stringing agreed upon at the

Musical Congresses of 1877 and 1878, transform-

ing it into quite a perfect musical instrument.

The modem 29 Stringed Zither is tuned and

its music written in the following manner :

Finger board
or

Melody Strings.

Accompaniment
Strings.

ip n
^^-

^^ sam^

Bass Strings

the Accompanying and Bass strings sounding

an octave lower than they are really written.

Some composers write the accompaniment and

bass in the Bass-clef, in accordance with their

true pitch ; but if we take into consideration

that in the first place, the Zither is principally

an instrument for amateurs, and secondly that

the use of the Bass-clef would necessitate writ-

ing the notes mostly above the staff, the notation

in the Violin-clef with lower sounding notes is

really the most practical. (The use of the

Tenor-clef would also be difficult to apply for

various reasons.)

The two A strings (serving to facilitate pas-

sages in thirds in the higher positions) are

made of steel, the next one (D) is made of brass

or German silver, and the G and C of covered

brass ; the accompaniment strings are partly

made of gut and partly, like all the bass

strings, from covered silk.

Instead of the first finger-board string (A),

some Zithers are provided with an additional

E string made of steel; being very thin this

string possesses a disagreeable quality of tone
;

again many others are supplied with several

additional bass strings, placed in succession
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after the regular bass strings and erringly desig-

nated as Contra-bass strings.

Compositions for the Zither are written upon

two staves, the upper one for the left hand

(finger-board) principally for notation of the

melody, the other for the right hand (notation

of the accompaniment and basses).

The tonal-compass of the Zither is :

Upon the
finger-board
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for the Zither may be learned from the older

compositions of Burgstaller, Rudigier, Darr, and
from the more .modern ones of Kretschmar,
Graeter and others. An excellent school has
been written by A. Darr.

Special Remarks as to Accompaniments. The
Landler as the genuine type of Zither music
possesses the characteristic accompaniment

peculiar to the Zither ; the bass continually

consisting of tonic and dominant (very seldom

the lower dominant), followed up (in a Major

Key) by the middle parts executing the com-

plete major triad, but omitting the minor

third in the minor triads, being difficult to per-

form. See following example :

i
Andante. Major. F. Graeter.

=^^3:
-^r-f- r—f—^—i

etc.

-a=

w

A more animated style of accompaniment is already illustrated in the next example :

F. Graeter.

i
Andante. £A^* -H—P-

ISi^
etc

-^—«-

=i--i-

as well as in the following more difficult example

:

Andante.

î ^£§ sgfi
:i^

;fE ^^^
F. Graeter.

etc.

i
-j-j- -I—•

1

*-|— 1—F-i

—

^

Qz
F-i— I

1 i^-i—I-IS m^^^i«»^
-^ ^iff t- t^

Modulations as shown in the following example are possible but quite difficult, and do not sound

to advantage if executed in quick tempo.

i3=*l=±
LJ u ^ ~m- - —4- - I- —J.

^IsHd^EEfe^EEf^EEEJEEEte

ii^

--r

--^
=^

=iffl:

^
-s—^-

etc.

.feSSE^^
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In the following examples, a, b, and c, illustrations are given of difficult but effective compo-

sitions for the Zither

:

EXTRACTS FROM "THE LORELY."

Andante.
Paraphrase by F. Graeter.

m^- ^
etc.

^g£S -^—•—

^

-•—4-

ib)

r
=t

=t

-•-i- '—-^
--*^:^-X.

-•-i- -i**--

etc.

3: *r-. » •-r-

^^^^=i^=t ^
^ -1 1
1^

T —

r

(0

mm ^-

i
lff?i=i

ca cs = "L"^ -s > &
^îS=fe^^^

^.

^^i^^ i
-• >t- -*

4f— g
-T-

i^-f t:

4 ^*-

-»»—i^-

I::

i^

l^i•-; •: •-; »
feSiJ—»<-t-^-it1=T!==B=i^=l—<: t: rti-!=tf»j^tI

-=:(-^-

Harmonics, both natural and artistic, can all

be produced upon the Zither ; the latter are very

difficult and are employed and used only by Vir-

tuosi. The natural harmonics are written as

they sound without the additional supporting

note. For instance

:

Upon tbe
A String.

n
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THE MONASTERY BELLS.

Especially arranged for Zither.

LeFEBURE-W ELY.

Zither.

1

|5- ,nj3. F|g. ri3- Ff!- R3
2 4 3 43 2 433 4

Harmonics upon the auxiliary string.
dolce.

teEt^_EE^E;z=fE
•I -A 2 03 2 o :

1 1

cresc.

m
p^^^i^^iiifeii^^^i^^^^^^

3^^°g^^s^43^^--i=l^-^?^jg^^ ^^^T E^

*iS^i 3^= ili^^i^EJi^^^^ --1—I-

^

f^ E^ ^
dimin.

^31 ^M^^^^

Different Varieties of Zithers.

I . The Elegie or Basszither has a longer body,

in some cases extending to as much z.& \\ times

the length of the ordinary Zither. It serves

both as a solo-instrument for compositions of a

pathetic and elegiac nature and as an accom-

panying Zither to the ordinary instrument. It is

tuned a fourth lower than the Prim (ordinary)

Zither.

2 . T'he Bow-Zither. This instrument is strung

with only 4 strings, tuned either like the Violin

or Viola. Similar to the Violin, its strings are

set in vibration by means of a bow, but its finger-

board is fretted like a Zither's, and the instru-

ment is played while resting upon a table, this

usage probably justifying its being designated

as a Zither.
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A different variety of the Bow-Zither is known

by the name of Bow-melodion ; but its tone and

manner of playing is identical with that of the

above instrument. In some respects its tone

is similar to that of the Viola d'amour minus

that instrument's sweetness, and possessing a

peculiar thin and nasal quality of tone.

Its music is written like that for the Violin,

but its technique and execution is in no way

as extended and developed as that instrument's
;

it is usually accompanied by i or 2 Zithers.

The Banjo.

The Banjo, originally a favorite instrument

of the American negroes, who brought it with

them from Africa, might be described as a kind

of Guitar with a long neck. The sounding-

body, composed of a ring, covered with a skin,

is somewhat similar to a drum.

The ordinary Banjo, as used at present is

usually strung with five strings and tuned in the

following style

:

I

The strings of the six-stringed Banjo are

tuned in the following way

:

s; f
-A^

The tonal-compass is

:

IE
(i) -^l Chromatic,

but the best-sounding position is the following

:

i
(^\ 1^- Chromatic.

i

The Banjo can be played in all Keys. Those

in which it sounds to best advantage are : C
major, A minor, G major, E minor, D major,

B minor, F major, D minor, B flat major, and

G minor.

Easy Arpeggios and Chords are shown in the

following examples

:

Chords in C Major.

Chords in A Minor.

Chords in G Major.

Chords in E Minor.

Chords in D Major.

Chords in B Minor

.

Chords in F Major.

Chords in D Minor.

I^ePI
y^^^oiiJ:T-a-'g-

:^

:g:

s
--^r

:§=il: 3'

-9 ,, V—i=pSrfe-

r

^ -9,-

w^^^^^

mi-7-r-S-g- #^r-g-
fS=g:

ff3^
-l?-^-

w=^.

^pi -<=^^
s^^^-^

feUim i^

m3i '%=^--

^mi^Jii=iES

Chords in Bb Major.^ m̂m.

g=g:w^^
f-

Chords in ("'"'•^iift|ti^^̂
These chords can also be used and executed

in arpeggio-like manner as shown in the follow-

ing example

:

Si Si g^^
^^s-^erai^
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The Banjo, possessing a soft and mild tonal-

character, is especially well adapted as an

accompanist to the voice, as well as for the

interpretation of songs, dance-tunes, etc.

HOME, SWEET HOME.

Especially arranged for e stringed Banjo.

Andante.

If the Banjo is to be played with accompani-

ment of other instruments, such accompaniment

must be written very lightly and con sordini.

The American Banjo as played at the present

time is strung with five strings and tuned in the

following manner :-

1 2

t
=P rt

P^^

C. Instruments, the Strings of Which are Struck by Means of Keys or with Hammers.

I. The Pianoforte.

(klavier, pianoforte, piano.)

Although the Pianoforte is such a well-known

instrument, I believe it necessary to submit it

to a detailed discussion, especially as it com-

mands such a prominent position in musical

paedagogics. The Piano is an instrument pos-

sessed of unlimited musical resources ; beneath

the fingers of an accomplished artist, difficulties

of every conceivable variety and grade are pos-

sible ; it adapts itself to every form of musical

composition, blends admirably with every instru-

ment, as well as with the human voice. Taken

independently it represents a little orchestra in

itself, which accounts for every variety of vocal

and instrumental composition being arranged

for it, and which in turn has rendered the works

of the great masters accessible to all.

It takes a leading position as a Solo-instru-

ment, and such classic masters as Mozart, Bee-

thoven, Weber, Mendelssohn, Schumann, etc.,

have demonstrated in their special works for the

Piano alone or with accompaniment of several

String or Wind instruments or with complete

orchestra, what beautiful and manifold effects

may be produced upon it.

8va

Tonal Compass.^-
8va..

Sometimes the Piano is made use of in the

orchestra as a substitute for the Harp ; but the

effect is anything but the same. A few com-

posers have made use of the Piano in the or-

chestra, for instance, M^hul in his comic opera

"Une Folic," Donizetti in his opera "The

Daughter of the Regiment." As an accom-

paniment to a chorus of " aerial spirits " (Lelio,

M^lodrame Lyrique) Berlioz has introduced

two Pianos (each two-handed) for producing a

harmonious rippling effect, such as can be

brought about upon the Piano without any dif-

ficulty and which fittingly illustrates the sylph-

Uke character of the composition. In the fol-

lowing example, an extract from the 3d Sym-

phony in C minor by C. Saint-Saens is presented

in which this eminent composer has also made

use of the Piano (four-handed) in connection

with the Organ and the Stringed Instruments,

producing a charming effect.
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EXTRACT FROM THE THIRD SYMPHONY IN C MINOR.

Maestoso. Camille Saint Saens, Op. 78.

Orgue.
(Organ.)

133^

£.3 /

si \

f^=r^^^r^¥'^^M#P'^̂ ^g^^^^^^^^^^

lere Violon.
(ist Violins.)

2me Violon.
(2d Violins.)

Altos.
(Violas.)

Violoncello.

Contrabasses.
(Double-
basses.)

Timpani.
( Kettle-
Drums.)

a=* E#£

r

g;ggz=^^_|
I I i

I
I
-

I I
I

I I

1-
1 I

I

I I
!—

|

-n^ii^

divis^s

i3^

13^
divises

1^

HeE ?=^^=^=

r£^^Z

559
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MM! i-~Tn-r =nfi i
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P
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-ta^ri g,A£,^^-gg,,g|£,^£^^^^^ftg^^

«m M-4-4-^= i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^3^E3EE

S3E

^=?==^

m=^^ n F Z

^

^=^=^^
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f ^^ m ^^ 3^
^i^^^^~

^:^^^4^—^^###^^gi^jr^f^p^^^^f^^=^^-^

m-^i;
f^

The correct use of the pedals is usually left

to the discretion of the player, although many

composers indicate its use. The following signs

are employed for this purpose (Ped.— $•). A
pedal much less in use than the Damper pedal

is the so-called " Shifting pedal," usually indi-

cated by the term "una corda" (in German,

" Mit Verschiebung "). As only one tone is

set in vibration, through the use of it, the entire

tonal-volume of the instrument is lessened by

two-thirds, a result which brings about a very

noticeable difference of tonal-character. This

excellent effect is specially well adapted for use

in accompanying the voice or for imbueing a

performance with a characteristic touch of deli-

cacy and sincerity.

One reason why this valuable pedal is prob-

ably less frequently used than the others might

be, that the appliance is not yet attached to all

Pianos. As a rule it is only found with the

different varieties of Grand or upon expensive

Upright Pianos.

Practical Manner of Arranging an Orchestral Score for the Piano.

The idea is to convey the various effects,

contained in the score, to the Piano as com-

pletely as possible, and in such a manner as to

keep within the technical possibilities of the

instrument.

This is brought about in the following way :

I. The melodies {or melodious passages') are

usually given to the right hand ; the left hand

executing the accompaniment in the shape of

sustained, broken, or arpeggio-like chords.
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EXTRACT FROM THE SEPTETT.
Beethoven.

Corno
(Horn in Eb.)

r T T r r r r
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2. If the score contains one or two voice-

parts, and the accompaniment thereto is simple

and not complicated, the passages of the Violins

and Violas are played by the right hand and the

Bass by the left.

EXTRACT FROM "DON JUAN."

Duettino.
Mozart.

Violini.
CViolins.)

Viola.

Flanto.
(Flute.)

Oboe.

Fagotto.
(Bassoons.)

Corni A.
(Horns in A.)

Don Juan.

Bassi.
(Double-
Basses.)

Piano.

Andante.

F^r'e^r^^^rr^^^^j^^jirqzci^^ĝ s ^'r^K--9^=is^s ^ iatS3

P"n ^
U \

^. 5̂^^ -E-1
^5EtE

^ cresc. p

jiA ^ ^E^
^PP

JS-^
j_^_C=^g >^

^ (Tr^j't:. /

gC^g -^ F^ t>^- 5=^r 1

^^-^

p cresc. p

Zerlina^

gj^fe^^^g^^^^^^^^^^g^^^^^^g^^^
Reich' mir die tfand m. Leben, etc

I^eS^^S^^ t=^
^3=
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3. If the score is complicated, an effort must be reproduced and played upon the Piano,

be made to convey those effects, which can best

EXTRACT FROM "THE MAGIC FLUTE.'

Overture.

Flauto.
( Flute.)

Oboe.

Fagotto.
^Bassoons.)

lo

II.

Tromboni.
( Trombones.)

m.

f

^

Violini.
(Violins.)

Violas.

Violoncellos.

Double-
Basses.

Piano.

g-
i
fffrrr

' £
Mozart.

i^

fe: ^^s^=^
-^-

=B
Em^rttpa^E^

i2

£EErg^

SSE

^^^4^^^^m^^M^^

^^i^=^ ^
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4. Sometimes it is impossible to convey dis-

similar figures or polyphonic parts simultane-

ously to both hands. In such cases only the

most prominent parts should be selected, which

are best adapted to create the most effective

general impression.

QUINTETT.
Mozart.

Piano.

5. Sustained notes, as well as differently

formed or oft repeated figures, in sixteenth or

thirty-second notes, are best conveyed in the

shape of sustained arpeggio-like passages or

through the use of the Tremolo.

EXTRACT FROM DON JUAN.
Mozart.

7iola.

Bonna Anna.

Don Ottavio.

Piano.

5«H«=i:^

^S-=^ :i^^S=1 s" =; »»-

p tremolo.

^=
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Scores can also be arranged for 4 hands, as

"well as for 2, 4, 6, or a greater number of

Pianos,* according to the fancy or inclination of

the composer,t

The achievements in this particular field of

arranging orchestral works for the Piano, by

such artists as Hummel, and in modern times,

Liszt, is well-known. The Piano arrangements

of such orchestral works as the Overtures to

"Tell" by Rossini, "Egmont" by Beethoven, the

Bridal Song from " Lohengrin " by F. Liszt, may
be designated as master-works of this particular

class.

2. THE DULCIMER.

(CIMBAL OR HACKBRETT, CIMBEL, CIMBALON,

CIMBALO OR SALTERIO, TYMPANON.)

A very ancient string instrument, formerly

known as the Psalterium, and fore runner of the

modern Pianoforte.

The Dulcimer consists of a shallow, trapeze

formed sounding-box, strung with 49 steel

strings, which are struck with 2 hammers (one

for each hand). The instrument, which possesses

a bright and brilliant sound, is excellently adap-

ted for orchestral use. It is the most indis-

pensable requisite of every Hungarian-Gypsy

orchestra.

Its tonal-compass is

:

^i: m

Music for this instrument, as shown in the

following examples, is written either in one or

two parts, upon one staff or upon two, exactly

as for the Piano-forte.

i B:

IS, IS, IS.

SZENTIRMANY.

i^^^Si •-a-»~P- E^ •-a-»-P-^ -*^
m^ -^

BIZTAM BENNED.

^te
rW -W AV AV

Nepdal.

^f^^-

^Ea^E^EE^^^: -»—»-tt*^

—

w-

53S3;

/W /VV AV -W /W

a^ ^m^E3Ji P SH-

mm̂^ —I—I—1-»" ^
d.

* A Fantasie on the motives of " Ojos crioUos," and " Ay ! Pimpollo no ne mates," composed for 40 Pianos by Gottschalk, was performed

for the first time at a concert given in the Tacon Theatre, Havana, April 17, 1861.

t Now-a-days the study of arranging instrumental or vocal compositions for Piano is greatly facilitated, as the majority of master works

of olden and modern times have been published in Piano-score editions, offering any amount of models to the student.
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SIR A KIS LANY. . . .

Langsam (slowly).

e. /W /VV

E: m^ml^^m^_
i-W AV /VV

^^
Nepdal.

/VV
/VV /r\

P

1^
/VV/VV /W/W

ip

/W ;W/VV/W

^ £='^t
itÔ -i^^ =F=i=

9^

'If / ^;b

d-^

All the major and minor, as well as the chro-

matic scales, can be executed upon the Dulci-

mer. Likewise the following passages in broken

chords can be executed in all Major and Minor

Keys, extending over the entire compass of the

instrument

:

C Major.

In- „"^ ^ -m- 3

^-r^-
E^^Esg^iESig^^H

A Minbr. gJi^ ffi
rff =̂f=f=^^^?^e^

Likewise the Dominant-chords of the Seventh.

m $^^^^^^m.Sis ^

as well as chords of the Diminished Seventh, etc.

^^"=na^
af^,^_-,-^_^ffelfe^ ar-fe.- ^^^^ii^^^

Of course all Keys are at the command of the

player, the easiest and most effective ones being

C major, A minor, F major, D minor, G major,

E minor, D major, etc., etc.



Group 11.

WIND INSTRUMENTS.

A. Wood Wind Instruments.

1. THE PICCOLO.

(kleine flote, piccolo flote, ottavino,

petite flute.)

This instrument adapts itself excellently to

illustrating the elements of nature, the whistling

•of the winds, the lightning of the storm, as well

as infernal noise. Added to this it is well

adapted as an interpreter of joyous moods,

martial music, ballets and other compositions

with accented rhythms of a sharp, decided

nature.

The Piccolo is unusually effective if used

Pianissimo.

Tonal-compass.

i
The notes of the Piccolo sound an octave

higher than they are written.

Bi ^W-

sounds

-•- !^ ^ t f^ t t f ^^ t ^ f: ^ ^

Easy as well as difficult trills are shown in the following examples

:

g
tr tr tr tr tr tr tr tr Ar tr

Easy Trills.

tr tr tr tr
. m

i=P=^^^^^=^=^
tr tr tr tr tr tr tr ..tr

tr tr
tr tr

^rrrr^ Bw^^ 3^i^^st=t
Bohm System. Old System.

Difficult Trills.

tr

i
tr tr tr

tr tr
tr

-#t
tr

tr
tr tr

^
tr

It

Bohm System. Old System.

Impossible Trills.

\t
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Upon the old system B, F sharp, D flat, and

G flat major and upon the Bohm system Piccolo

B major and G flat major are very difficult to

play.

Difficult Passages.

^lll^£|gli^tJr4lLt^dyiil£^E^B^

i^tfc

i ^^—

t

||£:|||^

As to broken chords, skips and arpeggios, the following examples should be consulted

:

a. Easy Broken Intervals.

Old System, very easy.

b. Difficult Broken Intervals.

^^E _^f:^-^f-r>rf-mLf

a. Easy Skips.

#=ii=p=«?:Mr=Mf ££.

"

'
'

^^--
±-t ^^ES

'

'

'

'^^' ^'

i
-4::-

b. Difficult Skips.

P g^i^E^ E^EEE,^

a. Easy Arpeggios.

, fl—,^«^3-J*iraS -^
1 p-a—»-F^—

I

^Mi-J—F-rr
"•! 1 1—

'

_ F ^— l—

F

-n

!•-fam^ £h^^p'E£ -I F ^ I

—

r-
-f=-
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:^&:
2p=Pl=iSk- -t

'--f-M-^:fTKP.
^to=SsEE?^fi^E^^ -ft

—

~—^
v»—»-|—>-t—H I M—1— 1—|— ^i*--i«--

=ttt

etc.

b. Difficult Arpeggios.

f^g;;^^^^'

^.^!^
.((.««--^^^^i=r3

j,-i£^iat-.
ii-i'

Single, double and triple tongueing as shown in the following examples is not difficult

:

The most Effective Keys for orchestral use

are C, G, D, A, E, F, B flat and E flat major.

The Tonal-color of the different registers of

the Piccolo might be classified in the following

manner

:

Weak
Tones. m^ Brilliant

Tones.^
Shrill, piercing tones,
especially used in
fortissimo passages. i

.
•9-9-

As shown in the following example two Pic-

colos are sometimes used ; employed in this way
they are excellently adapted for portraying wild

and infernal joy

:

EXTRACT FROM " DER FREISCHUTZ."

Weber.

Flauti piccoli. f^^
(Piccolos.)

Fagotti.
( Bassoons.)

Violino.

< Violins.)

^ punio d'arco.
(Point of the bow.)
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In the introduction to Gluck's "Iphigenia in

Tauris," the double-trills of the Piccolos create

a highly dramatic effect. Meyerbeer has used

this instrument to excellent advantage in his

opera "Robert le Diable" (Infernal Waltz),

its peculiar tonal character adding much to the

general effect. In "Marcel's Song "(Act I of

" Les Huguenots"), Meyerbeer accompanies the

voice solely with the Piccolo and Cymbals, as

shown in the following extract

:

Flautopic.
(Piccolo.) g

Gran Cassa.
et Cymb.

(Bass Drum
and Cymbals.)

Marcel.

Fagotti.
(Bassoons.)

Allegretto.

EXTRACT FROM "THE HUGUENOTS.'

ir ir ir

Meyerbeer.

^^^EF^^=^^^EE^
i^ ^^

dim.

=^
f: |:LJL

|

^^gg;^EgEF^^^=p^-^^^g=g=-^^^^Sp
seinPre. pp

@ax^"^n^^gE^=^^^iT^
piff, paff, plff, paff.

-^1-^g

^

Mozart, Beethoven, Marschner, F^licien

David, Maillart etc., used the Piccolo to excel-

lent advantage and achieved many excellent

romantic effects through its employment.

Used in Dance-music the Piccolo usually inter-

prets the melody either in unison with the Flute

or an octave higher, although independent melo-

dies or embellishments may be entrusted to it.

As a solo-instrument the Piccolo is specially

adapted to imitating the song of birds. A
charming waltz by Jullien, "The Nightingale,"

and a polka for two Piccolos, " Die Grasmiicken "

(The White-Throats), by Bousquet might be

mentioned as exceedingly brilliant solos.

Of course any number of dance compositions

have been written in which the Piccolo is used

very prominently, and it will be an easy matter

for the student to acquaint himself as to writing

in an effective manner for this instrument.

Finally I will add that the Piccolo should not

be used too frequently ; the high notes in par-

ticular prove very tiresome to the listener in a

short time owing to their sharp and whistling

timbre ; its part should therefore be well sup-

plied with pauses.

2. THE FLUTE.

(gROSSE TLOTE, FLAUTO, FLUTE.)

This instrument can best be compared to the

female voice ; but besides its brilliant qualities

it is well adapted to express impulsive sorrow,

lonely sadness, weakness and intellectual weari-

ness.

The song of the nightingale and all birds in

general can be excellently imitated upon the

Flute.

Tonal-compass for orchestra and solo use :

^m
As the fingering upon the Flute is identical

with that of the Piccolo, everything remarked of

the latter as to trills, passages, broken chords,

skips, arpeggios and tongueing, applies equally

to the Flute.
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The tonal-color of the Flute from

:

tIE -25l-

is expressive of a religious character, which if

used " piano " produces a very characteristic,

ideal and elegiac effect ; this register can also

be used to express the dreaminess of love or

situations of a mysterious, worshiping character.

The notes from

:

W-
.^&

sound soft and plaintive.

The notes from

:

'b-is-

i
^

are bright, penetrating and brilliant, and are

specially well adapted for vigorous passages.

For compositions which demand no great

amount of tonal-volume, usually two and some-

times three Flutes are employed, as illustrated

in the following extract from Hayden's " Cre-

ation :

"

EXTRACT FROM "THE CREATION.'

Largo cantabile. J. Haydn.

In several instances Meyerbeer has entrusted

very important solos to the Flute ; this has been

especially the case in his opera, " The North-

star," in which he has written a trio for voice

with accompaniment of two solo Flutes, which

is exceedingly effective. The Flute can success-

fully compete with the most accomplished colo-

ratura singer. In the nightingale-aria of V.

Mass^'s charming opera, " Les Noces de Jea-

nette," the Flute and voice are alternately em-

ployed in solo work of the most effective kind

;

likewise in an aria (" Grasmiicken ''-aria) in

Gr^try's opera "Zemire and Azor." In the An-

dante of Rossini's " William Tell " overture, the

composer has written a brilliant and very effec-

tive part for the Flute. In the overture to my
opera " The Flutist," I have entrusted an im-

portant solo to the Flute as shown in the follow-

ing example

:
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EXTRACT FROM THE OVERTURE TO THE OPERA "THE FLUTIST.'

Adagio.
H. Kling.

Flanto.
(Flute.)

Oboi.
(Oboes.)

Clarin. in A.

Fagotti.
(Bassoons.)

CoiniinC.
(Horns.)

Yiolini.
(Violins.)

Viola.

Violoncel.

Contrabass.
(Basses.)

pizz.

pizz.

pizz.

^^^=fc^^^^
^~ — ^-m ^ 1
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w
-f-^t--
1—b- £rtet=fel=i -^i^.
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-^^ -^p^-^f-tU-x^-p--r-p-r;-M^tf^5:fLj^

^r^rtf:|^:f::t--f:f:t
i±£S£t±£

i EEEttEEE
S-f- -f

T=l= =t=i^t ;E-»-S-,»-P- t=t=tf—»—-i—J—I—hH

—

i-'tt-r—f-M^ «=tw
Used in Dance Music the Flute executes the

melody in unison with the first Violin or an

octave higher ; independent melodies or brilliant

embellishments can also be written for it, as may
suit the imagination or intention of the composer.

3. THE FLUTE D'AMOUR.
See Addenda, page 317.

4. THE FLAGEOLET.
See Addenda, page 317.

5. THE OBOE.

(oboe, oboe, hautbois.)

The tonal-quality of this instrument is nasal

and sad, and is excellently adapted to the illus-

tration of pastoral (rural) scenes. Used in the

Minor Keys it is expressive of ennui, extreme

sadness and suffering.

Tonal Compass
(or r-rtr-

Solo Playing. tStzlg
(t>*) -^

.b-6>-

Tonal Compass
for

Orchestral Playing. I jCI)i



Trills, broken chords, skips and arpeggios as

adapted to this instrument are shown in the
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following examples :

93

tr tr tr tr tr

a. Easy Trills.

tr tr tr tr tr tr tr

'^^^^^^^1^=
«—— ; t9-

^< Ts
—

'•nr*—z?-

i
tr tr tr tr x tr x tr

fe=steE#
»i tr ti tr tt tr }' ir f' tr

f'
tr f<

tr

^sr-rr^-hs^nV- ^
l lj

^'
ft
s''

F-|{s^ ?j^---^ :#^:fl^^ &-— &-

M^ ht ^ '^
„
a-^ ^'^ /f^ „

'--^-^^, ^^^^'- H^-^ -^- -j:^,, ^J^„ -j„

^-5

l#—^-

<r <r

,£

b. Difficult TriUs.

-¥ 3
/.'I ^l^%.^^^^

c. Impossible Trills.

n
*'
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The intervals from :

^T
are rough ; those from :

5:

are the best-sounding notes of the Oboe, and

those from :

i

-(=2-

W-
are sharp and cutting and not effective to any

extent. In scoring, 2 Oboes are usually em-

ployed, of which the first is often used as a

solo-instrument for passages expressive of a

simple, graceful, rural or sad character. The

Oboe is also well adapted for joyous, droll and

humorous scenes. Detached passages executed

staccato are very effective at times, providing

they are not used too frequently ; Legato pas-

sages are more expressive of the true character

of the instrument. Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,

Weber, Meyerbeer, R. Wagner, Auber, Hal^vy,

H. Berlioz, etc., have used the Oboe extensively

in all their works, and have brought about beau-

tiful effects through its employment. In the

Andante of his C major Symphony, Franz Schu-

bert has entrusted a charming solo to the Oboe,

which is exactly adapted to the character of the

instrument.

6. THE OBOE DAMORE.
See Addenda, page 317.

7. THE OBOE DI CACCIA.
See Addenda, page 317.

Oboi.
(Oboes.)

Clarinette
in A.

( Clarinet.)

Fagotti .

(Bassoons.)

Corni in C.
(Horns.)

Violini.
(Violins.)

Viola.

Violoncell.

Contra-Bass

EXTRACT FROM THE C-MAJOR SYMPHONY.
Andante con moto.

Franz Schubert.

^^

1=

decresc.

^^

decresc.
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i^&i-^fEEEE3EE^^

i^^ai^^^^g^^^

In the Scherzo of his Pastoral-Symphony,

Beethoven has given a theme of a very joyous,

pastoral nature to the Oboe, which is wonder-

fully effective.
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8. THE ENGLISH HORN.

(englisches horn, corno inglese, cor

ANGLAIS.)

This instrument is admirably adapted to por-

tray sad or painful feelings, moral suffering, as

well as tragic situations in orchestral composi-

tions. The combination of the Flute, the Clari-

net and the Oboe or English Horn produces a

tender, impulsive, languishing and plaintive

tonal-coloring, especially in the Minor Keys.

These same instruments are also excellently

Andante.

adapted for the expression of religious feelings

or situations.

The tonal-compass of the English Horn is

:

iw-
It is played in the same manner as the

Oboe, that is, as far as its fingering is con-

cerned, but its tones sound a fifth lower than

they are written. Many English Horns also

possess the low B flat.

English
Horn.

Musical compositions of slow tempo and with

slurred notes are best adapted for this instru-

ment. Trills as well as quick running passages

are not effective. Detached (staccato) notes

create a somewhat ridiculous effect.

Sometimes two English Horns are employed,

as Halevy has done in his opera " The Jewess "

(in the Ritornell of Eleazar's Aria), and J. S.

Bach in his St. Matthaus, ''Passion music."

Donizetti has also produced some very poetic

effects by means of the English Horn, entrust-

ing several beautiful solos to it in his opera " La

Favorita." In his celebrated Ave Maria, Cheru-

bini has written a concerted part for it together

with the voice. Beethoven has composed a

charming Trio for 2 Oboes and English Horn
;

and Mozart, who is ever to be relied upon for

using and creating new ideas, employed 2 Eng-

lish Horns in several compositions, especially in

a few of his delightful "Divertimentos" for

Wind instruments.

The English Horn is also well adapted for

illustrating rural scenes, as it can imitate the

Shepherd's pipe or Alpine Horn (the favorite

instruments of shepherds) excellently. With

this special characteristic tonal-quality in view

R. Wagner has employed the English Horn to

excellent advantage in his " Tannhauser " (see

following example) and still better in his " Tris-

tan and Isolde " Act HI., in which he has written

an important pastoral scene, a kind of shep-

herd's dance for it. (But this solo already

demands an accomplished artist.)

EXTRACT FROM "TANNHAUSER." ACT I, SCENE III.

R. Wagner.

A young shepherd is playing upon his pipe. The chant of the elder pilgrims is heard as they are approaching the hill-path, from

the direction of the Wartburg.
. Quickly andgay

.

rit.

English Horn
upon the stage

.

(Tenors.)

Chorus of the
Elder Pilgrims.

(Basses.)
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In thee both joy and

t
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Hector Berlioz has written solos for the Eng-

lish Horn for several of his larger orchestral

compositions, the effect of which may be de-

scribed as simply wonderful. Rossini, in the

Andante of the " William Tell " overture, and

Meyerbeer in his various operas, have used this

instrument to excellent advantage.

The tonal-quality from

EE

^

is bright and carrying ; the notes from

w -IS-.'

possess a somewhat gloomy timbre and are diffi-

cult to produce, and the high notes

E!5
£

are quite similar to those of the Oboe, but are

never absolutely in tune.

Usually in orchestras where an English Horn

is missing, the first Oboeist plays its part upon

an Oboe by simply transposing it a fourth

higher ; this not alone falls short of anything of

the intended effect, but also in marring the en-

tire tonal-quality of such a part, as the Oboe

can in no way reproduce the real sound of the

English Horn. It is astonishing that musical

conductors will put up with any such substitu-

tion, the only possible excuse which could be

offered in such a case being that an English

Horn could not be procured.

In dance-music the English Horn is seldom,

we might say never, used ; but on the other

hand, the Oboe is always used, and melodies,

embellishments, sustained notes, etc., are as-

signed to it.

9. THE CLARINET.

(klarinette, clarinetto, clarinette.)

This beautiful instrument possesses a variety

of sympathetic, dignified, and tender qualities.

Added to this it possesses a religious character,

can imitate the echo or resounding of bells, and

is especially well adapted for pastoral scenes.

For orchestral use, three varieties of Clarinets

in C, B flat and A, are made use of ; for dance-

music sometimes the E flat and D Clarinet in

addition to the above.

( For gfilo.)

For Orchestral Use.

Tonal Compass. i
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Manner of notation for all the differently pitched Clarinets is shown in the following table.

%\C
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Tender feelings ; naive; joyful; delicacy; pastoral; lovable;

impulsive.

Middle
Register. i^

Trills, passages, broken chords, skips and

arpeggios as adapted to this instrument are

Is little used; might be employed to illustrate a terrific stroke

of lightning or for the expression of coarse or vulgar joy.

Highest
Register. iO:

shown in the following examples:

BSbm System. i
tr tr

a. Easy Trills.

tr tr tr tr tr tr

tr^"^r-^^^ "tr^ ^. ^^^^'

i
tr tr tr tr trir V

' ^2

ir ^ tr ^ ir ^ ir J^

tr 1%.
r—g-^ TS ""^—^

Old System.

tr tr ir tr tr tr tr

W--
~'i- ^ ^# i^: ^\>^ '^- \^

"
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a. Easy Passages.

Allegro.

Upon both Systems.

. g -eg

tr
' !"^ ^"'^i I 1^ III !
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i
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Allegro.
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b. Difficult Passages.

B3hm System.
^E5 ^-i-j-k

//

.^^-
at£

j^:3-ff~^^^g--.tt^>L^=Fig
^H—<—5 ' ".
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I
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^^^^lU^^m=m=-. •^ •

etc.

Old System.

^^=^5^^^S^^^^^W^

i^gi^^ES^^I is=3^-»i-g«"# Ĥ̂ t^^

^•iffe lifi^J

etc. - ' ^^'••"^

g>—f r I—^!— I—p—••

gj^^l^^gj^^j^^ ^
^?P^E^U

etc.

a. Broken Intervals, easy.

i 1^1
3? -!&- —t -S^ ^^ :^: -^ ^;i^ <s-

i^ ^ 1^
-S2-^

.-^zz:a- ^^1^^
Difficult.

:^- :gi!-«'

:l2a=Z5=^^ir^E^
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<t. Easy Skips.

^i-^gn ri
lfe='^^

•-, -•- -•- -•

X--

IEEE X
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b. Difficult Skips.
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a. Easy Arpeggios.
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b. Difficult Arpeggios.

.^-^

^ .=tis^»^^^=^^
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^^^M
etc.

For the writing of easy runs and passages,

the keys of C, G, F and B flat major should be

selected ; E flat, A flat, D and A major can

also be used, but only to better advantage in

compositions of slower tempo. The most effec-

tive keys for orchestral use are C, G, D, A, E,

F, B flat, E flat and A flat major ; for solo-play-

ing, C, G, F and B flat major.

The Clarinet is capable of expressing a great

variety of different feelings. While the low

notes are admirable for the production of dra-

matic, awe-inspiring or ghostly effects, the notes

of the middle register are excellently adapted

for the expression of tender or impulsive feel-

ings, whereas the higher notes possess the char-

acteristics for illustrating coarse, vulgar and

plebeian joyfulness. Mozart was the first of all

composers who clearly understood how to make

use of and bring to light the unlimited resources

of this instrument. In consequence we find that

he has entrusted solo parts to the Clarinets in

his operas, which demonstrate the brilliant quali-

ties of the instrument to the best advantage.

After him, Beethoven, Weber and a great num-

ber of the modern composers have written for

the Clarinet, with special preference, and have

used its numberless brilliant qualities to the best

of advantage and with great success.*

The tonal-quality of the smaller Clarinets in

A flat, F, E flat and D, is screaming, cutting and

trivial ; they are, therefore, only adapted for use

in military or dance music The C-Clarinet has

a hard but brilliant sound, and is excellently

adapted for compositions of a joyous nature.

The B-flat Clarinet is the finest of all, owing to

its soft and at the same time, brilliant tone.

The A-Clarinet possesses a soft, melancholy,

tonal-quality and adapts itself more for the ex-

pression of pathetic, elegiac, serious and reli-

gious feelings. It need hardly be mentioned

that for compositions with many flats, the Bb-

Clarinet, and for such with many sharps, the

A-Clarinet should be employed. In dance-

music the Clarinet is used for doubling the

melody of the first Violin. But independent

melodies, accessory themes, as well as embel-

lishments, arpeggios, etc., may be written for it.

Two Clarinets are always employed for or-

chestral scoring.

10. THE BASS-CLARINET.

(bass klarinette, clarinetto basso, clari-

NETTE basse.)

A beautiful instrument possessing a full,

round, majestic tone, excellently adapted for

compositions of a religious character, whether in

a major or minor key. Sadness can also be

excellently expressed with it, as well as imitat-

ing the sound of a bell, which can be employed

to excellent advantage in scenes of a sad, grue-

some or awe-inspiring nature. Three varieties

of Bass-Clarinets are in use, in C, Bb, and A,

and they sound exactly an octave lower than

the ordinary Clarinet.

Tonal-Compass in Bb. i

Real Sound. I^^
izzilJ

TlS'-

Everything which can be played upon the

ordinary Clarinet can also be executed upon

the Bass-Clarinet, as the fingering for both in-

struments is the same. But the serious tonal-

character of the instrument demands that it

be entrusted with fitting cantabile passages.

Meyerbeer (as shown in the following extracts)

has used it to excellent advantage in the Grand

Trio, 5th Act of " The Huguenots," where he

has employed it in such a manner as to partici-

pate in a kind of dialogue with the voices, which

combination, while producing a rather painful

impression upon the listener, is entirely in ac-

cordance with the situation.

* In his opera " Titus,'" Aria of Sexlus (No. 9 Parto !) Mozart has written an obligato Clarinet part to the voice. This is an exceptionally

fine example of this style of writing, and is exceedingly effective. Mozart also left a beautiful Concerto in A major, and a Quintette for

the Clarinet
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EXTRACTS FROM "THE HUGUENOTS."

Bass-Claiinet p;

in B-flat.

Adagio. Meyerbeer.

Marcel.

Clarinet.

^^^^g^^^p

Valentine.

Raoul.

Marcel.

Clarinet.

^-

E£E
^^

^^^^^^^^^^^

^S^^^^^SE^

in imitation of the voice.

Used in connection with the full orchestra, the

Bass-Clarinet is very effective as it heightens

the strength of the lower notes in general, im-

parts more brilliancy to other instruments, espe-

cially the Bassoons, and at the same time

softening the rough tones of the lower registers.

Richard Wagner, Hector Berlioz, and many

others have accorded a prominent and important

position to the Bass-Clarinet in their scores.

11. THE BASSET-HORN.

(basset-horn, corno di bassetto, cor de

BASSET.)

The sound of this instrument is very similar

to that of the Bass-Clarinet, especially in the

lower registers. It sounds a fifth lower than

the C-Clarinet.

Tonal-Compass. 3^

-(S--

& -t
W-

Real Sound. :9i:

Everything that can be played upon the Clar-

inet can also be executed upon the Basset-Horn.

Sustained cantabile passages are better adapted

to the character of the instrument than quick

successive runs. The most effective keys are

C, G, F, and B flat major or minor.

Mozart used this instrument very frequently

;

in his Trios for three voices, " Luci care, luci

belle," and " Ecco quell fiero," he has written

solo parts for three Basset-Horns. In his operas

" Titus," * " The Magic Flute," and in his

" Requiem," this master has employed two Bas-

set-Horns in the most appropriate and effective

manner. Now-a-days the part of the Basset-

Horn is usually played upon an Alto-Clarinet

in F ; that is, in such orchestras for which a Bas-

set-Horn cannot be procured.

* The second Aria of Vitellia (" Titus," Mozart) is written with the accompaniment of a concerted Basset-Hom.

beautiful Arias ever conceived, imbued with an exalted, highly poetic spirit.

It is one of the most
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12. THE BASSOON.
(fagott, fagotto, basson.)

This instrument is well adapted to picture

mysterious situations; in slow tempo with ar-

peggio-like slurred notes, it can imitate the

movements of ocean waves; the snorting of

huntmg-dogs as well as the tramp of horses can
also be fittingly expressed by it.

In writing for the Bassoon the Bass or Tenor
clef is used.

Tonal-Compass
for

Orchestral Use.
91:

t^T5»-»*

.'^ \L-t'~
Tonal-Compass

for
Solo-Playing. 1

b-»--

Upon some instruments it is possible to pro-

duce a low "A" but as they are not in general

use, it is advisable not to write this note.

Appropriate trills, runs, skips and arpeggios

for the Bassoon are shown in the following

examples

:

tr tr tr tr tr

a. Easy Trills.

tr tr tr tr

*=f^
tr tr tr

<-n -frJ-

tr JStr

^tT A i
^-ay-'^-f-g?— •T-g'-^ iz^EE&ttszfi*!^ -«-

etc.

b. Diiacult Trills.

tr tr tr tr ^% Ag ^-g: ^.^^
m

tr tr tr tr tr tr

^' tei [g- ^i Sit^=::fcg^

^ K
t#=

tr ir tr tr

0. ImpossiWe Trills.

tr tr tr tr tr
^iitr

^ m^
\nr ^ ^- ^ #-< etc.

a. Easy Runs and Passages.

, I
I I , J. --•|-j-#-#-^:?:f:#:f:|:'

^^^1
etc.

b. Difacult Runs and Passages.

-•-fe^ -•-

:&i^^^-«
..- V^f: :f^^

^ t t-
Irf^Lt^S^tE^

^^
n^^ ^-X-

lr=^^^^^=Sg^
=r=

p
i__i f -••

etc.
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Skips and Arpeggios.

m :^-q=:]:

:^35^

Possible in all keys.

^—

•

#—

F

f=t: -^—

f

!«—•-
fi-fL tl-fz 1 1:

-•

'i=t

—^SS"^.^^ a—I—rr
• •

etc.

Skips and Arpeggios can be executed upon

the Bassoon in all Keys. In moderate tempo

staccato passages are very effective ; on the

other hand Legato presenting greater difficul-

ties to the player. The easiest and most effec-

tive Keys for orchestral use are C, G, A and

E major or minor ; for solo playing C, G and A
major or minor.

All Keys with many sharps or flats are diffi-

cult to play.

The notes

3^
:toi i

from '0~zi~

possess a decided humorous, comical quality.

The notes
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mfp

tr^
=£=5^^^

m. z±^=z
-m—~—« « • « ^

—

-4

—

^—^

—

-zt
—

-=r^3-~

^^ i^=^^f^5^=^ =sf=&=r
^ la - gio - sin prin - ci - pi an - te

;

non SI

^ S^
The notes of the middle and those of the

higher register can be well combined with those

of the Flutes and Clarinets. Excellent and

effective scoring for the Bassoon is shown in the

following extracts from Mozart's " Magic Flute "

overture.

EXTRACTS FROM " THE MAGIC FLUTE " OVERTURE.

Allegro.
Mozart.

Flauto.
(Flute.)

Oboe.

Fagotto.
(Bassoon.)

Violino I.

ViolinoII.

Viola.

^S^^^^g^^
p f p T

S^^^S= ^^^^^^^^^^^F^
t f P f
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i
fe=t^I'i---*-''''''

I I

I L-

"^-f-*-m M:-
Efezi ^^EEE^^^^^^

f
i^gi^^^ -Jh^

^^^^F^^^^F^fe^^^^FT^gJgi^

b. From the above.

Flauto.
(Flute.)

Clarinetto
inB.

( Clarinet
in Bb.)

Fagotto.
(Bassoon.)

VioliDO I.

Violino II.

p

^

Violoncello.

^^^
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Haydn, Beethoven, Meyerbeer, Mendelssohn

and many others have displayed perfect mastery

in the use and treatment of the Bassoon, and

have entrusted many important parts of a char-

acteristic nature to it.

Its notes blend excellently with the pizzicato

of the Violoncellos and Basses, and with those of

the Kettledrums. Sometimes as many as four

Bassoons are employed. In dance-music the

Bassoon usually doubles the Violoncello or Bass

part, but embellishments, sustained notes, inde-

pendent melodies or themes etc., may also be

written for it.

13. THE DOUBLE BASSOON.

(kontra-fagott, contra-fagotto, contra-

. basson.)

»

This instrument has been almost entirely

dispensed with, owing to its tiring effect upon

the player. In view of the entire tonal-effect of

the orchestra the dispensation of this instru-

ment is to be greatly regretted.

The notes of the Double Bassoon sound an

octave lower than those of the ordinary Bas-

soon.

Tonal-Compass. ^ ^
\ni--

Real Sound.
:^i: -nS'-

^
^-i

Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven have used

this instrument with great success in their

works. It has been employed with special

effectiveness in Mozart's beautiful Serenade for

thirteen Wind Instruments, and in a very char-

acteristic manner in Haydn's " Creation." In

such orchestras where a Double Bassoon is

missing, its part is usually substituted by a

Double-Bass. It need hardly be added that a

substitution of this kind can in no way make up

for the original intentions of the composer.

In the following I present a comparative table

of the tonal-compass of all the Wood-wind in-

struments.
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE TONAL-COMPASS OF ALL THE WOOD-WIND INSTRUMENTS.
(For Orchestral Purposes.)

Notation, ^s. Real Sound. Y^

Piccolo.

Flute.

Flageolet.

Oboe.

English Horn.

Clarinet in A-flat.

Clarinet in G.

Clarinet in F.

Clarinet in B.

Clarinet in E-flat.

Clarinet in D.

Clarinet in C.

Clarinet in B-flat.

Clarinet in A.

Bass Clarinet in C.

Bassetborn in F.

Bassoon.

Double-Bassoon.

P

P

P
P lr=rm
p

p

i^
p

p

p

p

m

ti-=3-

w.
-te---f

¥^

W. m
v^

b-ss- \r^-

In addition to the above, a few differently

pitched wood-wind instruments are yet to be

mentioned; but they are never employed in

String-orchestras, and are only exceptionally

found in Military Bands. They will be dis-

cussed later on.
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The Wood-wind Instruments as Used in Dance Music.

The Flute and Piccolo are generally used

to interpret the melody, like the first Violin, but

in the higher registers. The Flutes can also be

employed to execute little independent melodies

or accessory themes, trills and imitations of

separate tonal-phrases. The Oboe is employed

in strengthening the melody, also in filling the

harmony by means of sustaining its lower notes.

Its part is usually written in such a manner as

to be readily omitted in a smaller combination

of instruments. The first Clarinet as a rule

doubles the melody by playing unisono with

the first Violin, or an octave higher. The
second Clarinet is used for filling up the har-

mony, for accompanying passages or for sus-

taining notes in the lower register ; in addition

to this, it sometimes plays the melody along in

the lower octave. Both Clarinets are also well

adapted for the execution of tonal-phrases or

passages in thirds or sixths, and admit of being

used in a great variety of ways. The Bassoon

can be used in an accompanying manner and in

appropriate cases as a doubler of the melody

;

it can also support the 2nd Clarinet by means

of sustained notes. But in writing for the Bas-

soon or 2nd Clarinet the parts should always be

arranged in such a manner as to be readily

omitted in a smaller orchestra.

General Remarks. Each one of the instru-

ments, which has been discussed in detail in the

foregoing pages, can also shine to advantage as

a solo-instrument upon the concert stage, either

with accompaniment of the Pianoforte, a few

stringed instruments, or complete orchestra. Of

course the necessary accompaniment must be

written in a very delicate and refined manner in

order that the solo instrument will show to best

advantage^ and that its brilliant and beautiful

qualities may be fully displayed.

Mozart, whose genius was inexhaustible, has

left some charming concertos for the Flute,

Oboe, Clarinet and Bassoon to the musical

world.

As can be seen from " the comparative table

of the tonal-compass of all the Wood-wind instru-

ments," an entire and complete orchestra can be

formed from this combination, which in itself is

capable of producing the finest varieties of tonal-

shadings. Mozart was well aware of the effective-

ness of such a combination when he wrote his

beautiful Serenade for 13 Wind instruments.

In writing for these instruments, it is neces-

sary not to separate the different tonal-registers

too far from each other; that is, the Oboes

should not be allowed to climb into the highest

regions while the Bassoons are exploring the

lowest. As shown in the extract from the

"Magic Flute" overture, on page 112, the

chords should be placed in such a manner as to

keep the various instruments in close contact.

Combining the Clarinets and Bassoons in

their middle registers and playing " piano " pro-

duces an excellent tonal-quality, very similar to

the tone of an organ. These instruments can

furthermore be combined with Flutes and Horns,

this combination being excellently adapted for

the portrayal of solemn or religious scenes.

The Wood-wind instruments blend especially

well with the Horns, and beautiful tonal-effects

may be produced with this combination. Mo-
zart and Beethoven have been exceedingly

successful in their chamber-music works for

combinations of this kind, written especially for

2 Clarinets, 2 Bassoons, and 2 Horns ; or for

2 Clarinets, 2 Oboes, 2 Bassoons, and 2 Horns,

etc. ; beautiful works of art, which are neglected

altogether too much now-a-days and unknown to

the majority of musicians, which to a certain de-

gree accounts for modern composers leaving this

fruitful branch of musical art to lie entirely idle.*

It need hardly be mentioned that the Wood-
wind Instruments can also be combined with the

Stringed Instruments to the best advantage in

the manner employed by Beethoven in his cele-

brated Septette for Violin, Viola, Violoncello,

Double-Bass, Clarinet, Horn and Bassoon.

They are equally effective in a combination

with the Pianoforte, and it will be of the greatest

benefit to the student to consult the beautiful

Quintettes by Mozart and Beethoven for Piano-

forte, Oboe, Clarinet, Horn and Bassoon.

Especially in Mozart's, the 5 instruments are

employed in such a manner as to yield the

greatest amount of tonal beauty and purity,

owing to the artistic application and combination

of the different instruments.

* Now that the chamber-irjusic works for Wind instruments by Mozart and Beethoven have been published in so many cheap editions,

both in scores and parts, I would earnestly advise the student to study them thoroughly and conscientiously.
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Flute and Oboe blend very well with the

Violin and the Violoncello ; Clarinet and Bas-

soon with the Viola and Violoncello. For the

production of tonal-efifects, the artistic combina-

tion of the Wood-wind with the Stringed Instru-

ments offers unlimited material to the accom-

plished composer.

Played " forte," the lower Clarinet and Bas-

soon tones possess characteristics of a devilish,

brutal and awe-inspiring nature, which adapt

themselves excellently to scenes of a ghostly,

supernatural kind, as well as to the portrayal

of demoniacal, wild or vulgar expressions.

Mozart and Weber have produced the most im-

pressive effects by means of the lower notes of

the Clarinet ; the former in " Don Juan," and

the latter in '' Freischiitz."

Played " pianissimo," these instruments can

imitate the sound of a bell. In the fourth Act

of "The Huguenots," Meyerbeer has produced

a very remarkable effect with the help of this

very device as shown in the extract on page 113.

He lets the Clarinets and Bassoons execute

twelve successive bars, answered by the Horns

and Trombones ; this peculiar combination, to-

gether with the successive harmony, imitating

the clock of Saint Germain I'Auxerrois striking

midnight, in a wondrous manner.

EXTRACT FROM THE OVERTURE TO " THE MAGIC FLUTE."

Mozart.

in Eb.)

Timpani
inEs. B.

(Kettle-Drums
in Et», BIT.)

Trombone
Alto.

Trombone
Tenore.

Trombone
Basso.

1.

Viollno.
(Violins.)

Viola.

Bassi.

@=?q=J^f^^¥g^^P#^
ff

'^E^^^^^^=^
sf
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Clarinette
inB.

(Clarinets in

Bb.)

Clarinette
in A.

(Clarinet in A.)

Bassons.
( Bassoons.)

Comi in F.
( Horns in F.)

Trombone I.

Trombone II.

Trombone III.

( Ophicleide.)

Glocke in F.
(Bell in F.)

Valentine.

Raoul.

EXTRACT FROM "THE HUGUENOTS."
Act 4.

Maestoso motto.

Meyerbeer.

Pi,

t^^*: ^^3^te
^="-3:

-r-^v

;=^
^^^

-f:-

-I >- ^
^Ŝ^E ^ ^s^,

=l;=;=N:e^
g=rF=^=^

=^lr?

&#3

E^^y^EE

=f=^gE5E^
=t3t: ^
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Directions as to Scoring Effectively for the Wood-wind Instruments.

The method which I proposed for the above

purpose in connection with the Stringed Instru-

ments can also be employed to excellent advan-

tage with this body of instruments ; that is, the

separate parts of a Sextette, Septette or Octette,

etc., for Wind Instruments by Mozart or Bee-

thoven should be scored. Through this pro-

ceeding we will not alone become thoroughly

imbued with the spirit of the composer, im-

pressing the beautiful traits and tonal-combina-

tions of these works (which could be easily

overlooked by a flighty reading of the score)

upon our memory step by step, but we gain the

ability to score in an artistic and thorough

manner for these instruments, and employing

them in accordance with their individual char-

acter and tonal-qualities. After this some of

the Pianoforte sonaten of Haydn, Mozart, Bee-

thoven, Mendelssohn, etc., are to be arranged,

selecting such as are specially adapted, as far as

melody and harmony are concerned, for this

purpose.

As an example of arrangements of this kind,

I have selected the Adagio from Beethoven's

" Sonate Path^tique," and have arranged it in the

following manner

:

ADAGIO FROM THE SONATE PATHETIQUE.

Arranged for i Flute, i Oboe, 2 Clarinets, 2 Basset-Homs, 2 French Horns in E flat, 1 Bass-Clarinet, 2 Bassoons and i Double-

Bassoon, by H. Kling.
Beethoven.

(Flute.)
gp-l^-

Oboe

Clarinetten
inB.

( Clarinets
in Bb.)

BassethSiner
(Basset-horns.)

Corni inEs.
(French Horns

in El7.)

Bass-Claii-
nette inB.

(Bass-Clarinet
in Bfc>.)

Fagott.
( Bassoon.)

Contra
Fagott.

( Double
Bassoon.)

Note. I have taken up 2 French Horns in this arrangement, as the Horn, owing to its peculiar tonal-quality, blends admirably with the

Wood*wind instruments besides adding color and effectiveness to the entire combination.
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^af^^^E^^E^^^=ii^
Jrr a^^^ E««=3

J>/

3 3 .^^^i^^^^i^^^^E^^
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B. Brass Wind-instruments.

1. THE FRENCH HORN

(without valves), (waldhorn, naturhorn,

corno, cor.)

This beautiful instrument possesses an ex-

ceedingly peculiar tonal-character ; it revives

the memories of fragrant hills and dales, the

mountains and forests, and awakens the love for

the hunt. Employed in its middle register it

pictures the mysterious, and in short notes serves

excellently for the production of mysterious calls

or signals.

The stopped notes, if played forte, possess a

dull, terror-awakening quality of tone, and should

only be employed for scenes of special dramatic

significance, requiring an appropriate effect of

this kind. Added to this, these dull, but neverthe-

less dismal crashing sounds are well adapted to

illustrate revenge, fear, distress, danger, horror,

disaster, as well as fiendish, passionate, furious

and impulsive characteristics; but if, on the other

hand, these stopped notes are played pianissimo

and in sustained notes, they will awaken feelings

of a disagreeable, painful and oppressing nature;

in other words, they are well adapted to picture

such situations in which the human soul finds

itself overcome and at the mercy of the con-

spiring jJowers of fate. Aside from this wealth

and variety of expressiveness, the Horn can also

imitate the human voice excellently ; but this

necessitates the entire command of a soft, round,

pliable and expressive tone on the part of the

player. It is due in particular to the extremely

peculiar tonal-color of the Horn that these

manifold and opposite effects are possible. The
tone of this instrument is also possessed of

characteristics of a certain romantic, poetic
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nature ; it is therefore well-adapted for the per-

formance of expressive, song-like passages or

compositions.*

Tonal-Compass
for

Orchestral Use.

Tonal-Compass
lor

Solo Playing.

:9z: iii:

The Horn is a transposing instrument ; that is,

its pitch can be altered at will by means of

crooks. In the following table I present a list

of all the differently pitched Horns, with notation

of their real sounds, tonal-compass for practical

use, as well as the possible open and stopped

notes which can be employed. The high pitch

Horns in B flat, B and C sound exactly an

octave higher than the low Horns of the same

pitch ; they are employed very rarely.

§^
A flat

Gflat

Se

§iE

Eflat,

Dflat.

Clow

Bflat
low.

Real
sound.

Si^B:

TABLE OF NOTATION FOR THE FRENCH HORN. (Without Valves.)

^^^W^HP '
rf/a ' ffi-ig^~

I

I

%

-'P

»»-;

^t^

-tTt-i :feSi^".=

=ic'ftc fe-2^«?=

rf^-g-i>-:

'zsLtx::

;^.i^.^^^^-^^^=
?i»r

;^:=^«i

»S»
r^ _*-}:*.- -J? it-' t^r-

i

-(--

!i^^-^*5:E

;»»:

iH*-^-

:»«;;

wgrnr ijttiieit:
•«=•;

:=»:»«*:

:s^;

LSti:;
:«=::

-«.«*;^iti^?^:

:=«l«a
i^Si^zJsz;:*
«S»i

^j»:

liajai

e»=^-

:=iz:*»:

^S^ir!

:»*:

:«*:;

:*»:

rjsr

Kf

:»^-

stJk::

^i»

i^s

ilftt

e:

-e-'l*.:

zzijisz-.;

:i»l5*?,=

^i»i^y^^>;

i«*

*-

l^a-B*-:

tt*:

'ila^

«=i
:3;jt^;

11

?^:

m

The «? notes in this table are the open or

natural tones ; those designated by • are the

r:-n^'(2^-

Stopped ones ; naturally the former sound more

brilliant than the latter.

• The Horn virtuoso Gumbert in Leipzic has invented and constructed a very bright and clear-sounding Ci>rtw Piccolo in F (sounding

equally as high as tlie Trumpet) ; this instrument serves as an excellent Siegfried horn
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Trills, Passages and Skips as adapted to this instrument are shown in the following examples;

Easy Trills.

iS^^^^^^^^^Sl- -ba *-t|z?-

Difflcult Trills.

tr , ir ^ tr , ir
i

ir j tr ^ kj.tr tr tr tr , tr . tr
, -&-

tr
, \

tr

Impossible Trills.

tr tr tr tr tr ir 4j|- \^^- ^J- ^^
W- U—&—-^i^ bJ ^. \*-^^

Easy, Brilliant Passages, especially well adapted to the tonjfl-character of the Horn.

i
Allegro.

Ei T^^¥=P=f- :^B^fei^|^^fe^I
i J-jrr ~H—|-*ft*'-^--H— I— I—•--Cd—t—fePi—•~f^l—•-- •-^-^^-H—r^^^ 1-

^^i^iip^^feg^ifc
:bp=i=gi-

:p=i==FT:U=^ ^gF=!=t-T^ 1—

b

it:,Sit=t

iiSiB^i^^^^i^i^^i^

^EL
^^CP^^'E

Eg-=gi|p|^
-s*-

S eSeJ
U—^^ 3^=^̂ -^^^E^:^±i=jz^=i-=:=b^^=^.:

^E£^
i=?E T-f

A >

Se l@& ET^
-J- -J- 'A ^

E^
etc.

:j-i-^^^-

-j^ T^ 3

1*^1*; ^:=«=!L

Easy Skips.

-P P- rP P-
t=F=p:r=tijc:-^n^-1 1 -!-+ :r-hrr-p=H:=y

Itj-
:pip=)c:
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^^m^^m- a

The notes

:

m
sound somewhat dull, but are excellently adapted

for sustained notes.

The notes

:

ifc:^3fc=,^E|i^^^tt«^
.^^

are the best

;

the following

i
>- .1^

-fS-

are very difficult to play and not very agreeable

to the ear ; it is therefore advisable not to write

any sustained notes in this register for E flat, E
or F Horn, and above all not to begin a solo

with one of these notes, especially in piano

passages.

Upon the G flat, G, A flat, A, B flat and B
Horns the note

-JZ

i
is a very difficult one and the tonal-quality in

general thin and poor. For the above pitched

instruments the note

i
should be the limit as to height.

The tonal-quality of the differently pitched

Horns may be summed up in the following man-

ner : B flat, B and C (low) have a somewhat stiff

and strained, but not very bright tone ; D flat

and D possess a round, full tone, especially well

adapted for hunting-calls ; E flat, E and F are

of a mild soft, glowing but nevertheless bright

and brilliant tonal-quality and are excellently

fitted for solo-work ; the one in F is the most

brilliant of these, owing to which it is generally

preferred to all others by the majority of Horn-

players ; G flat and G possess a sharp quality,

which fits them splendidly for the execution of

brilliant compositions : A flat. A, B flat, B and

C (high) possess a penetrating, cutting tone.

The last-named ones should be used with great

care and only the following open notes should

' be employed

:

i :1=^:

3
iF=t

-7S>-

as the stopped notes are very false, especially

for combinations like the following :

iS5^ ig= ?#rffe

On the other hand, passages like the following

are easy and effective in every pitch :

i^^^^gi^P^^^^^
The keys which are best adapted and most

effective for this instrument are C major and A
minor ; G major and E minor ; F major ; C
minor.
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THE FRENCH HORN WITH CYL-
INDERS, PISTONS OR VALVES.

(CHROMATISCHES OR VENTIL HORN, CORNO CRO-

MATICO, COR A PISTONS.)

This beautiful instrument is in reality nothing

more nor less than a perfected Natural or Wald

Horn ; it is played in the identical manner, and

everything possible upon its forerunner can also

be executed with ease upon this instrument.

Therefore how is it possible that some of our

best composers and conductors are in many
cases unjustly prejudiced against this instru-

ment ? The reason of this disfavor is not

caused by the instrument itself, but must rather

be attributed to the Horn-players, the majority

of whom do not possess the slightest idea of

how to treat this noble instrument according to

its true character and who blow into it as

though it were a Trumpet, a Cornet or a Trom-

bone. It is owing to this manner of tone-pro-

duction that this class of players are utterly

incapable of connecting and sustaining the

intervals in the manner which is so essential

and important in bringing to light the genuine

characteristics of the Horn. The position of

the hand in the bell of the instrument is of great

importance ; decreasing as it does the rougher

and sharper elements in the quality of tone and

lending more pliancy and flexibility to the entire

tonal-production.

The Chromatic Horn (German designation)

is of greater use to the composer than the Natu-

ral Horn, as all the intervals of the chromatic

scale can be produced upon it in an equally clear

and precise manner.

The tonal-compass of the Chromatic Horn is :

^t:
^==A- |-5=:^=#^^=^

3 s3 ^ - 1^ "=" fr^

•-s>-

^=i i^nztoi
Eli: =#^3^ -^- -^si j|=i «-

It is very easy to transpose from one Key to

another upon this instrument without the aid of

crooks. If the following passage, a) is played

upon the F Horn in open notes the same will

sound one tone lower b) by pressing down the

ist valve.

a.
-ft-r-ft

=a?
&©: Q^^

^1:

^ ^m Vm-f^-
=^rF=f

through pressure of the 2nd valve one-half tone

lower

;

:9i:

V-

lr¥:?i^i^EjE^E^Ep

through pressure of the 3d or of the 1st and

2nd together, a minor third lower

:

-f^^i Q5f*?^f -r

1
-I- -d-^ —t--j- • L r-*-

=i

With the 2nd and 3d valve :

—I-Vl^i» \

—
-Tz^i:

b-1

-e-7i^gew*
With the I St, 2nd and 3d valve

through pressure of the ist and 3d valve a

fourth lower

:
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These notes sound like the natural tones, and

create the effect as though they were being

played upon the respective E flat, E, D and C
Horns, etc. A similar result can also be ob-

tained through application of all the different

crooks. If the composer desires that the notes

are to be stopped, he simply designates it in his

score, as this effect is just as easily produced

upon the Chromatic as upon the Natural Horn.

The Chromatic Horns in F, E and Eb sound

to best advantage. If employed at all, it is ad-

visable to use only the open or natural notes of

those in C, D, E, G flat, G, A, B flat, and B
high, as the notes produced upon these by

means of valves are never absolutely in tune.

Let us suppose that a composer wishes to

score the following phrase for Horns :

Allegro.

The same could be undoubtedly executed

upon the F, E or B flat Horn, although quite

difficult ; but it would sound very brilliant and

to excellent advantage upon the G Horn and

its execution be greatly facilitated thereby.

4 Horns in G,

//m r^f=r

tImz
ff

S-T-

ips
//-'

9^5=

ff^.

-^̂ S^^^i^^S
^ 1 1

-•-7-

-fV-=l—=1- -=;—=4-

-=i—=1- ::^=^

m E^^4—^^—^ -N-=1—=1-

m
etc.

The majority of Horn-players as well as some

orchestral conductors are of the opinion that the

application of crooks upon the Valve Horns or

Trumpets is unnecessary and nonsensical ; that

this opinion is totally wrong is proven by the

great difference of tonal-quality produced by the

different crooks, some affecting the instrument

so as to sound thin and weak, and others as to

sound bright and brilliant. In this manner

Mozart, in his wonderful G Minor Symphony,

has written the two Horn parts for differently

pitched instruments; it must not be imagined

that their employment in this manner was due

to any accident or caprice, but because he wished

to produce a specially bright-sounding tonal-

quality. Taking a look at this master-work we
find that the String Quintette is assisted merely

by I Flute, 2 Oboes, 2 Bassoons and 2 Horns.

The Hor;n parts are written in such an ingenious

manner as to employ only natural tones, the ist

part being executed upon a high B flat and the

2nd part upon a high G Horn.

The modern Horn-player who uses nothing

but the F Horn naturally fails to produce this

peculiar tonal-quality which cannot possibly be

produced in as bright and brilliant a manner

upon this instrument as upon the originally pre-

scribed B-flat and G Horns.
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It is therefore of frequent occurrence that the the above symphony is not properly executed ;

following charming passage from the Minuet of

EXTRACT FROM THE MINUET OF THE G MINOR SYMPHONY.

Corni in G.

Allegro.
Mozart.

Violini.
(Violins.)

Viola.

ViolODC. ^:i=±

J . J-
( Horns in G.)

[
^ -j^"^^

^
f=ra ^—

j

?^=t= kEE^^

^=^^^^^E^=3^^r^^r^p3=T:[^tgSg^^

g^^^EJ^^^g^^^^^E^ ^^^EtL

^ !>'

P=# ^=^=H^
t=t:

:j—»!* **" ^i=4=

=|::

Fagotti.
Bassoons.

iE^^=ii

This is also the case with the following Horn passage from " Tell "

I ^ I ^

^^^^^^-+-4—

J

=Pi-t
=^

Horns in G. i^E^^;^^^^ :t=i=y=4
etc.

Now-a-days it is customary to score for 4

Horns : for instance, the first two parts for F
and the other two for C Horn, similar to the

celebrated Horn-quartette of the "Freischiitz"

overture, presented in the following example

:

EXTRACT FROM THE FREISCHUTZ OVERTURE.

Adagio.

Corni in F.
(Fa.)

( Horns in F.)

Corni in 0.
(Dt.)

(Horns in C.)

Violini.
(Violins.)

Viola.

Violonc.

Basso.

P
h^^^=^

C. M. VON Weber.

"^^
i=i*!3td=»t>—^ *.

j=aaaEi^JEtete^W=^EafeJ

IHH -^
I gJ

A>^

See

tp
_;«=^ - ^

m^F^^=EE^
pp

^
^̂
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Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Mtfhul, Meyer-

beer, Weber, Hal^vy, Spohr, Rossini, Boieldieu,

Fdl. David, Kreutzer, Bellini, Donizetti, etc.,

and especially R. Wagner, have produced the

most beautiful effects with the Horn ; and the

modem composers, such as Gounod, Ambr.

Thomas, Massenet, Saint-Saens, Brahms, Rubin-

stein, Bruch, Dvordk, etc., have all been well

aware of the effectiveness of the Horn, employ-

ing it to excellent advantage in their orchestral

works. The natural characteristics of the Horn
qualify it exceedingly well for hunting-calls and

woodland scenes, as illustrated in the following

extract from " Tannhauser," Act I., Scene 3.

EXTRACT FROM TANNHAUSER.
Act I. Scene III.

R. Wagner.

I Waldhiirner
in F.

<3 Horns in F.)

3 WaldhSmer
inF.

(3 Horns in F.)

2 WaldhSnier
inc.

<z Horns in C.)

Allegro.
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the 2 first HorsB

_n j-^
-̂1 i r*- M • '—l-^-r-*—1-^ ^—1»-*~t -»-*^ ^^ s^ r^ -ff—1—f—tf-i—'-i-fi-J-^—f—J—^-

In the second act of his opera " Tristan and

Isolde " Wagner has introduced an admirable

Fanfare for 6 Horns, which are placed behind

the scenes and their parts alternating with those

of the 4 Horns in the orchestra. These Horns

are all in F. *

EXTRACT FROM THE

The Horn is also excellently adapted for

scenes of a pastoral or legendary nature and

can furthermore imitate the human voice and

execute expressive cantabile passages as shown

in the following examples :

MIGNON OVERTURE.
A. Thomas.

Andante.

Flote.

( Flute.)

CorniinEs.
(Horns in El).)

Heirfe.

( Harp.)

Violinen.
( Violins.)

Alto.
(Violas.)

C. Basse.

* At the same time I desire to call attention to the fine Fanfare for 4 Horns in the opera " William Tell " by Rossini. In the opera

' Freischiitz " the Horns are used and treated in the most artistic and appropriate manner, which is also the case in Beethoven's " Fidelio."
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Corni
Solo in

in E Flat.)

FROM THE OPERA " LA DAME BLANCHE.

Andante con nioto. ^—

^

BOIELDIEU.

^^p^^E^^^p^^
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In the Prelude (Vorspiel) to his " Rheingold,"

Wagner has employed 8 Horns in a very origi-

nal manner and it is highly interesting to study

his use of the instruments. The following ex-

tract shows the manner in which he has em-

ployed the Horns which are in E flat

:

EXTRACT FROM PRELUDE TO "RHEINGOLD.'
R. Wagner.

iW ^^^mS^Efe
-:r*y- W^

P
^^

^^^ww^^^^^^ ^-dr^yF

P
^5

^m I^E^^^ww^
p gd=??^^=T?^jSr?^fe^ -^-^

P i^^t^^ rf^

^ i^

~^
i»±^=*--^—^—-=r

A very good effect is produced with the

Mute * although it should not be used too fre-

quently. Through placing the mute into the

bell of the instrument the pitch of the latter is

lowered one-half tone. But this need not in-

convenience the composer, as the Horn-players

are prepared for such emergencies. Care must

be taken to use only natural tones for such pas-

sages which are to be executed with the mute,

whether for the Natural or Valve Horn. See

following example :

Hoins in F.

Echo with mute.

t±l ^-cj±=^8^^f-«^iB3t«fi=^ ^^ i^tsB^Bpi-^^ -^±3E^ 3t± fl^^m^r p

* A small pear-shaped object made of wood, tin or pasteboard, which is placed in the bell of the instrument.
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Some composers desirous of producing more

tonal-vplume than these instruments are aheady

capable of producing sometimes mark certain

passages in their scores with " Turn the bell

upwards" (" Stiirze in die Hohe," in German).

But this is in reality a senseless error which it

is impossible to justify. The Horn played in

this manner will sound similar to a hunting-

Horn or a Trombone ; and what is worse still the

purity of the tones is interfered with, as through

the change of position the hand is removed

from the bell, causing the natural tones to sound

a quarter of a tone higher. A proceeding of

this kind is therefore clearly contrary to the na-

ture and character of the instrument and such

tricks should be banished to the circus, where

they would probably be more appropriate. A

person of taste must always remember that

every exaggeration is a mistake ; and it may
certainly be termed an exaggeration to demand

productions which are entirely contrary to the

real character of the instrument.

It only remains for me to mention a few

words in regard to the double- and triple-tones

which can be produced upon the Horn.

At the same time, while producing a tone

with the lips, a different tone can be sung by

the player, no matter whether higher or lower

than the blown tone. For instance, the player

intones C with his lips, and at the same time

sings the E one third higher ; in this manner it

is possible to form a chromatic chain of ascend-

ing -dual-sounds

:

Voice.

Horn.

: etc. chromatic. =p=te=5S^p^P etc.

It is also possible to sing the lower note and play the higher one upon the instrument

:

Horn.

^— 'jj etc. also chromatic.

ii^E=^

Voice.

'-^

f-^l-
=#^

-^

-K p=¥

If the fundamental note is intoned upon the

Horn, for instance. w and the sixth

eS^e
is sung, the fourth iw will

become audible through the joint vibrations of

the first two, and we obtain the following com-

plete chord:

The Voice.
SeU-sounding note.

The Horn.
g In the same manner

s-

if B is sung - and the low G iw=
played thereto, the D will become

audible and we obtain the following chord

:

iThe Voice.
SeU-eounding note,

The Horn.
-7S—

Even successions of chords can be produced

in this manner as shown in the following ex-

amples :

The Voice.
Self-sounding Tone.

The Horn.
s^^'g-^-p~d7g-
«^ -&- S- S- -6)- 'S- -t'a^tj-

-7S- -sr -V "zr -zy

fefefefei^i
T^ "b^ -9-

fe s-
-IS-

~t9—
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In this manner, the possibility of executing

Duos and Trios upon a single Horn is offered

to a player, providing he possess good embou-

chure, a skilled voice and a good ear. Effects

could be produced in this manner which would

certainly arouse the- admiration of the public

owing to the latter's lack of knowledge of this

acoustic phenomenon. But the real artist will

look with contempt upon productions of this

kind. Taken all in all, whatever is accom-

plished in this direction is not entirely legiti-

mate and the approbation of the really educated

or art-connoisseurs will never be bestowed upon

it. These double or triple combinations are

not applicable in the orchestra.

The most effective Keys for the Chromatic

Horn are : C, G, F, E flat, D, and A major ; C,

E, D, F, and B minor.

The tonal-quality of the differently pitched

Chromatic Horns is identical with that of the

Natural Horns. The low notes, whether em-

ployed in sustained or slowly moving passages,

are very effective. The Horn blends excellently

with every instrument as well as with the hu-

man voice. The art of writing Horn-parts in

an exactly appropriate manner is very difficult,

and the whole a,ttention of the composer must

be directed towards this highly important branch.

To begin with a start should be made by writ-

ing duos, trios and quartettes for Horns alone,

and consulting a practical and experienced

Horn-player, who will certainly be able to judge

correctly and offer valuable advice wherever it

is necessary.

Mozart has composed several Concertos for

the old style Waldhorn which are very appropri-

ate to the character of the instrument ; he also

wrote an excellent Quintette for Horn, Violin,

2 Violas and Violoncello ; Beethoven also wrote

a brilliant Sonate for Horn and Pianoforte.

Rob. Schumann has written a " Concertstiick "

for 4 Horns as well as an Adagio and Allegro

for Piano and Horn ; Weber a very charming

Concertino for Horn with orchestral accompani-

ment. Mdhul, in his opera " Phrosine," has

employed the stopped notes to excellent advan-

tage, producing an entirely appropriate tonal-

coloring for the illustrated situation.

Coino I in D.
(I Horn in D.)

Coino II in G.
( II Horn
inG.)

Como in in D.
(Ill Horn
inD.)

Como IV in F.
( IV Horn

inF.)

Bassi.
( Basses.)

EXTRACT FROM THE OPERA "PHROSINE."

Allegro moderato.
Mehul.

P

^

P

P

B^^

tp _
EE
/

-^gy V- ba

^b<g ^-

^=

dol.

dol.

^fg _ r~fe

dol.

dol.

5^ ^^=E

'^ ^''
\)^ |-hJ~~ \ \)!ii 'I bJ RrgL- "^^^-

bp _

Ju

1^^
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etc.

^i^E =j^^

Tu se ras mon - ven- geur!

dol.

In the following example I show a few chords

which can be easily executed in stopped notes

upon either F, E, or E flat Horns ; they are

equally effective whether executed pp. or ff

.

IV. Horns in F, E, or E flat.

The open or natural notes are marked with o.

1=^ :6ft,0(2- Is2; Sp

-is?h
:^||-=:z|iz^:z|i^4fe-ib;EM 6#p3:^=g'

-f

I repeat once more that the stopped notes

can be played with equal ease as upon the

Natural Horn ; taken altogether it is one and the

same instrument, only offering more advantages

to the writer.

r

Used in dance-music the Horns are usually

employed in executing sustained notes and ac-

companying figures ; sometimes the melody or

an accessory melody is written for the first

Horn as shown below

:

etc.

laiJTJ^'^-^fJTd^-19-

^m^^-T'-r- rr
1

1

r
2. THE NATURAL TRUMPET.

(einfache or natur trompete, glaring or

tromba, trompette.)

This instrument adapts itself excellently for

sounding an alarm or for a challenge to combat,

as well as for announcing the approach of

soldiers or armor-clad men ;
in addition to this

it can be put to excellent use in executing the

signals of retreat or attack. Scenes of a riotous

and murderous nature can be excellently illus-

trated by means of rhythmic detached figures in

dotted eighth notes, or dotted or plain sixteenth

notes executed fortissimo by several Trumpets.

The Trumpet is also well adapted for the

expression of joy, confidence, sincerity, sov-

ereignty, courage, zeal and victory. It is also

an admirable exponent of exalted, noble and

religious feelings ; it is very effective in pianis-

simo passages.

Tonal-Compass
for

Orchestral Use. iW- ^i
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In a like manner as with Horns differently

pitched Trumpets are used. The following

presents a complete table of notation of all the

different Trumpets together with their real

sounds

:

TABLE OF NOTATION FOR THE NATURAL TRUMPET.

„ G
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Trills, skips and broken chords, as adapted to this instrument, are shown in the following

examples

:

a. Easy Trills. b. Difficult Trills.

\ tr \ tr

tr
y

tr i ''^
,

ir \ ir J
tr t M- - '-^

^ zEE

Easy Skips and Broken Chords.

ipr ipp^

i^P^^^^^=^^S^^igii^
In the following examples a variety of easily executed styles of single, double and triple

tonguing is shown

:

Flatter (or Flapper) Tongueing.
(Producing a tremolo effect.)

$ppp p-fWWlQ^V^ I* P |
f?pqi=p--"pip^-^-M-i«-P-|g|£SB 'F=¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥^^F¥¥¥¥¥-^^S -S 3-

Sb ^a^sm^:E33d^3EE3diS:E3r35^^S

-& -& -& -^ '^
-f

i ^^ -0-n ^CT- t^^

3 -#-

F-pi "f-i ^n ,^^ ."n ~" '^^

The Trumpets in F, G flat and G, possess a

sharp, blasting quality of tone. In writing for

them the following tone i should never

be exceeded, as this one is already difficult to

produce and applicable only in fortissimo pas-

sages.

The D flat, D, E flat and E Trumpets possess

a brilliant and sonorous quality of tone.

In forte-passages as high as E|j: may be

written for them. The A flat, A, B flat and C
Trumpets possess a soft, languishing, but never-

theless penetrating tone.

In forte-passages they can reach

with ease.
i
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THE VKIJSfY. OR CHROMATIC
TRUMPET.

(VENTIL OR CHROMATISCHE TROMPETE, TROMBA-

CROMATICO, TROMPETTE A PISTONS.)

This instrument possesses the advantage that

all the chromatic intervals can be produced

upon it in an equally clear, true, and precise

manner. It is in reality a Perfected Natural

Trumpet.

Tonal-
Compass.

from iP=3
chromatic to

lYz

The Chromatic Trumpet is treated in the

identical manner as the Natural Trumpet, and

the difference of the instruments in regard to

pitch is also exactly alike. The following

examples present a list of trills applicable to

this instrument.

^

tr tr tr tr tr tr

Easy Trills.

tr tr

r-

tr tr .tr Ar dr ,tr tr\tr 'utr

q=^=^==1:
^^^-=t-

34: -(9-
5:g=3Kp-.z:3g^-=?fa= '^-

=^
i^

i: b-t:

tr

"^r-

tr

Difficult Trills.

tr tr tr tr tr
I

tr
I

tr .1 tr a\ <itr

3p33f:=:;d|W-- ^- :q==}

i^^ N- b^^: ^- \^-
=^i=Si EEE^^E^^

For orchestral writing all Keys can be em-

ployed.

The most effective Keys for solo-playing upon

the Natural Trumpet in F, E, E flat and D are

the keys of C, F, and G major. For the Chro-

matic Trumpet in B flat, and A, the keys of C,

F, B flat, E flat, G and D Major or Minor are

very effective.

Two Trumpets are usually employed, but a

greater number can also be used to good advan-

tage. The tone of the Trumpet blends very

well with that of the Horn, the Clarinet, the

Trombone and the Kettle-Drums. Combined

with the Horns it produces a chivalrous quality

of tone ; f. i., in " Lohengrin" Act II., Scene 3, a

very brilliant movement. Handel, Bach, Haydn,

Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, R. Schumann, Fr.

Liszt, Auber, Rossini, Meyerbeer, Haldvy, Verdi,

etc., have produced excellent effects through the

correct and appropriate application of the

Trumpet.

So-called Echo Mutes or Church Mutes can

be used for the Trumpet, the latter especially

in the production of Requiems or sad situations.

But in employing these Muted Trumpets, special

attention must be directed towards writing only

sustained notes, and furthermore only natural

tones, as the chromatic intervals, exactly as with

Muted Horns are not true.

Andante sostenuto.

iiH^l :st ^Ed^fe^EE^FiEjEy;£
r ^r

I

--^^ -•-rt-*-
--i—

4-

The following example if played with a mute

will sound as an exact imitation of a toy Trum-

pet, an effect which several composers, R. Wag-

ner, Lumbye, etc., have already employed.

with Mute.

Allegro vivo. etc.

This example is sufficient to warn the com-

poser to be cautious with the use of the mute

;

otherwise he will incur the danger of having a

L_H
movement, which in his imagination is to create

a noble and tragic effect, bring about exactly

the opposite,— a ludicrous one.
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In dance-music the Trumpet can be used to

execute sustained notes, rhythmical contrary

passages, the melody or accessory melodies.

In addition to these so-called low Trumpets,

the so-called High Trumpets, usually in B flat,

and A (more seldom in C) are employed in the

modern orchestra ; the pitch, tonal-compass and

treatment of these instruments, is identical with

that of the Cornet (see " The Cornet," page 140).

In his opera " Der Trompeter von Sakkingen "

V. E. Nessler has written some very important

solos for this instrument, several of which are

shown in the following examples

:

Serenade.
Andante.

EXTRACTS FROM THE OPERA, "DER TROMPETER VON SAKKINGEN

For change of scene. Act I.

Trumpet in B flat.

V. E. Nessler.

dolce.

EgS^Efet-pg
-\-p^-

f tit ^~3

(L^-

:(ez:a=p-.r:p=

rt=U=
E?3

P in singing style.
t=^^tt

^^slg^^g^^^pi^^Sl^igEEEif

i^^^feS aig^^igEggja^^Efe^•SltESSS f±.^z
X Voice.

i
=S=^

s s ^ I i cresc.~=z ff
^^==~ *» ^LT

dim.

5::=^=^
-•-#-r»^-W i-F—F-»-»—=-i-»-r« z^^n—''=^—I

—

•~i-»-^'r-
=^ic:i=p:m

-p^p-ukz5fztf

ff
fcLa= ^

S^iE 1*4—;n«-^t.p=^
^-^•-

gsSS3 #3:pzp:

tit^t=B ?5f

-•-: 3 p»-3-p-»-

=P=P^«=
?

Andante.

^m-

ad lib.

OBLIGATO TRUMPET BEHIND THE SCENES.

Act. I. Trumpet in C.

-r»-3-p-»— 1— I

—

»—.

-Ti-'

^jcwz

5^^ ,-^
~

-i-^ T ' r
~

I

' ' " J
i^^^t=g-^=^: -^r^-

V-*-

-*=5z^-?

_- Z.—

a

fS-i f'-»-m- ^—?^- EE^ -s^

i:^^E^ =#t
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Act II. Trumpet in C.

i

Andante espressivo.

^^s s X ^^*±^^^'-
li.^^'T.^^Q

:t=S^
Solo. j0 ad lib. Adagio,

m
Song.

6 ^ ad lib.

Ife ipitP-tt^i^:

Act II. Trumpet in Bb.

J=H-r.T
i^=t1: =F^&iISto/

f^J =i=t

, Q. .—

I

—s,—^^fii—j;—^^^

—

^^= :t
3^iE£S: f=t

'^dolce,

dolce.

-«-S-b=!-

PSFri^.

_ - 3 3

/ a tempo.

^^^
"J ^"^ softly.

' sSS as rii.

3-F- -(2- -ft.

3. THE CORNET.

(cornet a pistons, pistone, cornet a

PISTONS.)

The Cornet is a brilliant instrument possess-

ing a bright penetrating quality of tone ; its

popularity in America has in reality raised it to

the position of principal instrument in every

orchestra, be it large or small; owing to this,

it is advisable for the composer to study this

instrument in every detail and always to direct

his attention towards writing as effective and

thankful a part for it as possible.

Tonal-Compass
for

Orchestral playing. ip=
Tonal-Compass

for
Solo playing. IE

I*

The above tonal-compass of this instrument

is again divided into the following three regis-

ters :

I. The low register, somewhat dull.

m
Chromatic.

2. The principal or middle register, which is the best sounding.

-.a

iW-
chromatic.

3. The high register, only possible for skilled Soloists.

w.
Chromatic.

The open or natural notes, as well as those

obtainable with the aid of the three valves, are

shown in the following examples :

A. Natural or open Notes.

iw
B . With the and Valve

.

lYz

J-
-6>- -a-

--¥--
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C. With the ist Valve.

Vs>- i'-^-

W-
v^

D. With combination of the ist and and, or 3d Valve alone.

-ffl_

i =#^

i

E. With combination of the and and 3d Valve.

k b^ ^-

lE
b^

F. With combination of the ist and 3d Valve.

*

G. With combination of the ist, and and 3d Valve.

_^e, fez-

E15
-^ -fe-

b-^
-t>^-

The sixth interval in each of the foregoing

examples of open notes, marked with an + is

false and must not be employed in progressions

as above.

The instrument is played exactly like a Trum-

pet and everything possible upon the latter

instrument can be executed upon the Cornet

;

the difference of the instruments as regards

pitch is also the same. But the Cornets most

in use are those in A and B flat, owing to their

clear and brilliant quality of tone as well as to

their easy delivery ; added to these the Cornets

in C, B natural and A flat can also be employed

to good advantage.

In the following I present a table of notation

for all the differently pitched Cornets :

TABLE OF NOTATION FOR THE CORNET.

-* ^
. .
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Easy trills upon any of the above varieties are shown in the following examples

:

Easy Trills upon All the Differently Pitched Cornets.

ir ir tr tr
tr

i
tr

w-
X

^: i -^ -&*—-ii-dr-3"
1] 1^5-

Wt^ ^i^M ll3ti

tr

IIE?^
.-^-IS:

tr tr

te

f"^ i.rf( <?' >M i^ r^ i^ d li^'" C!J^- g II u g-rrba ^-ir-

•

t^A» sP'-

i fesB

The above table as well as the trills can also

be applied for : Piccolo-Cornet, Fliigel Horn,

High A, B fiat, B and C Trumpet, Alto and

Tenor Horn.

The tone of the Cornet possesses neither the

smooth, voluminous, noble nor chivalrous quali-

ties of the Trumpet, but nevertheless blends ad-

mirably with all the Brass instruments. It com-

mands a leading position as a solo instrument,

whether in the performance of sustained ex-

pressive cantabile passages, in double or triple

tongued variations or in the Audition of bril-

hant dance compositions.

The most effective Keys for orchestral use

are the same as those for the Trumpet ; those

best adapted and most effective for solo playing

are : C Major ; A Minor ; G Major ; E
Minor ; F Major ; D Minor ; B flat Major ; G
Minor ; E fiat Major ; C Minor ; as a rule two

and sometimes three Cornets are employed in

scoring.

Used in dance-music, the melody or brillisint

accompanying or ornamental figures are written

for the ist Cornet. The second executes sus-

tained notes, accompanying passages, the

melody in 3ds or 6ths together with the first

Cornet, etc. All according to the intention or

imagination of the composer.

In the following examples an idea may be

gathered, how to write for the Cornet in a

practical as well as effective manner and for th?

employment of double and triple tonguing

:

g
(a) Adagio con espressione.

B^
iti: tt± itat SE ^ -^•-.

P -rj^

(b) Moderato.
H. Kling.

tfei^ -»-ft
i—t ^^^f^j=g^

-K\^
rpzpzpi;

La
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w^^m =i=(tfctE^^^;^igSrr-rr

(c) Allegro.
H. Kling.

¥- ^^ I ta i a L-£r^Ha L-L.^ t=^^ ^t:t=

-r-^

^^B ^B^^^^S ^^^^^^2 ^^^^^^2 ^™^™^3 ^^^^^^B ^^^^^^3 ^H^^^^J ^^^^^^2

i
( d ) Tempo di polka brillante.

-3-

H. Kling.

^2_|«_^_H*:^^ tE?E^S^E£ P-jP—P—^H-iiZ ^ -p—^—^—^=5r=
5 S
i—I—I

—

p—i—

F

''^ -P-P—P-pz zki=p=g t:=Z=:^P-P-h:rp~pz^r^

^5 EJ^^ESE ^^*"'lxd G^•d—D^—ta-
-^—

^^^=P=P:-fe
-3 ff"-3-

*-P-P-m

El?z:t-|'-rr-^S^^EEES
-3— 3—•—3- 3 a—3-

** »—

^

*—I

—

'^—^ ^^„ ^v r—iia

—

——m—2—*~r»—»— ** ra

s^
( e ) Allegro brillante. J. Hermiee.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^m^^^^m^^m
^^^^^^^^^^w^^^^^^B
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^^^^ etc,

IE '\~^—!— ^—^^
:

I p^i—f—|—^>—

^

>—J—i^^^ J I—ij—i—j- iJ—^'~^~~P5'''j^~a
~^'

i-q=i—I 'f^'f^ft^W-»~fL^^W^»-p-»^C^fippi^cpz^
IttM, :itjt3tXUL'-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•^-**-*-ihJ*

a^lS1gg£rgg«iii^3
-ca-

=p^ "=F5 tf:^- L^^ ft-^ 0^0^0
—\—I——I

—

I—I E3—^.^<—
'

'

I

' '

[

etc.

etc.

'-^ -•- '
' lis_^^^^ ^^dBBBi_l ^_^_^-_J ' -^- -i9-

(f) Tempo di valse.
H. Kling.

:&5-j:f ^ipiirrpz^ •^ji^r^^ii:*±i: •-^
-^ ff-r^-

-4-t^-
=!«=^^:ffK
tc^i^tzt—p=5^-i I=B=*= tt #4=f

/

fcHES^t=S
» f I

" ^
Fr=-Tf="f=F,^=^r i

1~' F«=^r^,^-i^^-1 1

1 1 • ir-F- -|S> Ti— -»-F-m-F-»-F- -» -F-l-
#ifi^-
EE

#=ir^i=prcirp;"zrztpicj«-=:r—irzp^
=P="=?: Ik±t«:

^/

^> > > > j; >pp ^ f- yy> > > > ^>

Fine.

•««-^^ ailEa- gi^^l^^fegfegS^Si^;^tSiziiSt

p p cresc.

i St^ji£4SM?3fe-S
i).S. al Fine.

t::Mzti=t^t:t Ŝ?]PS!
:f±t=t

senza replica.
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DUETT FOR 2 CORNETS.

14s

Mendelssohn.

(g) Andantt.

t'^^^^^^^^^m^m^^^^m

jfajS^^^^g^^aia
1 P creao. f —

As Trumpets and Horns are missing in most

orchestras or smaller combinations (especially

in America), it falls to the Cornet in nearly

every instance to interpret one or the other of

their parts. From a practical standpoint there-

fore these parts must be transposed, placed or

written in such registers as to make their exe-

cution upon the Cornet possible.

In the following I present a table of the most

usual transpositions of Trumpet-parts for the

Cornet

:

TABLE OF THE MOST USUAL TRANSPOSITIONS OF TRUMPET PARTS FOR THE CORNET.

C Trumpet. D flat Trumpet. D Trumpet.

^=\z

i^m=i=i=^
i

SE ^-- -s—•-
:^t-

t-
-*—•- -al—•- atz*Ti—

•

B flat Cornet.

-4- ,1—•-

B Cornet. C Cornet.

f^i^g^g'^^^i^-4—»-

A Cornet. B flat Comet. A Cornet.

ipB^^^^i?^^^^^i^i^^ii
E flat Trumpet. E Trumpet. F Trumpet.

i 53E^ 33*l—•- Ji—*- -i—

•

-i^ •- 4—4

C Cornet. C Comet. C Cornet.

m &^ :t=^-

i
Mi ^=^=f=f- ZiUfTL

EE EE*
=^*-

r-W- =tz* ¥=i~'-

B flat Comet. B Cornet. B flat Cornet.

|>i=Fr^r?=^ ^—f^rfi
-•—

^

=i=p:
-»!—•--»!—•-

A Comet. A Cornet. A Cornet.

tem
rr5^ It-*-

i -•—^- -•—Pr:

£Etiig .^^=

t^ ,^«-
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G Trumpet. 6 flat Trumpet.

|EE3=i iW-- P^^^=i ri
•

C Cornet.

• ^ ^
B flat Comet. ^^

:it -*!- -•-

A Comet. A flat Comet.

^m^- r|—

t

^P^^^3^ P^ atizzt

B Comet.

It=*

A Comet.

tt
-^ *-

A flat Trumpet. B Trumpet.^^

-• P-

m ^-

T^^B^^^^ •-

C Comet. A Comet.

i
fe5=

=
3 «i •

*13 =i=p=?:^^=^S -^—•-
-1^—•-

B flat Comet.

ggB^^=MJ^
C Comet.

h
P*iE^Pi -i^ Tg-

Ttr=*:

As to the interpretation of Horn-parts upon

the Cornet, this proceeding involves greater

difficulties due to the difference in pitch. If not

written too low the ist Horn-part can be ren-

dered by the Cornet ; but the other Horn-parts

must be assigned to either the Clarinets, Bas-

soons, or Trombones, and in case these are also

missing to the Violas or Violoncellos.

In the following I present a table of the most

usual transpositions of Horn-parts for' the

Cornet

:

TABLE OF THE MOST USUAL TRANSPOSITIONS OF HORN PARTS FOR THE CORNET.

F Horn. G Horn.

=*=!*=

I
J=^=^=i=p--=P==t =F=^^1^ iE
-•=p^

-Til
•- ^-S •-

B flat Comet.B flat Comet.

Is*- 3=j=P =^=^
1rd=

=3-=3-=3
-J- -^ -•-

atz*:
-f^—•- ^—

•

i

ah •^

A Comet.

T^ -•

A Comet.

&'-

t=f
3tzt

=i=^
:t=n -^—•- -S—p:

-& -^
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D Horn.

147

^P^^i^^H^^^^^^^^iil

n 1. I nil # B flat Cornet.

A Cornet. A Comet.

-J- .^_ •
T} flat- nn..A4. *

:^=^:=1—=i=j—i—

^

,B flat Cornet.

^-
B Cornet.

aLzt

B Cornet.

l!=73

i^iEii»±@=e)!ijTxr^^ Zt=*-

-Jt=±.

E flat Horn. E Horn.

i
• f»

-•—p~

-ii—•- E^t=t ip
=^=i

:J.-=t
i==^

•—

^

B flat Comet.

iPfi

--J-—"-
A Comet

^=d:-0^^^^^^^"^^*^^^^=^.^^^^=^1

i
L flat Comet. B Comet.

^^V "^

-^—•- i=ic:

i
C Horn.

•—^-
D flat Horn.

-0—^
=F=t:

•—

^

:|::=t

Pi^ atzt =F=t-»!—•- Ih s—*
-al #

B flat Comet. B flat Comet.

zi. m- 5-
Ti—*—

•

^—•-
-tJ- -Ji- '

A Cornet. A flat Cornet.

p=p^=,^-^=3^gii|EQ)^^^,^^3=g^m\\ atrt:

A flat Horn. B flat Horn. ( high.)

^ •—I* ?=E ^ih
B flat Cornet.

EF=e *
-^—

•

-

i ^E^^gE^llEfeig
B flat Cornet.

x=-W^^
A flat Cornet,

^^^^M, 9=F -•—p-
A flat Cornet.

ft P^w^mr--
=*=F

^C Comet.

t.

C Comet.

1%;^^ eEep^^sp^- ;* -•-—?t-
-1^—*- :FEES

At any rate it is always advisable for the

composer, especially if the work, is intended for

popular or selling purposes, to write or arrange

his score in such a manner as to be equally

effective for either large, small, or for String

orchestra alone. I have illustrated an arrange-

ment of this kind in the following example

:
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ci. 1.
^

(Clar.I.inBb.)

Kleine
Trommel.

<Small Drum.)

Triangel.

Grosse
Trommel.

und Becken.
(Bass Drum
and Cymbals.

Tym. in C. G.
(Tympani.)

V. 1.
(Violins I.)

V. 2.
<Violins II.)

Viola.

Cello.

ad lib.

LA PASTOURELLA DELL' ALPL
Transcription by H. Kling.

Specially arranged to be equally effective for either large, small or String orchestra.

Allegretto

»

Rossini.

^wsF n J J ^ i#.
sf

l:^

4 S J J J ^ I#.

sf

r i i

sf

m^: -^^^^m :-^ ^ sf



2^.fiSi=pp^^i3i3^i^
//

^^ f *:
i>/

;^i===g^=^^FEz^z
^j>

^fe^^^^-jfe

I J
1

I
!
I > r-T—1 1 I

« X * s 4\ d --I -
I

-r 1^^-nZ

J i i U 1 1 — A • *
I
7 w~ - U J J IJZ 1

;' I - \ir nr I i

pp

-d- ff ' ' '
''

' /^
'

i^Egff=e; i

i^^^^^^ ?9l=^^^^^S
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Finally I will add that if the Cornet is used

as a Solo-instrument, the accompaniment thereto

must not be written in too prominent a manner.

The mute is used in the identical manner and

creates the same effect as in connection with the

Trumpet.

4. THE SLIDE TROMBONE.

(ZUGPOSAUNE, TROMBONE, TROMBONE.)

The tone of this fine instrument possesses

qualities which may be described as both noble,

heroic, emotional and majestic. Employed
" fortissimo " in its middle and lower registers,

it can be used to advantage in expressing en-

ergy and brutality ; in sustained cantabile pas-

sages performed " piano," it is expressive of

earnest religious feelings. It is also well-

adapted for dramatic scenes or situations de-

manding expressions of a dismal, demoniacal or

terror-awakening nature.

In accordance to their tonal-compass we dis-

tinguish three kinds of Trombones : a) the Alto,

b) the Tenor, and c) the Bass Trombone.

Tonal-compass of the three Trombones for

orchestral use

:

Alto Tromljone.

Tenor Trombone.

Bass Trombone.

:;i:

The Alto and Bass Trombones have become
almost obsolete in modern times, which is to be

greatly regretted, especially as far as the Bass

Trombone is concerned ; it is owing to this that

the following little passage from the " Frei-

schiitz " overture, is invariably played an octave

higher ; this reproduces the original intention in

no way, and the effectiveness of the passage is

almost entirely destroyed.

:i^ÊE
f)p-'

At any rate, the modern composer in nearly

every instance, writes only for 3 Tenor Trom-

bones.

Tonal-Compass
for

Orchestral Use.
^

Tonal-Compass
for

Solo Playing.

^i:

and in addition to this, the so-called Pedal-tones

possible with good embouchure :

:9z:

\n^

Berlioz in his famous " Requiem " employed

these low tones in a very ingenious manner as

shown on page 151.

The notes of the different positions are shown

in the following examples :

The Different Positions.
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^... fe- ^-- ^-
-b«

-^ ~ ^ = =-

iSi

il2&:

i^
b^ b;^ *^^ V^- U

-^^-

ei^i

t- i:^ =
:^

REQUIEM.

3 Floten.

(3 Flutes.)

Andante non troppo
Lento.

Hector Berlioz.

Yioloncelle

C-Basse
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Unies.

The notes of the Flutes at such a great dis-

tance from those of the Trombones sound like

the harmonic vibrations of these low pedal-t(^nes

which are employed at such a low range and in

slow tempo, with the special object of heighten-

ing the impressiveness of the pauses of the

Choral voices and which create a surprising and

well-sounding effect.

Allegro.

p Jfizz.

There are no easy trills and all lip-trills are

even more difficult. js..

All trills below the following note ^
are impossible ; the trill executed by means of

the slide is unmusical.

Some difficult passages are shown in the

following

:

m
V^^f—^,
t: EE EE

±w--

S^
:12P=^

-bp

A rfeg

^i
--§^=^ --Û ^ ^= ^^- iiSS? -55 ^fe

-^5^

All runs, whether diatonic or chromatic, in

which the note ^^ of the seventh

position occurs, are difficult.

Employed in broad and sustained chords the

Trombones possess characteristics of a grand,

overpowering and elevating nature, which are

especially well adapted for serious and religious

situations ; Mozart has used them to excellent

advantage in his opera " The Magic Flute."

Played " fortissimo " the 3 Trombones can pro-

duce the most overwhelming and tremendous

effects. The force of these instruments lies in

their triple combination, the power of the simple

triad.
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The most effective Keys for orchestral or solo

use are the flat-keys.

The Trombone is a very effective solo-instru-

ment. Mozart employed it to great advantage

and very effectively in his " Don Juan," " Magic

Flute," Requiem, and in several of his masses.

Notwithstanding it has become customary in

modern times to correct his scores, employing

Trombones where this greatest of masters did

not wish them, and on the other hand allowing

the beautiful solo in the " Tuba mirum " of his

Requiem, which was specially written for a

Trombone, to be played almost invariably upon

a . . . . Bassoon. It is needless to add that this

instrument cannot replace nor does it possess

the voluminous, majestic tone of. the Trombone
in any way.

R. Wagner, Meyerbeer, Haldvy, and A.

Thomas have entrusted very important pas-

sages to the Trombones in their score. A.

Thomas has introduced a very effective solo for

the first Trombone in his opera " Hamlet."

Usually only one Trombone is employed for

dance-music, serving as a strengthener of the

bass, but also for the execution of accessory

melodies in appropriate places. When employ-

ing three Trombones the first two can execute

accompanying figures, while the third strength-

ens the bass, as shown in the following

example

:

^^

II li Lk il ii ij. J jjjj J

Sometimes sustained chords are written in the following manner

^^% r %
-f--

etc.

The 3 Trombones can execute a melody or accessory melody unisono, which will always prove

exceedingly effective

:

ffX
gP=a=l

A
1

-eh.

mSiE =F=

The Valve-Trombone has the same tonal-com-

pass and is treated exactly like the Slide-Trom-

bone. The Valves or Pistons are the substi-

tutes of the slide.

5. THE SAXOPHONE.

(SAXOPHON, SAXOPHONO, SAXOPHONE.)

This instrument, belonging to the family of

Clarinets, possesses a soft and noble tone ; it is

an excellent substitute for the Alto and Bass

Clarinets, as well as for the Bassethorn, and if

need be, even for the Bassoon.

Differently pitched Saxophones are in use,

and a list of the different varieties, with theit

tonal-compass, etc., is shown in the table on

page 154.

Usually the following combination is em-

ployed : B flat Soprano, E flat Alto, B flat

Tenor, and E flat Baritone. This simple quar-

tet is entirely sufficient for the production of the

most excellent effects. Sustained or cantabile

passages are better suited to this instrument

than quick runs ; skips from lower to higher

intervals or the reverse, as well as detached

passages, are to be avoided. See following

examples

:

Allegro. .-.^ ^ -•- • i • . SD „

^
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TABLE OF NOTATION FOR ALL THE DIFFERENT SAXOPHONES.
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AVE VERUM.

I5S

Mozart.
Adagio.

Soprano
Bflat.

f-

nf—^—e^- ^m^^ g=£=^=p

The tonal-quality of the different Saxophones

might be described in the following manner

:

Soprano B flat, shrill, especially if employed

"forte." Alto E flat, soft and brilliant, excel-

lently adapted for solo-playing. Tenor B flat,

expressive and melancholy, making it well

adapted for use in sentimental, cantabile pas-

sages. Baritone E flat, somewhat hollow and

harsh, especially in the lower notes, but which

could be used to excellent advantage in sad or

funeral music.

So far, only few composers have added this

instrument to their scores,* which is to be re-

gretted, as the soft but nevertheless penetrating

tonal-qualities of this instrument is excellently

adapted for a great variety of tonal-combinations.

With its use more variety could be produced,

both through combination with the Wood-wind

instruments, which would gain considerably

in volume and smoothness, as well as with

the Brass, especially the Trombones, the blaring

and cutting quality of which would be consid-

erably subdued in " forte " passages. Therefore

in adding the Saxophones to our present orches-

tral forces, a greater variety of tonal-quality and

character, and a much greater degree of volume

and perfection, as far as the harmony is con-

cerned, would become possible, stamping such

an addition as a valuable and decided improve-

ment.

* Hugo von Senger, in his military " Funeral March " for orchestra, has employed a single, and J. Massenet in his
'

de Szajbody " a double quartet in a very effective manner.

Marchc h^roique
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In the following extract from A. Thomas's

opera " Hamlet " a very effective solo for the

Alto Saxophone in E fiat is presented.

EXTRACT FROM THE OPERA " HAMLET.'

A. Thomas.

Saxophone
Alto E flat.

Posaunen.
( Trombones.)

1?=h:

Violinen.
( Violins.)

Alto.
(Violas.)

Bassi.
(Basses.)

;:i=

p^^^ ^BfeiEiEi^^^^?^^
pizz.

15-"

p il^ij^jiJ-T^E^Eit^
pizz.

W=-w- ^^=#gg^^^^=^jg
pizz.

^^^^^ s3l»
pizz.

^ ^Ei^^

1

Andante.

m it^ ms^
.pf

*)

^E

t-

I^E

• This soft Trombone accompaniment is exceedingly efEective, and sets off the Saxophone solo in the most prominent manner.
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In the French Military Bands the four Saxo-

phones have been introduced since many years

with great success. We will refer to this point

again later on. The peculiar tonal-quality of the

Saxophone does not fit it for use in dance-

music ; but in case it is employed in a complete

orchestra, the melody, sustained notes, accom-

panying figures or accessory melodies may be

written for it.
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6. THE OPHICLEIDE.

(OPHICLEIDE, OPHICLEIDE, OPHYCLEIDE.)

This instrument was formerly much in vogue.

But it has gradually and justly been put aside,

as its croaking, unmusical and false tones are,

to say the least, quite disagreeable. Employed

in the orchestra it may answer as a substitute

for the Bass-Trombone, but as a solo instrument

it would be simply disgusting. Ophicleides in

B-flat and C are in use.

Tonal-Compass "Qt
in n. ~^

Tonal-Compass
in B flat.

.•:t=: X=-

=a=^

Mendelssohn, Berlioz, Auber, Hal^vy, Meyer-

beer, etc., have made use of this instrument in

their scores. Practical manner of writing for it

is illustrated in the following examples

:

Tempo moderato.
staccato.

ii^^ipim^^gss#q*i^P=r•-s-P-»-i—r-
'''

t±z^ m^t^
;=§|:

:^t

mm :i^i
±^^J^

^f-

^^^' :i^d?p ":?

fis*.-?^^ 1^ I I—

I

^•^•^—

I

I l-naJt—a-»-s"i—•-•-at ^-•"T* i ^^^ ,__

iJEfeis -.-^:i=itL

3 -

fe
r^sti:

• ^ • ^ ^ F^

rF<r.
—^-^'

'

—
-t~^i 1

1—r1
'—I

1—^B»—^— I—r« a

-«-j(?^—«—3- -&^=5=s^^--.^—^zi^
-«> ^5 /S'-

.^—P—12-

_f2-t^_(;^ £
_l£:-^_-e-_fx

^- ^
-^:c^i^

-P-»-Bl*^-*-»-f-
etc.

itittlfgt^H^^i^
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7. THE BASS-TUBA.

(bass tuba or bombardon, pellitoni contre-

BASSE.)

This colossal instrument has replaced the

Ophicleide excellently ; it possesses a serious,

penetrating, but rough quality of tone, which is

of excellent effect in the orchestra, forming an

excellent and appropriate Bass for the Trum-
pets, Cornets and Trombones.

Tonal-
Compass,
for Orches-
tral Use. ^-

Meyerbeer, in his " Prophet," and especially

R. Wagner in his later scores, have raised this

instrument to a very high and important posi-

tion. It is equally effective if employed "pia-

nissimo." It stands to reason that for an instru-

ment of such dimensions and of such low range

no quick passages or skips should be written,

excepting for the production of comical effects,

although I am no admirer of putting the instru-

ment to any such use, by any means. The ex-

amples given for the Ophicleide, on the preced-

ing page, may also serve as an illustration of

how to write for this instrument, according to its

tonal-character.

Combined with the Trombones, the Bass-

Tuba can produce the grandest and most im-

pressive effects, as shown in the following ex-

tract from R. Wagner's " Tannhauser," and as

is further demonstrated in the ist Act of his

" Lohengrin."

EXTRACT FROM " TANNHAUSER.'

Act 3. Scene 2.

R. Wagner.

3 Posaunen
(3 Trombones.)

Basstuba.

Harfe.
(Harp.)

Wolfram.

^^^ ^^^mE^i^ ii=^
' n

^EZEE ^J^

E^P^gii^

Like death's dark shad - ow
T-f--

night her gloom ex-tend-eth,

1^=:*=^
13i

==t±:

^iiS

Her sa - ble wing^ o'er

all the vale she bend - eth The soul , that longs to tread yon path of light,
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The beautiful Introduction to the 3d Act of

" Lohengrin " must also be mentioned. A tre-

mendous unisono of 4 Horns, 3 Trombones,

Bass-Tuba, Violoncellos and Double-Basses tear-

ing along, while the remaining instruments exe-

cute the accompaniment in triplets. Following

this enormous outburst, the diminuendo losing

itself in a gradual pianissimo, is very effective.

For dance-music the Bass-Tuba * is employed

to strengthen the Bass parts ; but it is rarely

used.

General Remarks. If interesting and effective

tonal-combinations are to be produced, it is

advisable to be as sparing and economical in

the use and distribution of Brass instruments as

possible. Of late years it has become customary

to overcrowd the String Orchestra with Brass

instruments of every description to such an

extent that even the simplest Romance or

Chansonette is sometimes accompanied by 2

Trumpets or Cornets and 3 Trombones, without

counting the Stringed and Wood-wind instru-

ments. There can be no doubt that instrumen-

tation of this kind produces a very monotonous

effect, as no tonal-shading is possible. It is

deplorable that so many composers are not

capable of employing the Wind instruments with

taste and according to the individual character-

istics of the different instruments. This exces-

sive, indiscreet and inappropriate use of the

Brass is certainly one of the reasons that modern

productions of this class are so quickly doomed

to oblivion, even if possessed of originality as

far as melodic and harmonic invention is con-

cerned. But if employed with moderation and-

skill the grandest and most impressive effects

are possible with the use of the Brass instru-

ments. They are, therefore, only to be used

where the gradual climax or burst of expression

demands their co-operation ; as in a- crescendo

ending in forte or in the expression of various

feelings demanding a great exhibition of tonal-

volume and strength.

Special attention must be directed towards

writing Trumpet, Cornet and Horn parts in as

natural a manner as possible ; that is, that the

natural or open notes are brought into promi-

nence either singly, in thirds, fifths or octaves.

If soft, expressive passages are to be entrusted

to the Wind instruments they should be written

in their middle register, and not in their highfer

ones. In consideration of the player, this point

demands careful attention, as in performing

such high passages he (the player) runs chances

of over-blowing certain tones or that his embou-

chure will give way entirely, and in consequence

ruin the desired effect,t

Passages in the following tonal-registers are

therefore to be avoided :

Horns in F, E or E flat.

Allegro^

Trumpets in F, E or E flat.

Adagio.

i

The tonal character and type of the differ-

ently pitched instruments must be studied very

conscientiously and with great care, and special

attention must be directed towards becoming

thoroughly acquainted with their individual and

normal tonal key.

Effective and successful scoring is only pos-

sible after this has been accomplished.

* The Tenor-Tuba in E flat and Bass-Tuba in B flat, which R. Wagner has employed in his "Gbtterdammerung," are in reality nothing

else but Tenor-horns in E flat and Baritone in B fiat, which are in general use in Military Bands, and which will be discussed later on.

t I am always reminded of this when listening to the entrance of the Brass instruments in the Adagio of the " Oberon " overture. This

particular part, which according to directions is to be played " pianissimo," is so difficult for the Trumpets and Trombones that its clear and

faultless execution and delivery are very rare, the notes either breaking or as is generally the case, refusing to speak.
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The Brass Instruments as Employed in Dance-

music. The Horns are employed to strengthen

either the harmony or the accompanying figures

of the second Violin and Viola. But sustained

notes are also written for them, which, if intro-

duced _ appropriately, will always prove very

effective ; sometimes solos and melodic passages

are also entrusted to the ist Horn. The Trum-

pets are used in a great variety of ways in dance-

music. The ist Trumpet is often employed as

the leader of the melody, and the 2nd as an

accompanying instrument for filling or strength-

ening the harmony. If a melody moves entirely

or partly in passages of thirds or sixths, and the

ist Trumpet is entrusted with its execution, it is

natural that the 2nd Trumpet can take part by

joining the ist Trumpet in thirds or sixths. In

" forte " passages both are often used unisono,

especially if they are leading the melody.

The Cornet is an indispensable instrument for

dance-music, especially in France and America

;

the first is always employed as a leader of the

melody, and oft-times alone for solo work ; the

2nd Cornet is used and treated like the 2nd

Trumpet. The Trombone furnishes the bass for

the other Brass instruments. Horns, Trumpets,

and Cornets, although solos and accessory melo-

dies are also assigned to it. When scoring for

3 Trombones as many sustained chords as pos-

sible should be assigned to them, as they are

very effective and sound especially well. In

addition to the usual complement of Brass in-

struments, larger orchestras are provided with

an additional Bass-Tuba, which forms an excel-

lent aid for strengthening the tonal volume of

the Double-Basses, and lending a degree of firm-

ness and sonority to the entire ensemble, which

this admirable instrument alone is capable of.

C. Instruments with Keys.

1. THE ORGAN.

(ORGEL, ORGANO, ORGUE.)

Most Organs possess two kev-boards, the one

being played by the hand (manus), the other

with the foot {pes.) ; consequently the names

Manual and Pedal. An Organ without Pedals

is called Positive. Organs are made with 2, 3,

4 and 5 Manuals, which are placed terrace-like

above each other. Upon Organs with only 2

Manuals, the lower one is usually the Principal

and the upper one the Choir Manual. With

three Manuals the Principal one is placed in the

middle, the highest or third following, according

to volume, and with four Manuals the successive

order of construction is 2, i, 3, 4. Some larger

Organs are supplied with two sets of Pedals, of

which the lower is the Principal.

The Manual consists of 54 Keys in chromatic

succession from

:

^Em

the Pedals as a rule only about half, from C to d:

^i:

Every Organ-stop influencing a certain number

of pipes of uninterrupted tonal progression and

identical construction, whether large or small,

is designated as a Register. This same term is

also applied to the different stops, placed at

both sides of the key-board, serving to open or

shut the valves of the different organ-pipes by

being pulled out or in. Upon the knob of these

stops, by means of which the stop-levers are

manipulated, the name of the different Registers

together with their tonal volume ( indicated by

the term foot) is written, f. i. : Principal 8

foot, Gedackt 4 foot, Spitzflote 2 foot, Rohrflote

I foot, etc. Added to the real Register-stops,

every Organ possesses a smaller or larger number

of additional so-called accessory register-stops which

are sometimes attached to the instrument in such

a manner that they can be managed either by the

feet or knees. Among these accessory register stops

the following must be specially mentioned : a) The

Couplers, which connect the interior key-action

or either the Manuals (manual-coupler) or that

of the Pedals (pedal-coupler) with each other in

such a way that when the keys of the Principal

Manual or Pedal are pressed down the respective

keys of the accessory stops will be brought into

play, and consequently the entire keys of two or

rather all the Manuals will be brought into sim-

ultaneous action.

The contrivance which brings about the sim-

ultaneous action of the Bass octave of the Prin-

cipal Mapual and the interior key-action of the
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Pedals is also named Pedal-coupler. This

latter contrivance is very important, as only low

and not enough stops for the Pedals are at com-

mand, as a rule ; but through combination with

the brighter stops of the Manuals, the lower

ones of the Pedals gain in quicker action,

strength and decision, volume and brilliancy,

and only then can the Bass supply and form the

basis necessary for a strong and complete organ-

work. Smaller works, as a rule, possess only

1 6-foot stops, and cannot be manipulated with-

out the Pedal-coupler, b.) The Composition-stops

which bring about the simultaneous sounding or

stopping of a number of stops. They are also

attached to the instrument in the form of Pedals,

directly above the regulation Pedals, and are

called Combination -^e.d?t\s. c.) The Crescendo

or Decrescendo stop, which can be found in larger

works and which serves to diminish the stiffness

and inflexibility peculiar to the tone of the

Organ, d.) The Tremulant, which should only

be employed in weaker registration.

The Pipe-work consists of : i) Flue-pipes

or Flute-work and 2 ) of Reed-work. The

former have derived their name from one of

their component parts (Labien-languets), and

owing to their Flute-like tonal-quality, and the

latter from their similarity of tonal-quality to

various reed instruments like the Bassoon,

Clarinet, Oboe, etc.

The tonal quality of the Flue-stops is desig-

nated as : sharp, bright, brilliant, breezy, lean,

thin, hard, voluminous, thick, round, dark, soft,

tender.

The tonal-character of the Reed-work is

dependent upon the size and kind of tubes.

Beating reeds produce a hard, blaring quality

;

free reeds, a more pleasing, bright and brilliant

tone. In addition to these a variety of shadings

is possible, brought about by the partial beat-

ing of the reeds. Two equally high-sounding

reeds of different size possess different qual-

ities ; the larger producing a more voluminous

and the smaller a finer, sharper tone.

Tonal-Compass ol the Organ. 8va.

Chromatic.
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justly deserving their name of " Fillstops."

Furthermore we have the mixed stops (Mix-

tures). This species of Register has several

pipes to every Key which are tuned in the

Octave, perfect Fifth and Major Third, making

it possible to produce a more or less complete

major triad upon every Key, according to the

dimensions of the instrument. As the intervals

of a triad are not adequate for the diversified

composition of a mixture, some of them are

doubled. Therefore as these registers possess

several pipes of different pitch for every tone,

they are collectively called mixed stops or

mixtures to distinguish them from the Funda-

mental and Choir stops, designated as Plain

stops. These are again divided into various

kinds and designated by special names, the

pipes allotted to each register differing in their

construction as far as size and pitch are con-

cerned. The following stops— Cornet, Cym-

bel, Rauschquinte, Scharf, Sesquialtera, Tertian,

etc.,— belong to this department. Like the Ac-

cessory stops the Mixtures cannot be used

independently, serving only to give strength to

the entire work, and impart sparkle and life and

a certain silver-like quality to the tone of the

Organ. The false- or miss-tones produced

through these applications are lost in the har-

monic mass of the instrument. See following

examples

:

. -•- 8

Mixture <

3 Notes."g
— I

—

w f=r=
# =?=

I

8..

=F=F

Mixture of

4 Notes.

Mixture of

5 Notes.

'^^- ^
*

T—r- X
I
t—

r

^ -iz=\
W

etc.!

^
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The Organ registers can therefore be divided

into the following Choirs :

a.) The Principal choir (" Prastant " is the old

designation of Principal). The Principals, 32,

16, 4 and 2 foot ; the largest is also named Sub-

Principal. In such cases where the 4 foot

occurs in connection with the Principal 8' it is

frequently designated by Oktave 4' ; the 2 foot

are usually designated by Oktave 2' and Super-

oktave. In the Manual the Principals occur

16 to 2', in the Pedals 32 to 4', consequently 32'

only in the Pedals, 2' only in the Manual, but 16

to 4' in both Manual and Pedals. The Principal

choir also includes the open Quinten and Terzen

of Accessory stops, as well as the Mixture-stops.

b?) The String-Choir contains only such stops

possessing a strong or weak, stroke-like, sharp

or moderate cutting, also singing or lisping

quality of tone. The Geigenprincipal occurs

8 and 16 foot, and possesses a very pleasing

cutting quality of tone. The Viola da Gamba,

8 foot, is very effective as a solo register, es-

pecially for the performance of sustained canta-

bile compositions. The Viole d'amour, 8 foot,

charming and pleasing. Fugaro 8' or 4' with a

etc.

etc.

etc.

I - r I
'

sharp penetrating tone. Violon 16', Violoncello

8'- a, fine Pedal solo stop ; likewise the Gamben

bass 8', etc.

c") The Flute -tone, consisting of: Flauto

traverso 8', Flauto dolce, also named Flauto

amabile (charming Flute), 8 and 4 foot, well

adapted for the performance of expressive

Adagios, owing to its soft, sweet and charming

quality of tone. Hohlflote 8 and 4 foot. Flau-

tino, Flauto minor and major ; Bourdonal-flote,

Dolcissimo 4 and 8 foot. The Spitzflote 8 and

4 foot. When 2 foot the Spitzflote is called

Piccolo. Flachflote, Salicional, also called

Salicet, 8 and 4'. Large works are also pro-

vided with a Salicet bass 16', Gemshorn. The

tone of the 8 foot Gemshorn sounds soft and

horn-like, that of the 4 foot penetrating and

Gamba-like. The Pedal-stops are named Gems-

hornbass and Gemshornquinte or Gross-Nasat

;

the smaller. Manual-stops : Oktavengemshorn

(4'), Klein-Oktaven or Supergemshorn (2'),

Gemshornquinte and Nasat.

(/.) The Gedacktchoir, Gedackt 8', also named

Starkgedackt to distinguish it from Still or

Lieblichgedackt, 8 and 16 foot. Kleingedackt
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mostly 4 foot. Doppelflote 8', also in the

Pedals as Doppelflotenbass 8'. Bourdon or

Grobgedackt, a i6 foot Manual stop with a

heavy tone excellent for filling the harmony.

Sometimes 32 foot Bourdons are met with, Sub-

bass 16', of uncertain weak quality of tone,

Untersatz 32', also called Major bass, Gross-

Subbass, Cross-Untersatz, and Suboktave, a 32

foot subbass, which provides the remaining

Pedal-stops with an excellent foundation.

Added to these the Flotenbass, an 8 foot Pedal-

stop, as well as Rohrflote 16', 8' and 4', are

included in the Gedackt choir. After the Fun-

damental stops already named two Accessory

stops must finally be mentioned, namely : the

Rohrquinte and Quintaton 16', and 4', also known
as Quintgeton, Quintadena, and Hohlschelle, and

named Quintatonbass in the Pedals. The 16

foot Pedal-stop fills exceedingly well.

^.) The Reed-choir, containing only Funda-

mental stops: The Posaune (Trombone) 16',

the best-known Pedal-stop Posaune 32.' The
Trompete (Tromba) usually 8', but also adapted

to 16' and 4', is also designated in the 4 foot

Register as Clarin (Clarion), it occurs both in

the Manual and Pedals. The Hoboe (Hobo,

Oboe, Hautbois) an 8 foot Manual stop the tone

of which is delicate and bright. The Clarinet,

an 8 foot Manual, possesses a much stronger

tone than the Oboe. The Fagott (Bassoon) 16'

as a rule only occurs in the Pedals. Dulcian 1
6'

similar to the Fagott but weaker in volume.

Aeoline 16' and 8' with soft and delicate tone.

Physharmonika or Harmonium, 16' and 8', is

very similar in tone to the instruments whose

name they bear. Vox humana, 8', which imi-

tates the quality of the human voice.

Vox angelica (Voix celeste), a splendid 8' Solo-

stop.

It would be entirely impossible to mention all

the different Organs which have been erected

or to explain their separate Registers in detail.

Adagio.
Fositif.

as every church possesses a different work,

planned and finished by different Organ-builders,

according to individual ideas and principles.

Every Organ-builder directs his energies and

talents towards furnishing a work which, in

his estimation, will make it possible for the

player to display and produce the greatest num-

ber of effective and beautiful tonal combinations.

The Thunder-stop or Thunder Effect

Is especially adapted for use in storm-scenes

;

this effect can be produced upon every Organ

possessed of the following Fundamental stops :

Sous-Basse 16', Bourdon 16', Principal 16', etc.,

to which several 8' Fundamental stops like

Bourdon 8' and Flote 8', etc., are added. The

effect is produced by playing the lowest notes

upon the Manual and Pedals in Chromatic suc-

cession, sustaining them in steps, but never over-

reaching the lower octave. See following

example

:

:9z:

t^
#-'

The pitch of the Pedals is an octave lower

than that of the Manual. Care must be exer-

cised in the use of the Basses of the Organ, as

they speak much slower than the tones of the

Manual, and therefore adapt themselves only to

slow progressions. The Pedal-basses are ex-

pressive of an earnest, lofty, mighty, impressive

and mysterious tonal character ; employed with

such characteristics in view, the Pedals can be

put to the most artistic uses. Usually the Pedals

are employed singly, but two-part Pedal-playing

is not infrequent, calling into action both feet of

the organist ; two-part Pedal-playing should be

rarely employed, and as a rule only for the doub-

ling of the Bass in the Octave, as shown in the

following example :
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The best compositions for this wonderful in-

strument have been left to us by J. S. Bach,

Handel, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Rinck, Buxte-

hude. Van Eyken,, Saint-Saens, Gade, Richter,

Ritter, Schumann, Liszt, Rheinberger, Piutti,

Volkmar, etc.

In order to gather an idea of the appropriate

manner of writing for this instrument, the organ

compositions of J. S. Bach, the greatest organist

of all times, should be studied and consulted.

Registration.

The art of registration is analogous to that of

instrumentation. The organist must be capa-

ble of deciding and combining the appropriate

tonal-colors, which naturally necessitates a great

amount of taste and imagination. It is advis-

able for the composer to indicate the registration

himself, in this way offering a guide to the or-

ganist; in doing this the composer should re-

member that he must treat the Organ like an

orchestra, and bring the rich and beautiful

effects of modern instrumentation into play.

Classification of the Characteristic Properties of

all the Registers of the Organ.

Tonal- Volume. Brilliancy.

All Flutes; Bourdon; Quintaton ; Spitzflote

;

Cymbel ; with Pedals Sub-Basse 16', Principal 8'.

Tonal-Strength. Brilliancy.

Prinzipal, Prestant with Pedals Prinzipal

Tonal-Color. Solo Performances.

Every 8 foot Register can be employed sepa-

rately ; the following are especially adapted for

Solo-stops : Viola di Gamba ; Salicional ; Phys-

harmonika ; Klarinette ; Dulciana ; Krummhom
or Cromhom ; Violoncelle ; Vox humana ; Oboe ;

Gedackt ; Geigenprinzipal ; with Pedals Violon-

celle 8^ Flote 8'.

Tonal-Brilliancy. Complete Work.

Oboe ; Trompete ; Scharf ; Cornett ; Fagott

;

Doublette, etc., with Pedals, Posaune 8', 16',

32', Bombard 16'. The above-mentioned regis-

ters sound best and clearest in the 8' and 4

foot sizes, especially in their middle positions
;

the finest, best shaded and most varied tonal-

combinations can be produced with the help of

these stops. The smaller or larger Organ-stops

are not possessed of such decided tonal-character.

As can be gathered from the foregoing, this

mighty instrument is capable of placing an un-

limited amount of beautiful tonal combinations

of every description at the disposal of the ac-

complished Organist.

Upon entering the church our thoughts and

feelings are completely concentrated upon the

greatness, majesty and eternity of God. In ac-

cordance with these holy impressions the organ-

ist ought only perform sterling compositions of

the great masters for the devout listeners ; as

everything great and beautiful in music can

serve to heighten the glorification, dignity and

sanctity of the divine service. Especially dur-

ing the singing of the Choir, which in reality

should strengthen and help the Organ to greater

prominence, the organist should refrain from

any unnecessary embellishments or ornaments.
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The Organ is also employed to excellent ad-

vantage in theatres and concert-perEormances,

and was principally used by our old classic

masters for their religious compositions (Masses,

Oratorios, etc.), in connection with the orchestra

;

the organ-parts which these tonal heroes wrote

for their respective scores are indicated by the

term Organo, and are sketched only in figured

basses, which of course confronts the organist

with the responsibility of executing and develop-

ing them in an artistic and appropriate manner.

In modern times the Organ has also been

employed for operatic purposes by such compo-

sers as Spohr, Hal^vy, Auber, Meyerbeer, R
Wagner, Harold, Gounod, etc. In the follow-

ing example an extract from a very fine and

exceedingly effective Organ part, which Meyer-

beer has introduced in the 4th Act of his opera

" The Prophet," is shown :

Orgel.
(Organ.)

Chor der
Kinder.

(Chorus of
Children.)

Glocke
( Bell

EXTRACT FROM THE OPERA, "THE PROPHET."

Jeu de Hautbois. ( Oboe Stop.)

"> I

G. Meyerbeer.

Pedale.

WŜE
'^

^i^^H^&i^^s^^^

Jeux de

( Oboe and Flute Stops in Unison.)

mm.
dolce con
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The French composer C. Saint-Saiins has also

employed the Organ in a grand and effective

manner in his 3d Symphony in C minor, il-

lustrated by the following extract

:

EXTRACT FROM THE THIRD SYMPHONY IN C MINOR.

Camille Saint-Saens, Op. 78.

s Flute,
(ist Flute.)

; Flute.
<2d Flute.)

pizz. cresc.
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Practical Remarks as to the Employment of the

Registers.

Certain registers of the Organ can be used

separately as well as in connection with other

similar ones ; these are known as the Principal

or Fundamental stops ; others again, which can

be employed neither separately nor collectively

without being combined with the Fundamental

^ »
I ^ -t-9» :

stops ; these are known as the Accessory or Fill

stops and Mixed stops or Mixtures. The last

species serve only to strengthen and bring into

prominence the Fundamental stops, and are de-

pendent upon these in regard to size, measure-

ment and intonation. The most useful and

appropriate Manual-stops for use in connection

with the Choir are generally those which blend

best and are in unison with the human voices j
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they include all the 8 ft. stops without ex-

ception, as well as all the 16 ft. registers of the

Pedals, which form the bass to the 8 ft. of the

Manual. If the tone of the Organ is to be

strengthened, or if it is to appear more promi-

nently, the 4 ft. in the Manual and the 8 ft.

Fundamental stops in the Pedals are added. In

addition to the above-mentioned stops, the Ac-

cessory or Fill-stops are also employed for

medium-strong registration ; but these latter

must never participate as the highest or smallest

stop in any combination of registers, as they

bring only the Quinte or Terz of the respective

Key into action, and never produce the Funda-

mental tone; they must therefore be covered

invariably by the higher-lying Superoktave

stops which usually occur in the Manual in 2

ft. and in the Pedals in 4 ft. Finally, if the

greatest penetrating qualities are to be imparted

to the tone of the Organ the entire mixed stops

or mixtures are brought into play. From the

above-said we therefore derive four different

principal varieties, according to which an Or-

gan may be registered, namely :

a.) For Moderate (weak) Registration.

In the Manual all 8, in the Pedals all 16 foot

stops. (N. B.— In speaking of strong or weak

registration, naturally a great deal depends upon

the number of stops possessed by an Organ.

For a small instrument the registration of prob-

ably three 8 ft. in the Manual and one or two

16 ft. stops in the Pedals might be strong

enough, while in a larger Organ the application

of five or seven 8 ft. in the Manual and three

or four 16 ft. Pedal stops might be considered

weak.)

b.) For Strengthefied Registration.

In addition to the stops mentioned under a)

the following are brought into action: in the

Manual all 4, in the Pedals all 8 ft. stops. (With

larger Organs the 16 ft. registers of the Manual

and the 32 ft. of the registers may be employed,

according to the inclination of the player.)

c.) For Medium Strong Registration.

In addition to the stops mentioned under a)

and B), in the Manual, all accessory or fill-

stops, together with the 2 and if possible the i

ft. registers ; in the Pedals all Accessory stops

in connection with all 4 ft. and if possible all

2 and I ft. registers ; although the latter are to

be found only in the larger Organs of former

years. (Even if provided, the i ft. registers of

the Manual and the 2 and i ft. of the Pedals

can be omitted at will and only used when em-

ploying the full work.)

d. ) For Strong Registration orfor the Full Work.

In addition to the stops mentioned under

a), b) and c):— all Mixed stops or Mixtures

(both in the Manuals and Pedals).

From the above four principal combinations of

the Registers two important rules are derived,

(i) For proper Registration attention must be

paid that the stops aid each other amongst

themselves, the heavy and low ones being brought

into prominence and relieved by the lighter and

more penetrating ones ; a combination of this

kind imparting decision and clearness to the

former, while the latter are covered in turn by

the heavier ones and their screaming, screech-

ing quality of tone subdued at the same time

;

(2) that no space or gap will occur in the pro-

gression of the Registers. It would conse-

quently be faulty to combine say one or more

8 ft. with one or more 2 ft. stops in the Manual,,

as in this case the connecting 4 ft. (as well as

the Quinte 2| ft. in strengthened Registration)

would be missing ; a combination of the 1 6 and

4 ft. stops in the Pedals would be equally faulty,

as the 8 ft. Registers (and according to circum-

stances the 5^ ft. Quinte) would be missed. But

even if these rules are carefully observed,

similar errors will surely occur, if the nature of

the different organ stops is not taken into con-

sideration. In this way the combination of

several 8 ft. together with several stopped 4 ft.

and one open 2 ft. stop would be faulty, owing

to an open 4 ft. (Oktave) stop, and with stronger

Registration the Quinte 2§ ft. belonging to it

would be missed. Faulty registration of a simi-

lar nature would be the combination of a stopped

8 ft. with an open 4 ft. stop, etc. As a rule for

proper registration we will add that the number

of Pedal registers employed must always be

governed by the number of Manual registers in

use. I, 2, and 3 Pedal stops can always be

counted as necessary for 3, 4, and 5 Manual

stops ; but the construction and nature of the

various Registers, whether open or stopped, must

always be taken into careful consideration.
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2. THE HARMONIUM.

The Key-board of the Harmonium is similar

to that of the Piano-forte but extending only

over a range of 5 octaves. Pedals are attached

below the Key-board, which, while being set in

motion by the player, furnish the air to the

bellows in the inner part of the instrument,

necessary for the production of the sounds.

Registers of the left Hand. Middle Registers. Registers of the right Hand.

000000 000 00000©
o
>

O
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Combined with each other these various regis-

ters can produce the following effects :—
For strong voluminous playing.

All Registers or © and (0).

For moderately strong playing.

® © ® ® ®®
or

® ® ® ®
or

® ® ® ® ®
or

® ® ® ® @®
For soft, smooth playing.

® ®
or

® ® ® ®
or

® @ @®
For Solo or Recitative.

® ® ®
or

® ® ®
or

® ® ® @ ®.

Many more combinations are possible ; here

only the principal ones have been mentioned.

Compositions of slow tempo and religious

character are best adapted for the Harmonium,

illustrations of which are shown in the following

examples :
—

THOU SHEPHERD ISRAEL'S.'

® (^Adagio assai.

D. S. BORTNIANSKY.

E. Feska.

Poco Adagio.
Soli.

Chorus.

Harmonium.
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EXTRACT FROM "LOHENGRIN."

Especially arranged for Harmonium with 2 Key-hoards.

Harmonium.

(4) II Clfl.)

?S£^i=?

Richard Wagner.
® I CI.

f-
^ ^f=--«- ^^^^-^ ^

^
®̂ ^ pi^EgEEjg

^

.^fc^ad-^f.

a.) For larger instruments with two key-boards (Manuals) the registration is as follows: — I K. B. (I) (g) on both sides il K. B. left

@ right @ (6) b.)(M)— Manual coupler.
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Purely secular music, like dance compositions,

is in no way adapted to either the Organ or

the Harmonium. Very often the Harmonium

takes the place of the Organ, but cannot replace

the rich and manifold qualities of the latter in

any way. In combination with various other

instruments— Piano, Violin, etc., as well as with

the human voice,— sustained chords may be

written for it, which are exceedingly effective.

A few composers have also employed the Har-

monium very successfully in the orchestra.

THE CONCERT-HARMONIUM.

An instrument constructed by Schiedmayer

in Stuttgart according to the directions of

Hlavatsch. It possesses a compass of 6 Octaves.

This Harmonium, while no larger than the usual

instrument, offers a surprising amount of tonal-

volume in its 29 Registers ranging from Pianis-

simo to Fortissimo, and in which the tonal-

qualities of the Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon,

and Horn are imitated in a masterly manner.

This instrument possesses 2 Key-boards (man-

uals) each of 6 octaves, which can be extended

to 8 vibrating octaves, by means of extreme

registers, offering opportunity for the produc-

tion of countless and surprising registral com-

binations.

THE ORGUE-HARMONIUM.*

An instrument manufactured by the firm of

Conty and Richard (in France) possessing 2

Key-boards with the following 34 Registers

;

with them a variety of the finest and most

beautiful tonal and registral combinations may

be brought about.

Rfigistres du ler clavier (jeux sur sommier horizontal)

Basse: i. Cor anglais.

5. Bombarde

Bourdon. 3. Clairon.

6. Sourdine. 7. Trd-4. Basson.

molo. 8. Expression.

Dessus : 9. Flute. 10. Clarinette. ii.Fifre.

12. Hautbois. 13. Musette. 14. Voix celeste.

15. Harp dolienne. 16. Tremolo.

R^gistres du ae clavier (Expressif, jeux sur sommier

vertical).

Basse: 17. Gambe. 18. Bourdon. 19. Clairon.

20. Basson. 21. Trompette. 22. Saxophone.

23. " '

24. Flute. 25. Clarabella. 26. Lari-

Hautbois de re'cit. 28. Hautbois

Voix angdlique. 30. Salicional. 31.

32. Copula (basse). 33. Copula

34. Grand jeu.

Tremolo.

Dessus:

got. 27.

de 16. 29.

Trdmolo.

(dessus).

»There are still a few more varieties of organs, such as the " Diapason Organ," the " Orgue enchant^," the Hand or Barrel Organ, an in-

strument called
" Pyrophon," all of which, however, it will be unnecessary to explain in detail, as they are of no value for orchestral purposes.
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INSTRUMENTS OF PERCUSSION.

1. THE KETTLE-DRUMS.

(PAUKEN, TIMPANI, TIMBALES.)

Their character expresses itself in their power
of concussion, which can express itself from the

faintest Pianissimo to the most tremendous and

enormous Fortissimo. The Kettle-Drums adapt

themselves to every variety of musical composi-

tion, but especially for storm-scenes and funeral

marches. They can be excellently employed to

illustrate the uneasy beating of the heart in

dramatic scenes, and can add much towards the

characterization of impressive situations. For

instance, " Lohengrin " Act 3, and Funeral

March from R. Wagner's " Gotterdammerung "

an extract of which is presented in the following

example.

EXTRACT FROM "THE FUNERAL MARCH" FROM "GOTTERDAMMERUNG."
Mdssig langsam. {Moderately slow^ R* WagNER.

Fagotti.
(Bassoons.)

H9rnerl.u.2.
in F.

(Horns i and 2

inF.)

HSmer3.u.4.
in F.

(Horns 3 and 4
iu F.)

Viola.

Cello.

Bass.

Fagotti.
(Bassoons.)

HSmerl. u.2.
in F.

(Horns i and 2

inF.;

HSrner3.u.4.
in F.

(Horns 3 and 4
inF.)

Posaune
1. u. 2.

(Trombones
I and 2.)

3. Posaune
und Tuba.

(3d Trombone
and Tuba.)

Pauken in H.
(Kettle-Drums

inB;

^^-
dt

r
^^3

/j>: T- Z'^

//:
r^ .^

^BE
dim.

lS= w^^m^^te^s^^

m^E^.
(muted.)
gedampft

.

^=^^-
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Haydn, Mozart, Weber, etc., have produced

beautiful effects with these instruments. Bee-

thoven has used them in a very pecuhar and

unique manner in the Scherzo of his 9th, in the

Adagio of his B flat Major, and in his C minor

Symphony.

Two Kettle-Drums are as a rule employed in

the orchestra with the following tonal-compass :
—

Seldom.

Tbe laige Gow) Drum. =9i

Seldom.

The smaller (high) Dram. 91:
:(s); :g^

i-=-«'

Seldom. ^|(

Seldom.

The Kettle-Drums can be tuned according to

the intention or imagination of the composer

either in thirds, fourths, fifths, sixths, sevenths,

or octaves. Every conceivable variety of tonal-

shading is possible upon these instruments ran-

ging from the softest " pianissimo " to the

strongest " fortissimo " or the reverse. The

following examples illustrate how these Drums

are to be employed in a practical manner.

or tr tr Allegro.

.MM aiM
I I i I I I I I I I [ I n ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ^ ' '

'

Adagio.
'T; Presto
tr

;£Ei£:±S=±£=±£=^-=i-^

tF=^

^i ^i3^: 3fzr|=|=i^=

tr

H=t

1^3

I I I ; 1

1-

^^5=^^^ '^^^ ^^. l=^.=i:
:8t:|itMihtn^=ij=4 ili=^

In modern times as many as from 3 to 16

Kettle-Drums have been employed in the or-

chestra;! Berlioz, f. i., in the Tuba Mirum of his

" Requiem " employs 8 pairs of differently

tuned Kettle-Drums manipulated by ten players,

as shown in the following extract

:

* Rossini has made use of this high G in the introduction of his " Stabat Mater,"

t Mozart has also employed 4 Kettle-Drums in his " 10 Compositions ' (Kochel Catalogue, No. 187) as well as in one of his " Diver-

timentos " (Kochel Catalogue, No. 188).
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In a like manner he employs 4 Kettle-Drums fantastique," as shown below,

in a very artistic manner in his " Symphonie

EXTRACT FROM THE "SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE."

Scene aux champs.

Adagio. ^^

Hector Berlioz.

Englisch Horn.
(English Horn.)

1. 2. Pauken inB. F. Alto.
(2 Paukenschiager.)

(I. and 2. K. D. in B. F. Alto.
2 Players.)

3. 4. Pauken in As. C.
(2 Paukenschiager.)

(3. and 4. K.D.in Ab. C.
2 Players.)

^ z^=3z ^m^^^.

p3E
With sticks of Sponge.

/A, ^
With sticks of Sponge.

:.€

Two kinds of Drum-sticks are used ; one kind

with knobs of sponge are excellent for the per-

formance of light " piano " passages, the other

with knobs of wood or felt excellent for " forte
"

passages. Muffled or covered Drums are very

effective in Requiems or sad scenes or situa-

tions in general. Their use is indicated by the

term " covered Drums " (in German " bedeckte
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Pauken "
), and if the effect is to be discontinued

by "uncovered Drums" (in German, " unbe-

deckte Pauken "). As shown in the following

example, two Kettle-Drums can also be struck

simultaneously, which is always very effective.

-— Ar ^ ^ aJ ^ ^ W -Ji4rjt=t=i t3t=t'^ffi
-^=^=^

mf "^ "

In dance-music the Kettle-Drums are used

both for marking the rhythm and for the pro-

duction of noise.

2. THE SMALL OR SIDE-DRUM.

(WIRBELTROMMEL, TAMBURO, TAMBOUR OU

CAISSE CLAIRE.)

This instrument in reality should be classed

as belonging to the Military Band ; on this

account its employment in the orchestra should

be restricted to compositions of a military or

martial character. It is also excellently adapted

for use in dance-music.

Manner of writing for the Small or Side

Drum is illustrated in the following examples :

—

tr-

iE

PP— =z /=
tr tr tr

pPCp.lCiiE-^F:^^^^g^^^

iii ,1 \ L

Aniliinle. Muffled.

9P

I
-«-

Uncovered.
On the rim.

^si^i
On the head.

J

—

X
Drum.

g^ggggSggggzgggBSg^g^
etc.

In his " Fra Diavolo " overture Auber lets

the Drum execute 8 bars entirely alone ;
Halevy,

Donizetti, Meyerbeer, Rossini, etc., have em-

ployed it very frequently in their scores. As

upon the Kettle-Drums every conceivable grade

of tonal-shading is possible. Muffled Drums

are employed in Funeral Marches.

A few additional varieties of Drums are

mentioned in the following :
—

I. The old Turkish Drum, also called Bass

Drum, a large instrument in the form of our

present Drum ; is still in use upon the operatic

stage, especially in modern works like R. Wag-

ner's " Rienzi." The tone of this Drum is

dull, but nevertheless possesses good carrying

qualities.

2. The Tambourin, always mistaken for the

Tambourine (Tambour de basque), is a long drum

with no timbre, and a tone somewhat similar to

that of the Kettle-Drum ; is also used upon the

stage, especially for the accompaniment of

Spanish or Moorish Marches and Dances.

In his opera " Lohengrin " (Act 3) Wagner

designates the Tambourin (in French : Caisse

roulante) with the term " Wirbeltrommel," and

has entrusted a very effective part to it. The

rolling of a wagon can also be imitated very

well upon a muffled small Drum.
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3. THE BASS-DRUM.

(grosse trommel, gran cassa, grosse caisse.)

This instrument can imitate a cannon-sliot,

as well as the subsequent thunder, very well

;

this is produced in the following manner :
—

Sec. ^^
//

The Bass-Drum can also be played on both

sides with two sticks ; when it is to be played

in this manner, it is designated as follows :
—

General
Notation for
Bass-Drum. m ~^- :«=i3t

-f ^

;^±E£ ^S^^ Thunder. F'"^
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There is still another variety, " Steel Cymbals,"
possessing a clear and penetrating tone, excel-

lently adapted for bacchanalian scenes, and in

addition to these the very tiny little ancient

Grecian Cymbals, tuned to high B flat and

high F, which Berlioz has used in a very inge-

nious manner in his dramatic symphony " Romeo
and Juliet." The exact manner in which Ber-

lioz has employed them is shown in the follow-

ing extract :
—

EXTRACT FROM "ROMEO AND JULIET" DRAMATIC SYMPHONY.

Queen Mab Scherzo.

Hector Berlioz.

Grosse und Kleine
F16te. Oboe.
(Large Flute,

Piccolo and Oboe.)

Clarinette B

.

(ClarinetinBflat.)

Fagott.
(Bassoon.)

Horn in C

.

Becken hoch F.
(Cymbals High F.)

Becken hocbB.
(Cymbals High

B flat.)

Ite Harle.
(ist Harp.)

lite Harfe.
(2d Harp.)

Violinen I.

(Violins I.)

Prestissimo.

i=^
pOCQ f

' W='^=^ i^

"^T -^T

Violinen II.

( Violins II.)

Bratschen.
(Violas.)

Violoncellos.

j^f
|

M^^I^' |
F-^l^iaj m

fr-^- i^-^- 1?-^ i>.^

^=3F&=^^=Fzfc£Hpe; £;=F^^=p5S

^-^^ =^*s^ *^=F*î ^=^^m ^l:

1

—

^ =^ -^^=^ I

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
s^^^^^i^n i^^^^gz^^^gi
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5. THE TRIANGLE.

(triangel, triangulo, triangle.)

If employed with taste the effect of the Tri-

angle is very graceful. Weber has employed it

very effectively in the gipsy choruses of " Pre-

ciosa." Notation for this instrument is shown

in the following examples :
—

EE?E :^:f:
r^^-^zzjczs

ir tr

i=i^^=^"^S=S

±Z
lEi^^y\ p. r^ ^_ -P- * « ^-

-I 1
1- _t;

etc.

S^i

A great variety of tonal-shadings like /, //,

^y> fi ffy cresc, and decresc, etc., can be pro-

duced upon this instrument.

The Gong-Triangle, invented by V. F. (^er-

"veny, an instrument constructed of very strong

steel in the shape of an A, brings forth a tre-

mendous and long-sustained gong-like tone, if

struck with a felt-covered wooden mallet— or

sounds like a very strong Triangle, if struck

with a little steel rod. It is very popular in the

Military Bands of Austria and Germany, but

principally so in Russia, where the greatest

preference is shown for it as an instrument for

special effects. It is also used very frequently

in dance-music.

6. THE TAMBOURINE.

(SCHELLENTROMMEL, TAMBOUR DE BASQUE.)

Very effective in ballet music or in fantastic

compositions, Gipsy scenes, etc. It is a favor-

ite instrument of the Sicilians, Spaniards, and

inhabitants of Southern France, who use it

principally for their characteristic dances.

Manner of notation is shown in the following

examples :
—

#
V

—

Weber in his " Preciosa," Donizetti in the

serenade of " Don Pasquale," and F. David in

the " Desert " have written very fine and effec-

tive parts for this instrument. Bizet has also

employed it very effectively in his opera "Car-

men " and in the " Farandole " of his L'Arl^si-

enne music. Suite II.

7. THE TAM-TAM.

Struck with force this instrument possesses

a screaming, ear-splitting tone, which can be

used to advantage for the characterization of

scenes of murder, wild choruses, or terrible situ-

ations in general. Struck " piano or pianissimo,"

a mysterious, evil-boding tone is produced.

Notation :

leave it vibrate.



Trompeten
in C.

(Trumpets
in C.)

ComiinF.
( Horns in F.)

Trombone 1.2

Trombone 3
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EXTRACT FROM THE C MINOR REQUIEM (DIES IRAE).

Allegro maestoso.

187

Cherubim.

Viola.

Tam-Tam.

Violoncelli.
(Cellos.)

C. Bassi.
( Double-
Basses.)

//

8. THE GLOCKENSPIEL.

(glockenspiel, campanetta, carillon.)

Has become celebrated through the very in-

teresting and characteristic use Mozart has put

it to in his opera, " The Magic Flute." Adam

has also employed it in his opera, " If I were

King."

9, THE STEEL XYLOPHONE.

(lyre) stahlharmonika, (lyra) jeu de

CLOCHES de timbres.)

This instrument has entirely replaced the

Glockenspiel ; it is constructed in three different

manners : (i) Lyre-shaped with a number of

loosely suspended steel bars, tuned to the tones

of the scale and struck with two little hammers

;

this kind is in general use in military bands.

(2) Steel bars placed in rows upon a wooden

structure (similar to the Wood-Xylophone) or

in a box, and also played with little hammers

;

this kind is always used in the orchestra. (3)

the same as explained in (2), but supplied with

a key-board ; this latter kind, although easier to

play, is rarely used. It is not frequently met

with in higher class music, although Meyerbeer

has used it in " L'Africaine " and Wagner in

" Die Walkiire."

Tonal-
Compass. i

^
IP
Chromatic.

Its tone is clear and strong, and can be

heard to excellent advantage above a large and

complete orchestra. I have employed it in my
" Symphonic pittoresque,'' an extract of which

is presented in the following example :
—
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EXTRACT FROM " LE SALEVE," SYMPHONIE PITTORESQUE.
H. Kling.

Assai fuoderaio.

Stahlharmonika
(Lyre.)

Violinen.
(Violins.)

-^^^^^=^^^^^H--

Viola.

^^:^EtE3ffEf^p^&fE2=;->^j= g^ '*~f!r'*r^^it
i— N . ng^i ^^^^l^^^i^

^^ sp: 3 r^=p1=
-1?= ^^^^

^pP^
=1=1=g^ =t2=- =fc=l==l=±

^s^-ff.- 3^B

i^l ^ ^^1̂

10. THE GLOCKEN-ACCORDION.
(for use in vestry rooms.)

This instrument, invented by V. F. (Jerveny,

consists of a console in Gothic style, made of

plain or cast iron, upon which 5, 7 or 8 gongs

or large bells are fastened in pyramid-form and

tuned perfectly for artistic combination. If the

rod,' suspended from the hammer-mechanism, is

pulled, all the Bells will sound simultaneously,

producing a mild, long-sustained chord. The

Glocken-Accordion for use at the altar is simi-

larly constructed. The bells are attached upon

a wooden handle in pyramid-form and are rung

like the usual little bells, and which also bring

forth a very pleasing and harmonious sound.

The instruments are excellently adapted for

religious music, but can also be used for secular

purposes to equal advantage.
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11. LARGE BELLS.

(grosse glocken, campana, cloches.)

Separate Bells of various sizes and pitch, as

well as a number of them, chromatically tuned,

may be employed.

The Bells adapt themselves excellently for

religious situations as well as for pastoral scenes.

Meyerbeer in his " Huguenots," Rossini in

" William Tell," Verdi in " Trovatore," Masse',

Auber, Weckerlin, Massenet, Grisar, Thade-

waldt, etc., have used Bells and employed them

in an exemplary manner. The following ex-

ample shows a wonderful effect which R. Wag-

ner has produced with the large Bells in

" Parsifal."

EXTRACT FROM "PARSIFAL."
Richard Wagner.

FlBten.
(Flutes.)

Hoboen.
( Oboes.)

Claiinetten
in B.

( Clarinets in
B flat.)

Engl. Horn.

In. n.

Hoinei in Y.
( Horns in F.

m u. IV.

Fagotten.
( Bassoons.)

uu. m.

Contrafagott.
(Double-
Bassoon.)

Tiompeten
inF.

( Trumpets
inF.)

Posaunen
n. Basstuba.
( Trombones
and Basstuba.)

Pauken.
(Kettle-
drums.)

Glocken (auf
dem Theater.)
(Large Bells.)

(Behind the
scenes.)

Violino I.

(Violins.)

Violino II.

(Violins.)

Viola.

Violoncello
u. Basso.
(Cellos and

Basses.)

c^i^=^^^

i^ P^^ î^^^
^T^ *CL^ ^^

^^

tp

pa4=i^%^b=^^^
p poco cresc. dim

-I ^H—1-^=^;j^rrrr'^rgj^Bfgzg
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A variety of Cow, Goat, and Glass Bells are

also in use, employed for the illustration of

rural shepherd-scenes.

Notation for Cow and Goat Bells.

a a a a \ tz a. a. a. etc.

I have used the above in my Pastoral-Fantasie

" Shepherd Life in the Alps.'' The character-

istic execution of these parts is left to the dis-

cretion and imagination of the player.

The principal object, in the use of Bells, such

as the above, is, to re-produce local color, and

their effectiveness depends entirely upon the ap-

propriate employment to which they are put.

12. THE XYLOPHONE.
(XYLOPHON, STICCATO, XYLOPHONE.)

An instrument constructed of wood and straw

and played with two little wooden hammers.

Usual Tonal-Compass.

IE -^7-

Saint-Saens has written a very appropriate

and prominent part for this instrument in his

'' Danse Macabre," the dry, rattling sounds

of the Xylophone being excellently adapted to

picture the rattling of the bones of the dancing

skeletons.

Practical manner of writing for this instru-

ment is shown in the following examples :
—

•

Practical Examples for use of the Xylophone.

i
PL .0- ^|U-l]«-^t,

t^-^
fr- tr

! M ,! M ! !l ! I ! M f^I
I I

III I I I I I II

ii^E^^^ig
cF

-w—»-

^t
-ii-i c-l

1

—

i^.-i-+»—•-•-^•-•-•-•-r»-»-a-F--
itiiF3z:£'ii-t=trt=EtztitEi "

lEPEPgg^
3 3------- 3 3

(• r^^» ^»
tr tr

id=i-azg

^E^^fEfE?EiEi_^l

tr

(c:pzr^c=i=jr:
=P=p=g-!*-f-!t-^ W

tr
#

—

P-

P^SEPEI
#—•-

^-t=P
-J=\- =*=t=f=

' —
'

'

'

:^«-^ ^pzppcjc ^t-=^—S-
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The best-sounding notes are from :—

i
Chromatic.

as the wood sounds very poor or not at all, for

the higher notes and the lower notes

iiE

hardly ever keep in tune.

The easiest keys are C, G, and F Major.

Sustained notes are not applicable.

The Xylophone is also used in dance-music

where all kinds of droll variations are assigned

to it, especially in polkas. Lately similar instru-

ments have been made of marble stones, which

possess a bright and bell-like quality of tone.

13. THE CASTAGNETS.

(kastagnetten, castagnetta, castagnettes.)

The Spanish national instrument without

which no Bolero, Fandango or Cachuca is

danced.

The Castagnets are principally used in ballet-

music or in musical compositions, demanding

Spanish local-color. Notation for them is

shown in the following examples :
—

Practical Examples for use of the Castagnets.

r\



Group IV.

DIFFERENT SMALLER INSTRUMENTS

which are employed in the production of Comical Scenes, Dance-Music,

Fantastic Compositions, Toy Symphonies or Potpourris

of a popular character, etc

1. THE WHIP.
(die peitsche.)

Is employed for Postillion-Polkas or Galops

in the manner that Adam made use of it in his

comic opera " The Postillion of Lonjumeau."

Mascagni has also employed it in the coach-

man's (Alfio) song of " Cavalleria Rusticana."

etc.

MannT of Hotation

2. LITTLE BELLS.

(die schellen.)

Like the Whip, these are used for Postillion-

Polkas or Galops, and furthermore as a charac-

teristic addition to so-called sleighing-dances.

Different composers, like Flotow in his opera

" The Shadow," Maillart in his " Hermit's Bell,"

and Massenet in his " Manon," have used the

Little Bells.

etc.

'f^
li=jt=fi -|2-

^- ^ ^
3. THE THUNDER.

(der donner.)

Consists of a machine, which in being turned

produces a thunder-like noise, and serves in a

very characteristic manner in the production

of storm-scenes. R. Wagner employed one of

these " Thunder-Machines " in his Nibelungen-

Trilogy. In the orchestra a large sheet of

tin is usually employed for imitating thunder.

Individual strokes can be produced by striking

the suspended sheet with a Bass-drumstick or

with a hammer.

tion. y-^ g?
I

;g [~

fi

$=$
etc.

^=:t
-s—s-

fi

4. THE RAILROAD.

(die eisenbahn.)

By means of hooks at each end, a sheet of

tin is fastened across the Bass-Drum, and struck

with a rod in a manner that both the tin and

drum-head are set in vibration. In this way

the very peculiar hissing sound of a moving

train of cars is imitated remarkably well.

Notation. ^z: -sJ-sJ- azm.

The departure and approach of a train of

cars can also be imitated excellently upon a

small Drum.

5. THE WALDTEUFEL.
(the wood-demon.)

Large and small instruments of this kind are

in use, constructed either out of pasteboard or

tin. This instrument is employed for droll and

comical effects, f. i., in the comic potpourri by

Conradi, " A Trip through Europe," where it is

used to imitate the sighing and whistling of the

wind ; Millocker has used it for the same pur-

pose in his operetta, " Apajune the Water-

carrier."

192
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Notation. ^=Se^=^^=^e^

6. THE NIGHTINGALE WHISTLE.
(die nachtigallpfeife.)

A tin whistle partly filled with water, which

is used in Nightingale-Polkas or for the imita-

tion of similar birds' voices.

Notation.

-fV-f-
f3=wt=W* Jdjcprpq

iw ^ ^-fr-
etc.

arg-Vr^^^U
7. THE QUAIL WHISTLE.

(die wachtelpfeife.)

Consists of a small machine or a small

wooden or tin whistle, which is manipulated by

'

the hand or blown ; it is employed in comical

dance-music, and forms a very characteristic and

appropriate addition thereto.

etc.

Notation

The voice of the Quail can also be imitated

very well by means of two clear-sounding pebbles,

struck against each other in the above rhythmi-

cal manner.

8. THE CRICKET W^HISTLE.

(die grillenpfeife.)

Is used in the exact manner as the Nightin-

gale and Quail whistle.

tr tr tr tr tr tr tr tr tr tr tr etc.

Notation.•gw
-P^—(Z. -(2--(2^--^-n#^

9. THE CUCKOO WHISTLE.

(die kuckuckpfeife.)

A wooden whistle, upon which only two inter-

vals, those of a minor third, can be produced.

It can be tuned in different keys, and is gener-

ally employed in woodland scenes.

Notation -^in-^-f- -^-=1-4-

m etc.

=S-^-
't= b^!=:5=t:^J-^-»

10. THE RAILROAD WHISTLE.
(die eisenbahnpfeife.)

Is employed in compositions where a Loco-

motive or a Steamboat is to be imitated.

Notation.

tr

5Et
=P=P=P=iC

t=p

m tr etc.

-^—I*—^-ct—

^

11. THE CONDUCTOR'S WHISTLE.
(SCHRILL OR TRILLERPFEIFE.)

Used as the above, also for railroad Polkas

and Galops.

tr^^
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Flute.

TajDino.

^^-^_f-

14. THE FIFE.

(die TROMMELFLOTE ; ALSO KNOWN AS TROM-

MELPFEIFE.)

This instrument is employed in every regi-

ment or battalion of soldiers, in connection with

the Drums ; it serves to impart more strength

and color to the march-rhythm .as well as to

enliven the monotonous beat of the Drums.

Tonal-Compass.

Chromatic.

15. THE TIN FLUTE.

(die blechflote.)

This instrument is sometimes employed in

potpourris or comical compositions.

16. THE SPURS.

(die sporen.)

A steel machine, with which the clink

of spurs, especially in Hungarian dances, is

imitated.

Kotation.

etc.

-(=-

17. THE RATTLE AND TOY
TRUMPET.

(die ratsche and kindertrompete.)

Rattles are made in a great variety of sizes,

ranging from the little child's rattle to a machine

which imitates the discharge of musketry.

The latter has been employed by Beethoven

in his Battle symphony "Wellington's Victory."

The little Rattle as well as the Toy Trum-

pet is employed in comical compositions. (Toy

Symphonies by Haydn, Romberg, etc.)

Notation for the Rattles.

a -3r- -=!—«-

etc.

EE^^^^^^g^
Notation for the Toy Trumpet.

^^^^m
18. THE STORM.

(DER STURM.)

This effect is produced by shaking or swing-

ing a sheet of tin to and fro.

Vibrato. ^^^ ___^ j^etc.

Notation.
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19. THE FIRE-BRIGADE HORN.
(feuerwehrhuppe, feuerwehr, turner,

wachterhorn.)

A little Trumpet without a mouth-piece, upon
which a change of intervals is brought about by
means of a valve.

It serves excellently for the signals of the

fire-brigade, and is employed in Polkas, Galops,

Quadrilles, and marches for characteristic effects.

A different kind of Signal-horn without valves,

is used in a like manner for Marches and Dances.

But only the following natural notes can be pro-

duced upon it :
—

i
20. THE POST-HORN.

(das posthorn.)

This instrument is constructed in a circular

manner, and possesses the same natural intervals

as the above-mentioned Signal-horn.

Beethoven has used this instrument admirably

in the No. 12 of his German dances. It is

generally in the pitch of C or B flat.

21. THE POST-TRUMPET.

(die posttrompete.)

The ordinary, simple Post-trumpet is gener-

ally pitched in G or F. In addition to these,

another variety is pitched in F, and provided

with a hole, which, if closed up, will cause the

instrument to sound a fourth higher, as illus-

trated in the following example :

—

Hole open.

^T* V

Stopped.^mm^
Tonal-Compass

inGorF. PC5gW=^- =6,5=

si-

-<S-
tl

-(2-

Manner of writing for this instrument is shown in the following example :
—

^
InF.
Allegro.

Real sound like
the G or F Trumpet.

The sign vv above the notes indicates that

the respective note is to be executed in a vi-

brating manner. The instrument is used for

announcing the arrival or departure of the old-

time mail-coaches, and can be employed in this

sense for musical compositions in a very charac-

teristic manner. The tonal-quality of a Post-

trumpet cannot be replaced by that of an orches-

tral Trumpet.

22. THE HUNTING-HORN.

(das jagdhorn.)

A species of French-Horn without valves,

only somewhat larger, and usually pitched in

D or E flat.

Admirable effects are to be attained with

these instruments, providing they are used as

shown in the following examples :
—
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Tonal-Compass. ^i
3 '̂\s>—(=z

-G>—(2-
-S.—(2-

tEE*
^&^^ Real sound like a French-Horn

in D or E flat.

It is excellently adapted for hunting signals,

woodland scenes, etc., owing to its somewhat
rough but bright-sounding quality of tone.

Allegro.

The following examples, as well as the hunt-

ing-fanfare for 3 Hunting-Horns, .
are. very ef-

fective.

/

— I—•-H—•—•—I— 1—

.•-r^- ttf:
F^^^^^^^

H«-^^*
-w-

^m. -ti^^ ^-r^

FANFARE FOR 3 HUNTING-HORNS.

Allegro brillante.
H. Kling.

tr tr tr tr- tr

^^^^^=it

1^1 m rnp
_

1— -\"\ '\ "- -1— (-- p.-CS^
'^t±^"^^^^^ m=ffi3-3^-^ ^-3^

'-

=if --if

The notes marked with tr are not intended

for trills ; they are merely to be executed in a

vibrating, tremulous manner, through the action

of the lips.

We must not forget to mention the Russian-

Horns :—
Peculiar instruments, a complete family of

which is in existence, ranging from the smallest

to the largest, and which are distinguished as

follows :
—

High Soprano, Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and

Bass ; besides these principal members, addi-

tional members are in use which include every

step of the entire chromatic scale. Every Horn

can produce only one tone, and the varied com-

binations to which these instruments can be put

make it possible to reach a tonal-compass of

5 octaves ; notwithstanding the very limited ca-

pabilities of these instruments, individually con-

sidered, the players become proficient to such

an extent, through constant and unceasing prac-

tice, that they can perform complete compositions

with precision, evenness, purity of tone and

clearness, even in quick tempo.

Referring to this very subject, Fdtis expressed

himself as follows :
" Perceptivity, the life of

art, cannot be possessed by such people who in

reality are nothing else but individually isolated,

abstract sounding notes." As a great Russian

nobleman once remarked to a stranger, " My
orchestra will not be able to perform for you

to-day, as my 3d Octave B flat has just received

a sound thrashing."
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23. THE ALPINE HORN.

(das alp horn.)

Is a trumpet-like wooden Horn, with the same
compass and notes as a natural Trumpet in D or

Andante.

D flat, and is employed for the illustration of

Alpine scenes. The following examples will

illustrate the practical and characteristic manner

of writing for this instrument :
—

—Q-- ^ 3—

p

3—

a

3—a-p-T-=v—3—^ ^ I
P- ' r»-l*—I—•—3—•—M—3—a 3

1

I

—^—p^—)---^ l^-^-i 3-y-»-3-a 3-a-»-3-a-rF-3-a F-3-a

—

rail.

t^^

RANZ DE VACHES.
Kubreigen.

i
:^: 4?^^^:FEE^

|cz=?c

i 5t=?=t; g
SS-££&-

^EE-iti;

m^^^^m^Um :P=E-t^t^'

^ E

There is also another variety known as the

Swiss Alpine, or Herdsman's Horn (Kuhhirten-

hom), made of ordinary Goat or Chamois (Alpine

goat) horn. These possess an indescribable

tone, remarkably adapted for the extensive soli-

tude of the Alps, where the simple rural melo-

dies are re-echoed from all sides, mingling with

the thunder of the avalanche as it tears down

the mountain-side, and the roar of the foaming

mountain stream, as it leaps from rock to rock,

and accompanied by the poetic bells of peaceful

cow and goat herds. The F sharp is very char-

acteristic upon this instrument; plain F is the

note to be produced, but is invariably much too

high.

The cow and goat herd calls and melodies, as

illustrated above, differ in the various cantons of

Switzerland, and are varied and changed accord-

ing to the taste and imagination of the player.

24. THE CZAKAN.

(STOCKFLOTE.)

A flageolet-like instrument of gentle tonal-

quality ; Lumbye has employed it in one of his

orchestral compositions (Nebelbilder). It is

generally pitched in A flat, and the compass as

given below will therefore sound a sixth higher.
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tuned to

R. Wagner in " Siegfried,'' while such composers
as Parlow, Bleger, Beck, etc., employed them
in polkas, marches, etc.

The i8 Anvils used in " Rheingold " created

a great sensation at the time. They are partly

r::|z to ^iif- and to ^i
=F

and of

course execute only rhythmic figures, while the

String instruments and 4 Horns execute the so-

called "Forge motive " repeatedly.

EXTRACT FROM "DAS RHEINGOLD.
R. Wagner.

e kleine Ambosse.
(6 little Anvils.)

6 grossere Ambosse.
(6 larger Anvils.)

6 ganz grosse Ambosse.
(6 very large Anvils.)

Fagotti.
(Bassoons.)

Violinen.
(Violins.)

Cellos.

^^^^^3^3^ =rq:fefeSEgESE^g^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m-
p -^sr^.—^—T- is==3=

^iEi- iSi-* »!-

w ^^ ^=t

1=

iHt

^^f
-I I I =i=1= i^^^« ^-^—»! ^-

^ ^^^^^^E^^^P^ =t=t EfEETzE^

26. THE WIND MACHINE.

(die windmaschine.)

Special machines constructed to imitate the

rush of wind or a hurricane. In case such a

machine cannot be procured, the wind can also

be imitated by rubbing an ordinary clothes-

brush across the head of a Kettle-Drum.

etc.

Hotation. =9i

pp-=z

27. THE RAIN MACHINE.

(die regenmaschine.)

A round machine filled with peas, which is

slowly turned. In order to imitate hail, the

peas are replaced by little pebbles.

•''" etc.

Notation.m
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28. THE POP-GUN.

(die knallbuchse.)

For use in Champagne Galops in the manner
as Lumbye and M^tra employed it in this kind

of composition.

etc.

Notation. E153 -=i—s- -!•—=!- -S—f—=1-

The Artillery Cannon was used in connection

with musical productions as early as 1785, when
Sarti employed it in the production of his

Te Deum, in St. Petersburg, in commemoration
of the taking of Ockakon. Rossini also em-

ployed this effect in a composition for the

World's Exposition in 1867.

29. THE GUN AND PISTOL.

The former is met with in the funeral march
from Tristia by H. Berlioz ; and the latter I

have employed in my Cat-Fantasie, " The In-

terrupted Rendezvous."

30. THE MOUTH HARMONICA.

(die mundharmonika.)

This instrument can be used in connection

with the orchestra, where the joys of childhood

(Christmas, fairs or Schiitzenfest) are to be

expressed. The sounds of the Mouth Har-

monica are always grouped in chords, and by

blowing into the instrument the fundamental

chord, and by drawing out the breath, the chords

of the second, fourth, sixth, and seventh steps of

the scale, will be produced.

8va

Side A.
W--

Breathing in.

::#•-=

m
T-f-

Drawing out.

:^¥-=±

#-•-

Side B.
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Its tones possess a bell-like quality, and the

instrument is in reality a large Glockenspiel

(Carillon), which can be played either by one

or more persons. Lively airs, especially in

dance-rhythm, can be performed to best advan-

tage upon this original instrument. A Carillon

of this kind can also be put together from glass

bottles.

Perfectly tuned clay pots can also be used as

substitutes for metal bells in the orchestra.

34. THE BULL'S HORN.

(das stierhorn.)

R. Wagner has used an instrument of this

kind in his opera " Die Walkiire," Act 2 : Scene 5.

It is blown upon the stage, and behind the scenes
;

and he has written its part in the following

manner :
—

;i±E3H ^-^—-fCW^-^-P-

f
ittiti^:

-^^W-(Z-

)• ' 1 f ' *^'^ ^ ^
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35. THE COMPLETE ORCHESTRA.

(a) THE SCORE.

Now that we have become acquainted with

the peculiarities and characteristic properties of

the different individual orchestral instruments,

we will proceed towards combining them in

such a manner as to form a complete and well-

rounded body, known in its outward written ap-

pearance as an orchestral score.

No decided rules are laid down as to the

order or planning of an orchestral score. The
object is to facilitate the reading of such a score

as much as possible for the conductor. It is

advisable to place the Wind instruments in such

a manner that they will stand forth in prominent

groups, beginning at the top with the Wood-

wind, then the Brass, followed by the Instru-

ments of Percussion, and finally the String

Quintette. This grouping of the instruments is

the most practical.

In throwing a glance at the following compi-

lations under the headings of Haydn, Mozart,

Beethoven, R. Wagner, and H. Berlioz, the

student may select such grouping as may be

best adapted and fitted to his individual imagi-

nation, intentions, and artistic intellect.

Haydn.

Kettle-Drums.
Trumpets.
Trombones.
Clarinets.

Horns.
Oboes.
Flutes.

Bassoons.
Violins, I.

Violins, II.

Violas.

Voices.

Violoncellos.

Organ.
Double-Basses.

F.xceptio7ially.

Baritone.

Lyra.

English Horn.

Beethoven.

Bass-Dram.
Triangle and Cymbals.
Piccolo.

Flutes.

Oboes.
Clarinets.

Bassoons.
Horns.
Trumpets.
Kettle-Drums.
Trombones.
Violins, I.

Violins, II.

Violas.

Voices.
Violoncellos.

Organ.
Double-Basses.

Exceptionally.

Double-Bassoon.
English Horn.
Posthorn.

Mozart.

Violins, I.

Violins, II.

Violas.

Flutes.

Oboes.
Clarinets.

Bassoons.

Horns.
Trumpets.
Trombones.
Kettle-Drums.
Voices.

Violoncellos.

Organ.
Double-Basses.

Exceptionally.

Piccolo.

English Horn.
Basset Horn.
Double-Bassoon.
Harp.
Glockenspiel.

Bass-Drum.
Cymbals and Triangle.

Small Drum.
Mandoline.

(b) RULES TO BE OBSERVED IN
WRITING A SCORE.

Every instrument and every voice-part must

be placed upon a separate staff, and the clef,

signature, and time indicated at the beginning

of the score. If one or the other voice or instru-

ment is to pause for any length of time, the

staff may be omitted, in order to save space.

But in such cases it is necessary to mention the

names of the co-operative instruments even if

only in abbreviated form like Fl., Ob., CI., Tr.,

etc., at the beginning of each page. Two in-

struments belonging together, like 2 Flutes,

2 Oboes, 2 Clarinets, 2 Bassoons, 2 Horns, 2

Trumpets, can also be written upon one staff,

and sometimes even as many as three similar

parts, like 3 Sopranos, 3 Trombones, or the

like. The tempo is written at the head of the

R. Wagner.

{Lohengrin.)

3 Flutes.

Piccolo.

3 Oboes.
I English Horn.

3 Clarinets.

1 Bass-Clarinet.

2 Bassoons.

4 Horns.

3 Horns (on stage).

3 Trumpets.

4 Trumpets (on stage).

3 Trombones.
3 Trombones (on stage).

I Bass-Tuba.
Kettle Drums (in the

orchestra).

Kettle-Drums (on stage)

.

Cymbals.
Drum.
Violins Divisi.

Violas.

Organ.
Voice Parts.

Harp.
Violoncellos.

Double-Basses.

H. Berlioz.

(
Tuba mirum. Requiem.)

4 Flutes.

2 Oboes.

4 Clarinets.

8 Bassoons.
12 Horns.
i 4 Cornets.

\ 4 Tenor Trombones.
' 2 Bombardons.
( 4 Trumpets.

( 4 Tenor Trombones.
( 4 Trumpets.

I 4 Tenor Trombones.

j 4 Trumpets.

I 4 Tenor Trombones.
16 Kettle-Drums.
I Long Drum.
I Bass-Drum with 2

Sticks.

Tam-Tam and Cymbals

(3 pairs).

50 Violins.

20 Violas.

70 Sopranos
^

60 Tenors > Chorus.

70 Basses )

18 Violoncellos.

18 Double-Basses.

Staves, and sometimes again at the bottom, for

clearness' sake. The marks of expression f., mf.,

p. pp., cresc, dim., etc., must be added to every

part.

If two parts are placed upon one staff, they

are written in the following manner :
—

„ I N iT^ n-i-! I fffl etc.

If both parts consist of identical whole notes

they are written :
—

i
etc.

4-
is;

-e&

If two parts proceed unisono for several bars

the terms unisono, or "a 2" or "a due" can be
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employed, instead of writing the notes with

double stems.

a due.
^ ^

gEt EB EE
r^

If one instrument of the two is to pause, it is

indicated in the following manner :
—

If one of the instruments pauses entirely, the

pauses may be omitted, but the part must be

marked with imo or 2 do in order to indicate

which instrument is to play. In order to mark

a specially important entrance of any instrument

the word " Solo " is added in the particular

place. If different instruments proceed in

unison, or in octaves, or if one or the other

part is to be transposed into another key, it can

be indicated in the following manner :
—

If a lengthy part or passage is to be repeated

in a composition, the repetition is usually only

carried out in the upper part and in the Bass,

and the following is written diagonally across

the remaining parts :
—

Oder C to D etc..

which can be interpreted as meaning: "as

before (or " like above "), including the bars

from letters A to B, etc." Numerals like 1,2,

3, 4, 5, etc., written above the bars which are

to be repeated later on, are also sufficient

;

simply adding "here follow bars i to 16,"

in the place where the repetition is to take

place. The latter way of abbreviating is usually

employed in dance music.

(c) THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE
DIFFERENT ORCHESTRAL EFFECTS.

Piano and pianissimo, or soft, suave pas-

sages in general are very effective for complete

orchestra, but can be employed to even better

advantage for separate groups of instruments,

f. i., the Wood-wind or Brass instruments either

alone or combined ; the String Quintette alone

or in connection with several Wood or Brass

instruffients. Forte or Fortissimo is produced

by letting all the Wood, Brass, and String

instruments as well as the instruments of Per-

cussion, play simultaneously and equally strong.

Between these two grades we distinguish the

Mezzo-Forte. These different gradations can

be produced and executed by individual instru-

ments, in groups or by the entire orchestra.

Opposite effects are produced by leading the

different instrumental groups against each other,

and this in turn creates contrasts, which can

again be classed in the following manner :
—

i) From Piano suddenly to Forte and the

reverse ; 2) individual instruments play Forte

while others play Piano, or various groups of

instruments play every note, Fp., while the

other groups glide quietly along
; 3) if the

Wood-wind instruments or the String quintette

follow upon the Brass instruments or the oppo-

site
; 4) the Crescendo, if individual instru-

ments or several in groups enter in succession,

or all instruments begin at once, enlarging and

strengthening their tonal-volume by degrees till

a tremendous Forte is produced
; 5) the Decres-

cendo in the opposite manner as the Crescendo.

One of the finest examples of this kind is the

oft-quoted beautiful Introduction to Lohengrin

which I have mentioned so frequently; the

Unisono of individual instruments, instrumental

groups, or of the entire orchestral body, is very

effective whether in piano, mezzo-forte or forte.
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(d) DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING EFFEC-
TIVELY FOR THE ORCHESTRA.

In order to become proficient in the art of

instrumentation, it is not sufficient to hear many

standard musical works or study quantities of

scores ; we must set to work ourselves, that is,

follow the directions which I have already laid

down in the course of this work for the artistic

treatment of individual instrumental groups, and

which can be applied with equal success to

the complete orchestra, namely : the copying of

numerous scores unth pen and ink.

The biographies of Haydn, Mozart, Bee-

thoven, etc., offer convincing proof of this

assertion. From their earliest childhood these

masters were accustomed not alone to hearing

orchestral and choral works, but also to com-

pose and produce original compositions both

for individual instruments as well as for the

entire orchestra and chorus. Through this

they acquired great independence in the prac-

tical employment of the forces at their com-

mand, and by gradually broadening, enlarging,

and organizing the orchestra in every direction,

they finally developed each group of Stringed

and Wind Instruments to such an extent as to

allow them to act in a thoroughly independent

and form-creating manner, in accordance with

their individual tonal and vib'-aLoiy "'i'lalities.

This accounts for th*^ enormous wealth and

variety of new forms, which have procured

everlasting youthfulness to the works of these

masters. Therefore, the work of copying a

number of symphonic scores of Haydn, Mozart,

and Beethoven, as well as of modern masters,

must not be shunned ; in this manner we obtain

the clearest insight into the intellectual interpre-

tation of the compositions, and an entirely dif-

ferent opinion of the real worth of the works,

than would be otherwise possible ; this is of

special consequence, when considering the man-

ner in which the classic symphonies are per-

formed at the present day, every conductor

interpreting according to his own ideas and

routine, without paying much attention to the

style of the author ; the majority evidently ima-

gining that Haydn and Mozart, just because

they are termed as " classic,'' must be rasped

through by the orchestra without fire, sentiment,

or geniality, just as though these masters had

not been impressed and touched by music ; as

to the latter point, we might be justified in assert-

ing that it was evidently the case to a much

greater degree and extent than we can be im-

pressed and touched with in our own time !

The score examples as offered in this work

will be amply sufficient for the study of the

above-explained orchestral effects.

It will prove of great advantage to the student

if he will arrange the following Piano-forte

works for large orchestra, grouping the various

instruments in an artistic manner, and endeavor-

ing to blend the tonal-quality of the one with

the tonal-character of the other, thereby offering

a pleasing and harmonious combination to the

Beethoven

:

Senate pathetique, C minor.

Marcia funebre suUa morte d'un eroe. Sonate in A
flat Major.

Sonate " quasi una fantasia " C sharp minor.

Sonate E flat major (Adieux, Absence, Return).

Adagio from the Sonate in A Major (dedicated to

Haydn).

Adagio from the Sonate in C Major (dedicated to

Haydn).

Mozart :

Fantasie, C Minor. Sonate D Major.

Sonate B flat Major. Sonate C Major.

Sonate F Major.

^ (e) THE ORCHESTRA AS USED FOR~
DANCE-MUSIC.

An accomplished composer, who makes a

practice of writing dance-music for the orches-

tra, must spare no pains in inventing and intro-

ducing new instrumental effects for this class of

music. A finely scored waltz, polka , mazurka,

galop, quadrille or lancers is not to be despised,

and in this very field Johann Strauss might be

mentioned as a consummate master ; his dance-

compositions as far as ideas, style, development,

and orchestration are concerned, are perfect.

The dance compositions of Lanner, Gungl,

Labitzky, Faust, M^tra, etc., are also very

worthy of recommendation. The greatest com-

posers of ancient and modern times have not

disdained composing charming dance-music

whether for Ballet or Ball, and have proven

themselves masters in the creation of these more

trifling musical forms. In addition to the ^d
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dance-forms, as Gavotte, Sarabande, Chaconne,
Gigue, Bouree, Pavane, Passepied, Menuetto,
etc., which Handel, Bach, Scarlatti, Rameau,
Lulli, Gluck, etc., have perpetuated in their dif-

ferent works, we would recall the Allemande,

Minuetto, Contredanse (our modern Quadrille),

etc., which Mozart and Beethoven furnished for

the Imperial Balls.

As to ballet-music, it can be found in abun-

dance in the majority of the best operatic scores.

On pages 206, 207, 208, I present an extract

from a waltz by Johann Strauss as an ap-

propriate illustration of the treatment of the

dance orchestra.

(f) THE ARRANGEMENT OF GRAND OR-
CHESTRAL AND OPERATIC COMPOSI-
TIONS, VOCAL ARIAS, SONGS, ETC., FOR
LARGE AND SMALL ORCHESTRAS.

Arranging is one of the indispensable neces-

sities of music ; in- and out-door concerts would

soon become an impossibility if the orchestras

and bands were mainly dependent upon offering

only overtures and dances to the public, a large

part of which are very fond of listening to operatic

extracts. In this manner favorite arias or

complete numbers like Duos, Trios, Quartettes,

Finales, etc., from well-known and popular

dramatic works, are arranged and played for

the music-loving public. It is also very usual

that the most popular melodies of a well-known

opera, operetta, etc., are strung together in an

artistic and effective manner, generally known
as a Potpourri or Fantasie, and which are

especial favorites with concert or theatre au-

diences. Of course arrangements of this kind

are greatly dependent upon the artistic taste

of the arranger especially in the distribution

of the different effects as well as the use to

which he will put the different instruments at

his command. If he is to arrange for a well-

equipped orchestra his task is comparatively

simple and easy, while effective arrangements

are more complicated for smaller orchestras,

especially if there is a lack of accomplished

musicians. The instruments usually employed

for interpreting the human voice are the Flute,

the Clarinet, the Horn, the valve Trumpet, or

the Cornet, the Trombone, and sometimes the

Violin or the Violoncello, the selection of any of

these being dependent upon the tonal-character

of the song to be arranged. Attention must be

paid that the melody will always appear in a

prominent manner, that the meagre string quin-

tette is not crushed by the Wind instruments, as

is so often the case in smaller orchestras, and

furthermore that the Percussive instruments will

not appear too prominently, at the cost of the

whole orchestra and completely drown every

instrument by their unmerciful beats.

The above-said applies equally to the dances.

In the arrangement of any composition, the

melody and harmony of the original must be

retained under all circumstances ; to begin with,

the melody and bass must be written and the

necessary accompaniment be added in the best

possible manner. It is to be remembered above

all that the style and instrumentation of the

original must also be retained as much as

possible.

In addition to these, a great variety of dif-

ferent arrangements are possible ; but these

properly belong to another class, known as

Transpositions, Transcriptions, Variations, Ca-

prices, Phantasiestiicke, Paraphrases, etc., and

which are arranged for various solo-instruments,

with or without the accompaniment of the Piano-

forte in the form of Duetts, Trios, Quartettes,

Quintettes, Septettes, Octettes, and Nonettes.

Of course arrangements of this kind are greatly

dependent upon the musical knowledge, talent,

and natural skill of the arranger.

(g) HOW AN ORCHESTRAL SCORE IS TO
BE WRITTEN.

No definite rules for the above can be given,

every composer proceeding in such a manner as

may best fit his individual ideas or intentions.

The respective orchestral instruments are men-

tioned at the beginning of every staff. Distinct-

ness and clearness in regard to quick compre-

hension are the prime requisites of a score, and

this is best achieved by the grouping of instru-

ments which produce equal effects. We must

therefore aim at grouping the Solo-instruments,

the Accompanying or Filling instruments, the

Wind instruments (Wood and Brass)— the

Stringed instruments. Voice-parts, and Percus-

sive instruments according to their classing and

write them in such order that, if possible, the

higher will always be placed above the lower-
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Violino I.

Tiolino II.

TJi—^—F-r
—^ r-|—"—r-r-^—r-p-^—r-|— ^-

Basso.

Flauto.
(Flute.)

Oboi.
(Oboes.)

Clarinetti.
( Clarinets.)

in C. (nt.)
( in C.)

Fagott.
(Bassoon.)

Corni I. II.

in F.
(Horns I. II.

inF.)

Corni III.

(Horn III.)

Corni IV.
(Horn IV.)

Trompete I

in F.
(I Trumpet

in F.)

Trompete II

in F.
(II Trumpet

in F.)

Pos. u. Tuba.
Trombone.
(Trombone
and Tuba.)

Tambour.
Triangel.

Pauken.
Gr. Tromel.
(Kettle-Dmms

and Bass-
Drum.)

EXTRACT FROM " THE MORNING JOURNALS " WALTZ.
, (Morgenblatter.)

( See " The Orchestra as used for Dance Music," p. 203.)

^
J. Straii.ss.

%

--*--* V-*- -»-*- -*--*- V-*- -ai--*- -«- •- -•--•-

Wsz:^^=\~=^

Tamb.

H^ ^^E|^*fi|E^
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Group V.

INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED IN MILITARY BANDS.

With few exceptions all the instruments be-

longing to this group have already been suf-

ficiently discussed in detail in Group II. It

would therefore be useless to describe them

again individually ; and if I have accorded a

separate grouping to the instruments of the

Military Band, I have done so for the special

reason that the treatment of the instruments,

especially in view of their correlative tonal-

character, is very different from that accorded to

them in connection with the orchestra. The

difference to which I refer is principally evident

when considering that the Wood and Brass in-

struments of the orchestra demand excellent

players to begin with, who have thoroughly

studied the resources of their instrument, pos-

sess fine technical execution, and who have made

a special study of producing a fine expressive

and voluminous tone. This refinement of exe-

cution is not necessary to such a degree for the

Military Band, because their performances mostly

take place in the open air, which principally ne-

cessitates brilliant and bright qualities of sound,

in order that its effectiveness will not be lost at

a distance.

From this will be seen that the Military Band,

not alone as far as tonal-volume is concerned,

but also in regard to the finer execution of

a composition, cannot be compared with an

orchestra.

A treatise on instrumentation like the present

would certainly not be complete should I neglect

this important branch of instrumental music,

with which Beethoven, Meyerbeer, Spontini,

Haldvy, Berlioz, Wieprecht, etc., have achieved

such extraordinary dramatic and symphonic ef-

fects, and which has been one of the most im-

portant factors in the musical development of

our country.

1. THE PICCOLO.

The D flat Piccolo sounding a half-tone higher

than the ordinary Piccolo in C, is still used

quite frequently, although by degrees it is being

displaced by the latter.

Piccolo in 1-^^^^^^^
Sounds.

F 1—F-y-

8va.,

i5^*-

-=i S-

The Piccolo is employed much more fre-

quently in the Military Band than in the

orchestra, as through its aid the military char-

acter of the former can be expressed and empha-

sized in the most appropriate manner. There-

fore it is used almost exclusively in marches,

etc., the melody being written for it either in

unison or the octave, together with the E flat

Clarinet. If two Piccolos are employed, the

second can execute the thirds or sixths or play

in unison with the first.

Here and there the Piccolo in E flat is met

with, which is pitched a tenth higher than the

Flute.

209
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Piccolo in E flat.

Sounds.

A-=±.
4=lt

3t=t=P=t
^—•-^i^̂a

^ iff: If: ^ ...
#_ ^.

EliEtEiEiEtl: -f«- ^-

This last-named Piccolo is employed and

treated in the exact manner as the D flat and

C Piccolos.

As a solo-instrument for Military Band, the

Piccolo is a special favorite, and its effectiveness

and resources may best be learned from the study

of some of the many Solo-compositions written

for it with accompaniment of the full band.

Terz, or E flat Flute.

2. THE FLUTE.

Here we distinguish three different kinds :
—

The C Flute sounding exactly as written ; the

D flat Flute sounding \ tone, and the Terz or

E flat Flute a minor third or. one and one-half

tones higher than their notation.

D flat Flute.

C Flute.

t^t-^^^f,%_

^^^^^fiiifi tu^. tr s

Sound.

Tonal-compass, manner of playing and use

of these three varieties are exactly alike.

Owing to its fine, voluminous and penetrating

tone, the C Flute has gradually succeeded in

taking the place of all its rivals ; and in arran-

ging and writing for the Military Band it is

advisable to employ it exclusively, as it is highly

improbable that the differently pitched instru-

ments (as explained above) will be met with in

the general run of bands.

For Concert compositions two Flutes are

usually employed, the first one executing the

principal part, while the second part, in works

of a mild, subdued character, is executed by a

second Flute, or in compositions of a livelier

nature by a Piccolo ; these instruments are

employed and treated exactly as in an orchestra.

In the following a complete table of all the

differently pitched Flutes and Piccolos is pre-,

sented :
—
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TABLE OF NOTATION AND TONAL-COMPASS OF ALL THE DIFFERENTLY PITCHED
FLUTES AND PICCOLOS.

Piccolo
in EB.

•D-5®^,i»
EE==:E5ii'^feeS«5;

2£j^

.|j2:,fla::lg;;|e-.z5r,=:

Piccolo
inDb.

^^i

Sp
^rus:^' t^i te 5:^J=;;=^&

^^. j2.fa

Piccolo
.in C.

-ig^.&Ba,|^g^
^—te^b^^ j-bffi.;J5^

;fc2-;Bc2;

i*' ^
Flute in Eb sometimes des-

ignated as Flute in F.

P
;flz5;-:

Wt^Wteir^ie^
,i2ajft2.-:5;fe

;_^|e:: :^fe
b^tjfii:

:g fe
jp.^fe:;p;r=rijta:

Flute
„in C.

I te"tio
-fe-^-JzaztezS S^

rfe^ ll^feg-lty^ig-
fe£3L;l]i2.Z^i^ :

Ifla;
i-a^-fe

>.g^:fea..

:>=^

Real
sound.

$ is^M^ h^^ -̂:-

{^bzzt&iTgii=:jj2.l^teH&J
Jlal.'Sp. P^.R^i

:feJ
_«P^

S2Zj^fe^
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1. The E flat Clarinet, an indispensable princi-

pal instrument for the Military Band, possess-

ing an exceedingly brilliant tonal-quality. The

melody (either in unison or in the octave with

the first B flat Clarinet) is written for it, and

gains considerably in brilliancy through this

£ flat Clarinet.

Sounds.

combination. Thirds, Sixths, etc., are written

for the second part or it plays in unison or the

octave of the first part. The E flat Clarinet is

excellently adapted for solo-playing. Its tones

sound a minor third higher than they are

written :
—

2. The Ab Clarinet is pitched a minor sixth higher than the C Clarinet.

A flat Clarinet.

Sounds.

i EEE

-•- -1^-

-d- -± -•-

m13;
Or a i=£ p=5=

:i=i=±

It possesses a sharp penetrating quality of

tone, and serves principally for strengthening

the melody, being written either in unison or

the octave with the Piccolo.

3. The F Clarinet is pitched a fourth higher than the C Clarinet.

F Clarinet.

Sounds.ii^^
It is advisable not to make use of the Al? and

r Clarinets, as they are gradually being dis-

pensed with.

4. The C Clarinet is unfortunately employed as

rarely as the A flat and F Clarinets. Its sharp,

screaming tone would impart a very penetrating

quality to the higher passage work.

5. The Bb Clarinet. The most important of

the above-mentioned varieties of Clarinets ; its

fine, round, sonorous, and soft tone imparts a

wealth of beautiful and brilliant qualities to the

entire combination of instruments. The B flat

Clarinets are divided so as to execute one, two,

three and even four different parts ; each part

representing either the Violins, Violas or Violon-

cellos of the orchestra. The first part doubles

the melody of the Cornet or Fliigelhorn, either

in unison or the octave, or moves in unison or

the octave with the Flutes and the E flat Clari-

net. The second, third and fourth Clarinet

parts execute the accompaniment or, according

to circumstances, also strengthen the melody.

A Solo Clarinet is foun'd in most prominent

bands, to which are allotted the principal and

counter-melodies, variations, and smooth running

passages, and in fact everything requiring an

accomplished artist.

The number of B flat Clarinets necessary for
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a Military Band cannot be decided, the more

the better ; this in' a way is dependent upon the

ideas of the bandmaster and principally upon

the necessary funds being available for the en-

gagement of the players.

6. The Alto-Clarinet in F sounds a fifth lower

than the ordinary Clarinet in C ; an octave

lower than the Clarinet in F.

Alto Clarinet in F. i^p^H^ I^rtrr^^
Sounds. -3^-|j-?—[-—|—

3

>^^J.^^-.£^^
-4—•—*-

7. The Alto-Clarinet in Et? sounds an octave

lower than the ordinary Clarinet in E flat ; a

sixth lower than the Clarinet in C.

Alto Clarinet in Eb.

Sounds.

^^^^-•4-
.^fej^aE^RS^m^^

W -^ •̂
=i=ttijr*

lE'E^ w^
r I

^H—P-
r-v

8. The Bass-Clarinet in Bb sounds an octave lower than the ordinary Clarinet in B flat.

Bass Clarinet in bI?

^tEEf :^*
. "V **-«'-i*5^

Sounds.

-+—
1

I

—-•— I—I—

—

r-P~

^._J ^ s^ ' ,-
—

- • -» ' -^ ' -m-

The beauty, uniformity, and great pliancy of

tonal character possessed by both the Alto-

Clarinets in F and E flat and the Bass-Clarinet

subdues the tonal volume of the higher Wood
and especially the Brass instruments to such an

extent as to impart an even and euphonious

tonal-quality to the entire instrumental masses

of the Military Band, and I cannot understand

why they are not included in every band; it

is certainly to be regretted that they are not

brought into more general use, as a very impor-

tant part of the different tonal-types, necessary

for the artistic blending of the wind-instruments,

is lost thereby.

Apart from the advantage (brought about by

the perfected mechanism of these instruments)

of producing transcriptions and arrangements of

symphonic works of both classic and modern

masters for Military Band in their complete

harmonic and instrumental entirety, in such a

manner as to render the technical difficulties

contained therein possible for both the conductor

and his men after conscientious and repeated

study, a wealth of tonal-shadings could be pro-

duced, which is entirely unknown at the present

time, and which would approach considerably

near to the character and tonal-quality of orches-

tral music.

The following presents a table of the tonal-

compass of all the differently pitched small and

large Clarinets :
—
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TABLE OF NOTATION AND TONAL-COMPASS OF ALL THE DIFFERENTLY
PITCHED CLARINETS.

Clarinet
in Ab.
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4. THE OBOE.

Is used and treated in the exact manner as in

the orchestra, and attention is once more directed

to the detailed explanation of this instrument on

page 92. An Oboe in B flat sounding one tone

lower than the ordinary one in C is sometimes

met with, but is very rarely employed.

5. THE ALT-OBOE or ENGLISH
HORN.

Build and manner of playing of this instru-

ment is nearly identical with that of the ofdi-

nary Oboe. It is used in the Russian Military

Bands, and is pitched in F, a fifth lower than

the Oboe.

3=5=1=
Tonal-Compass.

(N)

Sounds.

(9-^)
:tp=t

W-

6. THE BASSOON.

This instrument is treated and employed in

the identical manner as in connection with the

orchestra. Usually two Bassoons are employed,

but in order to strengthen the Basses or when

using them to execute the parts of the Viola or

Violoncello a greater number may be used.

This of course is entirely dependent upon the

number of musicians at the disposal of the Band-

master. The Bassoon is indispensable to every

well-equipped Military Band, and a great mistake

is made in trying to drop this instrument from

its ranks. Some musicians are of the opinion

that as the tonal-quality of the Bassoon is not a

blaring or crashing one, it cannot make itself

sufficiently heard in the mass of instruments.

But this is a mistake, as we must not forget, that

the greater the variety of tonal-types which we
combine, the greater will be the wealth and

beauty of tonal-shadings. We also have Bas-

soons pitched in B flat, and which sound a note

lower than the ordinary Bassoon in C, but they

are very rarely used.

7. THE DOUBLE-BASSOON.

This instrument is only met with in very large

and well-equipped Military Bands. It is treated

in the identical manner as explained in the

respective article for the orchestra (page 109).

Its notes sound an octave lower than they are

written. The lower notes

:

^^
---X'

employed in slow passages or sustained notes,

sound very beautiful and are similar to tfie

tones of an organ.

The Tritonicon or Metal Double Bassoon in-

vented by (^erveny is used extensively in the

Military Bands of Austria, Holland, Russia, etc.

Its tonal-compass is :
—

:9z: :bK=::

\>~i

The Sub-Double Bassoon in B flat, a continua-

tion of the E flat Double Bassoon, can easily

produce the Sub-contra B flat, and in conse-

quence possesses a lower range than the Organ.

Its tonal-compass extends chromatically from

m .i

^

The strength and volume of its tone are tremen-

dous.

8. THE FRENCH HORN.

Both the natural and chromatic French Horns

are counted among the most important factors

of military music ; as employed in the latter

their principal usefulness presents itself in the

execution of rhythmical accompaniments as well

as sustained notes. At intervals the first part

may be entrusted with a solo, but in doing this

the ability and accomplishment of the player

must always be carefully considered.
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Usually two or four Horns are employed

;

Horns pitched in F or E flat are best adapted

for the Military Band, but if certain effects or

varied tonal-shadings are sought after, the other

varieties of differently pitched Horns can also

be employed to excellent advantage.

The Cornon (in F, E, E flat, D and also Tenor

C, Bt*), invented by (Jerveny in 1844, is sub-

stituted in some European Military organiza-

tions, for the French Horn.

The tonal-compass of this instrument is :
—

^
^ f*hrftmn +

I
Chromatic.

The Primhom, also invented by (J!!erveny, is

pitched exactly an octave higher than the ordi-

nary French Horn in F or E flat; the middle

register of this instrument being identical with

the high register of the ordinary French Horn.

Its tonal-compass is :

—

*
The Primhom adapts itself excellently for the

performance of songs.

9. THE TRUMPET.

Only chromatic Trumpets are employed in

Military Bands. From one to four different

parts are written ; the first one executing solo-

passages, counter melodies, and fanfaren, or for

strengthening the melody as well as for accom-

paniments. With the exception of counter melo-

dies, used to strengthen the first part, the second

part chiefly executes accompaniments. The

third and fourth part complete the accompany-

ing harmony in connection with the Altos and

French Horns. Therefore, in connection with

these latter instruments, E flat Trumpets are

usually taken, owing to their more voluminous

tone, while the first and second parts are often

written for B flat Trumpets (especially in Brass

Bands). The third and fourth parts should al-

ways be written in such a manner as to allow

of their ready omission in smaller combina-

tions.

The Bass Trumpet, in B flat, is still in use in

a few European countries (Bavaria, Austria,

Spain, etc.), taking the place of Tenor Horns.

Its music is written in the violin clef, but an

octave lower than the Tenor Horn, and serves

principally for accompaniments, or for the

strengthening of the melody or of bass figures.

Its tone sounds an octave lower than that of the

ordinary Trumpet.

Tonal-Compass. i ^r^

Sounds

.

ip
»̂3.

10. THE PICCOLO CORNET.
(valve) in e flat.

In the music for Brass Bands this instrument

takes the place of the Piccolo used in Military

Bands. It possesses a bright, penetrating tone,

and is pitched a fourth higher than the ordinary

Cornet and Fliigelhorn in B flat, and in conse-

quence perfects the highest register of these in-

struments. The intervals sound a minor third

higher than they are written.

EI? Valve.

Sounds

.

iw Eltiri!=E i^
^tE

It is advisable not to crowd the part of this

instrument with too many notes, and to avoid

writing in too difficult a manner for it. Melodies,

counter-melodies, or light and agile passages

can be easily executed upon this instrument.

Tonal-Compass m
i^^l

f̂
• Chromatic. Difficult.

The Piccolo Cornet in A flat is pitched a perfect

fourth higher than the E flat Piccolo, and is em-

ployed in some bands for unusually high pas-

sages, which are beyond the range of the E flat

Piccolo Cornet.
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For example :
—

For E flat Piccolo.
Difacult.

-fL

For A flat Piccolo.
Easy. -4-=^^ EE

iEEfc

Sounds. %m 4Jl

11. THE CORNET AND FLUGEL-
HORN.

(soprano-cornet.)

The Cornet commands a leading pbsition in

French and American Military Bands, the most

prominent solos, arias, cavatinas, variations with

double and triple tonguing, etc., being entrusted

to it. Together with the Fliigelhorn it predomi-

nates as the principal leader of the melody in

Brass bands. It is customary to write for two

instruments. Owing to its high and bright

sounding tonal-qualities the B flat Cornet is

preferable, and is therefore used most frequently.

The Fliigelhorn is of somewhat larger build

than the Cornet, and in consequence its tone is

rounder and more voluminous. Its tonal-qual-

ity is very sympathetic, soft, and glowing, and

adapts itself excellently for the performance of

sustained, languishing, serious, and religious

melodies. The embouchure upon this instru-

ment is more difficult than upon the Cornet, and

it is therefore advisable not to write in too com-

plicated a manner for it. Flugelhorns in B flat

are mostly employed.

Tonal-CompassH ^
t1=^=^.=^:

#^
r:X±̂-*)

Chromatic. Difficult.

Flugelhorns or Cornets
inBEl and 2. gfi=4=

siEEi
I

Two or three parts are written for the Flii-

gelhorn, the first executing the melody, together

or alternately with the solo Trumpet or Cornet.

Accompaniments are given to the second or

third part, or melodious passages in thirds,

sixths, or octaves in connection with the first

part.

etc.

Sound.

In difficult passages the different parts change

•off in executing the melody, as illustrated in the

Allegro molto moderato.
Imo. ^—

^

following example :

Flugelhorns or
Cornets inBl7.

^^#=W^
Ildo.p

I

The fingering for the Cornet and Fliigelhorn

is identical with that of the chromatic Trumpet.

12. THE ALT-CORNET.
(althorn in e flat.)

In Cavalry music this instrument takes the

place of the French Horns, and for the notation

of its music the Violin clef is employed as for

these latter instruments. Its tonal-compass

ranges between that of the Fliigel and Tenor

Horns, serving as a natural connection of these

two instruments.

Tonal-Compass.

-ir
Chromatic.

Sounds. §S t̂e
i(p):
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Two parts are usually written for this instru-

ment ; but where circumstances allow even three

or four parts may be employed. The principal

task of the Althorns consists in completing the

accompanying harmony together with the second

Tenor Horn, which may be possibly augmented

by the third and fourth E flat Trumpets. But

aside from this, and owing to its exceedingly

beautiful and penetrating quality of tone, this

instrument also adapts itself excellently for solo

passages or for strengthening the melody in the

lower registers; in addition to this the leading

part may be entrusted to it at times.

The Alto-Cornet in F is pitched one tone higher,

the Alto- Cornet in D one-half tone lower, than

the Alto- Cornet in E flat. Both are rarely em-

ployed.

13. THE TENOR HORN IN B FLAT.

An indispensable instrument for both Military

and Brass Bands. Its tones sound an octave

lower than those of the Fliigelhorns. Usually

two parts are written, but sometimes even three

(in the Bands of Saxony). The first is treated

as a solo part, especially, in Brass Bands, and as

such is entrusted with strengthening the prin-

cipal melody of the Fliigelhorns or Basses, or

it progresses independently with a counter-

melody, but can also be employed for perfecting

the accompanying harmony. Accompaniments

are principally allotted to the second and third

parts in bass melodies ; or for the continuation

of certain bass passages, too high for the Basses,

they can proceed in unison with the first ^art.

The round flexible tone of the Tenor Horns

adapts itself excellently for the expression of

serious, religious and melancholy solo melodies.

Notation in the Violin clef.

Tonal-Compass.i 1:

(i) F
f

Sounds 1ir=^ 15^

Tenor Horns pitched in C and A have also

l)een made but they are rarely used.

14. THE BARITONE.
(euphonion.) '

This instrument is similar to the Tenor Horn

but of somewhat larger build ; its compass is

the same as that of the latter, but its tone is

stronger and more voluminous, especially in the

lower registers.

Music for the Baritone is written in the bass

-

(f: '£)

Tonal-Compass. =91:
3 \1=

X-
XL

--X

^^-

The employment of this beautiful instrument,

which may be fittingly compared with the voice

of a baritone singer, is similar to the use of the

Violoncello in the orchestra. Its tone can always

be plainly distinguished from among the greatest

mass of instruments ; attention should therefore

be constantly directed towards writing only in-

dependent and effective passages, counter or

bass melodies for this instrument.

The Baroxyton, invented by ^erveny, serves

as a bass instrument in Russian Infantry bands.

Tonal-Compass. I^i

The Kaiserbariton (Emperor Baritone), also in-

vented by (^erveny, pitched in C or B flat, pos-

sesses a Cello-like quality of tone.

Tonal-Compass. w_

15. THE TROMBONE.
The Slide Trombone is employed here in the

identical manner as in the orchestra. In the

majority of French Military and Brass Bands

Valve-Trombones have been introduced, owing

to greater ease in the execution of difficult pas-

sages, brought about by the valves, but with a

partial loss of the peculiar tonal-quality of the

Slide Trombone. Usually three Trombone parts

are written, which are called upon to execute

sustained notes, accompanying figures, expres-

sive, grand, and religious melodies, etc. For

triumphal marches, in fact, for every composition

of a martial character, the Trombones are tre-

mendously effective
; they can also be employed

to excellent advantage/ and//.
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16. THE SAXOPHONE.

Six varieties of this instrument are in use,

alike in form but very different as regards size,

following in steps like organ-pipes and all pos-

sessing the same tonal-character.

Saxophone High Soprano in E flat.

" "



Sarusophone.

Soprano
Bflat.

Alto E flat.

Tenor B flat.

Barytone
E flat.

Bass B flat.

Contrebass.
B flat.

INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED IN MILITARY BANDS.

FRAGMENT FROM THE FANTASIA IN C-MINOR FOR PIANOFORTE.

(Especially arranged for Six Sarusophones.)

Andaniino.

221

g^^ggf^^^^^
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Tuba in B flat.
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18. THE OPHICLEIDE. ^-'^-

Is treated exactly as in the orchestra, but has

luckily been abandoned in nearly all Military

Bands, for reasons "already explained (See Page

158.)

Pitched in C and B flat. The latter prefer-

able.

19. THE BASS TUBA.

(bombardon.)

A variety of Bass Tubas are in use pitched

in F, E flat, C and B flat.
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Andarde.

c. Se3;
-«-

1=
:2.

^ s:

m^ 3^ ^ P?i.^^.

Jifoderoio.

d-^IgS
:i:

-^
^^^1 •—

^

=9^
rt3b g3^E:^:^^E^^^£JEJEgE

March.

ma ^S-III—I—iir-i—r-l^^r—d——l-^—J™•—pi* J—H 1 1

4—g{—

f

//

=§^ 1=Fi=^= :ttit=tt
tpc

^^= :t=t:=t :i a :t=^
'^ i^—#-^^-;E«=E=F:

t *•

i ?^^E^ :^=

etc.

=N=
-'^—^-

3 • V

20. THE HELICON OR CONTRABASSTUBA.

A bass instrument like the above-mentioned

one, with a powerful, sonorous, soft tone, owing

to which it is nearly always used in preference

to the Bass Tuba. Helicons pitched in F, E flat,

C, and B flat are in use ; tonal-compass, notation

and treatment the same as for the Bass Tuba.

See examples on this and preceding page.

In the following a complete table of the no-

tation and compass of all the Brass Instruments

is given.
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NOTATION AND TONAL-COMPASS OF ALL THE BRASS INSTRUMENTS.

Horn in

E flat.

Trumpet in
Effat.

Cornet k pis-

tons in H flat.

Piccolo Cor-
net in E tiat.

Soprano Cor-
net or Fliigel-

horn in B
flat.

Althorn in E
flat.

Tenorhorn in
Bflat.

Trombone.

#
dull.

P

m

P
gtEE

Saxoplione
Soprano in B

flat.

Saxophone
Alto in E flat

Saxophone
Tenor in B

flat.

Saxophone
Baritone in E

flat.

* Baritone or
Euphonion
in B flat.

* Ophicleide
in B flat.

* Bass-Tuba
or Helicon

inF.

*Bass Tuba
or Helicon
in E flat.

* Bass-Tuba
or Helicon

in C.

* Bass-Tuba
or Helicon
in B flat.

Real sound.

P

^

bs^

fe:

b=r

b^

tj=r.

p^- : Qs?- P^- jB^*-

bzT" U^ ^^" B^"
;

tpj-:

r"

du!111.

\K^

i^-:^^^

\Sp-\
-s &

te: S-9-

"."i^

ti^ P-tS^ ;ffi

tj2?"
.
v-s- g-is^

tp-^ 'S^~

ij^;
ba-.,lpr '^-<s- ;"ffs^

ti='-.

'^5^

tj=r
^

fl^- fe^ ;S-£

f^

idull,

b-cr

tiZZi

idiffic ult.

--^—;-9s-

::fe=:

11=^
ter 15^

tr=^
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Pt^- jB-ts'-
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1122: IE

b^-

tn^

B^-

difficult.

good' regi:ster.

^;

EEE^i
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SE
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( See Addenda ( Page 318) for special remarks.
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21. THE INSTRUMENTS OF PER-
CUSSION.

All the instruments belonging to this class,

and which I have already discussed so exten-

sively in Groups 3 and 4 of this work, can be

used in the same manner and to equal advan-

tage in connection with the Military Band.

22. THE MILITARY BAND.

Military music is divided into two principal

groups :
—

1. Music for the Military Band.

2. Music for the Brass Band.

The Military Band is again divided into four

different instrumental groups, which are classi-

fied in respect to tonal-character, type, and

volume.

GROUP I.

Instruments of soft, round, and subdued tonal-

quality.

High Register :

Middle Register: <

Flutes.

Fliigelhorner or Soprano-Comets.

French Horns.

Alto Horns.

Tenor Horns.

Baritones.

Saxophones.

GROUP II.

Instruments of brilliant, bright, and penetrat-

ing tonal-quality.

High Register : Piccolos.

High and Middle Register : Clarinets.

Middle Register : Cornets and Trumpets.

Middle and Lower Register : Trombones.

Lower Register : Basses.

GROUP III.

Instruments of somewhat nasal tonal-quality,

but which impart color and smoothness to the

general combination of instruments.

High Register : Oboes.

Lower Register : Bassoons.

High, Middle, and Lower Register : Saxophones and

Sarusophones.

GROUP IV.

All instruments of percussion.

The number of instruments necessary for a

Military Band is entirely dependent upon the

number of performers at the disposal of the

Bandmaster. No fixed rules can be laid down

in this respect.

23. THE BRASS BAND.

The Brass Band is divided into four different

Instrumental groups.

GROUP I.

Instruments of brilliant, bright, and penetrat-

ing tonal-quality

:

Piccolo-Cornets.

Soprano- Cornets.

Trumpets.

Trombones.

Basses.

GROUP II.

Instruments of somewhat softer tonal-quality

than those of the above group

:

Fliigelhorns.

Horns.

Alto Horns.

Tfenor Horns.

Baritones.

GROUP III.

Instruments of soft, round, and voluminous

tonal-quality, which serve to strengthen and

bring the harmony into prominence and impart

more brilliancy and intensity to the whole en-

semble (only used in France and America).

The Quartette of Saxophones.

GROUP IV.

All Instruments of Percussion.

The third and fourth group are not entirely

necessary, and they may be used or dispensed

with at will.

Exactly as with the Military Band, the num-

ber of instruments to be employed in a Brass

Band depends entirely upon the number of per-

formers at the disposal of the Bandmaster or

Leader, as well as upon the individual accom-

plishment of each player.
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24. ARRANGEMENT OF MILITARY
MUSIC.

As a general rule Military music should pos-

sess characteristics of a manly, serious, martial,

severe, resounding and brilliant nature ; but then

again it can be expressive in a joyous, light,

graceful, etc., manner; its general style must be

as simple and natural as possible, if a variety of

effects are to be obtained. In composing and

arranging for these combinations, one of the

most important points to be observed by band-

masters and conductors is that the compositions

are always specially written or arranged accord-

ing to the number of instruments at the dis-

posal of the writer and according to the individ-

ual abilities of the players, in order to show off

the excellent qualities of such a band to the best

advantage.

For the arrangement of an orchestral sym-

phonic composition the following directions

may be followed as a general guide :
—

a) For Military Band. The part of 'the first

Violins is taken by the first Clarinets ; the sec-

ond Violins by the second Clarinets ; the Violas

by the Alto and Tenor Horns ; the Violoncellos

by the Baritones or Tenor Tubas ; the Double-

Basses by the Helicons or Bass Tubas.

h) For Brass Band. The part of the first Vio-

lins is taken by the Piccolo-Cornets, the first

cornets and Fliigelhorns ; the second Violins,

by the second Cornets and second Fliigelhorns
;

the Violas by the Alto or Tenor Horns ; the

Violoncellos by the Baritones or Tenor Tubas
;

the Double-Basses by the Helicons or Bass

Tubas.

The Flutes, Horns, Trumpets, Cornets, Trom-

bones, and Instruments of Percussion are em-

ployed in almost the identical manner as in an

orchestral arrangement.

The following examples will serve to illustrate

and present a complete idea of how to score

correctly and effectively for the Military and

Brass Band as employed in Germany, France,,

England, and America.
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THE GERMAN MILITARY BAND.

a.) EXTRACT FROM THE OPERA " EURYANTHE."

C. M. VON Weber.

Flauto grand
<Grand Flute.)

Flauto piccolo
In DCS.

( Piccolo in

D flat.)

Obol.
(Oboes.)

Clarln. In As
(Clar. in
Aflat.)

Claim. inEs
(Clar. in

E flat.)

linB.
(I in B flat.)

Clarinetten.
(Clarinets.)

II in B.
< II in B flat.)

Fagotti.
(Bassoons.)

nugelhomer
inB.

<Flugelhorns
in B flat.)

Altliorner
in Es ad lib.

(Althornsin
E flat ad lib.)

Tenorhorner
in B.

<Tenor Horns
in B flat.)

Euphonion

.

<Euphoniuni.)

Basse.
(Basses.)

Corni lu. II.

<Frencli Horns
I and II.)

in£s.
( in E flat.)

Corni III u. IV.
"(Frencli Horns

III and IV.)

Tromba.
( Trumpets.)

inEs.
(in E flat.)

Tromboni.
< Trombones.)

Tambours.
(Drums.)

Maestoso assai
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Allegro.

229
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Allegro siocoso.

b.) EXTRACT FROM THE OPERA "CARMEN."

Act IV. Arranged by Louis Oertel. G. Bizet.

Flauto grand
(Grand Flute.)

Flauto piccolo
inDes.

( Piccolo
in D flat.)

Tambours
(Drums.)
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EXTRACT FROM THE SIXTH SYMPHONY.

Marciafunhbre. Arranged by H. Saro. J. Raff.

Flauto grand Imo.
(I. Grand Flute.)

Flauto grand Ildo.

^11. Grand Flute.)

Oboi.
( Oboes.)

Clarinetten in Es.
(Clarinets in E flat.)

Clarinetti Solo in B.
(Solo Clarinets

in B flat.)

Clarinetto I in B

.

< I Clarinets in B flat.)

Clarinetto IlinB.
<n Clarinets in B flat.)

Clarinetto III in B
(III Clarinets in Bflat.)

Fagotto.
( Bassoons.)

Contrafagott.
(Double Bassoon.)

FlUgelhBrner in B

.

(Fliigelhorns in B flat.)

Althorner in Es.
( Alto Horns in E flat.)

TenorhBmer in B.
(Tenor Horns in B flat.)

Baryton.
( Baritone.)

Basse.
(Basses.)

Cornlin Es I. II.

(French Horns
in E flat.)

CorniinEs III. IV.
( French Horns

in E flat.)

TrombalinEs.
(1 Trumpet in E flat.)

Tromba II in Es.
(II Trumpet in Eflat.)

Tromba III. IV. in Es
(III. IV. Trumpet

in E flat.)

Tromboni tenore
< Tenor Trombones.)

Tromboni basso
( Bass-Trombones.)

Tambour petit.

( Small Drums.)

Tambour grand und
Becken.

( Bass Drum and
Cymbals.) ii ^Cymbals.
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Petite Flute Reb.
(Piccolo Db.)

Clarlnetto IMib.

(Clarinet Eb.)

Clarinettes Sib.

(Clarinets Bb.)

n. u. III.

Hautbois I. II.

( Oboes.)

Soprano Sib.

(Soprano Bb.)

Alto Mib.
(AltoEb.)

Saxophones.

Tenor Sib.
( Tenor Bb.)

Bariton Mib.
( Baritone Eb.)

Petit Bugle Mib.
.(Small Bugle Eb.)

Pistons Sib.

( Cornets Bb.)

u. II.

I.

Bugles Sib

.

( Bugles Bb.)

u. II.

I. II.

Altos Mib.
(Alto Horns Eb.)

Trompettes Mib.
(Trumpets Eb.)

Baritons Sib.

( Baritones Bt?.)

II. u. III.

Basse Sib.

( Bass Bb.)

Contre Basse Mib.
(Eb Bass.)

Contre Basse Sib.

(BBb Bas.s.)

Batterie.

( Drums.)

THE FRENCH MILITARY BAND.
EXTRACT FROM " ARIANE," OVERTURE MILITAIRE.

(Prize Composition.)
Adagio cantabilc.

H. Kling.

zh-L

espressivo.

w^w^- t±^p
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Solo espressivo.
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Grandioso e contutta laforza.
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THE GERMAN BRASS BAND.

EXTRACT FROM THE OPERA "CARMEN," Act II.

Allegro molto moderato. (J ^ 108.)

G. Bizet.

Piccolo Cornet
in £s.

( Piccolo Cornet
in E flat.)

Comets i. Pistons
od. FlugelliSrner

in B.
(Comets or Fliigel-

horns in B flat.)

AlthSrner in Es.
( Altohorns in

E flat.)

Tenorhorner in B.
(Tenorhorns in

B flat.)

Euphonion.
(Euphonium.)

Basse.
(Basses.)

Tromba I.

.(Trumpet I.)

Tromba II. inEs.
(Trumpet II in

Efljt.)

-Tromba m. u. IV.
(Trumpet UI

and IV.)

*Pauken InF. u. C.
( Tympani in F

and C.)

Corni I. u. II.

in Es.
(Frencli Horns

I and II in E flat.)

Comilll. n. IV.
( French Horns

III and IV.

Tromboni.
( Trombones.)

Tambours.
( Drums.)
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THE FRENCH BRASS BAND.
EXTRACT FROM " LE ROI CHILDEBERT " OVERTURE MILITAIRE.

(Prize Composition.)

Petit Bugle
mib.

< Small, Bugle

Pistons sib.

(Cornets
Bb.)

u. m.

Bugles sib.

(Bugles Bb.)

Soprano sib.

(Soprano
Bb.)

Alto mib.
(Alto E b.)

Seixopb.
ad. lib.

Tenor sib.
(Tenor B b.)

Baryton mib.-
(Baritone

Eb.)

Altos mib.

(Altohorns
E b.)

II. III.

Tromp. mib.
(Trumpets
E b.)

I.

Barytons sib.
(Baritones

Bb.)

II. III.

I.

Trombones

.

Basse sib,

(Bb Bass.)

C. -Basse mib.
(Eb Bass.)

C.-Basse sib.

(BBb Basse.)

Batterie
ad lib.

(Drums
ad. lib.)

Adagio Maestoso. „
H. Kling.

// *

P^^^^esEii==i=iii^P^p=gfeEi^
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con tutta laforza.
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Every conceivable style or kind of Musical

composition known up to the present day can be

arranged for these various combinations. They
can also serve for accompanying a chorus, and as

an additional aid for the general effectiveness of a

dramatic scene, can be used in connection with an

orchestra, as Meyerbeer has done in several of

his operas with such telling effect. For instance,

in the Prophet, North Star, L'Africaine, etc., when
this master introduces the principal motive in the

most brilliant manner, following it up by botli

orchestras executing his idea alternately, with

the most artistic blending of the instruments
;

the Brass instruments alternating with the Wood
Wind and Strings to such a point where both

bodies combine into one grand and tremendous

coda, the effect of which is overpowering.

Hal^vy, Verdi, Donizetti, as well as Berlioz in

his Funereal and Triumphal Symphony, have em-

ployed combinations of this kind in a like manner.

" Above all, Wagner's instrumentation, the tremen-

dous orchestral apparatus and its polyphonic treatment is

both wonderful and astonishing. Not alone has Wagner
used the greatest number of instruments, the like of

which no operatic composer before him has ever at-

tempted, probably with the exception of Berlioz, but he

has introduced entirely new- ones like the Bass Trumpet,

etc. In the same manner he has made use of numerous
wind instruments, especially the Tubas, which up to his

time had only been employed in Military music. And
what grand and tremendous effects has he produced with

these Tubas which formerly were not thought fit to be

used in the higher forms of music.

" In idyllic, tender scenes of course they are superfluous

and their use would be entirely out of the question.

Heroic, majestic, in fact all grand and overpowering situ-

ations require and demand new and original treatment

from our composers in addition to enlarging their re-

sources through the use of new musical instruments.

But this in turn demands, and is only possible with the

aid of new orchestral instruments and new instrumental

combinations.

"The scene in 'Rheingold ' where Wotan and Fricka

appear for the first time, is illustrated by Wagner with the

aid of three E flat Trumpets, one E flat Bass Trumpet,

three Tenor Bass Trombones, two Tenor Tubas in B
flat, two Bass Tubas in F, one Contrabass Trombone,

one Contrabass Tuba, Harp, Tympani, twelve Cellos,

eight first and second Double Basses, joined by three

Flutes, two Oboes, three Clarinets, four French Horns,

three Bassoons, etc., later on. It stands to reason that

Wagner does not allow these numerous instruments to

constantly play at full strength, and especially not while

the singing is in progress. As soon as Fricka and

Wotan begin to sing, the Brass instruments pause, and

only the Cellos and Violas are retained and two Double

Basses sustain E flat in the doubled octave.

" N. B. In this case the E string of the second

Double Bass must be tuned to E flat.

" Wagner the almighty, perfectly routined master of

the orchestra has disclosed such astonishing perfection

in the art of orchestration, which in itself is worthy of the

greatest respect and admiration. In all his thoughts and

writings he certainly must have carefully figured and

reckoned upon the effectiveness of every individual tone.

This conclusion is best arrived at through the careful and

conscientious study of his scores. To begin with, they

disclose two fundamental principles, which our modern

composers might adopt as rules in the creation of dra-

matic works. In Parlando scenes, whether in Mono-

logues or Dialogues, where the singer must sing more in

a speaking voice, and only fortissimo in exceptional ex-

clamatory passages, while during Parlando scenes, prob-

ably mezzo-forte or as the occasion might require only

Piano, in such cases Wagner has called upon the assist-

ance of only a few instruments. It stands to reason that

the spoken song or singing speech (as we might translate

the Parlando) according to its nature cannot and must

not be performed in a forced or screaming manner by the

singer. The con-ect gauge, we might say the rule, would

be the strength of the general speaking tone of the indi-

vidual.

" But there, where pain and desperation are to be ex-

pressed, or where, like in the second act of Tristan and

Isolde, the wild and impulsive fire of love breaks forth

and expresses itself in words like : O rapture of spirit I

O sweetest, highest, fairest, strongest, holiest bliss I

Endless pleasure ! Boundless treasure I

"Every known orchestral resource is brought into play.

The lovers express their passion in fortissimo exclama-

tions, assisted by the entire orchestral body to such an

extent as to overpower the voices at times, echoing their

expressions of love and passion in a very toiTent of for-

tissimo passages, according to the intentions of the mas-

ter who conceived this wonderful work. Of course Tris-

tan and Isolde must be possessed of strong, in fact, very

strong voices, otherwise they will be completely engulfed

and lost in the overpowering fire and passion of the

orchestra.

Dr. J. ScHUCHT.

The Instrtimentation of the Moder7i Opera^ with special

reference to the " Ring of the Nibelungy

{Neue ZeitschriftfUr Musik, 1886.)

Among the composers and accomplished

arrangers for this special branch of music the

names of : Wieprecht, Rosenkranz, Saro, Gold-

schmidt, Streck, Bender, Beer, Frank, Bottge,

Oertel, Parlo, Sellenwick, L^on Chic, Magnier,

Mohr, and a great many more, too numerous to

mention, are regarded as among the most promi-

nent and especially worthy of mention.

In conclusion, I will not omit to add that the

personnel of the Military Bands of all countries

is neither the same nor the outcome of a well-

regulated system, every organization possessing

its own particular combination of instruments,

and these latter as a rule being determined ac-

cording to the personal ideas of the bandmaster.

In Prussia the organization and personnel of the
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different varieties of Military Bands (Infantry,

Cavalry, and Jager music) is under strict con-

trol and never varies. Consequently a com-

poser writing for sucii an organization must take

the exact number and variety of instruments

into careful consideration.

25. INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED IN
GERMAN MILITARY ORGANIZA-
TIONS.

The German Infantry (Military) Band is made
up of the following instruments :

—
Wood Wind Instruments

Piccolo.

Flute.

Clarinet in AI? (not always in use).

2 Clarinets in El?.

3-4 Clarinets in b1?.

Alto and Bass Clarinets (rarely used).

2 Oboes.

2 Bassoons.

I Double Bassoon (not always used).

Brass Instruments.

2 Fliigelhorns in Bb.

2 Alto Horns in El? (not always in use).

2 Tenorhorns in BI? ( in Saxony 3 Tenorhorns are em-

ployed) .

1 Euphonium (Tenor Tuba).

2 Basses (Tuba, Helicon, Bombardon).

4 Trumpets in El? ( or the first two in Bb, 3-4 in Eb).

2 Bass Trumpets in Bb ( only employed in Southern

Germany)

.

4 French Horns in '&.

3-4 Trombones.

Instruments of Percussion.

Drums and Cymbals (Tympani rarely employed).

Lyra.

HORN BAND.

(hunter, pioneer, and artillery MUSIC.)

Piccolo Comet in Eb (Piston in El?).

2-3 Fliigelhorns or Cornets in bI?.

2 Alto horns in '&.

2 Tenor horns in '&.

1 Euphonium (Tenor Tuba).

2 Basses (Tuba-Helicon).

4 Trumpets in Eb (or 2 Bl?and 2 El? Trumpets).

4 French Horns in El? (sometimes only 2 are used). ,

3 Trombones (sometimes 4 are used).

Drums.

Of late years the bands of some of the Artil-

lery Regiments have partly adopted the combi-

nation of the Infantry (Military) Bands.

TRUMPET (CAVALRY) BAND.

Piccolo in El? (Piston in eI?).

2 Fliigelhorns or Cornets in BI?.

2 Alto Horns in El? (sometimes only one).

2 Tenor Horns in BI?.

1 Euphonium (Tenor Tuba).

2 Basses (Tuba-Helicon).

4 Trumpets in El?.

Tympani (ad lib).

26. INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED IN
THE MILITARY ORGANIZA-
TIONS OF FRANCE, BELGIUM,
AND HOLLAND.

Wood Wind Instruments.

Piccolo DI?.

Flute.

2 Oboes (t).

Clarinet El?.

I. 2. 3. 4. Clarinets BI?.

Saxophone Soprano BI?.

Alto El?.

Tenor Bl?.

" Baritone eI?.

; Bassoons (t).

Brass Instruments.

1 Small Bugle El? (t).

2 Cornets, bI?.

2 Bugles, Bl?.

2 French Horns, El? (t).

2 Trumpets, El? (t).

3 Altos EI?.

2 Barytones Bl?.

3 Trombones.

Bass, El?.

Bass Tuba Bl?.

Drums.

Sarrusophone (t) (very

rarely employed).

27. INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED IN
ITALIAN MILITARY ORGANIZA-
TIONS.

Flute.

Piccolo El?.

Oboes.

Clarinet El?.

I. 2. 3. Clarinets Bl?.

Saxophone Soprano Bl?.

Alto El?.

Tenor Bl?.

Clarone (Bass Clarinet) Bl?.

Pistone (Piccolo Cornet) El?.

2 Cornets Bb.

2 Flugelhorns Bl?.

4 Trumpets Eb.

4 French Horns El?.

3 Genes (Altos in El?).

2 Bassoons.

Double Bassoon.

3 Trombones.

1 Bass Trombone.

2 Bombardini (Baritones).

Bombardoni (Tuba in EI7).

Pelittoni (BBb Tuba or

Helicon).

Tympani.

Drums.

Bass Drum, Cymbals,

Triangle, Tam-Tam, etc.

28. INSTRUMENTS EMPLOYED IN
AMERICAN MILITARY ORGANI-
ZATIONS.

As the American Military Band Organizations

are not governed by any uniform law, relative to

a certain number of players or special instru-

ments to be employed, we will cite the instru-

The instruments marked with (t) are not employed in all Frencli Military Bands.
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mentation of two representative American Bands,

the 2 2d Regiment of New York, and John

Philip Sousa's, the latter's having been the offi-

cial American Band at the Paris Exposition,

1900, and of a special combination of brass-band

instruments designated as a " Fanfare," grouped

and conducted by John George Frank, Con-

ductor of the 1 2th Regiment Band of New York.

22D REGIMENT BAND, N. Y.

Wood Wind Instruments.

2 Piccolos.

: Flutes.

2 Oboes.

I Ab Piccolo Clarinet.

3 Eff Clarinets.

8 First Bb Clarinets.

4 Second Bb Clarinets.

4 Third Bb Clarinets.

I Alto Clarinet.

I Bass "

I Soprano Saxophone.

I Alto

I Tenor

1 Bass '•

2 Bassoons.

I Double Bassoon.

1 Eb Cornet.

2 First Bb Cornets.

2 Second Bb Cornets.

2 Trumpets.

2 Fliigelhorns.

4 French Horns.

2 Eb Alto Horns.

Brass Instruments.

2 Bb Tenor horns.

2 Euphonious.

2 Trombones.

5 Tubas.

3 Drums.

I Pair Cymbals.

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA'S BAND.

(instrumentation as official AMERICAN BAND,

PARIS EXPOSITION, 1900.)

Wood Wind Instruments.

I Piccolo.
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Adagio. ^

259

Es-Klar.
(EbClar.)

B-Klar.
( Bb Clar.)

U.
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The following movement is also exceedingly effective for Clarinets.

EXTRACT FROM "FESTIVAL OVERTURE."
L. Frank.

Es-Kl.
(EbClar.)

B-Kl.
(BbClar.) \

III.

Andante sosienuio religioso

—IS—ts-

Arpeggios can also be transferred in a very

effective manner, and I virill choose the following

example as an illustration

:

EXTRACT FROM "THE PROPHET."

Allegro moderato.

Meyerbeer.

Piano Oder
Harfen.

(Piano or Harps.)
''

Allegro moderato <^ |^ ,.,- !-«. ij: \%- <-»- !j- ij:

i=E^=^^:
I

^ ^^#^=^1
%va^
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In his Prophet Phantasie, the renowned Royal

Prussian Musical Director Wieprecht transferred

the above part to the Clarinets, as follows

:

„



1. 2.

HBrner.
<Horns.)

3. 4.

GROUP v.— IIVSTRir.\rEXTS EMPLOYED I.\ MILITARY BAA'DS.

THE HUNTER'S FAREWELL.

261

Mendelssohn.
Alia marcia.

p^ ::S=i!:

=^T^=

:a: :-, :? ifT^*: :*:
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w

dim. PP^^ fit.

dim.

In arrangements and original compositions

ior Military Music, the composer should en-

deavor to write the Horn parts in as interesting

and appropriate (as far as the tonal character of

the instrument is concerned) a manner as pos-

sible. At intervals a melodious and effective

solo-passage may be entrusted to the first Horn.

The tonal-quality of the Trumpet-Register is

cutting, blaring, and penetrating; the first

Trumpet is sometimes used to lead the melody,

the others being employed for sustained notes,

or rhythmical accompaniments, similar to the

Horns, but in a somewhat more animated

manner.

The Trombones are to be employed as in the

String Orchestra. Expressive sustained har-

monies are of touching effectiveness. The

Trombones sound tremendously effective in

forte or fortissimo, especially when all the

instruments are employed unisono or in octaves.

Employed in open harmony, the Trombones

are exceedingly effective :
—

mi ^-
-<9-

igl

They also produce good effects in close har-

mony.

^-#=
#^^

_^_ SEE^
»

%\
M:g:

The Instruments of Percussion are to be

treated as in the String Orchestra, but their

parts should be written in an interesting and

original manner, in order to render them as

effective as possible.

The Bass-Tubas are treated in the exact

manner as the Bass-instruments of the String-

Orchestra.

The Euphonion or Baritone takes the place

of the Violoncellos or Bassoons, and the Double-

Bass parts are transferred to the Tubas, for

which it is sometimes necessary to change ori-

ginal figures and passages in order to simplify

their execution for the player. Leading melo-

dies (especially such in slow tempo) executed

by all Bass-Tubas (and strengthened by the

Trombones) create a grand and impressive

effect.
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An example of this kind is illustrated in the

following extract from a Fantaisie romantique,

" Le Chemin des Etoiles," for Military Band,

by H. Kling. (This composition was awarded

a prize at Paris, 1885).

Flote.
(Flute.)

Klarinetten
In B.

(Clarinets
in Bl7.)

Kometts.
(Cornets.)
AlthSrner.

(Alto-Horns.)
HSrner in B.
(Fr. Horns

in Bl7.)

Tenorhorner.
(TenorHorns.)[
Posaunen.
Trombones.

As the author has been repeatedly requested

to illustrate how a Score for Military Music is

to be written and practically arranged, he has

added the following examples for the express

purpose of showing and instructing a beginner

how to go to work in scoring either for Brass

or Military Band. For this purpose he has

chosen the following simple song for mixed

chorus :

—

Soprano.
Alto.

Tenor.

Allegro.

(a.) SONG FOR FOUR MIXED VOICES.

^^^^^m^^^^^m-
:ti==JE.l %^^&

»F^(!is,|c±rl=>=le:^- ^^i^i^=^
=E=5=3=s^Upppi^ilii^iifeiiii^pEifiii ^Sfe

W\̂ =.^^.
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As this song is written in C Major, I will also

retain this Key in transferring it, although in

doing so the chorus will in reality be heard a

tone lower, owing to the Bb instruments reading

from parts written in C Major. If the chorus

were to be transferred so as to really sound in C
Major, the parts for the B flat instruments would

have to be written a full tone higher, i.e., in D
Major; and consequently leading the E flat instru-

ments to A Major, causing the technical execution

upon these instruments to become quite difficult.

It can be easily inferred from the above, that

the greatest care must be exercised in selecting

appropriate Keys for Military Band arrange-

ments, on account of the Brass Instruments

sounding to best advantage in the Keys of C
Major, A Minor, F Major, D Minor, B'^ Major,

G Minor, E\> Major and C Minor.

We will now proceed to the first transcription

of the above song, arranged for a quartet of

Brass Instruments.

(b) ARRANGEMENT FOR A QUARTET OF BRASS INSTRUMENTS.

I. Cormet in Bb.

II. Cornet in Bb.

Alto in Eb

.

Bass in Bb

.

^^^^^^^^g

imi^^^^^^^i EtE^e ^£^^

13-==^^ ^ m̂^
ff
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^
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In this example the Cornets could either be

replaced by Bugles, or strengthened through the

latter's addition.

The following example shows the song in a

ten-part arrangement for Brass Band.

( c ) ARRANGEMENT FOR A COMBINATION OF TEN BRASS INSTRUMENTS.

I. Cornets and
Fliigelborns In Bb.

n. Comets and
FlUgelhoms in Btr.

I. Tenorhom in Bb.

II, Tenorhorn In Bb
( Accessory Part.)

I. Horn inE7.

11. Horn in Bb.
(Accessory Part.)

Trombone.
(Accessory Part.)

Bass in Bb.

ebe£

ii^S

:=e^g
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Piccolo-Cornet
inEB.

And the next one in an arrangement for full Brass Band :

—

d. ARRANGEMENT FOR FULL BRASS BAND.

Cornets a pis-
tons or Bugles

in B&.
2.

1-2.

Alto horns
inEb.

BU 1-2.

1-2.

4 Horns in £b.

3-4.

1-2.

4 Trumpets
in Eb.

3-4.

3 Trombones.

Euphonion.

Basses in Bb

.

Tympani in F
andBb.

P

P

f ~r^^ ^^^^^ ^ =^^=^=3=

^̂̂3^^ ^^m m
p

p
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In adding appropriate parts for the Wood-

wind instruments and Saxophones, we now ob-

tain an arrangement for full Military Band as

exemplified in the following arrangement. It

must furthermore be borne in mind, that in this

last-shown arrangement the song will be equally-

effective either for small or large Brass Band or

for small or large Military Band

:

(e) ARRANGEMENT FOR WOOD-WIND INSTRUMENTS AND SAXOPHONES.

Pic"olo in Db.

Oboes.

Clarinets
inEb.

Clarinets
in Bb I.

Clarinets
in Bb II.

Alto Clarinets

Bass Clarinets
inBb.

Sazophone
Alto £b.

Sazophone
Tenor Bb.

Saxophone
Barytone Eb.

Bassoon
1 and 2

.

=Si
}=P= ^SJ^^^^I^gEfgSg^i^E^-^&^ElE^

-^-

iB^E P=^^ ^m -^

^^^^^^ m̂̂ ^^

$
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(f) PRACTICAL DIRECTIONS RELATIVE TO ARRANGEMENTS FOR AMERICAN BANDS.

In consequence of the uncertain and optional

instrumentation of American Military Bands and

particularly smaller band organizations, the

knowledge of how to arrange correctly and

effectively for small and oft-times unusual com-

binations is one of the most necessary accom-

pKshments of every practical leader or band

teacher. Circumstances will often force the

substitution of instruments which were never in-

tended to fill such vacancies, and in order to use

them to best advantage the leader must know

exactly how to write for them. Especially is

this accomplishment necessary in smaller cities

where players are limited both as to choice of

instruments and accomplishments.

We will now illustrate a number of band

arrangements for what might be termed as typi-

cal American combinations of from eight to twenty-

four instruments, and have chosen the following

sixteen bars of Theo. M. Tobani's famous com-

position " Hearts and Flowers," specially

arranged by the composer for this purpose.

Moderato.

HEARTS AND FLOWERS.
A New Flower Song. Theo. Moses Tobani, Op. 245.

Piano Score
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The first illustration arranged for a combina-

tion of eight instruments (E fiat Clarinet, B flat

Clarinet, ist B flat Cornet, 2nd B flat Cornet,

I St and 2nd E flat Alto, Baritone and Tuba)

would be practically carried out in the following

fashion :

Bb Clarinet.

1st Bb Cornet.

aflBb Cornet.

ist Eb Alto.

ad Eb Alto.

Baritone.

Tuba.

P^
Moderate. = - -^ -(=- -s-

^^^'

m giS3gi=
-1 IJT

tJ p ~=C^ mf p
"^

^# E#*

«T p ~=:ZZ^ mf p

g^iB^^;#i^^^^^j^jj^^^3^r^t^^j^ar^^
mf p P csfiress.

p '* - :3:

ttbJqttr?1=f*^ife^

g
i^^jE^ Ẑ^^^^i^J^EEEEg ^^EEfe^tE ^EEJE^^^EJEJiEgE^^j^
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A twelve-part arrangement of this melody con-

sisting of the above-named instruments, together

with a Piccolo, 2nd B flat Clarinet, 3d B flat

Cornet, and 3d E flat Alto, would present itself

as follows ;
—

Alodcraio.

Piccolo.

Eb Clarinet.

1st Bb
Clarinet. '\

2a Bb
Clarinet. \

1st Bb Comet.

2a Bb Cornet.

3a Bb Comet. \

1st Eb Alto. /

2a Eb Alto.

3a Eb Alto.

Baritone.

Tuba.

^^^Xĵ L^^̂ ^tr^^!^:i^̂ ^^^^^E$E^E^EEE:

mf p

^^^^SS^^^S^^

^^ar^4ji^lilp=i ^Er^^^g^F==
i> espress.

i^i^*i^
— mf

^m =^=
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ii^.:p^^
*i^

asgj^Eilp^

^i^^^i^sfe
=V

»?/

-^ -'^:Jf''-^

3^^ mf

.1=^i-

^^^p^-teEEE^SE^^
mf

^m^^m^^^mE^is^-=^=

- TW/"

-==^3^ ^
mf

Tff/
t=czei=3t:
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The original eight instruments, augmented by
a Piccolo, 2nd and 3d B flat Clarinets, 3d B flat

Comet, 3d E flat Alto, ist Trombbne (or ist B

flat Tenor), 2d Trombone (or 2nd B flat Tenor)
and 3d Trombone (or B flat Bass) now lead us

to the following Sixteen-part arrangement :—

Moderato,

Piccolo.

Eb Clarinet.

1st Bb Clailnet.

2d Bb Clarinet.

3d Bb Clarinet.

1st Bl? Cornet.

2d Bl> Cornet. / /tyg-

—

'

3d Bb Comet. V

1st Eb Alto.

2d Eb Alto.

3d Eb Alto.

Baritone.

1st Trombone /

or 1st Bb Tenor. /

2d Trombone /
or 2a Bb Tenor

3d Trombone
or Bb Bass.

Tuba.

—mf

g^c^r=^=J=ife^=^i:;j=J=gEEfe^iEP^f'iE-J:E3E^
-i==^^»=

"^EtEEE^
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^^^pi^^iiia^its^
^iSfef£^^S^EE^
^=?==tt=t=B=

'^
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^^^^

P ^^^ii^3EE3^ *^EE3:

f i^^g
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Taking up the eight original instruments once

more, and adding a Piccolo, Oboe, 2nd and 3d B
flat Clarinet, Bassoon, E flat Cornet, 3d B flat

Cornet, 3d E flat Alto, ist Trombone (or ist B

flat Tenor), 2nd Trombone (or 2nd B flat Tenor,)

3d Trombone (or B flat Bass), and an extra

Bass, we arrive at the following Twenty-part

arrangement :
—

=£-
Piccolo.

Oboe.

Eb Clarinet.

1st Bb
Clarinet.

2a Bb
Clarinet.

3d Bb
Clarinet.

Bassoon.

Eb Cornet.

1st Bb Comet.

2d Bb Cornet.

3d Bb Cornet.

1st Eb Alto.

2d Eb Alto.

3a Eb Alto.

Baritone.

1st Trombone
or 1st Bb
Tenor.

2d Trombone
or 2d Bb
Tenor.

3d Trombone
or Bb Bass.

Basses.

I

Ti t estress. b—J^T __;;—- ^f t^^S^ jS'-^'S*"^ ^i=

t^r I r^ \v^, , '*T ~~^ rl—! I t*~rl I K̂
ij*-

EE?

p espress. mf jS-

_^p .—,—4.

^^f^EeE
p espress. mf

^>=pr-
'-i^mf-.

gg^gj^ m.^^fe mp

¥8=H-UjJ
g3ap^Jil3|4iBffia:3tg4TFFJ=T3|t^

mf p

%) p -=1:^ vtf p ' p ^ ^5-
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^=i -^^ « EJ=*^^IIgtJ^t5»t=^l

For our final illustration the original eight in-

struments are again employed, this time with

the addition of Piccolo, Oboe, 2nd and 3d B flat

Clarinet, Bassoon, Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and

Baritone Saxophone, E flat Cornet, 3d B flat

Cornet, 3d E flat Alto, 1st Trombone (or 1st B
flat Tenor), 2nd Trombone (or 2nd B flat Tenor),

3d Trombone (or B flat Bass), and extra Bass,

which enables us to present the following

arrangement for twenty-four instruments :
—
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Moderato.

:Ei7 Clarinet. /

1st Bb
Clarinet.

2dBb
Clarinet.

SdBl)
'Clarinet.

Soprano
Saxophone.

Alto
Saxophone.

Tenor
Saxophone.

Baritone
Saxophone

.

Eb Cornet.

2d Bb: Cornet.

34 Bfr Comet.

1st Eb Alto.

2d Eb Alto.

3d Eb Alto.

Baritone.

;lst Trombone
or 1st Bb
Tenor.

2d Trombone
or 2d Bb
Tenor.

.3d Trombone
or Bb Bass,

Basses.

\

wt^^'^^^^^E^^m^m^^mEi3̂ ^^^̂ ^^=^̂ ^
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THE HUMAN VOICE.

We distinguish i) Purely Instrumental Music

and 2) Instrumental and Vocal Music.

The former embraces the Concertos and the

entire category of chamber-music, symphonies,

etc. ; the latter embraces the Cantatas, Masses,

Oratorios, Operas, etc.

CHILDREN'S VOICES.

I.) Girls' Voices. They are divided into

Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano, and Alto voices.

2) Boys' Voices. Exact division as the

above.

The compass of these voices is as follows :
—

Soprano.

-(. _^)_.

Mezzo-Soprano.i (#s=?=|5=)

(i=3i|i;a

(^ -"5:)-=

Girls' voices possess a much softer quality

than those of Boys, but are somewhat timid as

compared with the latter, the tonal-character of

which is a very strong and sometimes a very

peculiar one, especially with boys possessing a

cultivated voice. In former times Boys' voices

were in great favor and demand, especially in

church choirs and private musical organizations.

Boys' voices are sometimes employed to excel-

lent advantage in operatic writing, as for in-

stance in Meyerbeer's " Prophet " and G. Bizet's

" Carmen." In his last opera, " Parsifal," R.

Wagner has assigned a most beautiful and effec-

tive part to Boys' voices.

Three and four-part choruses are usually

written for these voices, particularly intended for

use in schools. Under no condition must the

ordinary tonal-compass of these voices be ex-

ceeded, as the higher notes are generally pro-

duced more through screaming than real sing-

ing, and the lower notes as a rule are nearly in-

audible. It is therefore very necessary that the

voices be distributed carefully and evenly, and

to arrange the harmonic chord-intervals in such

a well-balanced manner as to obtain a most har-

monious and well-rounded ensemble. In order

to bring this about, it is advisable to place all

intervals as close to each other as possible, as

shown in the following example :
—

fe i^
J. Haydn.

fFF^^f^*^ n g3=4: T^f=fr—rt
Die Himmel er - z h-lendie Eh reGot-tes

iEE^E t. ^x-^-i ^-iL ^
r r r

The following examples: •

(a.)

I

U -I ^--

-\ I

(b.)

I

I r
I f

'

(c.)

±^z
-M- -^^Mi

etc.

5=g 3f^ 1

—

^e> ©-
-?F

f r T ^

are not very appropriate for children's voices,

as the intervals are placed at too great a dis-

tance from each other.

On the other hand, the following song pre-

sents a fine example of how to write most effec-

tively for these voices :
—
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THE NEIGHBOR'S REQUEST.
(C. AnshUtz.)

Commodo. Separate Voices.
Carl Attenhofer, Op. 17.

1

land 2 Voice.

ist ja
r I 1 r^r _

ster und scheint nicht ein Stern. Mein Schaf - chen ver - lor heut' im
' 9

Such writers as Reinecke, Attenhofer, Reiss-

land, etc., have written large quantities of sim-

ple, easy, and melodious songs for solo chil-

dren's voices with piano accompaniment, which

every student should take up for careful study.

WOMEN'S VOICES.

These voices offer much greater tonal wealth

than the above-mentioned, possess greater tonal

volume and range, besides greater elasticity.

Both the very low and extremely high notes

are not frequently employed for chorus-work, as

the former sound too weak and the latter tire

the voices too much, besides possessing a very'

shrill quality of tone.

They are divided into three principal groups :

—

rare.

Tonal-Range. Solo.
, ^ .^. j2.

Soprano.

Mezzo-Soprano

Alto.

«J -«-•

-(-- ^ ^-)

i
Solo.

~tS—<2-

i
Solo.

P^
It is advisable only to employ the tones of the

middle register of each voice, as much better re-

sults are obtainable therewith. Choral works for

woman's voice are written for two, three, or four

voices, sometimes also for five, as shown in the

following example :
—

High
Soprano.

Mezzo
Soprano.

Soprano.

Alto.

Low Alto.

P
Very legato.

'LIGHT SEI DER ORT DEINER SEELE."

5 Part Female Chorus.

cti - min.
v. "'/. . -

H. VON. Senger, Op. 3.

SgEEE^ES
=^ZZZ=^J

1 I 1

—

»-

Licht

!

Licht I Licht sei der Ort Dei - ner See lel

di - - min. :=—
Kem
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dim.

=•__*_ i
. -rH- d --w^>-
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MEN'S VOICES.

These are divided into three principal

groups :
—

Tonal Range. Solo.

Tenorji
Solo. „

•- (^ =)
Baritonem -m=g^-
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Tenors.

Basses.

Arrangement for Male voices

Jl J JJJ I I J. I MM I. I

sounds. [^ ^s ^1 ^ ^ etc.

etc. ^ l>.
I

I
I

I ij I I 11
I

13§i rr^=^EP=F

^^^^^
-jj. C2_,_^—,=.—,.,,0—-=L

F=t|==F r—r ^^=

Tenors. ^^^n

Hbe

z£J=fs:

:F=F

--I—^- -U- -I l-r-J= =dz
etc.

I I

^w^iT5=*—&—2—g—*—Fii—j—3^^^F:^—g—rj—

3

—*'~*~F^g—;ii~^—E

T
—'r=^—l=^-Tn"^l tj=:^|._t^__|___|___|_^|_^|._|___t_a_

ve ve rum cor pus, na - turn de Ma - ri - a ne!

r T r

—

r f- =F

i
I I rrr

In order to produce a full and well-sounding

tonal-coloring, similar to that of Mozart's own

setting, a different key would have to be chosen,

in which every voice could be employed in its

best register, and consequently be heard to best

advantage. For this purpose I should choose

the key of G major, and write the voice parts

in the same manner as in the last of the above

examples.

Naturally this arrangement will not be nearly

as effective as the original setting. My object

in laying this example before the student has

only been to convince him how highly important

the correct placing of triad-intervals, as well as

a thorough knowledge of the real compass of

the male voices, is.

In order to learn how to write most effectively

for male chorus, it will be of great benefit to

study the choral-works of the following com-

posers : Zollner, Otto, Silcher, Adam, Tschirch,

Liszt, Max Bruch, Faisst, Reinecke, Herbeck,

Brambach, Abt, Palme, Brosig, Mendelssohn,

Schumann, Nageli, Saintis, Monnestier, L. v.

Rille, Gevaert, Limmander, Elwart, Massenet,

Attenhofer, Billeter, Bessozi, O. H. Lange, C.

Santner, Duke Ernst of Koburg, Stainer, Shel-

ley, Buck, Chadwick, etc.

In addition to works for single chorus,

choral-works for double or for three or four

individual choruses may be written, which natu-

rally necessitate a large body of singers. In

his "Lovefeast of the Apostles," for male chorus,

with orchestral accompaniment, R. Wagner

has divided his voices into three choruses with

great skill. One particular section of this

work, where the entire body of voices is em-

ployed unisono, while the orchestra executes

the principal part, is tremendously effective. In

addition to the above, our musical literature is

rich in quantities of lyric works for male chorus,

with orchestra or Military Band accompaniment,

by various composers. From among these I

might advise the "Macedonian Triumphal Song,"

for male chorus and wind instruments, by

Dr. Hermann Zopff, and "Festival Song to

the Artists" by Mendelssohn, for particular

study.

The chorus of male voices as employed in

operatic works must be written for in a clear,

easy, and comprehensive style, as the majority

of chorus singers, especially in smaller cities,

possess neither remarkable voices nor any par-

ticular musical education. The Soldier cho-

ruses from Meyerbeer's " Huguenots," Gounod's

"Faust," as well as the Hunting choruses from

A. Thomas's " Midsummer Night's Dream," and

Weber's " Freischiitz," may be considered as

models in this particular field of writing.

For operatic purposes the solo voices are

divided into various groups, according to their

different tonal registers :
—

i) The Lyric Tenor, who must be in possession

of a light, clear, and flexible voice, which will

enable him to execute coloratura passages if

necessary (part of Wilhelm Meister in Thomas's

" Mignon " ; Duke Almaviva in Rossini's " Barber

of Seville," etc.).

2) The Heroic Tenor, or Tenor of Grand Opera,

possesses a much stronger and more voluminous

voice than the first-mentioned tenor. (Part of

Arnold in Rossini's " William Tell "
;
" Lohen-

grin "
;

" Tannhauser "
; Eleazer in Halffvy's

" The Jewess," etc.).

3) The Second Tenor of Comic Opera (Tenor

Buffo) possesses a somewhat similar-sounding

voice as the first-mentioned tenor. (In ope-

rettas the principal part as a rule is assigned to

the second tenor.) Part of Daniel in Adam's
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opera, "The Swiss House;" Raimbaut in Meyer-
beer's "Robert le Diable," etc.)

4) The Third Tenor takes charge of the sub-

ordinate parts.

5) The First Baritone, flexible voice, pleasing

tonal-color and quality. (Part of Don Juan,

Figaro, Hamlet, King Alphonse in "La Favo-

xita," William Tell, etc.)

6) The Second Baritone takes charge of the sub-

ordinate parts.

7) The First Bass of the Comic Opera, also

named Buffo-Bass, flexible voice, of pleasing

and well-sounding tonal-color and quality. (Part

of Leporello in Mozart's "Don Juan," Bassilio

in Rossini's "Barber of Seville," Casper in

Weber's Freischiitz," etc.)

8) The Second Bass takes charge of the

smaller parts.

9) The Bass of Grand Opera possesses a voice of

great range and tonal-beauty, and imbued with

earnest granduer and dignity. (Part of Marcel in

the " Huguenots," King Henry in " Lohengrin,"

the Cardinal in " The Jewess," Sarastro in the

" Magic Flute," etc.)

The vocal literature for male voices is also

very rich in romances, arias, songs, solo scenes,

duos, trios, etc., by the best authors.

THE MIXED CHORUS

Consists of a combination of male and female

voices. The art of writing for a mixed chorus

requires a much wider or distant placing of the

harmony, as in writing for an individual chorus

of either male or female voices, and consequently

places much greater tonal-wealth within reach of

the writer. We have mixed choruses of four,

six, eight and even more different parts. In

order to show how a mixed chorus without

accompaniment should be written, I add the

following eight-part chorus by F. Mendelssohn-

Bartholdy :
—

Soprano.

II.

Alto.

II.

Tenor.

II.

I.

Bass,

n.

"CHRISTMAS" (SIX PROVERBS).

8 Part Chorus.

Allegro moderato.

Proh - lo cket, ihr Vol ker auf Er den, und prei

F. Mendelssohn. Op. 79.

set Gott

!

Der

î ^ E^=E
und prei Gottl Froh-

^H 1^ -^m- 3^^
und prei set Gott ! Froh -
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P^

Der

Hei - land ist er

Hei - land ist er-schie-nen ist er - schie - nen, den der Herr ver • heis -sen.

schie nen, der Hei- land ist er - schie -nen, den der Herr ver - heis

5^^j=3^^^^g^gE3 tS^

ist er schie nen, der Hei - land ist er- schie- nen, den der Herr

P 3=^
ver - heis

^ -̂
- ^- ^ zsso.

lo cket, ihr Vol - ker auf Er den! Der Hei - land ist er - schie - nen.den der Herr ver - heis - sen.

-i
j- =ri r ^^=^ ->f^=i^

1

-»

W =ger~rzSfcfc T:W==fC=fTfZ^g^'^ ^ -
I i I

Er hat sei - ne Ge - rech - tig - kelt der Welt of - fen ba ret, Hal - le - lu

Hal - le

I ^^ ^=i=t=E=d=-• 0~

Er hat sei ne Ge - rech - tig - keit der Welt of fen - ba ret, Hal- le lu ja!

Er hat sei ne Ge - rech tig -keit der Welt of fen - ba ret, Hal - le lu

Hal-le-
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For operatic purposes the Mixed Chorus
should be treated and written for in as easy and
flowing a manner as possible. The vocal litera-

ture is rich in a tremendous amount of religious,

worldly, lyric, and poetic music for mixed cho-

rus with and without accompaniment by the best

composers, of olden and modern times, which

should be studied most carefully.

In the following a table of all the voices and
their individual range is presented.

TA^LE OF ALL THE VOICES AND THEIR INDIVIDUAL RANGE.

Soprano.

^ Mezzo
•rt

Soprano.
E

Alto.

Tenor.

ff3=^=

^

>

s

Barit.

Bass.

I
weak

register.

p:

Real sound.

middle [

'

regiyter.

strong, brilliant reg.
rare.

r

I
weak
reg.

Hr

reg,

strong clear-5
reg .

ou nd

rill

1 sol o.

bri Hi ant reg

stro ng re
j

:.-^Z2::^-J

st; ro ng

rillia nt

•weak

reg.

rc'g.

l^solo.

driamiati c registe r.
,

: J^ -.^ ^ :€: ^-

we ak 1

sol o.

;eg.l:

.| :we ak |

1 : reg. „ :

ifw ea .k~l

c
reg:.

Isolo.
I

jsolo. |:

:_i

A FEW REMARKS AS TO VOCAL
EFFECTS.

Various modern composers have introduced

what might be termed as a species of vocal in-

strumentation of peculiar and odd effectiveness

into their scores ; the effect is produced by

means of " Humming Voices," which, while a

separate voice performs a solo, execute the parts

of wind or string instruments by imitating sus-

tained or pizzicato notes, as shown in the fol-

lowing example

:

T. Solo.

I. T.

n. T.

I. B.

n. B.

LES PECHEURS.
L. D. RlLLIE.

Andantino
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P
^>=i^t--

etc.

3^
man te, le flot qui se la - men te a nos pieds . . vient mourir

:^E m5 ^^^ £^3=^

des va - peurs . . de ma
1 1

t^ SE *^:^=s =t^
r=T-

l^^^^i^ ^^P^
1e^ ==p= i^^E i^a^^EEiliJi: =3zz?-

i^^^^as =*^ ^: =^i: ^Ei£^ ^±=3i :t3:

Entire parts of choral-works may be executed in this manner as shown below :
—

LES VOIX DU LAC.

(Prize Composition.)

Andante esfiressivo.

H. Kling.

B-^-sdliESI^^^Es
u^ fe^ti s^ŝ ^^^^^

But above all, these effects must not be em-

ployed too often, and especially not in too exag-

gerated a manner, f, i., in attempting to imitate

(as is so often and so foolishly done by modern

French writers) different tonal characteristics,

absolutely foreign to the voices,— the manner of

playing upon orchestral instruments or the

organ, as well as the howling of the winds,

storm, rain, ringing of bells, bellowing of cows,

croaking of frogs, etc. Some French composers

have even gone as far as to arrange the over-

tures of the " Freischijtz," " Magic Flute, " Dame
Blanche," the Andante from Beethoven's " A
Major Symphony," etc., entirely for Humming
Voices ! But employed at the right time for

dramatic or operatic scenes, or where the text

allows of its appropriate use, very fine effects

may be produced with the aid of these humming
voices. Unisono employed with large choral-

forces is always tremendously effective. A
great deal of variety can be brought about in

choral-works, through the introduction of solo

voices in the shape of duets, trios or quartets,

which are suddenly singled out from the mass

of voices, forming a complete body in them-

selves, till all the voices again unite in a grand

and overwhelming tutti. Effective contrasts are

* Jodehi.— A favorite style of singing among the inhabitants of

falsetto tones with those of the chest-register.

achieved through the sudden change horn, piano

to forte and vice versa. Again, for the produc-

tion of " echo-effects," a chorus may be em-

ployed in such a way that half of it will sing

fortissimo, while the other half executes its part

pianissimo, and in this way anticipating the

echo, which will be much more effective if pre-

pared in this manner. The usual transition

from fortissimo to pianissimo will be obviated in

such a way, that while half the chorus, which is

suddenly stopped, the other half quietly keeps

on singing pianissimo. (This effect can also be

employed to excellent advantage in instrumental

music. I have made use of same in my
" Idylle " for orchestra, " An Evening in

Spring.")

A peculiar style of singing designated as

'^Jodeln " * can also be employed to excellent

advantage, especially in such productions in

which a tender, simple, innocent, and senti-

mental character is to be expressed. It serves

principally and is characteristic of Tyrolean

songs. For this style of singing, syllables such

as tra, la, la, ah! ha, ha, etc., on the different

notes may be used, as shown in the following

example

:

the Alps, characterized by a frequent and unprepared alternation of
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Tenors.

Basses.

HUNTER'S CHORUS

Molto vivace.
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In operatic works many situations will de-

mand the transferring of the principal part to the

orchestra, while the singers execute a certain

style of declamation in notes and words. A
most beautiful example of this kind is the Re-

gister Aria of Leporello in Mozart's " Don Juan."

Another kind of declamatory singing is when

the voice constantly murmurs the same identical

note upon one syllable, while the accompani-

ment surrounds and beautifies the monotonous

chant. A fine example of this style of writing is

shown in the following extract from Ambroise

Thomas's opera " Mignon."

Violins I.

Mignon.

Andantino.

EXTRACT FROM "

Act I.

toujours irh doux.

MIGNON."

Ambrotse Thomas.

iiii :3=^= ^s^-
=^

-\r*=^=—

^^^
=l=^^&=:ie=j;:|::fej: =^=iE^EE^^

De-main dis - tu qui sait ou nous se - rons de - main ? L'a - ve

P
^^f£ ?EEj3zmE^ ^^^ rl^ji

=)!*=

1=1^^^^^^ ="^i^
nir est i Dieu! le temps est dans sa main. lis m'ap - pel - lent Mignon, je n'ai pas d'au - tre

P^ =ii«t =«*=:

FSs ^^.E^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^f^^I^^^^^^
nom. Les bois ont re-ver - di, Les fleurs se sent fa - n^ - es ! Per-son -nen'aprissoinde compter mes an-n^ - es.

The Melodrama, first introduced by J. J. Rous-

seau and Benda (the former in " Pygmalion," the

latter in " Medea " and " Ariadne in Naxos)" con-

sists of a declamation combined with dramatic ac-

tion and accompanied throughout by an orchestra.

The music, so to say, illustrates the principal

situations of the drama and accompanies the

declamation of the actor, endeavoring to express

and bring into prominence his innermost feel-

ings and passions. This style of music is also

indicated by the term tone-painting. In theatri-

cal productions, accompanying music never fails

in heightening the effectiveness of dramatic situa-

tions, especially if the music is well-written and

appropriately fitted to the action. In this par-

ticular field the well-known music to " Preciosa"

by Weber may be taken as a model. Melodra-

matic effects have also been introduced and em-

ployed to excellent advantage in modern oper-

atic works ; and as examples it will be sufficient to

mention the Devil's scene from the " Freischiitz,"

a beautiful scene in the " Swiss Family," in

" Robert le Diable " and " Fidelio."

The accompanying parts may be written in

either simple or figurated, that is homophonic,

or polyphonic style, in accordance with the indi-

vidual character or expressiveness of the mate-

rial to-be illustrated musically, and the selection

of the accompanying instruments is also left to

the discretion, taste, feeling, and imagination of

the composer.

In conclusion, a word as to the invisible or-

chestra, which Wagner introduced for the per-

formances of his operas at Bayreuth.

As I have never had the good fortune to wit-

ness any of these performances, I commissioned

a good friend of mine (Mr. A. W.), a highly

educated musician, who has attended the Bay-

reuth performances from the start, to give me
his personal opinion as to the effectiveness of

the invisible orchestra. His ideas relative to

this subject were summed up somewhat in the

following fashion, in a personal communication

of his :
—

" In answer to your question in reference to

the invisible orchestra, I am prepared to say

that the principal advantage derived from this

new arrangement is, that the attention of the

listeners can be concentrated entirely upon the

dramatic developments of the stage. Through

this innovation it is out of the question to have

one's attention attracted by the antics of an ec-

centric conductor or the grimaces of a humor-

ously inclined musician.
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" The audience follows every occurrence upon
the stage with intense interest, especially as in

Bayreuth the house-lights are lowered consid-

erably at tlie beginning of each act, in order

to prevent the inattentive part of the audience

from passing their time in idle conversation or

with the reading of daily papers.

" In regard to tonal-volume I have noticed

that all softer or mysterious parts are greatly en-

hanced by this innovation, but that the strong

parts are robbed of a great deal of the warm
and brilliant coloring to which we ha\e become

accustomed in those theatres where the orches-

tra is visible. I will not omit to add that as re-

gards' perfection of ensemble, the Wagnerian

disposition brings about a most remarkable

blending of all the instrumental forces, caused

no doubt by the regular and systematic arrange-

ment of the different instrumental groups.

" While the string instruments are placed upon

a raised platform close against the wooden en-

closure, which separates them from the first row

of orchestra chairs, the brass instruments are

placed entirely in the background, stretching

far beneath the stage.

" As with all novelties in this direction, time

will have to determine the practical value of the

innovation, and it were reckless for the present,

at least, to prophesy great or unusual success for

the invisible orchestra.

" While the artistic effects obtained therewith

must not be lost sight of, future improvements in

this direction will probably determine its real

worth, and place the orchestras somewhat lower

than is the custom at present, without condemn-

ing the musicians to complete disappearance.

ON OPERATIC POETRY AND
COMPOSITION IN PARTICULAR.

FROM RICHARD WAGNEr'S PROSE WORKS.

£This article was originally published in the Bayreuther

Blatter, for September, 1879.]

Apropos of sundry experiences, it has struck

me how little the audience at opera-performances

was acquainted with the matter of the plot.

High-class operas, like " Don Juan " and

'' Figaro's Hochzeit," come out of it very well

with uncorrupted youthful hearers, especially

of the female sex, protecting them from any

knowledge of the frivolities in the text,— a thing

which guardians and teachers may probably have

counted on when they expressly commended

those works to their pupils as a model of pure

taste. That the happenings in " Robert the

Devil " and the " Huguenots " were intelligible

to none but the inmost circle of initiates, had

much in its favor; but that the " Freischiitz,"

too, should remain in shadow, as I lately discov-

ered, amazed me till a little thought convinced

me that, although I had conducted this opera

any number of times in the orchestra, I myself

was still quite hazy as to many a passage in the

text. Some laid the blame on our singers' in-

distinctness of delivery. When I objected that

in dialogic operas such as "Freischiitz," " Zau-

berflote " (Magic Flute), aye, and our German

translations of " Don Juan " and " Figaro,"

everything that explains the action is simply

spoken, I was reminded that the singers of

our day speak indistinctly, too, and also that,

for this very reason perhaps, the dialogue is

abridged to unintelligibleness. Nay, that here

one passed from bad to worse ;
for with operas

" composed throughout " one at least could ar-

rive at sufficient understanding of the scenic

action by assistance of the text-book, whereas in

" aria-books " of dialogic operas such an aid was

not forthcoming. I have remarked that for

most part the German audience learns noth-

ing at all of what the poet really meant with his

libretto ; often enough, not even the composer

appears to know. With the French it is other-

wise ; there the first question is as to the

'^ piece" \ the play must be entertaining in and

for itself save, perhaps, with the lofty genre of

"Grand Opera," where Ballet has to provide

the fun. The texts of Italian operas, on the

other hand, are fairly trivial as a rule, the vir-

tuoso-doings of the singer appearing to be the

main concern
;
yet the Italian singer cannot rise

to the level of his task without a remarkably

drastic enunciation, quite indispensable to his

vocal phrasing; and we do the Italian operatic

genre a great injustice when we slur the text of

arias in our German reproduction. Mechanical

as is the Italian type of operatic composition, I

still have found that it all will have a better effect

when the text is understood than when it isn't,

since a knowledge of the situation and exact

emotion will advantageously ward off the effect

of monotony in the musical expression. Only

with Rossini's " Semiramide " was even this
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acquaintance of no help to me ; Reissiger's

" Dido abandoiiata," which earned its composer

the favor of a Saxon monarch, I do not know—
any more than F. Killer's " Romilda."

According to the above observations, one

might simply attribute the German public's love

of opera-performances to its pleasure in hearing

the separate " numbers " as purely melodic enti-

ties per se. Now, the Italians long ago attained

great skill in manufacturing such pieces, so that

it was very late before the German composer

dared to vie with them. When Mozart had to

compose the " Magic Flute," he was worried by

a doubt if he would do it right, as he " had

composed no magic operas before." With what

aplomb, on the contrary, he treated " le Nozze di

Figaro "
: on the set foundation of Italian opera

buffa he reared a building of such perfect sym-

metry that he well might decline to sacrifice a

single note to his cut-demanding Kaiser. What
the Italian threw in as banal links and interludes

between the " numbers " proper, Mozart here

drastically employed to animate the situation, in

striking harmony with just this exceptionally

finished comedy-text that lay before him. As

in the Symphony of Beethoven the very pause

grows eloquent, so here the noisy half-closes and

cadences which might well have held aloof from

the Mozartian Symphony give quite an irreplace-

able life to the scenic action, where craft and

presence of mind fight— lovelessly 1—with pas-

sion and brutality. Here the dialogue becomes

all music, whilst the music converses ; a thing

that certainly was only possible through the

master's developing the orchestra to such a pitch

as never before, and perhaps to this day, had

been dreamt of. On the other hand, the earlier

isolated pieces became thereby fused into what

appeared so complete a work of music that the

admirable comedy in which it stood might finally

be altogether overlooked, and nothing heard but

music. So it seemed to our musicians ; and

Mozart's '' Figaro " was given more carelessly

and indistinctly day by day, till at last we have

dropped to a mode of performing this work itself

that leaves our teacher no scruple about sending

their pupils to the theatre on " Figaro " nights.

We will not discuss again to-day the effect of

these instances of public vandalism on the Ger-

man's sensibility to the genuine and correct

;

but it cannot be unimportant to note their mis-

leading influence in the drafts and finished

products of our operatic poets and composers.

Forsaking all their native field, they first must

seek an entrance to the ready-made Italian

Opera ; which could only lead to the nearest

possible imitation of the Italian " cabaletta,"

with the abandonment of every broader mode

of musical conception. Upon due " rhyme and

reason " of the whole no weight was to be laid.

Had it done any harm to the " Magic Flute,"

composed for a German text and spoken with

German dialogue, that the villain was suddenly

changed to a hero, the originally good woman
to a bad one, making utter nonsense of what

had happened in the first act ? Only it fell hard

to the German genius to master the Italian

"cabaletta." Even Weber in his earliest youth

still tried in vain to make something of the

" coloratura " aria, and it needed the heart-

stirring years of the War of Liberation to set

the singer of Korner's lays on his own feet.

What we Germans received with the " Frei-

schiitz " has fallen to few nations' lot.

Yet we are not about to trace the historic evo-

lution of German Opera,— which I have already

discussed at length elsewhere,— but rather to

explain the peculiar difficulty of that evolution

by this opera's fundamental faults. The chief

of these I find in the criminal vagueness that has

disfigured all our opera-performances from the

beginning to this day, as I stated from personal

experience in my prefatory words, and whose

cause— the librettist's and composer's involun-

tarily accustomed standard for the degree of

plainness needful to an operatic story— has

been touched on in the previous paragraphs.

The so-called " Tragedie lyrique" which reached

the German from abroad, remained indifferent

and unintelligible to him so long as the "Aria"

did not take his fancy by its marked melodic

structure. This Aria form of melody passed

over into German Opera as the sole aim and

end of the composer, and necessarily also of the

poet. The latter felt that he might take his ease

in the text for an aria, as the composer had his

own musical scheme of extension, interchange,

and repetition of themes, and needed an entirely

free hand with the words, which he would re-

peat at pleasure, either as a whole or in part.

Long lines could only hamper the composer,

whilst a strophe of about four lines was ample

measure for one section of an aria. The verbal

repetitions necessary to fill out the melody, con-

ceived quite apart from the verse, even gave the

composer opportunity for -pleasant variations of
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the so-called " declamation," through a shifting

of accents. In Winter's " Opferfest " we find

this rule observed throughout ; there the " Inka,"

for instance, sings one after the other ;
—

" Mein Leben hab' ich ihm zu danken—
Mein Leben hab 'ich ihm zu danken "

;

and repeats a question in the form of answer :
—

"Muss nicht der Mensch auch menschlich sein? —
Der Mensch muss menschlich sein."

Marschner once had the grave misfortune, in

his " Adolf von Nassau," to triplicate the part

of speech, " hat sie " (has she), in a particularly

incisive rhythmic aspect :
—

^̂i ^- £ r-%dt ^r letc.

„hat sie. hat sie hat sie"

Even Weber could not avoid the temptation

to vary the accent ; his " Euryanthe " sings

:

"Was is mein Leben gegen diesen Augenblick,"

and repeats it as, " Was ist mein Leben gegen

diesen Augenblick "
1 This sort of thing leads

the hearer away from any serious following of

the words, without affording adequate compen-

sation in the purely musical phrase itself ; for in

most cases it is a mere question of musico-

rhetorical flourishes, such as show out the

naivest in Rossini's eternal " Felicita."

It seems, however, that it was not solely a

delight in free command of flourishes that

prompted the composer to his arbitrary deal-

ings with morsels of the text ; no, the whole re-

lation of our imaginary Verse to the truthfulness

of musical Accent placed the composer from the

first in the alternative of either declaiming the

text in strict accordance with the accent of daily

speech and common sense, which would have

resolved the verse with all its rhymes into naked

prose, or, regardless of that accent, completely

subjecting the words to certain dance-schemes,

and giving free rein to melodic invention. The

results of this latter method were far less dis-

turbing, or even destructive, with the Italians

and French, than with ourselves, because their

speaking-accent is incomparably more accom-

modating, and, in particular, not bound to the

root-syllable ; wherefore, also, they do not weigh

the feet in their metres, but simply count them.

Through our bad translations of their texts, how-

ever, we had acquired from them that peculiar

operatic jargon in which we now thought fit, and

even requisite, to declaim our German lines them-

selves. Conscientious composers were certainly

disgusted at last with this frivolous maltreatment

of our tongue ; but it never yet struck them that

even the verse of our first-class poets was no true,

no melody-begetting verse, but a mere elaborate

sham. Weber declared it his duty to faithfully

reproduce the text, yet admitted that, were he

always to do so, he must say good-bye to his

melody. In fact, it was just this upright en-

deavor of Weber's to preserve the set divisions

of the verse-text, and thereby make the thought

intelligible, which, coupled with his adherence

to a melodic pattern for the resulting incongru-

ences, led to that indistinctness whereof I prom-

ised an example from my experience. This

occurs in Max's Arioso in the " Freischiitz "

;

" Durch die Walder, durch die Auen." Here
the poet had committed the egregious blunder

of furnishing the composer with the following

verse :

—

" Abends bracht' ich reiche Beute,

Und wie iiber eig'nes Gliick—
Drohend wohl dem Mbrder— freute

Sich Agathe's Liebesblick."

Now, Weber really takes the trouble to phrase

these lines in strict accordance with their sense

and sequence ; he therefore makes a break after

the parenthesis, " drohend wohl dem Morder,"

and begins with the closing line with "freute "
;

but as that makes the line much longer, he feels

obliged to employ the verb— so important for

a connection with the second line— as a pre-

liminary " Arsis " {Auftaki) ; whereas the pro-

noun " sich" merely introduced to supplement

the verb, receives the stronger accent of the fol-

lowing beat. This certainly has resulted in an

entrancing strain of melody :
—

iEfce ^^^s=t=*
atiat^-i

„Abends bracht ich rei-che Beu-te und wie

-#17^1-1-^J—r^^r—j*^-^-^^-
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Not only is the poet's verse as such, however,

revealed as an absurdity, but, for all the distinct-

ness of its musical phrasing, the sense has be-

come so hard of understanding that, accustomed

to merely hear it sung, it was only after this

unintelligibleness had one day struck me that I

discovered the true connection of ideas. A simi-

lar difhculty arises in further course of the same

aria through the favorite poetic trick of disasso-

ciating words for sake of rhyme ; and here the

composer unfortunately makes things worse by

repeating the parenthesis :
—

" Wenn sich rauschend Blatter regen,

Wahnt sie wohl, es sei mein Fuss,

Hiipft vor Freuden, winkt entgegen—
Nur dem Laub— nur dem Laub— den Liebesgruss."

Moreover ^^ Fuss" and "Liebesgruss'' are

liere intended to rhyme. The first time Weber
accentuates thus :

Now take Beethoven, the Truthful :
-

-!*—•—-==

^^"-&
„Lie bes-gruss",

the second time thus :

ii
„Lie - bes-gruss"

where the wrongful accent gives the rhyme,

but the right discloses that these words do not

rhyme. And so we have a flagrant instance of

the
,
utter folly of our whole literary scheme of

Verse, which well-nigh always rests on end-

rhymed lines, though it is only in the finest

verses of our greatest and best-reputed poets

that the rhyme, through being genuine, has a

determinant effect. Nor has this genuineness

or spuriousness much troubled our German
composers heretofore ; rhyme to them was

rhyme, and they paired off their last syllables in

true street-minstrel fashion. A striking exam-

ple is offered by Naumann's melody, so popular

at one time, to Schiller's " Ode to Joy "
:
—

*

„Freu-de, scho - ner Got - ter - fun - ken,

Wir be - tre ten feu - er trun - ken,

rffct
S=f5

:B=^e;
i

Toch - ter aus E ]y - si um,

Himm-li sche, dein Hei - lig - turn.'

=t= EE3E
„Freu - de scho -ner Got - ter - fun - ken,

Wir be - tre - ten feu - er - trun - ken.

E ee
Toch - ter aus E ly si um,

Himm-li -sche, dein Hei lig - tum."

For sake of the imaginary rhyme, Naumann
put the verse's accents all away ; Beethoven

gave the proper accent, and, doing so, revealed

the fact that in German compound words it falls

on the first component, so that the last sec-

tion, being the weaker accent, cannot be used

for rhyme ; if the poet does not hold to this, the

rhyme is only present to the eye, a literature-

rhyme ; to the ear, and thus to both the feeling

and a vital understanding, it vanishes away.

And what a bother this wretched rhyme creates

in all musical composition to verbal texts ; twist-

ing and disfiguring the phrases into utter gib-

berish, to be not so much as noticed in the end

!

In Kaspar's great aria I lately searched for a

prior rhyme to correspond with the last line,

" Triumph, die Rache gelingt" as I had never

heard it in the singing, and therefore thought

that Weber must have added this clause on his

own authority ; however I succeeded in finding

" im Dimkel beschwingt," which, hastily strewn

between " umgeht ikn, ihr Geister" and, " schon

tragi er knirschend eure Ketten," without any

musical caesura, had never struck me as a rhyme

before. In truth, what use had the composer

for this rhyme, when he merely wanted words,

eh I Syllables to give the singer his share in a

tempestuous musical phrase that properly be-

longs to the characteristic orchestral accompani-

ment alone ?

I believe this example, which I only hit upon

at random, will afford the easiest introduction to

a further inquiry into the mysteries of operatic

melody. The meagre doggerel verse, often

built of simply empty phrases ; the verse whose

sole affinity to music, its rhyme destroyed the

words' last shred of meaning, and thereby made

its best conceits quite valueless to the musician

—this verse compelled him to take the pattern

and working out of characteristic melodic mo-

tives from a province of music which had hith-

erto developed in the orchestral accompaniment

to a lingua franca of the instruments. Mozart

had raised this symphonic accompaniment to
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such high expressiveness that, wherever consis-

tent with dramatic naturalism, he could let the

singers merely speak to it in musical accents,

without disturbance of the rich melodic woof of

themes or break in the musical flow. And
herewith disappeared that violence towards the

word-text : whatever in it did not call for vocal

melody was understandably intoned.

Yet the incomparable dramatic talent of the

glorious musician alone, accomplished this per-

fectly in so-called opera buffa, not to the same de-

gree in opera scria. Here his followers were

left with a great difficulty. They could see

nothing for it but to keep the utterance of pas-

sion invariably melodious ; since the threadbare

text gave them little help, and willful repetition

of its words had already made them deaf to any

claims of the librettist; they finally set the

prose part of the text itself, with just as many
repetitions as the purpose needed, to melodic-

looking phrases such as Mozart had originally

assigned to his characterizing orchestral accom-

paniment. In this wise they thought to give

their singers always "melody" to sing; and to

keep it in perpetual motion they often buried all

the text, if there was rather too much of it, be-

neath such a mass of scales and runs that neither

song nor text could be discerned. Whoever

wants a fairly striking instance, let him study

the Templar's great air in " Marschner's " Tem-

pler und Jiidin," say the allegro furioso from
^'- mich fasst die Wiith," onwards, where the com-

position of the finale verses is specially instruc-

tive, for in one breath, without the smallest

pause, stream forth the words :
—

" Rache nur woU't ich geniessen;

Ihr allein mein Ohr nur leihend

Trennt' ich mich von alien siissen,

Zarten Banden der Natur,

Mich dem Templerorden weihend."

Here the composer halts, for the poet's hav-

ing tacked on a

" Bitt're Reue fand ich nur "

after a full-stop, just to make a rhyme for

" Natur," seemed really too bad ; only after two

bars of interlude does Marschner allow this

strange addendum to appear, of course in

breathless roulades as before.

Thus the composer believed he had " melo-

dised " everything, even the wickedest. Nor

was it better with the elegiac-tender, whereof

the same air of the " Templer " affords us evi'

dence in its Andante (|) ;
" m meines Lebens

Bliithezeit"— the second verse, ^^ eiiisam in das

dunkle Grab" being sung in ballad fashion to the

exact tune of the first, saving for that elegance of

melodic embellishment which has brought this

genre of German vocal music to the verge of the

ridiculous. The composer opined that the

singer would always like " something to sing ;

"

the great bravura fireworks of the Italians did

not go off quite briskly with the German ; on
,

" Rache " (revenge) at most did one feel incum-

bent to risk a run up and a run down. In the

" Cantabile," on the contrary, one found those

minor prettinesses, particularly the " Mordente ''

and its derivative grace-notes, which would

show one had one's taste as well. Spohr

brought the agrements of his violin-solos into

his singers' airs, and if the melody, apparently

composed of these extras, turned out a nothing-

saying weariness, at the same time it strangled

the verse that had been making signs of having

something to say. With Marschnner— beside

the manifest traits of genius that occur so fre-

quently (in that great Templar-air for instance),

and now and then ascend to positive sublimity

(for instance in the chorusses introducing the

second finale of the same opera)— we meet at*

almost preponderant mawkishness and an often

astounding incorrectness, mostly due to the

unfortunate delusion that things must always

go melodiously," i. e., must everywhere be

" tuney." My departed colleague Reissiger com-

plained to me of the failure of his " Schiffbruch

der Medusa," in which, as I myself must admit,

there was "so much melody,"— which, at the

same time, I had to take as a bitter allusion to

the success of my own operas, in which you

know there was " so little melody."

This wondrous wealth-of-melody which emp-

tied its horn of plenty on the just and unjust,

made good its squandered riches by an— alas !

not always skillful— annexation of all the mu-

sical gew-gaws current in the world, mostly

filched from French or Italian operas and hud-

dled up pell-mell. Against Rossini there was

many an outcry. Yet it was merely his origi-

nality that vexed us ; for as soon as Spohr's vio-

lin-solo was exhausted for the trimming of the

" Cantabile," Rossini's march-and-ballet rhythms

and melismi flocked into the freshening allegro

almost of themselves ; nothing again but yards

of " melody." The overture to the " Felsen-

miihle " still lives at our garden-concerts and
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change-of-guards, though we hear no more the

march from " Mos^ ;
" in this case German

patriotism, to the shade of Reissiger's great sat-

isfaction, would seem to have gained the victory.

Yet it was not solely those ineffective impor-

tations of Italian and French melismic and

rhythmic nicknacks that feathered German

operatic melody, but the sublime and hearty

further taxed the four-part male chorus so pas-

sionately practiced since the last half-century.

Spontini attended a performance of Mendels-

sohn's " Antigone " in Dresden, against his will

;

he soon left it in contemptuous dudgeon. "C'est

de la Berliner Liedertafel 1" 'Tis a sad tale the

incursion of that miserably thin and monotonous

beer-chant, even when raised to the rank of a

Rhine-wine song, with which the Berlin com-

poser of the opera, " die Nibelungen," himself

could not dispense. It was the genius of Weber
that led the opera into noble pathways of the

National by introducing the German men's-

chorus, to which he had given so splendid an

impetus by his songs of the War of Freedom.

Its uncommon success moved the master to lend

its character to the chorus that takes a dramatic

part in the action ; in his " Euryanthe " the dia-

logue of the principal characters is repeatedly

arrested by the chorus, which unfortunately sings

entirely in the strain of the four-part glee by

itself, unrelieved by any characteristic movement
in the orchestra, almost as if these passages were

intended to be cut out as they stand for the

Liedertafel books. What here was most surely

meant nobly, perhaps in opposition to the stereo-

typed employment of the Italian chorus to merely

accompany the aria or ballet, led Weber's succes-

sors into that eternal nothing-saying " melodic "

chorusing which, together with the aforesaid

aria-tuning, makes out the entire substance of

a German opera. Whole breadths are covered

by this " melodic " general-muster, without a

single striking moment to tell us the cause of

the unbroken drench of melody. For an exam-

ple I return to the operas of that else so highly

talented Marschner, and point to his so-called

Ensembles, such as the Andante con moto (|) in

the second finale of his Templer, " lasst den

Schleier mir, ich bitte " ; as also (for a model)

the introduction to the first act of the same

work, with special reference to the first strophe

of the male chorus, " Wir lagern dort im stillen

Wald, der Zug muss hier vorbei, er ist nicht fern,

er nahet bald und glaubt die Strasse frei,'' sung

to a hunting-tune ; and in further progress of the

piece, the extraordinary melodizing of the strict-

est dialogue by aid of unimaginable repetitions.

Here dramatic melodists may learn how long a

fair number of men can indulge in an " aside "

on the stage ; naturally it can only be done

through their standing in rows with their backs

to the forest, and facing the audience— which

in its turn pays no heed to a man of them,

but patiently waits for the end of the general

" melody."

To the intelligent spectator the spoken dia-

logue in such an opera often comes as a positive

relief. On the other hand, this very dialogue

betrayed composers into the belief that the

musical numbers imbedded in the prose must

always be of a lyric kind ; an assumption quite

justified in the " Singspiel " proper, for there one

only wanted vocal " Intermezzi," while the piece

itself was recited in intelligible prose, just as in

Comedy. Here, however, it was " Opera "
; the

vocal pieces lengthened out, arias changed places

with concerted " Ensemble " numbers, and at last

the "Finale," with all the text, was put at the

musician's disposal. And the separate " num-

bers " must all be telling in themselves ; their

" melody " must never flag, and the closing

phrase must be rousing, clamorous for applause.

Already the music-dealer had been taken in eye
;

the more effective or merely pleasing single

pieces that one could extract, the more valuable

the work to the trade. Even the pianoforte-

score must begin with a table of contents cata-

loguing the numbers under the rubric of "Aria,"

" Duet," " Trio," " Drinking-song," and so on

throughout the whole length of the opera. This

continued when " Recitative " already had ousted

the dialogue, and the whole had been given a

certain show of musical cohesion. To be sure,

these recitatives weren't much to speak of, and

contributed no little to the ennui of the opera-

genre ; while Nadori in Spohr's " Jessonda," for

instance, delivered himself of the recitative,

"Still lag ich an des Seees Fluthen,"—

E^E
t.

EEi

itti

und las im Ve -da"

one simply was all impatience for re-entry of

the full orchestra with definite tempo and a set

"melody," let it be put together ("composed") as

it might. At the end of these redeeming num-

bers one must be able to applaud, or things looked
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black and the number would have to be omitted

in time. In the '' Finale," however, quite a little

tempest of delirium must be caused ; a kind of

musical orgy was needed, to bring the act to a

satisfying close ; so " Ensemble " was sung ; every

man for himself, all for the audience ; and a jubi-

lant burst of melody with a soaring final cadence,

appropriate or not, must waft the whole into

due ecstasy. If this also fell flat, the thing had

failed, and the opera was withdrawn.

Coupling the above considerations with the

utterly chaotic vocalizing of most of our singers,

— their want of finish aggravated by the want

of style in such tasks,— we must candidly ad-

mit that German Opera indeed is bungler's work.

We must confess it even in comparison with

French and Italian Opera ; but how much more

when we apply the requirements that should

necessarily be met by a drama on the one hand,

an independent piece of music on the other, to

this pseudo-art work kept in hopeless incorrect-

ness I In this Opera, taken strictly, everything

is absurd, up to what a god-given musician offers

up therein as original melodist. For definitely

so-called " German Opera " such a one was

Weber, who sent to us his most enkindling rays

of genius through this opera-mist, which Beetho-

ven shook off in anger when he scored his diary

with, " No more operas and such like, but my

way ! " And who shall dispute our verdict on

the genre itself, when he recalls the fact that

Weber's finest, richest, and most masterly music

is as good as lost to us because belonging to the

opera " Euryanthe " ? Where shall we find this

work performed to-day, when even sovereign

heads are more easily inclined to the " Clemenza

di Tito" or " Olympia "— if something heavy

must really be dug up for their wedding or jubi-

lee festivities — than to this "Euryanthe," in

which, spite all its name for tedium, each single

number is worth more than all the Opera seria

of Italy, France, and Judea ? Such preferences,

beyond a doubt, are not to be simply set down

to the somnolent discrimination of the Prussian

Operatic College of Directors ; but, as everything

there is governed by a certain dull but stiff-

necked academic instinct, from such a choice

we may gather that beside those works of unde-

niably firm-set style, though very cramped and

hollow genus, the best of " German operas "

must needs look incomplete, and therefore un-

presentable at court. Certainly all the sins of

the opera-genre come out most strongly in this

work, yet solely because its composer was in

mortal earnest this time, but still could do no

more than try to cover up the failings, nay, ab-

surdities, of the genre by a supreme exertion of

his purely musical productiveness. To revive

my old figure of speech, that in the marriage to

beget the grand United Art-work the poet's work

is the masculine principle, and music the femi-

nine, I might compare the outcome of the pene-

tration of the " Euryanthe " text by Weber's

genius with the fruit of the union of a " Tschaii-

dala ' with a " Brahminess "
; for according to

Hindu belief and experience a Brahmin might

beget from a Tschandala woman a quite goodly

child, though not one fitted for the rank of

Brahmin, whereas the offspring of a Tschandala

male from the superbly truth-bearing womb of

a Brahmin female revealed the outcast type in

plainest, and consequently in most revolting,

imprint. Moreover, in the conception of this

unlucky " Euryanthe " you must remember the

poet-father was a lady, the music in the full-

est sense a man ! When Goethe thought that

Rossini could have written quite passable music

for his " Helena," it was the Brahmin casting

his eye on a buxom Tschandala maiden ; only

in this case it is scarcely to be supposed that the

Tschandala girl would have stood the test.

In the first part of my larger treatise on
" Opera and Drama," I long ago tried to ex-

pound the mournful, nay, heart-rending, lessons

to be drawn from Weber's work last named ; in

particular I endeavored to show that even the

most richly-gifted melodist was in no position to

turn a collection of verseless German verses for

a poetic-posing operatic text into a sterling art-

work. And Weber, beyond being one of the

most pre-eminent of melodists, was a bright-

witted man with a keen eye for all trash and

humbug. With the young musicians who came

after, he soon fell into a certain disesteem. God
knows what mysteries of Bach, Handel, and so

forth, they concocted as the very newest recipes,

but none of them ventured to face the problem

which Weber seemed to have left unsolved ; or

if any did, he gave it up after a brief but labored

attempt. Only Kapellmeisters went gayly on

composing " operas." In their installation-con-

tracts it was written that they must enrich the

Court opera conducted by them with a new

product of their fancy every year. My operas

" Rienzi," " Der Fliegende Hollander," " Tann-

hauser," and " Lohengrin " are given gratis at
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the Dresden Court theater to this day, because

they are reckoned to me as KapeOmeister operas

from the period of my life-appointment there ; I

therefore have to pay a curious penalty for these

operas having fared better than those of my col-

leagues. Happily, this calamity affects myself

alone ; I know of no other Dresden opera-com-

poser whose works have survived his Kapell-

meistership, except my great predecessor, Weber
;

but from him they asked no opera expressly

written for the Court theater, as in his time

Italian Opera alone was deemed compatible with

human dignity. His three famous operas Weber

wrote for theaters elsewhere.

Apart from this nice enrichment of the Royal

Saxon Court theater's repertoire by my modest,

but now over thirty-years' enduring work, not

one of the afterbirths of Weberian Opera has

had any real subsistence at the other Court

theaters either. Incomparably the most signifi-

cant of them, were the first operas of Marschner
;

for some time their author was kept erect by the

great unconcern with which, untroubled by the

problem of Opera itself, he let his melodic talent

and a certain idiomatic trick of maintaining his

music, not always very new, in constant, active

flow, work out their own salvation. But the

contagion of the new French Opera caught him

as well, and soon he lost himself past rescue in the

shallows of the poorly-schooled and not-highly-

gifted. In face of Meyerbeer's successes one

and all stood" still and timid, were it only for

good manners ; not until recent times did one

dare to follow up the creations of his style with

Old Testament abortions.* German Opera,

however, was on its deathbed till it happened

at last that the still opposed, but less and less

disputed, successors of my own works seemed to

have set pretty well the whole German composer-

world in alarm and eager competition.

Long years ago I noticed symptoms of this

movement. My successes at the Dresden

Court-theater even then drew F. Hiller, and

later R. Schumann also, into my vicinity ; at

first no doubt just to see how it arrived that on

an important German stage the operas of a

thitherto entirely unknown German composer

should lastingly attract the public. That I was

no remarkable musician, both friends believed

they had soon detected, so that my success ap-

peared to be founded in the texts I had penned

for myself. Indeed I also was of opinion that,

as they now were brooding operatic plans they

should first of all procure good poems. For

this they begged my help, but declined it again

when things came to the point— I presume for

fear of shabby tricks that I might play them.

Of my text for " Lohengrin " Schumann re-

marked that it could never be composed as an

opera ; wherein he differed from Upper-Kapell-

meister Taubert of Berlin, who later on, after

my music also had been finished and performed,

declared that he should like to set its text all

over again for himself. When Schumann was

compiling the book of his " Genovefa " no argu-

ment of mine could dissuade him from retaining

the lamentably foolish third act as he had

framed it ; he took offense and certainly ima-

gined that I wished to spoil his very best

effects. For effect he aimed at ; everything

" German, chaste, and pure," but with a piquant

dash of mock unchastity to be harrowingly sup-

plied by the most un-human coarsenesses and

lownesses of the second finale. A few years

ago I heard a most carefully prepared perfor-

mance of this " Genovefa," in Leipzig, and

could but find that the revolting and offensive

scene which ends the third act of Aiiber's " Bal

masque," founded on similar motives, was quite

a dainty bon mot compared with this sickening

brutality of the chaste German effect-composer

and librettist. And— marvelous ! Never have

I heard . a solitary complaint about it.f With

such energy does the German control his inborn

purer feelings when he means to pit one man
— Schumann for instance— against another \

e.g., myself. For my part, I perceived that I

could have been of no earthly use to Schumann.

But this was in the good old times. Since

then the Thirty-years' Zukunftsmusic War broke

out, as to which I cannot quite ascertain whether

it is yet deemed ripe for a Westphalian treaty.

At any rate, there was a fair amount of opera-

composing again in the years of war themselves,

prompted perhaps by the very circumstance that

our theaters were doing less and less business

with the French and Italian wares they used to

live on, whereas a number of German texts from

my dilettantish pen, and actually composed by

my own unaided self, for long had furnished

them with good receipts.

* Goldmark's " Queen of Sheba," for instance.

I Tt is frequently used for performances, by the young ladies and gentlemen of prominent English Academies.
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Unfortunately I have been unable to gain any

closer acquaintance with the creations of the

neo-Gennan Muse. They tell me that the influ-

ence of my " innovations " in the dramatic style

of music may there be remarked. Notoriously

I am credited with a "manner" (or " line "—
" Richtung "

) against which the deceased Ka-

pellmeister Rietz of Dresden was predisposed,

and the departed Musikdirektor Hauptmann of

Leipzig directed his choicest sallies. I fancy

they were not the only ones, but quite a number

of masters of all sorts were, and probably still

are, unfriendly toward this " line." In the

Music-schools and Conservatories it is said to

be sternly tabooed. What " line " may be

taught there is not clear to myself ; all I know

is, that mighty little is learnt ; someone who had

studied composition for six whole years at one

of these establishments gave it up at the end.

It almost seems that the learning of Opera-com-

position must proceed in secret outside the High

Schools, so that he who falls into my " line

"

had best keep a lookout ! But it is less a study

of my works than their success that appears to

have sent many an academically untaught to my
" manner." In what the latter consists, to my-

self is most unclear of all. Perhaps in the re-

cent predilection for medieval subjects ; the

Edda and the rugged North in general have also

been taken in eye as quarries for good texts.

Yet it is not only the choice and character of its

opera-texts that seem to have been of weight to

the by all means " new " line, but several things

besides ; in particular that " composing through-

out," and above all a never-ceasing interference

of the orchestra in the singers' affairs— a mode

with which one was the more liberal, as a good

deal of " manner " had lately arisen in the instru-

mentation, harmony, and modulation of orches-

tral compositions.

I scarcely think that in all these things I

could give much useful instruction; as I luckily

am neither asked for it by anyone, at most I

might give— unbidden— the following little

counsel out of pure good nature.

A German prince with a turn for composing

operas * once asked friend Liszt to procure my

aid in the instrumentation of a new opera by his

Highness ; in particular he wanted the good ef-

fect of the Trombones in " Tannhauser " applied

to his work, in which regard my friend felt

bound to divulge the secret that something al-

* The Late Duke of Coburg.

ways occurred to me before I set it for the trom-

bones. On the whole it would be advisable that

sundry composers adopted this " manner ;
" to

myself, indeed, it is of scanty profit, for I never

can compose at all when nothing " occurs " to.

me
; and perhaps the generality are wiser not to

wait for such " ideas." With regard to the dra-

matic branch, however, I would indicate the

best device for positively forcing such " occur-

rences."

A young musician whom I also once advised

to wait for ideas asked skeptically how he was
ever to know that the idea he might get, under

circumstances, was really his own. This doubt

may arrive to the absolute Instrumental com-

poser ; in fact, our great Symphonists of the
" now-time " might be counseled to turn any

doubt as to the ownership of their stray ideas

into downright certainty, ere others do it for

them. Dramatic composers of my " manner,"

on the other hand, I would recommend to never

think of adopting a text before they see in it a

plot, and characters to carry out their plot that

inspire the musician with a lively interest on

some account or other. Then let him take a

good look at the one character, for instance,

which appeals to him the most the very day

:

bears it a mask— away with it ; wears it the

garment of a stage-tailor's dummy— off with it I

Let him set it in a twilight spot where he can

merely see the gleaming of its eye ; if that

speaks to him the shape itself will now most

likely fall a-moving, which perhaps will even ter-

rify him— but he must put up with that ; at

last its lips will part, it opens its mouth, and a

ghostly voice breathes something quite distinct,

intensely seizable, but so unheard-of (such as

the " Guest of stone," and surely the page

Cherubino, once said to Mozart) that he wakes

from out his dream. All has vanished; but in

the spiritual ear it still rings on : he has had an

"idea " {" Einfair), a so-called musical " Motiv; "

God knows if other men have heard the same,,

or something similar before ? Does it please

Christianity, or displease Christ ? What's that

to him ? It is his motiv, legally delivered to

and settled on him by that marvelous shape in

that wonderful fit of absorption.

But one only gets these inspirations when one

doesn't ply for opera-texts with theater-dummies

;

to invent " new " tunes for such, is uncommonly

hard. We may take it that Mozart has ex-
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hausted all the music for those same dramatic

masquerades. Clever men have praised his texts,

that of " Don Juan," for instance, as the half-

sketched programmes for a stage masque, with

which they say his music corresponds so admir-

ably because it reproduces even the most pas-

sionate of human situations as an always pleas-

antly diverting game. Though this view is

easy of misconstruction, and above all may
wound as derogatory, it was seriously meant,

and involved that widely-accepted verdict of our

aesthetes on Music's true office which it is so

hard to combat till this day. Only I think that

Mozart, while elevating his art— exposed in a

certain and very deep sense to the charge of

frivolity— to an sesthetic principle of Beauty, at

like time completely exhausted it; it was his

own ; whoever thought to follow him merely

bungled and bored.

The stock of " pretty melodies " is out, and

without "new ideas" there cannot be much
originality remaining. Wherefore I advise the

" new-mannered " to keep a keen eye on his

text, his plot, and characters, for inspirations.

But whoso has no time to wait for the results of

such a scrutiny (to many it has so happened

with their " Armin " s and " Konradin " s !), and

finally contents himself with stage-dummies, pro-

cessions, shrieks of vengeance, storms in a tea-

cup, and all the dance of death and devils, at

least I warn him not to employ for the musical

outfit of such mummery those attributes of the

" manner " which have issued from communion
with the true-dream shapes I spoke of above, as

he would only make a muddle of it. For he

who has looked those figures in the face has had

a difficulty in drawing on the store-room of our

masking music to plainly re-compose the motive

they had given him ; frequently there was noth-

ing to be done with the squaring of rhythm and

modulation, since it is somewhat different to say
" It is," from " Let us say," or " He believes

so." Here the straits {Noth) of the Unheard-of

often bring new necessities to light, and the

music may haply weave itself into a style that

might much annoy our Quadrature musicians.

Not that that matters much ; for if he who
makes strange and startling modulations without

that Want is certainly a bungler, so he who does

not recognize the compulsion to modulate forci-

bly in the proper place is a " Senator."

The worst of it is that the " new-mannerist " as-

sumes that those occasional unheard-of-nesses

have now become the common property of all

who have footed the " line," and that if he only

lays them on thick enough his dummies will at

once look like something. But they look very

bad, and I can't blame many an honest soul of

the German Reich for still preferring to hear

masque-music correctly built according to the

lines of Quadrature. If only there were Rossinis

to be had ! I am afraid, however, they have

come to an end.

After all, there won't be much to learn from

my jottings of to-day ; my counsels, in particu-

lar, will prove quite useless. Indeed, under no

conditions would I pretend to teach how men

should make, but merely to guide them to a

knowledge of how the made and the created

should be rightly understood. Even for this a

really lasting intercourse were requisite ; for

only by examples, examples, and again exam-

ples, is anything to be made clear, and eventually

something learnt ; but effectually to set examples

in our domain we need musicians, singers, finally

an orchestra. All these the minions of our Cul-

ture-ministries have at their hand in schools of

the great cities ; how they have contrived that

nothing right will yet come of our music, and

that even at the change-of-guard the pieces

played grow daily worse, must remain a modern

mystery of state. My friends are aware that

two years back I thought it would be useful if I

mixed a little in the thing myself ; what I

wished, however, seemed to be viewed as unde-

sirable. I have been left in peace, for which I

may be thankful in some respects. Only I re-

gret to have to remain so incomplete and

hard of understanding when I feel moved at

times, as with the above, to throw a ray of light

on much that touches our world of music. May
it be adjudged to this evil if the present article

is found more agitating than instructive ; luckily

it is written for neither the Kolnische, the Na-

tional,— nor any other world— Zeitung, and

whatever is amiss in it thus stays among our-

selves.

ON THE APPLICATION OF MUSIC
TO THE DRAMA.

(from RICHARD WAGNER's PROSE WORKS.)

[This article was originally published in the Bayreuther

Blatter, for November, 1879.]

My last article on Opera-writing contained an

allusion to the necessary difference in musical
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style between a dramatic and a purely musical

composition. I now should like to put this plainer,

as it seems to me that one thus might rectify

great misconceptions, both in the judgment of

music and, more particularly, in our composer's

ideas of production. I spoke of " bunglers ''

who needlessly indulge in strange and startling

modulation, and of " senators " who are unable

to perceive the necessity of apparent extrava-

gances in that department. The euphemism
" Senator " was furnished me at a critical mo-

ment by Shakespeare's ''lago," who wished to

avoid the application of an epithet from the ani-

mal world to a person of official status ; * in a

similar predicament of respect towards art-scien-

tific worthies, I will in future employ the more

becoming term " Professor." The weighty ques-

tion here involved, however, had better be dis-

cussed without any reference to " Professors,"

purely among artists and true, i.e., unsalaried,

friends of art. To such alone I therefore pro-

pose to address the following upshot of my
experiences and meditations in the exercise of

my artistic calling.

As Example always teaches best, I at once

adduce a speaking instance from art-history,

namely, that Beethoven shows such daring in

his Symphonies, such caution in his (only) opera,

" Fidelio." The cramping structure then ac-

cepted as the mould of Opera I assigned in

my preceding essay as the reason of the master's

turning a sullen back on further attempts with

the dramatic genre. Why he did not seek to

broaden the whole style of Opera itself into cor-

respondence with his mighty genius, was mani-

festly that he found no instigation in the only

case that lay before him ; that he did not strive

to gain him such a stimulus by hook or crook,

we must explain by the all-unknown New having

already opened up to him as Symphonist. If

we watch him in the fullness of his innovating

force, we can but recognize that he fixed for

once and all the character of independent In-

strumental music by the plastic barriers his

impetuous genius never overstepped. Let us

now endeavor to perceive and understand these

barriers, not as limitations, but conditions of the

Beethoven ian Art-work.

I have called these barriers plastic ; I will

further denote them the pillars through whose

ordering, as symmetrical as to the purpose, the

Symphonic edifice is bounded, borne, and made

* "Othello," Act I, Scene i: Brabantw, " Thou ait a villain."

distinct. In the construction of the Symphonic

movement, already planned by Haydn, Beetho-

ven altered nothing ; and for the same reason

that forbids an architect to displace the columns

of a building at discretion, or to use forsooth the

horizontal parts as vertical. If it was a conven-

tional order, the very nature of the art-work had

dictated that convention ; for the basis of the

Symphonic art-work is the Dance-tune. It is

impossible for me to here repeat what I have

said upon this theme in earlier essays, and, as

I believed, established. Merely I would point

once more to the character stamped for good and

all on the Haydn and Beethoven Symphony by

that foundation. Dramatic pathos is completely

excluded, so that the most intricate involvements

of the thematic motives in a symphonic move-

ment could never be explained in the analogy of

a dramatic action, but solely by the mazes of an

ideal dance, without a suspicion of rhetorical

dialectics. Here there is no " conclusion," no

problem, no solution. Wherefore all these Sym-

phonies bear one and all the character of lofty

glee {Heiterkeit). Never are two themes of dia-

metrically opposite character confronted here

;

diverse as they may seem, they always supple-

ment each other as the manly and the womaijly

element of one whole character. Yet the un-

dreamt variety in which these elements may

break, re-form, and re-unite with one another is

proved to demonstration by such a Beethovenian

movement ; the first in the " Eroica " reveals

this to the absolute bewildering of the uninitiate,

although to the initiate this movement bears the

unity of its root-character the most convincingly

of all.

It has been very rightly remarked that Beetho-

ven's innovations are far rather to be sought in

the field of rhythmic distribution than on that of

harmonic modulation. Remote changes of Key

are scarcely used except in wanton fun, whereas

we find an invincible power of constantly re-

shaping rhythmic-plastic motives, of ordering

and ranging them in ever richer piles. Here

we light, so it seems, on the line of cleavage of

the Symphonist from the Dramatist. Mozart

was new and startling to his contemporaries

through his love of daring flights in modulation,

inspired by deepest need ; we know their horror

at the harmonic acridities in the introduction to

that Quartet which he dedicated to Haydn. Here,

as in so many characteristic passages where

lago, " You are— a senator.''
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the contrapuntal theme is raised to the expres-

sion of anguished yearning through an ascend-

ing series of accented suspending-notes, the

craving to exhaust all Harmonic possibilities

appears to border on dramatic pathos. In

effect it was from the realm of dramatic music,

already widened by himself to undreamt capa-

bility of expression, that Mozart first entered on

the Symphony ; for those few symphonic works

of his, whose peculiar worth has kept them living

to this day, we owe to that creative period when

he had fully unfolded his genius as opera-com-

poser. To the composer of " Figaro " and

" Don Giovanni " the framework of the Sym-

phonic movement only offered a curb on that

mobile love of figure-painting [gesfaltungsfrohe

Beweglichkeif) which had found such congenial

scope in the passionately changeful situations of

those dramatic drafts. Viewing his art as Sym-

phonist a little closer, we observe that here he

shines by wellnigh nothing save the beauty of

his themes, whilst in their application and re-

fashioning he distinguishes himself merely as

a practised contrapuntist ; to breathe life into

connecting links he missed the accustomed dra-

matic stimulus. Now, his dramatic art of music

had really fed on nothing but the so-called Opera

buffa, the melodic comedy ; true " Tragedy " was

still a stranger to him, and only in single lofty

features, as Donna Anna and the Marble Guest,

had she turned on him her quickening counte-

nance. Was he seeking for it in the Symphony?

Who shall answer for the latent parts and possi-

ble developments of a genius who passed his

earthly life, itself so brief, beneath the scalpel

of the vivisector ?

But now the Tragic Muse has actually laid

hands on Opera. Mozart knew her only in the

mask of Metastasio's " Opera seria," stiff and arid

— " Clemenza di Tito." Her true visage she

appears to have but gradually unveiled to us

;

Beethoven saw it not yet, and abode " by his

way.'' I believe I may aver that, with the

advent of full earnestness in the conception of

Tragedy and the realizing of the Drama, quite

new necessities arose for music ; requirements

which we must accurately measure against those

demanded of the Symphonist in preservation of

the pureness of his art-style.

Though the absolute instrumental-composer

found no musical forms to hand save those in

which he originally had had to " strike up," more

or less for the enlivenment, or even the encour-

agement, of others at festal dances and marches,

if this formed the basal character of the sym-

phonic art-work, at first compounded of such

Dance and March tunes which dramatic pathos

could only confuse by the posing of questions

without a possibility of answers, yet certain

vividly gifted instrumentalists nursed the irre-

pressible desire to enlarge the bounds of musi-

cal form and expression by superscribing their

pieces with a dramatic incident, and endeavoring

to present it to the imagination through purely

musical means. The reasons why a pure artis-

tic style could never be attained in this path

have doubtless been discerned in course of the

manifold attempts thereon ; but to us it seems that

the admirable service thus rendered by excep-

tionally gifted musicians has not yet been suffi-

ciently regarded. The excesses to which his

guardian dsemon drove a Berlioz were nobly

tempered by the incomparably more artistic ge-

nius of Liszt to the expression of soul and world

events too great for words ; and to the disciples

of their art it might appear that a new order of

composition was placed at their immediate dis-

posal. In any case, it was astonishing to see

whkt boundless faculties sheer Instrumental

music had acquired under guidance of a dra-

matic synopsis. Theretofore the Overture to

an opera or play alone had offered occasion

for the employment of purely musical means of

expression in a form departing from the sym-

phonic movement. Beethoven himself had here

proceeded very circumspectly ; feeling impelled

to introduce an actual stage-effect in the middle

of his "Leonora " overture, he still repeated the

first section of the tonal-piece, with the custo-

mary change of key, exactly as in a symphonic

movement, heedless that the dramatic excite-

ment of the middle section, reserved for the-

matic working-out, had already led us to expect

the denoument— a manifest drawback to the re-

ceptive hearer. Far more concisely, and in a

dramatic sense correctly, did Weber plan his

" Freischiitz " overture, where the so-called mid-

dle section rushes on at once to the conclusion

through a drastic climax in the thematic conflict.

Now, though in the larger Programme works of

the more recent tone-poets named above we

find clear traces of the Symphony construction

proper— indelible for natural reasons— in the

fashioning of the themes, their contrast and re-

modeling, there already appears a passionate ,

and " eccentric " character such as pure Sym-
i
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phonic instrumental music seemed called to hold

entirely aloof ; indeed, the Programmist felt

bound to give this eccentric characterization

particularly high relief, as a poetic shape or

episode was always present to his mind, and he

believed he could not set it plain enough before

the eye, as it were. At last this obligation led

to downright melodrama music, with pantomime

to be supposed, and quite consistently to instru-

mental recitatives, whilst horror at the pulver-

izing formlessness filled all the critical world,

so that nothing really remained but to help the

new form of Musical Drama itself to light of day

from such birth-agonies.

This latter is as little to be compared with the

older operatic form as the newer instrumental

music conducting to it is to be likened with

the Classic Symphony, because impossible to our

composers. But we will defer for a while our

inquiry into that so-called " Musikdrama," and

first cast a glance on the " classical " instrumen-

tal composition of our latest times, all unaffected

by that process of gestation ; we shall find that

this " classic survival " is an empty pretense,

and has planted beside our great Classic masters

a highly unattractive hybrid from " I would "

and "yet I cannot."

That Programme music on which "we " looked

with timid glances from the corner of our eye

had imported so much novelty in harmonization,

theatrical and landscape effects, nay, historical

painting, and had worked it all out with such

striking brilliance, in power of an uncommonly

-virtuosic art of instrumenting, that to continue

in the earlier style of Classic Symphony one

lacked alas ! the Beethoven who would have

known how to make the best of it. " We " held

1 our tongues. When at last we took heart to

: open our Symphonic mouth again, just to show

;:
what still was in us, we found we had grown so

turgid and wearisome that there was nothing for

; it but to deck ourselves with fallen feathers from

. the Programme petrel. In our symphonies, and

.- that sort of thing, all now goes world-distraught

-, and catastrophic ; we are gloomy and grim, then

.; mettlesome and daring ; we yearn for the fulfill-

ment of youthful dreams ; daemonic obstacles

,.
encompass us ; we brood, we even rave ; and

!^ then the world-ache's tooth is drawn
';
we laugh,

j: and humorously show the world its gaping gum

;

j
brisk, sturdy, blunt, Hungarian, or Scotch,—

. . alas I to others dreary. To be serious : we can-

'"cl not believe that a happy future has been secured

to instrumental music by the creations of its

latest masters ; above all, it must be bad for us

to recklessly tack on these works to the legacy

of Beethoven, in view of the utter un-Beethoven-

ism which we ought, on the contrary, to be

taught to discern in them— a lesson that should

not come so very hard in the matter of kinship

to the Beethovenian spirit, in spite of all the

Beethovenian themes we here meet once again
;

though in the matter of form it could scarcely be

easy to the pupils of our Conservatories, as un-

der the rubric of " Esthetic Forms," they are

giving nothing but a list of different composers'

names, and left to form a judgment for them-

selves without further comparison.

The said symphonic compositions of our new-

est school— let us call it the Romantic-classical

— are distinguished from the wild stock of our

so-called Programme-music, not only by the

regretted absence of a programme, but in espe-

cial by a certain clammy cast of melody which its

creators have transplanted from their heretofore

retiring " Chamber-music." To the " Cham-

ber," in fact, one had withdrawn. Alas 1 not to

the homely room where Beethoven once poured

into the ears of few and breathless friends all

that Unutterable he kept for understanding

here alone, instead of in the ample hall-

space where he spoke in none but plastic

masses to the Folk, to all mankind in this

hallowed " chamber " silence long had reigned ;

for one now must hear the master's so-called

" last " Quartets and Sonatas either badly, as

men played them, or not at all— till the way- at

last was shown by certain outlawed renegades,

and one learnt what that chamber-music really

said. No, those had already moved their cham-

ber to the concert-hall ; what had previously

been dressed as Quintets and the like, was now

served up as Symphony : little chips of melody

like an infusion of hay and old tea-leaves, with

nothing to tell you what you are swallowing but

the label " Best ;
" and all for the required taste

of World-ache. On the whole, however, the

new tendency to the eccentric, the requiring-a-

programme, retained the upper hand. With fine

discernment Mendelssohn had gone to Nature

for his subjects, and executed them as a kind of

landscape epic ; he had traveled much, and

brought home many a thing that others could

not lightly come by. But the latest phase is to

take the cabinet-pictures of our local Exhibitions

and set them to music straightway; enabling
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one to seize those quaint instrumental effects

which are now at every one's command, disguise

embezzled melodies in harmonizations that are a

constant surprise and play the outcome to the

world as Plastic music.

The results of our survey may be summed up

as follows :
—

Pure Instrumental, no longer content with

the legalized form of the Classical Symphonic

Movement, sought to extend her powers in every

respect and found them easily increased by

poet's fancies ; the reactionary party was unable

to fill that Classic form with life, and saw itself

compelled to borrow for it from the wholly alien,

thereby distorting it. Whilst the first direction

led to the winning of new aptitudes and the

second merely exposed inaptitudes, it became

evident that the further evaluation of those apti-

tudes was only to be saved from boundless fol-

lies, threatening serious damage to the spirit of

Music, by openly and undisguisedly turning that

line towards the drama. What there remained

unutterable could here be spoken definitely and

plainly, and thereby " Opera " redeemed withal

from the curse of her unnatural descent. And it

is here, in what we may call for short the " Mu-

sical Drama," that we reach sure ground for

calmly reckoning the application of Music's

new-won faculties to the evolution of noble, in-

exhaustible artistic forms.

The science of ^Esthetics has at all times laid

down Unity as a chief requirement from the art-

work. In the abstract this Unity is difficult to

define dialectically, and its misapprehension has

led to many and grave mistakes. It comes out

the plainest in the perfect art work itself, for it

is it that moves us to unbroken interest and

keeps the broad impression ever present. In-

disputably this result is the most completely at-

tained by the living represented drama ; where-

fore we have no hesitation in declaring the

Drama the most perfect of art-works. The

farthest from this art-work stood the "Opera,"

and perhaps for the very reason that she made a

pretence of drama, but split it into countless dis-

connected fragments for sake of the Aria form :

in Opera there are pieces embracing all the

structure of a symphonic Movement in briefest

lapse of time with first and second themes, re-

turn repetition and so-called "Coda;" but self-

included they remain without one whit of refer-

ence to all the other pieces like them. In the

j^
* Freiherr Hans von Wozgogen.

Symphony, on the contrary, we have found this

structure so developed and enlarged that its

master turned in anger from the cramping form

of Operatic numbers. In this Symphonic move-

ment we recognized the unity that has so deter-

minant an influence on us in the perfect drama,

and the downfall of that art-form so soon as for-

. eign elements, all unassimilable with that unity

were introduced therein. But the element most

foreign to it was the Dramatic, which needed in-

finitely richer forms for its unfolding than could

naturally present themselves on the basis of the

Symphonic Movement, i.e.. Dance music. Nev-

ertheless, to be an art-work again qud music the

new form of dramatic music must have the unity

of the Symphonic Movement ; and this it attains

by spreading itself over the whole drama in the

most intimate cohesion therewith, not merely

over single, smaller, arbitrarily selected parts.

So that this Unity consists in a tissue of root-

themes pervading all the drama, themes which

contrast, complete, re-shape, divorce, and inter-

twine with one another as in the Symphonic

Movement, only that here the needs of the dra-

matic action dictate the laws of parting and com-

bining which were there originally borrowed

from the motions of the dance.

Upon the new form of musical construction as

applied to the Drama I have expressed myself

sufficiently in earlier articles and essays, yet

sufficiently merely in the sense that I imagined

I had plainly pointed out the road in which a

true, and alike a useful judgment of the musi-

cal forms now won from Drama by my own ;

artistic labors might be attained by others. To

the best of my knowledge that road has not
,|

been trodden yet, and I can remember nothing I

but the studies of one of my younger friends* *

who has viewed the characteristics of what he i

calls my " Leitmotive " rather in the light of their |

dramatic significance, than in that of their bear-

ing on musical construction (since the specific

art of music was not the author's province).

On the contrary, I have lived to see our Music- I

schools all inculcating horror at the wild confu- ;

sion of my periods, while young composers, I

fired by the success of public representations of

my works, and guided by a superficial private

reading of my scores, have unintelligently tried \

to copy me. As the State and Parish only pay

for un-teachers of my art, such as Professor {

Rheinberger of Munich (to remain within the
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circle of my supposititious influence), instead of

founding sometliing lilte a cliair for it, as may
some day happen in England or America, — the

present little article will not have been labor

thrown away if it only gives those said com-

posers an inkling of what they might learn and

copy from my works.

So, whoever till now has trained himself by

listening to our newest Romantic-classical

instrumental-music, and wants to try his skill

with the dramatic genre, I would above all ad-

vise him not to aim at harmonic and instru-

mental Effects, but to await sufficient cause for

any effect of the kind, as otherwise they will not

come off. You could not insult Berlioz more pro-

foundly than by bringing him abortions of this

sort on paper and expecting them to please the

composer of ' \Mtches-Sabbaths," and the like.

Liszt used to polish off these stupid suggestions

with the remark that cigar-ash and sawdust

steeped in aqua fortis did not make pleasant

soup. I have never yet made the acquaintance

of a young composer who did not think to gain

my sanction for " audacities " before all things.

On the other hand, it has been a real surprise to

me that the restraint I have striven for with

increasing vigilance in the modulation and in-

strumentation of my works has not met the

smallest notice. In the instrumental introduc-

tion to " Rheingold," for instance, it was impos-

sible for me to quit the fundamental note sim-

ply because I had no reason for changing it ; a

great part of the not un-animated scene that

follows for the Rhine-daughters and Alberich

would only permit of modulation to Keys

the very nearest of kin, as Passion here is still

in the most primitive naivete of its expression.

I do not deny that I certainly should have given

to the first entry of Donna Anna— denouncing

the shameless seducer Don Juan in the height of

passion— a stronger coloring than Mozart held

appropriate to the conventions of the operatic

style and those means of expression he himself

was the first to enrich. But there sufficed that

simple austerity which I had as little to abandon

when the " Walkiire " was to be introduced with

a storm, the " Siegfried " with a tone-piece con-

ducting us into the silent depths of Nibelheim's

Hoard-smithy by a reminiscence of certain plas-

tic motives from the previous dramas : all three

were elements from which the drama had to

quicken into life. Something different was de-

manded for an introduction to the Norn's scene

of " Die Gotterdammerung ;
" here the destinies

of the ure-world are weaving themselves into

that rope one must see the hooded sisters swing

when the curtain rises, to understand its mean-

ing : wherefore this prelude could only be brief

and preparatory, though the expectant use of

motives made intelligible in the earlier sections

of the work allowed a richer harmonic and the-

matic treatment. And it is important how one

commences. Had I used in an Overture a mo-

tive cast like that which is heard in the second

act of " Die Walkiire " at Wotan's surrender of

world-sovereignty to the possessor of the Nibel-

ungen-hoard :
—

I
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according to my notions of distinctness of style

I should have perpetrated a piece of downright

nonsense. But after in course of the drama the

simple nature-motive :
—

-•-; •- s ^
had been heard at the earliest gleam of the shin-

ing Rheingold ; at the first appearance of the

Gods'-burg " Walhall," shimmering in the morn-

ing's red, the no less simple motive

t^ d=

:s±=r1=1
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and each of these motives had undergone muta-

tions in closest sympathy with the rising pas-

sions of the plot,— with the help of a digression
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in the harmony. I could present them knit in

such a way that, more than \^'otan's words, this

tone-figure should give to us a picture of the

fearful gloom in the soul of the suffering god.

Again, I am conscious of having always endeav-

ored to prevent the acerbity of such musical

combinations from making a striking effect as

such, as a special " audacity " we will say ; both

by my marks of expression and by word of

mouth I sought to so tone down the change,

whether by a timely slackening of tempo or a

preliminary dynamic compensation, that it

should invade our willing feeling as an artistic

moment in strict accordance with the laws of

nature. So that it may be imagined how noth-

ing enrages me more, and keeps me away from

strange performances of my music, than the in-

sensibility of most of our conductors to the re-

quirements of Renderings in such combinations

in particular ; needing the most delicate treat-

ment they are given to the ear in false and hur-

ried tempo, without the indispensable dynamic

shading, and mostly unintelligible. No wonder

they are a bugbear to our " Professors."

I have dealt at some length with this example

because it has an application to all my dramas,

only far more extended, and shows the character-

istic distinction between the Dramatic and the

Symphonic use and working out of motives.

But I will take a second of like nature, and

draw attention to the metamorphoses in that

motive with which the Rhine-daughters greet the

glancing Gold in childish glee :

—

I I

r (V
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\ \ fitly to another, I will conclude with one more
(( (,

illustration— namely of the characteristics de-

\ J, manded by the Drama, forbidden by the Sym-

^ !i
phony not only in the use and transformation,

\ \ but also in the first modeling of the Motive

\ \ itself.

I I Properly speaking, we cannot conceive of a

; ; chief motive of a Symphonic Movement as a

piece of eccentric modulation, especially if it is

to present itself in such a bewildering dress at

its first appearance. The motive which the

composer of " Lohengrin " allots as closing

phrase of a first arioso to his Elsa plunged in

memory of a blissful dream, consists almost

solely of a tissue of remote harmonic progres-

sions ; in the Andante of a Symphony we will

say it would strike us as far-fetched and highly

unintelligible ; here it does not seem strained,

but quite arising of itself, and therefore so intel-

ligible that to my knowledge it has never been

decried as the contrary. Elsa has slowly ap-

proached in gentle grief, with timid, down-bent

head ; one glance at her transfigured eye in-

forms us what is in her soul.

^E5=Eg
-1^-44-

^hh.L V==¥^
-'•- ,-(=-

i_^:ia^
-^ ^^^,i^

m^^
Questioned she replies by nothing save the

vision of a dream that fills her with a sweet be-

lief :
" With signs so soft and courteous he com-

fort gave to me ;
" that glance had already told

us something of the kind. Now, boldly passing

from her dream to assurance of fulfillment in

reality she adds :
" That Knight I will await

then; he shall my champion be." And after all

•Theodor Uhlig.

its wanderings the musical phrase now passes

back to its mother-Key.

I
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At the time a young friend of mine,* to whom
I had sent the score for arrangement of a

pianoforte edition, was much astonished by the

look of this phrase which had so many modula-

tions in so few bars, but still more when he at-

tended the first performance of " Lohengrin " at

Weimar, and found that this self same phrase ap-

peared quite natural— which at any rate was

due in part to the musical conducting of Liszt,

who by a proper rendering had turned the tran-

sient eye-sore into a well-favored shape of Tone.

It seems that already a very large portion of

the public finds much, nay, almost everything in

my dramatic music quite natural, and therefore

pleasing, at which our " Professors " still cry

Fie ! Were the latter to seat me in one of their

sacred chairs, however, they perhaps might be

seized with even greater wonder at the pru-

dence and moderation, especially in the use of

harmonic effects, which I should enjoin upon

their pupils ; as I should have to make it their

foremost rule never to quit a Key so long as

what they have to say can still be said therein.

If this rule were complied with we possibly

might again hear Symphonies that gave us

something to talk about ; whereas there is sim-

ply nothing at all to be said of our latest Sym-

phonies.

Wherefore I too will be silent till some day I

am called to a Conservatorium—^only, not as

" Professor."
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PRACTICAL DIRECTIONS FOR
CONDUCTING.

A good conductor should be possessed of

the following capabilities :
—

A correct ear ; the capability of distinguish-

ing tonal-colors; knowledge of harmony and

composition ; facility in transposing ; extensive

knowledge of scores of every description.

Furthermore, a conductor must be capable of in-

dicating the most complicated kinds of time dis-

tinctly and clearly, enter into and grasp the

spirit of a composition to be performed quickly

and correctly, and be able to dominate and keep

together a large number of executants, some-

times composed of the most varied elements,

with such energy and cleverness as to bring

about an ensemble perfect in every detail.

On page 319, Hector Berlioz' treatise on con-

ducting has been added. The arguments, prin-

ciples, and the practical advice laid down in

this discussion, stamp it as invaluable to every

musician, desirous of wielding the baton, at the

same time calling attention to the artistic im-

portance of what a conductor should strive after

and aim at, in his professional career.

THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF TIME.

THE TWO-PART BAR.
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FIVE AND SEVEN-PART TIME.

Five-quarter time cor.sists of the consecutive ciiange of a three-quarter with a two-quarter bar :
—

u r ^^ t r
I

r ^ LijV

Seven-quarter time consists of the consecutive change of a four-quarter with a three-quarter bar:

—

?i 11 I I I r 1111 iiur ! ! r r r ^ r r i : i—h-m

DIRECTIONS AS TO BEATING
TIME.

For beating time the conductor makes use of

a baton and sometimes also of a violin bow.

Owing to its length the latter is not as practical

as the baton, as every beat should cut the air

quickly and precisely. Irregular, indistinct, and

particularly all ludicrous or unnecessary move-

ments with the baton should be avoided, as they

only interfere with the precision and clearness

necessary for the correct beat. The various

kinds of time should be beaten as follows :
—

t' i' I' A; '%. t' *' t' A • f ' I' i' t' f ' f ' I' A- •

t
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2
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For rapid tempis like Scherzo, Waltz, Vivace,

Presto or Prestissimo only the first beat of the

bar is given. For slow tempis, like Adagio,

Largo, etc., in two- three- or four-part time, all

the subdivisions are indicated as follows :
—
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At times we meet certain compositions con-

taining two different kinds of time, as illustrated

in the following examples :—

Violins.

Violas.

Basses.

Violins.

Violas.

Basses.

/
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3. TANNHAUSER OVERTURE.

Andante maestoso. j^ Wagner.

. _-^. ^-^ M T^ ^

309

Accompaniment

Flutes.
Clarinets.
Horns

.

Comets.
Trombones.
Tympani.

Violins.

Basses.

4. SCENES NAPOLITAINES. SUITE D'ORCHESTRE.

2. Variation.

C/n peu retenu.''

trhschantani, avec douceur et Men souienu.

pizz.

EfeE3EEEl:EEEE^^EE=^

5. THIRD SYMPHONY IN C MINOR.

Flutes.
Oboes.

Clarinets

Violins

Allegro moderato
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6. DON JUAN FINALE.

Violins.

Basses.

Violins, rt

J3 I

Basses.
n

Orchestra.

Tempo di jSIinuctti Mozart.
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The above cited ball-room scene in the Finale

of " Don Juan " is not difficult to conduct as

everyone of the three beats of the Menuet must

be marked by a down-beat of the baton. When
once started the three-eight bars (of which a

whole bar is equal to a third or one beat of the

Menuet), and the three-quarter bars (of which

every half bar is also equal to one beat of the

Menuet), fits exactly to each other, and to the

Menuet, and proceeds without any difficulties.

A principal point is that the beginning be

marked very decidedly.

If a two-part bar contains Triplets :
•

—

Andante maestoso.
TANNHAUSER OVERTURE.

R. Wagner.

Violins.

Trampets.

Trombones.

Violas.

this does not indicate that the rhythm should be
taken any slower. In slow tempo a separate

beat can be given to every note of the triplet,

but the duration of the bar must therefore not

be lengthened. In quicker tempo the particular

marking of the first note will suffice.

THE ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTOR.

The conducting of a stringed orchestra is

very difficult, and demands a high degree of

routine and experience, together with extensive

musical knowledge. In particular the orches-

;tral conductor should cultivate the study of the

classic master works. In this respect our mod-

ern musical conditions leave much to be wished

for, the majority of conductors being absolutely

ignorant of how the works of Haydn, Mozart,

and Beethoven should be performed. As a rule,

the tempis are hurried, the dynamic marks of

expression as well as accents, f, p, mf, cresc,

and dim., etc., ignored, not to mention the entire

lack of taste displayed in conception and style.

In order to obtain a clear, aesthetic oversight

as to the exact manner in which the classic

tonal giants and their immortal works are to be

interpreted and performed, it will be advisable

and of great benefit to study R. Wagner's
" Treatise on Conducting^'' and H. Berlioz " The

Orchestral Conductor.''''
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GENERAL REMARKS.

In the majority of orchestral organizations

the following observances are not enforced with

sufficient severity ; it is the duty of every con-

ductor to pay special attention that :—
I.) The String and Wind Instruments are

tuned, both individually and together, with the

greatest care and exactness.

2.) Wherever the use of A or C Clarinets is

indicated, these instruments should be really

employed by Clarinetists.

3.) In the same way the Horn and Trumpet
players should use the identical instruments in-

dicated in the score, and not be allowed to exe-

cute everything upon the F Horn or Trumpet

by simply transposing the music.

4.) The Flutists must not be allowed to play

the notes of the lower registers an octave higher

for the sake of convenience.

5.) The Bass Drum and Cymbals should be

played each separately, as the tonal-color of the

Cymbals becomes most ordinary and poor when
attached to the Drum.

6.) Double-Bass players must make a rule of

practicing difficult passages and not endeavor to

simplify the same.

7.) The tremolo of the String Instruments

must not be executed too slowly, and not that

instead of thirty-seconds or sixty-fourths only

eighths or sixteenths become audible.

8.) A great fault, which cannot be condemned

too strongly, is the continuous preluding, tuning

or practicing of difficult passages before the be-

ginning of or during the intervals of a perform-

ance. In case any of the parts contain unusu-

ally difl5cult passages, runs, etc., it is the duty

of the conductor to remind the individual musi-

cians to practice their parts at home.

In conclusion, I will remark that the orches-

tral conductor should endeavor above all to be-

ware of growing one-sided in his artistic views

and tendencies, that he should encourage young

and striving composers, in fact, assist every ris-

ing or struggling talent to the best of his ability.

THE CHORAL CONDUCTOR.

Above all the duties of such a conductor de-

mand a thorough and dignified interpretation of

classic and modern choral works, either for

mixed, male, female or children's chorus.

As conductors in this particular field are usu-

ally dependent upon amateurs, among which

many are possessed of a fine voice, but deficient

in reading the notes, it becomes a necessity to

impress the various parts upon the singers'

memory through playing them either upon a

violin or piano.

In consequence, it would be advisable if every

conductor were to impress his chorus with the

following important points :
—

I.) To open the mouth to such an extent as

to enable a free and clear tonal emission

;

2.) To learn the text by heart and principally

to enter into the spirit of the same
;

3.) To articulate very clearly;

4.) To observe free and unrestrained breath-

ing, and not get accustomed to careless gasping

for breath, and especially to take the Intter in

such places where the words and their special

sense will allow of it

;

5.) To strictly observe all dynamic signs of

expression, etc., which are of such great conse-

quence in adding to the beauty of song

;

6.) To constantly keep a watchful eye upon

the conductor.

The following hints are added for the careful

cor^sideration of singing-society conductors

;

they will find them of practical value :
—

I.) While beating time the conductor must

not execute his movements in accordance with

the time-value of the notes ; as a rule, those

notes receiving a down-beat should be specially

accented.

2.) In conducting, smaller movements indi-

cate " piano," more extended ones "forte," for

the singers. The conductor should accustom

his chorus to always take note of this, as it will

do away with loud exclamations of "forte,"

" piano," on his part while the singing is going

on.

3.) The proper observance of the above

necessitates that the singers keep a watchful eye

upon their conductor as soon as a song is taken

up for practice and particularly during a concert

performance of same. The conductor's aim

should be to get his singers so proficient and

independent in their text and notes, as to enable

them to render a concert by heart. To begin

with, it looks anything but well if the eyes of the

singers are constantly fastened upon their'

books, and secondly a member may spoil every-

thing through carelessness or improper attack.

And now if a conductor should query : How
can I manage to train my singers that they will

always strictly observe such rules ? I would
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offer the following hint. Take a simple song

for practice. Make a point of it that while a

part is taken through with one section the others

are already acquainting themselves with the

text. When every section has been carefully

rehearsed, and the song is about to be taken up

by all, then insist upon having all eyes directed

towards the conductor, and allow no one to cast

his eyes persistently upon his book. If this is

not followed out in every instance, stop and start

again from the beginning.

At the start such severity might seem unwar-

ranted and exaggerated. But finally the singers

will get accustomed to it, and watch their con-

ductor closely over their books.

The above will prove how mistaken it is to

have the singers grouped around the conductor

in a circle, the latter standing in the centre

;

everyone will admit that those who are placed

behind the conductor's back cannot watch him

as attentively as those placed in front of him.

4.) Some conductors will lead with one hand

while holding the score in the other. This is

not advisable. At times the conductor is obliged

to lead with both hands, and if he executes his

movements book in one hand and baton in the

other it is apt to create an unfavorable impres-

sion upon the audience. The conductor should

always provide himself with a music-stand upon

which to place his score, or otherwise memorize

the composition so perfectly as to be able to do

without music or text.

5.) Too rapid or nervous movements with the

arm should be avoided, as the conductor must

be careful not to be taken for a fencing-master.

Stamping with the feet is to be entirely con-

demned. The conductor need have no reason

for nervousness during a concert as long as the

rehearsals thereto have been entirely satisfac-

tory. To quote the words of a dear friend of

mine :— "It must be possible to conduct a

chorus with your thumb."

6.) It also creates a bad impression if the

conductor sings along during a performance.

If possible, he should refrain from doing so.

7.) All affected, offensive, or unnatural actions

through which a conductor, either consciously

or unconsciously might attract the attention of

an audience, while conducting, must be avoided.

It is well known that the number of tenors is

always smaller than that of bass singers, every

singing society being able to boast of a larger

number of basses than tenors. In order to

preserve the voices of his tenors in good condi-

tion, the conductor should persuade them to

refrain from smoking and drinking to excess

;

at any rate, smoking should be entirely done

away with during rehearsals, as the effect of

tobacco smoke upon the voices is a decidedly

bad one, the tenors in particular partaking

somewhat of the bass character, through con-

tinuous inhalation of the smoke.

After every one of the voice-parts has been

carefully rehearsed with the aid of a piano or

violin, the entire chorus should proceed to sing

without accompaniment.

No persons with poor or unmusical voices

should be accepted as active members of a

singing society.

The chorus should be placed in such positions

that every individual singer can plainly see the

conductor, and with special attention towards

compact grouping of the different voices.

THE MILITARY BAND CON-
DUCTOR.

The conductor of a Military Band must be

thoroughly acquainted with the elementary prin-

ciples of his art, as well as harmony, transposi-

tion, etc., together with the individual usage of

the various instruments which constitute the

ensemble of his organization.

Above all, he must endeavor to obtain true

and correct pitch, which is always such a diffi-

cult matter in a military band organization. He
must also insist that all dynamic marks of ex-

pression, etc., which may be indicated in the

score, be carefully observed and executed.

He must, furthermore, be very careful in the

selection of compositions which he wishes to

have performed ; in this respect everything de-

pends upon the musical taste of the conductor.

In the majority of cases it were best if every

conductor could arrange his scores, for his par-

ticula:r combination, himself ; but wherever this

cannot be accomplished, only works and ar-

rangements of recognized authorities should

be chosen.

Many of the hints as well as much of the

advice contained in the article " The Orchestral

Conductor '^ are of equally practical value in this

particular field. In amateur bands it is of fre-

quent occurrence that the brass instrument-

players produce their notes more through

forcing, than through a free and unrestrained
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action of the tongue ; this disgusting tone-pro-

duction must never be tolerated ; the execution

upon an instrument becomes heavy and clumsy,

and every performance is marred thereby.

The conductor must also remind his men to

keep their instruments in a neat and clean con-

dition. Even the water which accumulates in

the tubing, if not regularly withdrawn, will affect

the tone in a disagreeable way.

It is also most necessary that all members pay

close attention to the conductor's baton.

No definite rules can be given as to the group-

ing of the men ; it must be left to the judgment

of the conductor to place his men in such posi-

tions as will enable their performance to sound

to best advantage, and as in every other particu-

lar branch, practical experience will ultimately

aid in indicating the best grouping of his forces.
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COMPLETE ARRANGEMENT OF THE ANDANTE AND FIRST VARIATION FOR

STRING QUINTETTE.
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3. THE FLUTE D'AMOUR.

This member of the Flute family is met with

ijQW-a-days only on very rare occasions. It is a

transposing instrument, its notes sounding a

minor third lower than written. It was fre-

quently employed by the writers of Bach's time,

and the tonal quality of the instrument is said to

have been very tender and full.

.-(z-

Tonal Compass. i^^

Seal Sound.iilEBEiii
-Z5l--

4. THE FLAGEOLET.

This instrument is a remnant of the old Flute-

d-bec. In shape it resembles a present-day Flute,

but in playing it is held away from the body like

the Oboe. The tone is easily produced, for the

instrument is fitted with a mouth piece resem-

bling that on a child's whistle.

Its notation is in the violin clef, and it is a

transposing instrument, sounding a fifth higher.

Its compass is as follows :

i^P
ft^ 3=
^—r—

^

Real Sound. n
A comp.ete method has been published for

this instrument by Bousquet, and a duet for two

Flageolets^ "La Favettes," by the same author

is very popular and frequently played on two

Piccolos.

Little use has been made of it as an orches-

tral instrument. Mozart used it to good advan-

tage in his opera "Entfiihrung aus dem Serail"

( Seraglio ) but at present it is only played by

amateurs.

6. THE OBOE D'AMORE.

This style of Oboe has become almost obso-

lete. It might be described as a Mezzo-Soprano

Oboe, although in shape it was larger, its pitch

deeper, and its tone of different quality and

fuller than the original Oboe. It was provided

with a hollow globular bell, through which a veiled

and pathetic quality was imparted to the tone.

Its range exceeded two octaves. It w^s pitched

a minor third lower than the Oboe as follows

:

Tonal Compass.i^?

Real Sound.
=-£:

.--^.

It is frequently met with in the works of J. S.

Bach, who employed it mostly in sharp Keys.

Prominent examples of its use may be found in

his Cantata No. 8, St. Matthew Passion, Mag-

nificat in D, and Christmas Oratorio. As an

instance of the modern use of this instrument it

may be cited that Rich. Strauss has written a

part for it in his " Symphonia Domestica."

Notwithstanding the fact that so prominent a

composer should interest himself in this instru-

ment it is difficult to say whether or not it will

come into general use again.

7. THE OBOE DI CACCIA.

This instrument, almost obsolete at the pres-

ent time, resembled the English Horn, but was

less perfect in construction. It was pitched in

F and its compass was as follows :

Tonal Compass.

Real Sound.

w.

-^
W

In the opening of Bach's Christmas Oratorio

Part I. this instrument is used to excellent

advantage in a combination of two Oboes d'A-

more and two Oboes di Caccia with the strings.
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SPECIAL REMARKS REFERRING
TO CHART OF NOTATION AND
TONAL COMPASS OF ALL THE
BRASS INSTRUMENTS, Page 224.

In American Military Band arrangements, the

Baritone or Euphonion is always provided with

a part written in the Treble Clef, in which case

it reads like a B flat Cornet part, but actually

sounds a Major Ninth lower.

In English Military Band arrangements the

Euphonion is scored in the Bass Clef as a non-

transposmg instrument, and the B flat Baritone

in the Treble Clef, sounding a Major Ninth

lower.

In Military Band arrangements the Ophicleide

is frequently scored as a transposing instrument,

but for Orchestral scoring this has not been fol-

lowed, the performer being required to transpose

in order to produce the real tones.

The very lowest or pedal notes of the various

Tubas as marked on page 222 are difficult to

produce and weak in sound. In some European

countries ( Belgium and France ) all Tubas but

the one in C, are written for as transposing

instruments, the music, however, being scored for

in the Bass Clef.
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THE ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTOR.

THEORY OF HIS ART.

By HECTOE BERLIOZ.

Music appears to be the most exacting of all the Arts, the cultivation of which
presents the greatest difficulties, for a consummate interpretation of a musical work
so as to permit an appreciation of its real value, a clear view of its physiognomy, or

discernment of its real meaning and true character, is only achieved in relatively

few cases. Of creative artists, the composer is almost the only one who is dependent
upon a multitude of intermediate agents between the public and himself ; intermedi-

ate agents, either intelligent or stupid, devoted or hostile, active or inert, capable—
from first to last— of contributing to the brilliancy of his work, or of disfiguring it,

misrepresenting it, and even destroying it completely.

Singers have often been accused of forming the most dangerous of these inter-

mediate agents ; but in my opinion, without justice. The most formidable, to my
thinking, is the conductor of the orchestra. A bad singer can spoil only his own
part ; while an incapable or malevolent conductor ruins all. Happy indeed may the

composer esteem himself when the conductor into whose hands he has fallen is not

at once incapable and inimical; for nothing can resist the pernicious influence of

this person. The most admirable orchestra is then paralyzed, the most excellent

singers are perplexed and rendered dull ; there is no longer any vigor or unity ; under

such direction the noblest daring of the author appears extravagant, enthusiasm

beholds its soaring flight checked, inspiration is violently brought down to earth, the

angel's wings are broken, the man of genius passes for a madman or an idiot, the

divine statue is precipitated from its pedestal, and dragged in the mud. And what
is worse, the public, and even auditors endowed with the highest musical intelligence,

ai-e reduced to the impossibility (if a new work is rendered, and they are hearing

it for the first time) of recognizing the ravages perpetrated by the orchestral con-

ductor— of discovering the follies, faults, and crimes he commits. If they clearly

perceive certain defects of execution, not he, but his victims, are in such cases made
responsible. If he has caused the chorus-singers to fail in taking up a ponit in a

finale, if he has allowed a discordant wavering to take place between the choir and

the orchestra, or between the extreme sides of the instrumental body, if he has

absurdly hurried a movement, or allowed it to linger unduly, if he has interrupted

a singer before the end of a phrase, they exclaim :
" The singers are detestable ! The

orchestra has no firmness ; the violins have disfigured the principal design ; every-

body has been wanting in vigor and animation ; the tenor was quite out, he did not

know his part ; the harmony is confused ; the author is no accompanist ; the voices

are " etc.

Except in listening to great works already known and esteemed, intelligent

hearers can hardly distinguish the true culprit, and allot to him his due share of

blame ; but the number of these is still so limited that their judgment has little

weight; and the hostile conductor— in presence of the public who would pitilessly

hiss a vocal accident of a good singer— reigns, with all the calm of a bad conscience,
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in his baseness and inefficiency. Fortunately, I here attack an exception ; for the

malevolent orchestral conductor— whether capable or not— is very rare.

The orchestral conductor full of goodwill, but incapable, is on the contrary very

common. Without speaking of innumerable mediocrities, directing artists who fre-

quently are much their superiors, an author for example, can scarcely be accused of

conspiring against his own works. Yet how many are there who, fancying they are

able to conduct, innocently injure their best scores !

Beethoven, it is said, more than once ruined the performance of his symphonies

;

which he would conduct, even at the time when his deafness had become almost

complete. The musicians, in order to keep together, agreed at length to follow the

slight indications of time which the concertmeister (first violin-player) gave them

;

and not to attend to Beethoven's conducting-stick. Moreover, it should be observed,

that conducting a symphony, an overture, or any other composition whose movements

remain continual, vary little, and contain few nice gradations, is child's play in com-

parison with conducting an opera, or like work, where there are recitatives, airs, and

numerous orchestral designs preceded by pauses of irregular length.

The example of Beethoven, which I have just cited, leads me at once to say that

if the direction of an orchestra appears to be very difficult for a blind man, it is

indisputably impossible for a deaf one, whatever may have been his technical talent

before losing his sense of hearing.

The orchestral conductor should see and hear ; he should be active and vigorous,

should know the composition and the nature and compass of the instruments, should

be able to read the score, and possess— besides the especial talent of which we shall

presently endeavor to explain the constituent qualities— other indefinable gifts, with-

out which an invisible link cannot establish itself between him and those he directs

;

otherwise the faculty of transmitting to them his feeling is denied him, and power,

empire, and guiding influence completely fail him. He is then no longer a conductor,

a director, but a simple beater of the time, — supposing he knows how to beat it, and

divide it, regularly.

The performers should feel that he feels, comprehends, and is moved : then his

emotion communicates itself to those whom he directs, his inward fire warms them,

his electric glow animates them, his force of impulse excites them ; he throws around

him the vital irradiations of musical art. If he is inert and frozen, on the contrary,

he paralyzes all about him, like those floating masses of the polar seas, the approach

of which is perceived through the sudden cooling of the atmosphere.

His task is a complicated one. He has not only to conduct, in the spirit of the

author's intentions, a work with which the performers have already become ac-

quainted, but he must also introduce new compositions and help the performers to

master them. He has to criticise the errors and defects of each dm-ing the rehear-

sals, and to organize the resources at his disposal in such a way as to make the best

use he can of them with the utmost promptitude ; for, in the majority of European
cities nowadays, musical artisanship is so ill distributed, performers so ill paid and
the necessity of study so little understood, that economy of time should be reckoned

among the most imperative requisites of the orchestral conductor's art.

Let us now see what constitutes the mechanical part of this art.

The power of beating the time, without demanding very high musical attain-

ments, is nevertheless sufficiently difficult to secure ; and very few persons really pos-

sess it. The signs that the conductor should make— although generally very simple

— nevertheless become complicated under certain circumstances, by the division and
even the subdivision of the time of the bar.
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The conductor is, above all, bound to possess a clear idea of the principal points

and character of the work of which he is about to superintend the performance or

study ; in order that he may, without hesitation or mistake, at once determine the

time of each movement desired by the composer. If he has not had the opportunity

of receiving his instructions directly from the composer, or if the times have not been

transmitted to him by tradition, he must have recourse to the indications of the

metronome, and study them well ; the majority of composers, nowadays, taking the

precaution to write them at the beginning, and in the course, of their pieces. I do not

mean to say by this that it is necessary to imitate the mathematical regularity of the

metronome ,• all music so performed would become of freezing stiffness, and I even

doubt whether it would be possible to observe so flat a uniformity during a certain

number of bars. But the metronome is none the less excellent to consult in order to

know the original time, and its chief alterations.

If the conductor possess neither the author's instructions, tradition, nor metro-

nome indications, — which frequently happens in the ancient masterpieces, written at

a period when the metronome was not invented, — he has no other guide than the

vague terms employed to designate the time to be taken, and his own instinct, his

feeling— more or less distinguishing, more or less just— of the author's style. We
are compelled to admit that these guides are too often insufficient and delusive. Of

this we have proof in seeing how old operas are given in towns where the traditional

mode of performance no longer exists. In ten different kinds of time, there will

always be at least four taken wrongly. I once heard a chorus of Iphigenia in Tau-

ride performed in a German theatre allegro assai, two in the bar, instead of allegro non

troppo, four in the bar; that is to say, exactly twice too fast. Examples might be

multiplied of such disasters, occasioned either by the ignorance or the carelessness

of conductors of orchestras ; or else by the real difficulty which exists for even the

best^glfted and most careful men to discover the precise meaning of the Italian terms

used as indications of the time to be taken. Of course, no one can be at a loss to

distinguish a Largo from a Presto. If the Presto be two in a bar, a tolerably saga^

cious conductor, from inspection of the passages and melodic designs contained in the

piece, will be able to discern the degree of quickness intended by the author. But if

the Largo be four in a bar, of simple melodic structure, and containing but few notes

in each bar, what means has the hapless conductor of discovering the true time ?

And in how many ways might he not be deceived ? The dii^erent degrees of slowness

that might be assigned to the performance of such a Largo are very numerous ; the

individual feeling of the orchestral conductor must then become the sole authority ;

and, after all, it is the author's feeling, not his, which is in question. Composers

therefore ought not to neglect placing metronome indications in their works
;
and

orchestral conductors are bound to study them closely. The neglect of this study on

the part of the latter, is an act of dishonesty.

I will now suppose the conductor to be perfectly well acquainted with the times

of the different movements in the work of which he is about to conduct the perform-

ance or rehearsals ; he wishes to impart to the musicians acting under his orders the

rhythmical feeling within him, to decide the duration of each bar, and to cause the

uniform observance of this duration by all the performers. Now this precision and

this uniformity can only be established in the more or less numerous assemblage of

band and chorus by means of certain signs made by their conductor.

These signs indicate the principle divisions, the accents of the bar, and, in many

cases, the subdivisions, and the half-accents. I need hardly here explain what is

meant by the "accents " (accented and unaccented parts of a bar) ; I am presupposing

that I address musicians.
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The orchestral conductor generally uses a small light stick, of about a foot in

length, and rather whitish than of a dark color (it is seen bett^), which he holds in

Ms right hand, to make clearly distinct his mode of marking the commencement, the

interior division, and the close of each bar. The bow, employed by some violinist-

conductors (leaders), is less suitable than the stick. It is somewhat flexible, and this

want of rigidity, together with the slight resistance it offers to the air, on account of

its appendage of hair, renders its indications less precise.

The simplest of all times— two in a bar — is beaten simply.

The arm and the stick of the conductor are raised, so that his hand is on a level

with his head, he marks the first beat, by dropping the point of his stick

perpendicularly (pending his wrist as much as possible ; and not lowering

the whole arm), and the second beat by raising the stick by a contrary

gesture.

The time— one in a bar— being in reality, and particularly for the

conductor, but the time of an extremely rapid two in a bar, should be beaten

* like the preceding. As the conductor is obliged to raise the point of his

stick, after having lowered it, he necessarily divides this into two portions.

In the time— four in a bar— the first gesture, or down beat, is universally

adopted for marking the first accented part, the commencement of the bar.

The second movement made by the conducting-stick, from right to left,

rising, ..,. indicates the second beat (first unaccented part). A third,

trans ^^ ^^ versely, from left to right, indicates the third

beat (second accented part) ; and ^P~~^" a fourth, obliquely, from

down to up, indicates the fourth beat (second unaccented part). The

combination of these four gestures may be figured thus :
—

It is of importance that the conductor, in thus deliv-

ering his different directions, should not move his arm

much ; and consequently, not allow his stick to pass

over much space ; for each of these gestures should

operate nearly instantaneously ; or at least, take but so

slight a movement as to be imperceptible. If the move-

ment becomes perceptible, on the contrary, and multi-

plied by the number of times that the gesture is repeated,

it ends by throwing the conductor behind in the time

he is beating, and by giving to his conducting a tardiness

yiat proves injurious. This defect, moreover, has the result of needlessly fatiguing

the conductor, and of producing exaggerated evolutions, verging on the ridiculous,

which attract the spectators' attention, and become very disagreeable to witness.

In the time, three in a bar, the first gesture made, from up to

down, is likewise universally adopted for marking the first beat ; but

there are two ways of marking the second. The majority of orches-

tral conductors indicate it by a gesture from left to right ; thus :
—

Some German Kapel-meisters do the contrary ; and carry the

stick from right to left ; thus :— I

^ This way has the disadvantage — wlien the conductor turns

his back to the orchestra, as in theatres— of permitting only a small

"V,
I

number of musicians to perceive the very important indication of the

"N^ I second beat ; the body of the conductor then hiding the movement

1^^ T of his arm. The other method of proceeding is preferable ; since
^^'^ 1 the conductor stretches his arm outwards, withdrawing It from bis

w

->-3

i
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chest
;
and his stick, which he takes care to raise slightly above the level of his

shoulder, remains p'fectly visible to all eyes. When the conductor faces the
players, it is immaterial whether he marks the second beat to the right, or to the left.

However, the third beat of the time, three in a bar, is always marked like the

last of the time, four in a bar ; by an oblique movement upwards.
The times,— five and seven in a a a

bar,— would be more comprehensible

for the performers, if instead of indi-

cating them, by a particular series of

gestures, they were treated as though

the one was composed of three and two
in a bar, and the other composed of

four and three.

Then, these times would be

beaten thus :
—

5

JL
J

r,

Example of seven in a bar

These different times, in order to be divided in this way, are assumed to belong to

movements of moderate measure. The advice would not hold good if their measure

were either very quick or very slow.

The time, two in a bar, I have already signified, cannot be beaten otherwise than

as we have before seen—whatever its degree of rapidity. But if, as an exception, it

should be very slow, the conductor ought to subdivide it.

A very rapid four in a bar, on the contrary, should be beaten two in a bar ; the

four accustomed gestures of a moderate movement becoming then so hurried as to

present nothing decided to the eye, and serving only to confuse the performer instead

of giving him confidence. Moreover,— and this is of much more consequence, — the

conductor, by uselessly making these four gestures in a quick movement, renders

the pace of the rhythm awkward, and loses the freedom of gesture which a simple

division of the time into its half would leave him.

Generally speaking, composers are wrong to write in such a case the indication

of the time as four in a bar. When the movement is very brisk, they should never

write any other than the sign W, and not that of g, which might lead the conductor

into error.

- It is exactly the same for the time, three in a bar, fast | or |. Then

the conductor must omit the gesture of the second beat, and, by remaining

the period of a beat longer on the first, only raise the stick at the third.

It would be absurd to attempt to beat the three in a bar of one of

Beethoven's scherzos.

In slow movements the rule for these two times is like that for two

in a bar. If the movement is very slow, each time must be divided

;

1&2
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and consequently eight gestures must be made for the time, four in a bar,
;

and six

for the time, three in a bar, repeating (and shortening) each of the principal gestures

Example of three in a bar,

very slow

:

we have before instanced.

Example of four in a bar,

very slow : The arm should take

no part in the little sup-

plementary gesture indi-

cating the subdivision of

the bar ; merely the wrist

causing the stick to move.

This division of the

different times is intended

to prevent the rhythmical

divergences which might

easily take place among the performers during

the interval which separates one beat from the

other. The conductor not indicating anything during this period (rendered some-

what considerable by the extreme slowness of the movement), the players are

then entirely left to themselves, without conductor ; and as the rhythmical feeling is

not the same with all, it follows that some hurry, while others slacken, and

unity is soon destroyed. The only exception possible to this rule is that of a

first-rate orchestra, composed of performers who are well acquainted with each

other, are accustomed to play together, and know almost by heart the work they are

executing. Even then, the inattention of a single player may occasion an accident.

Why incur its possibility ? I know that certain artists feel their self-love hurt when

thus kept in leading-strings (like children, they say) ; but with a conductor who has

tio other view than the excellence of the ultimate result, this consideration can have

ho weight. Even in a quartet, it is seldom that the individual feeling of the players

can be left entirely free to follow its own dictates. In a symphony, that of the con-

ductor must rule. The art of comprehending it, and fulfilling it with unanimity,

constitutes the perfection of execution ; and individual wills .— which can never agree

one with another— should never be permitted to manifest themselves.

This being fully understood, it will be seen that subdivision is still more essential

But these times— where the triple rhythm plays so important a part— may be

divided in various ways.

If the movement is brisk or moderate, it is rarely well to indicate other than the

simple beats of these times, according to the procedure adopted for the analogous

simple times.

The times of f allegretto, and of | allegro, therefore, are to be beaten like those

of two in a bai- :—J= or 2 = or | ; the time, | allegro, should be beaten like that of

three in a bar— | moderate, or like that of f andantino ; and the time, '/ moderate

or allegro, like the time, simple four in a bar. But if the movement be adagio, largo

assai, or andante maestoso, either all the quavers, or a crotchet followed by a quaver,

should be beaten, according to the form of the melody, or the predominant design.

Larghetto Grazioso.

It is unnecessary, in this three in a bar, to mark all the quavers ; the rhythm of a

crotchet followed by a quaver in each beat suffices.
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As ta the subdivision, the little supplementary gesture for simple times should be
made ; this subdivision will however separate each beat into two unequal portions,

since it is requisite to indicate visibly the value of the crotchet, and that of the

quaver.

If the movement is still slower, there can be no hesitation; the only way to

ensure unity of execution is to beat all the quavers, whatever be the nature of the

written bar.

Adagio sostenuto. ^

-^^m
Largo,

s33 ^^ J- J .^ J. J— • •-fr
-"

—

'-*
-- --—-—~n»' ^ 0~'m̂
^*-*~*~SW- -U- v »-

) > > I
T f-r^f

Taking the three measures shown above in order, the conductor must beat three

quavers down, and three up, for the time of f :
—

Three down, three to the right, and three up, for the time

Three down, three to the left, three

to the right, and three up, for the time

of ¥ :
— _j

A dilemma sometimes presents itself when certain parts—for the sake of contrast

- are given a triple rhythm, while others preserve the dual rhythm.

Wind
Instruments.

Violin.

^„ Andante..^ i -t _ _»- _»- i

If the wind-instrument parts in the above example are confided to players who are

good musicians, there will be no need to change the manner of marking the bar, and

the conductor may continue to subdivide it by six, or to divide it simply by two. The

majority of players, however, seeming to hesitate at the moment when, by employing

the syncopated form, the triple rhythm clashes with the dual rhythm, require assur-
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ance, which can te given by easy means. The uncertainty occasioned them by the

sudden appearance of the unexcepted rhythm, contradicted by the rest of the orches-

tra, always leads the performers to cast an instinctive glance towards the conductor,

as if seeking his assistance. He should look at them, turning somewhat towards them,

and marking the triple rhythm by very slight gestures, as if the time were really three

in a bar, but in such a way that the violins and other instruments playing in

dual rhythm may not observe the change, which would quite put them out. From

this compromise it results that the new rhythm of three-time, being marked furtively

by the conductor, is executed with steadiness ; while the two-time rhythm, already

firmly established, continues without difBculty, although no longer indicated by the

conductor. On the other hand, nothing, in my opinion can be more blamable, or

more contrary to musical good sense, than the application of this procedure to pas-

sages where two rhythms of opposite nature do not co-exist, and where merely syncopa-

tions are introduced. The conductor, dividing the bar by the number of accents he

finds contained in it, then destroys (for all the auditors who see him) the effect of syn-

copation ; and substitutes a mere change of time for a play of rhythm of the most

bewitching interest. If the accents are marked, instead of the beats, in the following

passage from Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony, we have the subjoined :
—

whereas the four previously maintained display the syncopation, and make it better

felt :—

This voluntary submission to a rhythmical form which the author intended to

thwart is one of the gravest faults in style that a beater of the time can commit.

There is another dilemma, extremely troublesome for a conductor, and demand-

ing all his presence of mind. It is that presented by the super-addition of different

bars. It is easy to conduct a bar in dual time placed above or beneath another bar in

triple time, if both have the same kind of movement. Their chief divisions are then

equal in duration, and one needs only to divide them in half, marking the two prin-

cipal beats :—
JUo.

But if, in the middle of a piece slow in movement, there is introduced a new form
brisk in movement, and if the composer (either for the sake of facilitating the execu-

tion of the quick mcfvement, or because it was impossible to write otherwise) has
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adopted for this new movement the short bar which corresponds with it, there may then

occur two, or even three short bars super-added to a slow bar :—
Allegro.

Three "bars to one.

The conductor's task is to guide and keep together these different bars of unequal

number and dissimilar movement. He attains this by dividing the beats in the an-

dante bar, No. 1, which pre-

cedes the entrance of the

allegro in f , and by continu-

ing to divide them; but

taking care to mark the di-

vision more decidedly. The

players of the allegro in f
then comprehend that the

two gestures of the conductor

represent the two beats of

their short bar, while the players of the andante

take these same gestures merely for a divided beat

of their long bar.

It will be seen that this is really quite simple,

because the division of the short bar, and the subdivisions of the long one, mutually

correspond. The following example, where a slow bar is super-added to the short

ones, without this correspondence existing, is more awkward :
—

Hautboy

Bar No. 1.

Bars Nos. 2, 3, and so on.

No. 1.

Maintain in the same movement.

1^0.2.

^^f^^^^
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In this example, the subdivision of the bar into six, or the

division of beats into two, is useful ; and offers no incon-

venience during bar No. 1, when the following gesture is

made:—
But from the beginning of bar No. 2 it is necessary to

make only the simple gestm-es :
—

on account of the triplet on the third beat,

and on account of the one following it which

the double gesture would much interfere with.

In the famous ball-scene of Mozart's Don Giovanni, the difficulty

of keeping together the three orchestras, written in three different

measures, is less than might be thought. It is sufficient to mark downwards each
beat of the tempo di minuetto : —

/i

f aE ii^
Once entered upon the combination, the little allegro in |, of which a whole bar rep-

resents one-third, or one beat of that of the minuetto, and the other allegro in |, of

which a whole bar represents two-thirds, or two beats, correspond with each other and
with the principal theme ; while the whole proceeds without the slightest confusion.

All that is requisite is to make them come in properly.

A gross fault that I have seen committed,' consists in enlarging the time of a piece

in common-time, when the author has introduced into it triplets of minims :
—

;^S ^ -r

In such a case, the third minim adds nothing to the duration of the bar, as some

conductors seem to imagine. They may, if they please, and if the movement be slow

or moderate, make these passages by beating the bar with three beats, but the dura-

tion of the whole bar should remain precisely the same. In a case where these trip-

lets occur in a very quick bar in common-time (allegro-assai), the three gestures then

cause confusion, and it is absolutely necessary to make only two, — one beat upon the

first minim, and one upon the third. These gestures, owing to the quickness of the

movement, differ little to the eye, from the two of the bar with two equal beats, and

do not affect the movement of those parts of the orchestra which contain no triplets.

Alio Assai.

g^ggg gf gg e s ^ e

We will now .speak of the conductor's method of beating in recitatives. Here, as the

singer or the instrumentalist is reciting, and no longer subject to the regular division
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of the bar, it is requisite, while following him attentively, to make the orchestra

strike, simultaneously and with precision, the chords or instrumental passages with

which the recitative is intermingled ; and to make the harmony change at the proper

instant, when the recitative is accompanied either by holding-notes or by a tremolo in

several parts, of which the least apparent, occasionally, is that which the conductor

must most regard, since upon its motion depends the change of chord :
—

Example, not kept time to.

Violins.

Violas
& Basses.

W^, s^~-^—z^B=H
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by heait, keep their eye constantly upon him, otherwise, neither security nor unity
can be obtained.

In general, even for timed music, the conductor should require the players he
directs to look towards him as often as possible.

An orchestra which does not watch the conducting-stick !ias no conductor. Often,
after a pedal-point for instance, the conductor is obliged to refrain from markhig the
decisive gesture which is to determine the coming in of the orchestra until he sees the
eyes of all the performers fixed upon him. It is the duty of the conductor, during
rehearsal, to accustom them to look towards him simultaneously at the important
moment.

Allegretto.^ ^

If the rule just indicated were not observed in the above bar, of which the first

beat, marking a pedal-point, may be prolonged indefinitely, the passage—

$
could not be uttered with firmness and unity ; the players, not watching the conduc-
tor's stick, could not know when he decides the second beat and resumes the movement
suspended by the pedal-point.

The obligation upon the performers to look at their conductor necessarily implies

an equal obligation on his part to let himself be well seen by them. He should, —
whatever may be the disposal of the orchestra, whether on rows of steps, or on a hori-

zontal plane, — place himself so as to form the centre of all surrounding eyes.

To place himself well in sight, a conductor requires an especial platform, elevated

in proportion as the number of performers is large and occupies much space. His
desk should not be so high that the portion sustaining the score shall hide his face

for the expression of his countenance has much to do with the influence he exercises

If there is no conductor for an orchestra that does not and will not watch him,

neither is there any if he cannot be well seen.

As to the employment of noises of any kind whatever, produced by the stick of

the conductor upon his desk, or by his foot upon the platform, they call for no other

than unreserved reprehension. It is worse than a bad method ; it is a barbarism. In

a theatre, however, when the stage evolutions prevent the chorus-singers from seeing

the conducting-stick, the conductor is compelled— to ensure, after a pause, the taking

up a point by the chorus— to indicate this point by marking the beat which precedes

it by a slight tap of his stick upon the desk. This exceptional circumstance is the

only one which can warrant the employment of an indicating noise, and even then it

is to be regretted that recourse must be had to it.

While speaking of chorus-singers, and of their operations in theatres, it may here

be observed that chorus-masters often allow themselves to beat time at the side-scenes,

without seeing the conductor's stick, frequently even without hearing the orchestra.

The result is that this time, beaten more or less ill, and not corresponding with that

of the conductor, inevitably induces a rhythmical discordance between the choral and

instrumental bodies, and subverts all unity instead of tending to maintain it.

There is another traditional barbarism which lies within the province of an intelli-

gent and active conductor to abolish. If a choral or instrumental piece is performed

behind the scenes, without accompaniment from the principal orchestra, another con-
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ductor is absolutely essential. If the orchestra accompany this portion, the first con'

ductor, who hears the distant music, is then strictly bound to let himself be guided by

the second, and to follow his time by ear. But if— as frequently happens in modern
music— the sound of the chief orchestra hinders the conductor from hearing that

which is being performed at a distance from him, the intervention of a special conduct-

ing mechanism becomes indispensable, in order to establish instantaneous communica-

tion between him and the distant performers. Many attempts, more or less ingenious,

have been made of this kind, the result of which has not everywhere answered ex-

pectations. That of Covent Garden Theatre, in London, moved by the conductor's

foot) acts tolerably well. But the electric metronome, set up by Mr. Van Brage in the

Brussels Theatre, leaves nothing to be desired. It consists of an apparatus of copper

ribbons, leading from a Voltaic battery placed beneath the stage, attached to the con-

ductor's desk, and terminating in a movable stick fastened at one end on a pivot before

a board at a certain distance from the orchestral conductor. To this latter's desk is

affixed a key of copper, something like the ivory key of a pianoforte ; it is elastic, and

provided on the interior side with a protuberance of about a quarter of an inch long.

Immediately beneath this protuberance is a little cup, also of copper, filled with quick-

silver. At the instant when the orchestral conductor, desiring to mark any particular

beat of a bar, presses the copper key with the forefinger of his left hand (his right

being occupied in holding, as usual, the conducting-stick) this key is lowered, the pro-

tuberance passes into the cup filled with quicksilver, a slight electric spark is emitted,

and the stick placed at the other extremity of the copper ribbon makes an oscillation

before its board. The communication of the fluid and the movement are quite simul-

taneous, no matter how great a distance is traversed.

The performers being grouped behind the scenes, their eyes fixed upon the stick

of the electric metronome, are thus directly subject to the conductor, who could,

were it needful, conduct, from the middle of the Opera orchestra in Paris, a piece of

music performed at Versailles.

It is merely requisite to agree upon beforehand with the chorus-singers, or with

their conductor (if as an additional precaution, they have one), the way in which the

orchestral conductor beats the time— whether he marks all the principal beats, or

only the first of the bar— since the oscillations of the stick, moved by electricity,

being always from right to left, indicate nothing precise in this respect.

When I first used, at Brussels, the valuable instrument I have Just endeavored to

describe, its action presented one objection. Each time that the copper key of my
desk underwent the pressure of my left forefinger, it struck, underneath, another

plate of copper, and, notwithstanding the delicacy of the contact, produced a little

sharp noise, which, during the pauses of the orchestra, attracted the attention of the

audience, to the detriment of the musical effect.

I pointed out the fault to Mr. Van Bruge, who substituted for the lower plate

of copper the little cup filled with quicksilver, previously mentioned. Into this the

protuberance so entered as to establish the electric current without causing the

slightest noise.

Nothing remains now, as regards the use of this mechanism, but the crackling

of the spark at the moment of its emission. This, however, is too slight to be heard
by the public.

The metronome is not expensive to put up ; it costs £16 at the most. Large lyric

theatres, churches, and concert-rooms should long ago have been provided with one.

Yet, save at the Brussels Theatre, it is nowhere to be found. This would appear
incredible, were it not that the carelessness of the majority of directors of institutions
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where music forms a feature is well known ; as are their instinctive aversion to what-

ever disturbs old-established customs, their indifference to the interests of art, their

parsimony wherever an outlay for music is needed, and the utter ignorance of the

principles of our art among those in whose hands rests the ordering of its destiny.

I have not yet said all on the subject of those dangerous auxiliaries named
chorus-masters. Very few of them are sufficiently versed in the art, to conduct a

musical performance, so that the orchestral conductor can depend upon them. He
cannot therefore watch them too closely when compelled to submit to their coad-

jutorship.

The most to be dreaded are those whom age has deprived of activity and energy.

The maintenance of vivacious times is an impossibility to them. Whatever may be

the degree of quickness indicated at the head of a piece confided to their conducting,

little by little they slacken its pace, until the rhythm is reduced to a certain medium

slowness, that seems to harmonize with the speed at which their blood flows, and

the general feebleness of their organization.

It must in truth be added, that old men are not the only ones with whom com-

posers run this risk. There are men in the prime of life, of a lymphatic tempera-

ment, whose blood seems to circulate moderato. If they have to conduct an allegro

assai, they gradually slacken it to moderato; if, on the contrary, it is a largo or an

andante sosteuuto, provided the piece is prolonged, they will, by dint of progressive

animation, attain a moderato long before the end. The moderato is their natural

pace, and they recur to it as infallibly as would a pendulum after having been a

moment hurried or slackened in its oscillations.

These people are the born enemies of all characteristic music, and the greatest

destroyers of style. May Fate preserve the orchestral condiictor from their co-op-

eration.

Once, In a large town (which I will not name), there was to be performed be-

hind the scenes a very simple chorus, written in f , allegretto. The aid of the chorus-

master became necessary. He was an old man.

The time in which this chorus was to be taken having been first agreed upon by

the orchestra, our Nestor followed it pretty decently during the first few bars; but,

soon after, the slackening became such that there was no continuing without render-

ing the piece perfectly ridiculous. It was recommenced twice, thrice, four times
;

a full half-hour was occupied in ever-increasingly vexatious efforts, but always with

the same result. The preservation of allegretto time was absolutely impossible to

the worthy man. At last the orchestral conductor, out of all patience, came and

begged him not to conduct at all ; he had hit upon an expedient : — He caused the

chorus-singers to simulate a march-movement, raising each foot alternately, without

moving on. This movement, being in exactly the same time as the dual rhythm of

the I in a bar, allegretto, the chorus-singers, who were no longer hindered by their

director, at once performed the piece as though they had sung marching ; with no

less unity than regularity, and without slackening the time.

I acknowledge, however, that many chorus-masters, or sub-conductors of orches-

tras, are sometimes of real utility, and even indispensable for the maintenance of

vmity among very large masses of performers. When these masses are obliged to be

so disposed as ^hat one portion of the players or chorus-singers turn their back on

the conductor, he needs a certain number of sub-beaters of the time, placed before

those of the performers who cannot see him, and charged with repeating all his

signals. In order that this repetition shall be precise, the sub-conductors must be

careful never to take their eyes off the chief conductor's stick for a single instant.
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If, in order to look at their score, they cease to watch him for only three bars, a

discrepancy arises immediately between their time and his, and all is lost.

In a festival where 1200 performers were assembled under my direction, at

Paris, I had to employ four chorus-masters, stationed at the four corners of the vocal

mass, and two sub-conductors, one of whom directed the wind-instruments, and the

other the instruments of percussion. I had earnestly besought them to look towards

me incessantly ; they did not omit to do so, and our eight sticks, rising and falling

without the slightest discrepancy of rhythm, established amidst our 1200 performers

the most perfect tuiity ever witnessed.

With one or more electric metronomes, it seems no longer necessary to have

recourse to this means. One might, iu fact, thus easily conduct chorus-singers who
turn their back towards the chief conductor ; but attentive and intelligent sub-con-

ductors are always preferable to a machine. They have not only to beat the time,

like the metronomic stafi, but they have also to speak to the groups around them,

to call their attention to nice shades of execution, and, after bar-rests, to remind

them when the moment of their re-entry comes.

In a space arranged as a semicircular amphitheatre, the orchestral conduct may
conduct a considerable number of performers alone, all eyes then being able to look

towards him. Neverthless, the employment of a certain number of sub-conductors

appears to me preferable to individual direction, on account of the great distance

between the chief conductor and the extreme points of the vocal and instrumental

body.

The more distant the orchestral conductor is from the performers he directs, the

more his influence over them is diminished.

The best way would be to have several sub-conductors, with several electric

metronomes beating before their eyes the principal beats of the bar.

And now, — should the orchestral conductor give the time standing or sitting

down ?

If, in theatres where they perform scores of immense length, it is very difdcult

to endure the fatigue of remaining on foot the whole evening, it is none the less true

that the orchestral conductor, when seated, loses a portion of his power, and cannot
give free course to his animation, if he possess any.

Then, should he conduct reading from a full score, or from a first violin part

(leader's copy), as is customary in some theatres ? It is evident that he should have
before him a full score. Conducting by means of a part containing only the prin-

cipal instrumental cues, the bass and the melody, demands a needless effort of
memory from a conductor ; and moreover, if he happens to tell one of the performers
whose part he cannot examine, that he is wrong, exposes him to the chance of the

reply :
" How do you know ?

"

The disposal and grouping of the players and chorus-singers come also within the
province of the orchestral conductor

;
particularly for concerts. It is impossible to

indicate arbitrarily the best method of grouping the performers in a theatre or con-
cert-room

;
the shape and arrangement of the interior of these places necessarily

influence the course to be taken in such a case. Let us add, that it depends more-
over, upon the number of performers requiring to be grouped ; and, on some occa-
sions, upon the style of composition adopted by the author whose work Is to be
performed.

In general, for concerts, the following disposal of the orchestra seems best :

An amphitheatre of eight, or at least, five rows is indispensable. The semicircular
form is the Tjest for the amphitheatre. If it is large enough to contain the whole
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orchestra, the entire mass of instrumentalists can be disposed of along these rows

;

the first violins in front on the right, facing the public ; the second violins in front

on the left ; the violas, in the middle, between the two groups of violins ; the flutes

hautboys, clarinets, liorns, and bassoons behind the first violins ; a double rank of

violoncellos and double-basses behind the second violins ; the trumpets, cornets,

trombones, and tubas behind the violas ; the rest of the violoncellos and double-

basses behind the wooden wind instruments ; the harps in the foreground, close to the

orchestral conductor ; the kettle-drums, and other instruments of percussion behind

or in the centre of the brass instruments ; the orchestral conductor, turning his back

to the public, at the base of the orchestra, and near to the foremost desks of the

first and second violins.

There should be a horizontal flooring, or stage, more or less wide, extending in

front of the first rows of the amphitheatre. On this flooring the chorus-singers

should be placed, in form of a fan turned three-quarters towards the public, so that

all shall be able easily to see the motions of the orchestral conductor. The grouping

of the chorus-singers, in consonance with their respective order of voice, will differ

according as the author has written in three, four, or six . parts. At any rate, the

women — sopranos and contraltos— should be in front, seated; the tenors standing

behind the contraltos ; and the basses standing behind the sopranos.

The solo-singers should occupy the centre, and foremost, part of the front stage,

and should always place themselves in such a way as to be able, by slightly turning

the head, to see the conducting-stick.

Por the rest, I repeat, these indications can be but approximate ; they may be,

for many reasons, modified in various ways.

At the Conservatoire, in Paris, where the amphitheatre is composed of only four

or five rows, not circtilar, and cannot therefore contain the whole orchestra, the

violins and violas are on the stage ; while the basses and wind instruments alone

occupy the rows ; the chorus is seated on the front of the stage, facing the public, and

the women, sopranos and contraltos, turning their backs directly upon the orchestral

conductor, are utterly unable to see his motions. The arrangement is very incon-

venient for this portion of the chorus.

It is of the greatest consequence that the chorus-singers placed on the front of

the stage shall occupy a plane somewhat lower than that of the violins ; otherwise

they would considerably deaden the sound of these instruments.

For the same reason, if there are no other rows for the choir in front of the

orchestra, it is absolutely needful that the women should be seated, and the men
remain standing up ; in order that the voices of the tenors and basses, proceeding

from a more elevated point than those of the sopranos and contraltos, may come

forth freely, and be neither stifled nor intercepted.

When the presence of the chorus-singers in front of the orchestra is not neces-

sary, the conductor must take care to send them away ; since this large number of

human bodies injures the sonority of the instruments. A symphony performed by

an orchestra thus more or less stifled, loses much of its effect.

There are yet other precautions, relative especially to the orchestra, which the

conductor may also take, to avoid certain defects in performance. The instruments

of percussion, placed, as I have indicated, upon one of the last rows of the orchestra,

have a tendency to modify the rhythm, and slacken the time. A series of strokes on

the drum struck at regular intervals in a quick movement, like the following :
—

Allearo.
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will sometimes lead to the complete destruction of a fine rhythmical progression, by

checking the onward hound of the rest of the orchestra, and destroying the unity.

Almost always, the drum player, through not observing the original time given by

the conductor, is somewhat behindhand in striking his first stroke. This retard-

ment, multiplied by the number of strokes which follow the first one, soon produces

— as may be imagined— a rhythmical discrepancy of the most fatal effect. The
conductor, — all whose efforts to re-establish unanimity are then in vain— has only

one thing left to do ; which is, to insist that the long drum player shall count before-

hand the number of strokes to be given in the passage in question, and that, knowing

his part, he shall no longer look at his copy, but keep his eyes constantly fixed upon

the conducting-stick ; by which means he will follow the time without the slightest

want of precision.

Another retardment, arising from a different cause, frequently takes place in the

trumpet-parts ; it is when they contain a quick flow of passages such as this :
—

¥̂^^^^^^^^m *
Allegro.

The trumpet-player, instead of taking breath before the first of these three bars,

takes breath at their commencement, during the quaver-rest, A ; and, not counting

for anything the short time it has taken him to breathe, gives its whole value to the

quaver-rest, which thus becomes superadded to the value of the first bar. The result

of this is the following :
—

Allegro. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
an effect all the worse because the final accent, struck at the commencement of the

third bar by the rest of the orchestra, comes a third of the time too slow in the trum-

pets, and destroys unity in the striking of the last chord.

To obviate this, the conductor must first previously warn the players against

such inexactness, into which they almost all are led to fall unawares ; and then,

while conducting, must cast a glance towards them at the decisive moment, and
anticipate a Utile, by beating the first beat of the bar where they come in. It is

incredible how diflicult it is to prevent trumpet-players from doubling the value of a
quaver-rest thus placed.

When a long accelerando, little by little, is indicated by the composer, for passing

from an allegro moderate to a presto, the majority of orchestral conductors hurry the

time by jerks, instead of quickening it equally throughout, by an insensible onward
rate. This should be carefully avoided.

The same remark applies to the converse proposition. It is even more difficult

to slacken a quick time smoothly, and without checks, so as to transform it little by
little into a slow time. Often, from a desire to testify zeal, or from defect of delivery

in his musical feeling, a conductor demands from his players an exaggeration of nice

gradations. He comprehends neither the character nor the style of the piece. The
gradations then become so many blemishes ; the accents, yells ; the intentions of the

poor composer are totally disfigured and perverted ; while those of the orchestral

conductor— however politely meant they may be— are none the less injurious : like

the caresses of the ass in the fable, who crushed his master while fondling him.
And now let us instance many deplorable abuses that are obtained in almost all
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the orchestras of Europe— abuses which reduce composers to despair, and which it is

the duty of conductors to abolish as soon as possible.

Performers playing stringed instruments will rarely give themselves the trouble

to play a tremolo ; they substitute for this very characteristic effect, a tame repetition

of the note, half, and sometimes three-quarters slower than the one whence results

the tremolo : instead of demisemiquavers, they make triple or double ones ; and in

lieu of producing sixty-four notes in a bar in four-time (adagioj, they produce only

thirty-two, or even sixteen. The action of the arm necessary for producing a true

tremolo, demands from them too great an effort. This idleness is intolerable.

Many double-bass players permit themselves— from idleness, also, or from a

dread of being unable to achieve certain difBculties— to simplify their part. This

race of simplifiers has existed for forty years ; but it cannot endure any longer. In

ancient works, the double-bass parts were extremely simple ; therefore there can be

no reason to impoverish them still more : those in modern scores are rather more
difficult, it is true ; but, with very few exceptions, there is nothing in them impossible

of execution ; composers, masters of their art, write them with care, and as they

ought to be executed. If it is from idleness that the simplifiers pervert them, the

energetic orchestral conductor is armed with the necessary authority to compel the

fulfilment of their duty. If it is from incapacity, let him dismiss them. It is his

best interest to rid himself of instrumentalists who cannot play their instrument.

Flute-players, accustomed to having their parts written in the upper octave, and

not admitting that their part can be written below that of clarinets or hautboys, fre-

quently transpose entire passages an octave higher. The conductor, if he does not

carefully peruse his score, if he is not thoroughly acquainted with the work he is con-

ducting, or if his ear lacks keenness, will not perceive the strange liberty thus taken.

Nevertheless, multitudes of such instances occur, and care should be taken to banish

them entirely.

It happens everywhere (I do not say in some orchestras only) — that when ten,

fifteen, or twenty violinists have to play the same part in unison, that they do not

count the bars' rest; each, from idleness, relying on the others doing it. Whence it fol-

lows that scarcely half of them come in again at the right moment ; while the rest still

hold their instrument under their left arm, and look about them. Thus the point

is greatly weakened, if not entirely missed. I invoke the attention and vigor of

orchestral conductors to this insufferable habit. It is, however, so rooted that they

will only ensure its extirpation by making a large number of violinists amenable for

the fault of a single player ; by inflicting a fine, for example, upon a whole row, if one

of them misses coming in. Even were this fine no more than half-a^crown, I will

answer for it that each of the violinists would count his rests, and keep watch that his

neighbors did the same, since it might be inflicted five or six times upon the same

individuals in the course of one performance.

An orchestra, the instruments of which are not in tune individually, and with

each other, is a monstrosity ; the conductor, therfore, should take the greatest care

that the musicians tune accurately. But this operation should not be performed in

presence of the public ; and, moreover, every instrumental noise— every kind of

preluding between the acts— constitutes a real offence to all civilized auditors. The

bad training of an orchestra, and its musical mediocrity is to be inferred from the

impertinent noise it makes during the periods of quiet at an Opera or Concert.

It is also imperative for a conductor not to allow clarinet-players to use always

the same instrument (the clarinet in Sb), without regard to the author's indications
;

just as if the different clarinets— those in D and A, particularly — had not a special
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character of their own, of which the intelligent composer knows the exact value ; and

as if the clai-inet in A had not moreover a low semitone more than the clarinet in

li^— , the CI, of excellent effect,

TO H produced by the E, F^ B which E gives only the D, FTO-

on the clarinet in i%.

A habit as vicious, and still more baneful, has crept into many orchestras since

the introduction of horns with cylinders and pistons : it is that of playing in open

sounds; by means of the new mechanism adapted to the instrument, those notes

intended by the composer to be produced in closed sounds, by means of the right hand
within the bell. Moreover, the horn-players nowadays, on account of the facility

afforded by the pistons or cylinders for putting their instrument into different keys,

use only the horn in F whatever may be the key indicated by the author. This cus-

tom gives rise to a host of inconveniences, from which the conductor should use all

his efiorts to preserve the works of composers wJio know how to write.

He should also set his face against the economical fashion adopted by certain

theatres— called lyric— of causing the cymbals and the long drum to be played by
the same performer. The sound of the cymbals when attached to the drum — as

they must be to render this economy feasible— is an ignoble noise, fit only for bands

at tea-gardens. This custom, moreover, leads mediocre composers into tiie habit of

never employing one of these instruments without the other, and considering their

use as solely confined to forcibly marking the accented parts of the bar. This is an

idea fruitful in noisy platitudes ; and one that has brought upon us the ridiculous

excesses beneath which, if a stop be not put to them, dramatic music will sooner or

later sink.

I conclude by expressing sincere regret at beholding choral and orchestral stud-

ies still so badly organized. Everywhere, for grand choral and instrumental compo-
sitions, the system of rehearsals in the mass is maintained. They make all the

chorus-singers study at once, on the one hand ; and all the instrumentalists at once,

on the other. Deplorable errors, innumerable mistakes, are thus committed— par-

ticularly in the intermediate parts— errors which the chorus-master and the con-

ductor do not perceive. Once established, these errors degenerate Into habits, and
become part and parcel of the execution.

The hapless chorus-singers, moreover, are by far the worst treated of all the per-

formers during their studies, such as they are. Instead of giving them a good con-

ductor, knowing the times of the different movements accurately, and proficient in the

art of singing, to beat the time, and make critical observations : a good pianist, play-

ing from a well-arranged pianoforte score, upon a good piano ; and a violinist, to play
in unison or in octave with the voices as each part is learned alone— instead of these

three indispensable artists, they commit them (in two-thirds of the lyric theatres of

Europe) to the superintendence of a single man, who has no more idea of the art of

conducting than of that of singing, who is generally a poor musician, selected from
among the worst pianists to be found, or who cannot play the pianoforte at all—some
old superannuated individual, who, seated before a battered out-of-tune instrument,
tries to decipher a dislocated score which he does not know, strikes false chords
major, when they are minor, or vice-versa, and under the pretext of conducting and of

accompanying by himself, employs his right hand in setting the chorus-singers wrong
in their time, and his left hand in setting them wrong in their tune.
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One might believe one's self in the Dark Ages, on wituessing such an exhibition of

Gothish economy.

A faithful, well-colored, clever interpretation of u, modern work, even when con-

fided to artists of a higher order, can only be obtained, I firmly believe, by partial re-

hearsals. Each part of a chorus should be studied singly until it is thoroughly known,

before combining it with the others. The same step should be taken with regard to

the orchestra, for a symphony at all complicated. The violins should first be practised

alone ; the violas and basses by themselves ; the wooden wind instruments (with a

small band of stringed instruments, to fill in the rests, and accustom the wind instru-

ments to the points of re-entrance) and the bi'ass instruments the same ; and very

often it is necessary to practise the instruments of percussion alone ; and lastly, the

harps, if they be nimierous. The studies in combination are then far more profitable,

and more rapid ; and there is then good hope of attaining fidelity of interpretation,

now, alas, but too rare.

The performances obtained by the old method of study are merely approaches to

achievement ; beneath which so very many masterpieces have succumbed. The super-

intending conductor, after the butchering of a master, none the less serenely lays down

his stick with a satisfied smile ; and if some few misgivings remain with him as to the

mode in which he has fulfilled his task, should no one venture at the close to dispute

its "accomplishment, he murmurs aside :
" Bah ! vae victis !"

Hector Berlioz.
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Waltz, "Mourning Journals"

Ext. from Overture "Mignon"
" "Hamlet"
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" "Hearts and Flowers"

"Othello"
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English Horn
Horns
Bass Tuba

Directions for Conducting
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Kettle-Drums

Large Bells

American Military Band
Double Bass
Horn
Piccolo
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" " " " Natural Trumpet
" " " " Cornet. ...
" " the most usual transpositions of Trumpet Parts for the Cornet

.

" " the most usual transpositions of Horn Parts for the Cornet
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" " " for the Harmonium ",
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" " " and Tonal Compass of all the differently pitched Flutes and Piccolos. . .

" " " and Tonal Compass of all the differently pitched Clannets (Military Band)
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COMPLETE SET OF SELF=INSTRUCTORS
For All Orchestra and Band Instruments

. . . BY . , .

OTTO LANGEY and PAUL DE VILLE,

CARL FISCHER'S REVISED AND ONLY COMPLETE EDITION.
Hitherto, tutors for orchestral or band instruments have been either too expensive

to suit the pocliets of musicians, or, being cheaper, been so meagre in the information
contained therein that they were totally unsuited to the educational needs of students.

To meet these objections, the pen of such celebrated writers as O. Langey and
Paul Ue Ville has been, brought into requistion, and as a result produced a series of
works, unique of their kind, remarkable for their lucidity and surprising for the
arrangement of their contents. They are pkogressive in the true sense of the word,
containing studies which, like the steps of a ladder, lead higher and higher as each one
is surmounted until the highest point is attained. The Scales in thicse works ahe
FEATt'RES NOT TO BE OVERLOOKED, AND NO OTHER WORKS ARE SO COMPLETE IN

THIS PAHTICULAK AS THESE.

Each work is concise, comprehensive and up to date, containing no
superfluous matter. The series embraces the following:

Violin, Viola, Cello, 3-String Bass, 4-String Bass,

Clarinet, Piccolo, Flute, Oboe, Bassoon, French Horn,

Eb Cornet, Bb Cornet, Eb Alto, Bb Tenor,

Bb Tenor Slide Trombone in Treble Clef, Bb Tenor Slide Trombone in

Bass Clef, Bb Tenor Valve Trombone in Treble Clef

Bb Tenor Valve Trombone in Bass Clef,

Bb Baritone or Euphonium in Bass Clef, Bb Baritone or Euphonium in

Treble Clef, Saxophone,

Eb Tuba or EbBass, Drums, (Xylophone, Tympanies and Castanets),

Piano (Foreign fingering). Piano (American fingering),

Organ, Zither, Guitar, Banjo, Mandolin.

MONARCH BRAND
IMPORTED MUSIC WRITING PAPER.
Each sheet bears the Trade Mark ( Lion Head ) and the name Carl Fischer,

New York. The O. Fischer Monarch Brand Imported Music Writing Paper is of such
close texture and so well finished that summer or winter it presents tlie same hard
surface and is impenetrable to ink. 6 different sizes and 27 different rulings.

„ . ,
Per Quire. Per Koam.

Size 6|-x5i, Quickstep Size, 9 Staves, oblong S .40 84.50
Size 10^x6.1 Zithermusic size, 6 or 8 staves .50 7.85
Size 6|xlO|, Octavo size, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 Staves -W 7.85
Size 9x12, Medium size, 10, 12, 14, 16 staves 70 10 75
Size lOjxlSf, Regular size, 10, 12, 14, 16. 18, 20, 22, 24 staves , 80 13.75
Size 10jxl3|. Regular size, 12 staves for Piano music 80 13.75
Size 10|xl3|, Regular size, 12 staves for Piano and Voice, Piano and

Violin, or Piano and another Instrument
. .80 13 76

Size 13|xl0|, Regular size, oblong, 10, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24 stave? ] .80 18.75



Works of Edncational Value Indispensable fo both Teacher and

Student. C. Fischer's Editions.

CLARINET.
Klose, H. Complete Method for

the Clarinet, as used at the Paris
Conservatory. (Ordinary system,
also Albert & Boehm system.)
Newly revised and with numeroQs
Additions by C. L. Staats.) $3.00

Kroepsch, F. Studies for Clarinet,

progressively arranged.

—Part I. 167 daily exercises (Vel-

ocity and Cadences). .75

—Part II. 183 daily exercises (Vel-

ocity and Cadences). .90

—Part III. 40 Studies for advanced
players (Modulation). .75

—Part IV. 26 Studies for Artists. .90

Clarinetist's Studio, by Paul De-
Ville. A grand collection of 98
solos for B|j Clarinet. Book I, II.

Paper. @ 2.00

Richter, Carl. Classic Favorites.

Containing 20 well known melo-
dies, arranged for Bb Clarinet and
Piano. Book I, II. @ 1.00

CORNET.
Arban's Celebrated Cornet Method.

(English, German and Prench.)
The largest, finest and most com-
plete edition of "Arban's Method"
ever published. 335 Pages Com-
plete. 3,00

Arban's Celebrated Cornet Method.
Abridged. 139 pages. 1.00

St. Jacome. Complete Tutor for

the Cornet. In two volumes.
Vol. 1. 2.00

Vol. II. 2.50
Complete. 4.00

Arban's Art of Phrasing. 1.00
— 14 Characteristic Studies. .75
—12 Fantasias and Airs variSs. .75

—Daily Respiratory and Lip Exer-
cises and Tone Producer. .75

St. Jacome. 12 characteristic

studies. 1.00
—12 Grand Artistic Studies. 1.20
—25 Brilliant Exercises. .75

Cornetist's Joy. A Collection of

36 celebrated Cornet Solos, by
Hartmann, Liberati, etc,

—Cornet part. 1.00
—Piano part. 2.00

Happy Hours, by Paul De Ville.

A Grand Collection of 30 popular
and standard operatic melodies.

—Cornet and Piano. .75

—Cornet part. .25

Hoch Album. Containing. 16 Ori-

ginal Compositions by Theodore
Hoch. 1.00

TROMBONE.
Bonnisseau's Complete Method for
• Bb Tenor Slide Trombone in bass

or treble clef. ( C. Fischer's new
and revised edition.) @ 1.50*

Dieppe's Complete Method for

the Slide and Valve Trombone in

bass clef. Revised and enlarged

by Paul de Ville. C. Fischer's

World Edition. 2.00

The Universal Method for the

Slide and Valve Trombone, in bass
and treble clef, by Paul de Ville.

This work contains the best and
most valuable matter from the

works of the world's greatest writers

for Trombone, viz :—Belcke, Bon-
nisseau, Clodomir, Cornette, Diep-
po, Keinhardt, Vobaron, Wagner,
etc. It contains exercises, studies,

etc., in both clefs. 2.0O

Blume, O. 36 Studies for Trom-

,

bone, (German and English.)

Book I. 12 Studies in all the Ma-
jor and Minor Keys for Beginners. .60

—Book II. For advanced Scholars. .60

—Book III. For more experienced
Scholars. .60

Dieppo. 9 progressive studies for

Slide or Valve Trombone. .60

Reinhardt. 31 Studies for the
Trombone. .60

Vobaron, op. 1. 4 Lessons and 17

Studies. .75

Wagner, A, 27 Etudes for the
Trombone. .60

Dieppo-Vobaron. 3 Operatic Fan-
tasias for Slide or Valve Trombone. .40

Vobaron. 32 Melodies for Trom-
bone. 1.25

—32 Melodies for 2 Trombones. 2.00

The Trombone Soloist. C. Fis-
cher's grand Collection of 48 cele-

brated Solos for Trombone in Bass
or Treble clef and Piano.

—Solo Part. @ .7&
—Piano Part. @ 1.50
—Solo Part and Piano. @ 2.00i

Et^ TUBA OR Efr BASS.

Tuba Player's Vade Mecum.
Tonal Studies. Solos and Extracts
from well-known works of cele-

brated masters.. Paper, 1,50



Violin Methods, Studies, and Solo Books.

METHODS.
Alard, D. Complete Conservatory-
Method for the Violin. Original
Edition with English, German and
ITi-ench text. Newly revised and
enlarged, embracing Alard Op. 10,

10 melodic studies with accompani-
ment of asecond violin. Complete. $3. 00

De Beriot's Celebrated Method for

the Violin. The only edition ac-

cording to the Original. English
and German. Vol. I, II, III. @ 1.20

—Complete in 1 vol. Boards. 3.00

Dancla, Ch., op. 52. Conservatory
Violin Method. (English, French
and German.) Newly revised and
enlarged by G. Saenger.

—Pai-t I. 1.00

—Part II. 1.76

—Complete 3.00

David, F. Violin School. New and
revised edition. English and Ger-
man text.

—Part I. 1.25

—Part 11. 1.75

—Complete. 3.00

Henning. Violin School. English
and German.

—Complete. 1.50

Hofmann, R., op. 31. Violin School.

—Part I. (English and German.) 1.50

Schubert, Louis, op. 50. Violin

School on modern principles.

(English, French and German.)
2 vols. @ .75

Wichtl, op. 30. Young Violinist

with Pleyel's Duets and select

compositions for violin and piano.

(English, German and French.)
Boards. 1.26

Wohlfahrt, op. 38.

ning.

Easiest begin-
1.00

VIOLIN STUDIES.
Alard, D., op. 10. Ten melodious

studies in first and second position

with accompaniment of a second
violin. 1.50

Blumenstengel, A. Scales and
Exercises of Velocity. Book I.

1st position. .50

—Book II. The first 3 positions. . 50

Dancla, Chas., op. 74. School of

Velocity. 50 daily Exercises.

(English, German and French.) .50

David F. Scale Studies (in one and
two octaves.) .40

Dont J., op. 37. Preparatory Ex-
ercises to the studies of Kreutzer
& Rode. .50

Qavini^s. 24Matinfes. Revised by
Kross. (English and German.)
Edited by Gustav Saenger. .50

Fiorillo. 36 Etudes or Caprices,

revised by Kross. (English and
German.) Edited by Gustav Saen-
ger. .50

Hrimaly,J. Scale Studies, (English

French and German.) 1.00

Kayser, op. 20. 36 Elementary and
progressive studies. 1.00

Kreutzer. 42 studies with addition

of the 12th study augmented with
descending chords. (Singer.) .50

Kross E., op. 40. The Art of Bow-
ing. A practical and theoretical

guide for developing the technic of

the bow and for acquiring a fine

tone. English and German Text.

Eng. translation by G. Saenger. 1.25

Massart L. The Art of studying
Kreutzer's Etudes. 412 Examples
compiled according to Kreutzer's

Indications, by L. Massart. Re-
vised and translated by G. Saenger.

English, French and German text. .60

Mazas F., op. 36. Part I. Etudes
sp^oiales. -50

—Part II. Etudes brillantes. .50

Rode P., op. 22. 24 Caprices, re-

vised by Kross. Edited by G.
Saenger. .50

Scholz, Richard. The Technic ffc.

the Violin in its entirety, presenteu

according to the latest System and
illusti-ated with numerous explana-

tory examples. Together with the

Art of Musical Interpretation with

special references to the Art of

Violin-playing. A practical text-

book for Violinists. Translated

and augumented by Gustav Saen-

ger. 1-00

CELLO.
Werner, Joseph, op. 12. Cello

School. With numerous fine

Photos. (English, French and
German text.) Together with Art
of Bowing, op. 43. Complete. 2.00

—Op. 43. The Art of Bowing.
(English and German.) 1.00

Schuiz, Leo. Album for Cello and
Piano, arr. by Leo Schuiz and
others. (Containing 33 composi-

tions by Bach, Chopin, Correlli,

Locoatelli, Mendelssohn, etc.) 1.50



CARL FISCHER'S REVISED AND AMENDED EDITION.

Logier's System of, and Self= Instructor

IN THE SCIENCE OF MUSIC,

HARMONY AND
PRACTICAL COMPOSITION.

TOGETHER WITH

BERLIOZ: THE ORCHESTRAL CONDUCTOR.

Complete in Boards, $2.00; in Clotli, $2.50

No work on harmony yet written has so fully covered the subject as does Logier's.

It's scope is of the broadest ; commencing from the first principles of the science, it

embraces all that is requisite to a thorough practical knowledge. The author has
adopted the inductive method and displays genius in that style of writing, as also in

his grasp of the subject. Treating of what in less competent hands becomes a dry
subject, he writes so charmingly and makes everything so plain and easy that the

student acquires a vast amount of knowledge in a brief space of time and with very
little labor. It is complimentary to his work to say that the late Rev. Sir 1". A.
Ouseley, when preparing his celebrated text-book on harmony for use at Oxford
University, (Eng. ), where he was professor of music, drew very largely from its pages,
as also did Charles Mandel, the former professor at the Eoyal Military College of Mu-
sic ( Kneller Hall ). It is safe to say that no work on harmony has more influence on
the English-speaking students of music than has this splendid treatise by J. B. Logier.

CARL FISCHER'S EDITION OF

Richter's (Z'^^lVf Manual of Harmony.
Thoroughly Revised, with Additional Exercises and

Explanatory Notes by OSCAR COON.

This work has been thoroughly revised from beginning to end, and made more
comprehensive than any previous edition issued in the English language. The addi-
tions by Mr. Coon make the most difficult problems easy, and the wording is so simple
that any one can understand it. This invaluable book should be in the hands of
every musician.

Elegantly Bound in Cloth, $2.00.

A. A. CUPPE-S The Band Teacher's Assistant.
A complete and progressive Band Instructor, with a pronouncing Dictionary of

Musical Terms.

$1.00.

WARD=JACKSON'S

Gymnastics for the Fingers and Wrist.
A System of Gymnastics based on anatomical principles, for developing and

strengthening the muscles of the hand ; for musical, mechanical and medical pur-
poses.

Entirely Re-written and Enlarged by GUSTAV SAENGER.

Elegantly Bound, 40 Cents.










